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Editor’s Note
The International Journal of Interactive Multimedia and Artificial 

Intelligence - IJIMAI (ISSN 1989 - 1660) provides an interdisciplinary 
forum in which scientists and professionals can share their research 
results and report new advances on Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools or 
tools that use AI with interactive multimedia techniques. 

After its recent tenth anniversary, the journal has achieved an 
important milestone. From 2015 to 2018 IJIMAI was indexed at Web 
of Science through Emerging Science Citation Index. This meant 
a great increase in visibility and number of received papers. This 
year, Clarivate Analytics has accepted the inclusion of IJIMAI in 
the Journal Citation Reports. Specifically, IJIMAI is being indexed 
and abstracted in Science Citation Index Expanded, Journal Citation 
Reports/Science Edition and Current Contents®/Engineering 
Computing and Technology. The Web of Science Categories in which 
IJIMAI is included are “Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence” and 
“Computer Science, Interdisciplinary Applications”. This way, IJIMAI 
is indexed in Science Citation Index Expanded beginning with vol. 
4(3) March 2017 so that the journal will be listed in the 2019 Journal 
Citation Reports with a Journal Impact Factor when released in June 
2020.  Given this great achievement, IJIMAI Editorial Board has to 
thank authors for all the papers sent and all the papers published, as 
well as reviewers for their support to obtain high-quality in papers, and 
specially our readers  because without them this milestone would not 
have been possible. 

The present regular issue includes research works based on 
different AI methods such as convolutional neural networks, genetic 
algorithms, lightning attachment procedure optimization, or those of 
multi-agent systems. These methods are applied into various fields as 
video surveillance, gesture recognition, sentiment analysis, territory 
planning, search engines, epidemiological surveillance or robotics.

The first article of this issue, written by Khiat and Hamdadou [1], 
targets a problem of spatial localization in territory planning through 
the proposal of a multicriteria group decision support system based on 
a multi-agent system. This system reproduces the behavior of decision 
makers considering the multiplicity and diversity of criteria as well 
as of own decision-makers. Moreover authors deal with a bounded 
temporal dimension so that the proposed system finds a solution before 
fixed deadline expires.  

The second article, from Khari et al. [2], focuses on static gesture 
recognition based techniques. Specifically the aim is to recognized 
signs of American Sign Language (ASL). They propose a fine-tuned 
VGG19 Model, a convolutional neural network. The advantage of 
this method is that it does not rely on features extraction and helps in 
reducing the computational power required. Besides, it achieves a high 
recognition rate when tested on an ASL dataset, outperforming other 
methods.

Also related to computer vision, in the third article, Joshi et al. [3] 
present an approach for smart video surveillance to track an already 
classified unidentified vehicle to handle its occlusion. It is difficult 
to retain features during occlusion especially in case of complete 
occlusion. The authors propose a computationally efficient approach 
that works through two periods, a tracking period when there is no 
occlusion and a detection period when occlusion occurs. The tests on 
six scenarios prove that the algorithm presents good robustness against 
high noise and low illumination circumstances. 

In the area of computer security, Rodríguez et al. [4] propose a 
symmetric-key cryptographic algorithm for text, which applies 
genetic algorithms philosophy, entropy and modular arithmetic. 

When comparing the proposed algorithm against RSA and DES, 
good performance is achieved in several factors, proving that genetic 
algorithms are a good option when facing problems in computer 
security.

Retaking the area of computer vision, this time applied to robotics, 
Sudin et al. [5] propose a novel localization method consisting of a 
corner extraction algorithm and a distance estimation algorithm for 
efficiently identifying salient goalposts for Robocup soccer humanoid 
competitions. The research arises from the fact that recent rules of 
Robocup discard the use of the middle pole to deliberately provide 
less prior information for the humanoid vision system. The technique 
provides highly accurate corner detection and distance estimation 
compared to other techniques.

Next research applies to web search engines, which process huge 
amounts of documents and queries so early termination algorithms are 
convenient to avoid processing all documents. Mansouria et al. [6] 
modify the WAND algorithm used in search engines, to early terminate 
with faster and more precise results. Also, they define new fine metrics 
to improve the evaluation of the retrieved information.

Kumar and Harish [7] present an article about sentiment 
analysis. Automatic detection of sarcasm or irony from content in 
microblogging reviews is a challenging task and the authors propose 
feature fusion to provide knowledge to the system by alternative sets 
of features obtained using linguistic and content based text features. 
The features are fused and classified using Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), Decision 
Tree (DT) and ensemble classifiers. To enhance the performance of 
the classifiers, they propose a weighted majority voting schema to 
create an ensemble from the decision of each classifier. The proposed 
approach is able to capture ironic utterances present in the reviews out-
performing existing methods on benchmark dataset.

The next article deals with convergence of media, specifically 
radio and online spaces. Laor [8] studies the success of radio programs 
beyond their native FM environment, focusing on their attempts at 
achieving popularity on social networks. Success on social networks 
is measured by user involvement and interaction with posted content 
and comments.  The results show that radio program activity on social 
networks promotes higher levels of interaction with listeners beyond 
broadcast schedule. Besides, integration of various media forms such as 
videos or images increases the likelihood of a post becoming popular.

Schrepp and Thomaschewski [9] describe the development and 
first validation studies of a modular framework for the creation of user 
experience (UX) questionnaires. This framework allows to select the 
UX aspects that are relevant for a certain product from a list of existing 
UX scales, as sometimes none of the existing questionnaires contain all 
the scales needed to answer a given research question.

In the field of spatial data mining, Zemri and Hamdadou [10] present 
the SOLAM (Spatial On Line Analytical Mining) system, an extension 
of Spatial On Line Analytical Processing (SOLAP) with Spatial Data 
Mining (SDM) techniques. They integrate the EPISOLAP system, 
targeted to epidemiological surveillance, with a spatial generalization 
method allowing the predictive evaluation of health risk. The spatial 
generalization allows exploring the data at different semantic and 
spatial scales while reducing the unnecessary dimensions.

Next three articles propose solutions to electrical engineering 
problems, focusing on power systems. The first one, by Mohamed et 
al. [11], presents the genetic moth swarm algorithm, which is an hybrid 
approach based on genetic algorithms and moth swarm algorithms, for 
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determining the optimal location and sizing of renewable distributed 
generation sources on radial distribution networks. The aim is to 
minimize the electrical power loss under security constraints. The 
experiments done prove the effectiveness of the presented approach 
compared with other methods under several power system constraints 
and conditions.

The second one of Ibrahim et al. [12] proposes the use of artificial 
neural networks to improve the performance of static synchronous 
series compensators (SSSC) integrated into combined wind farms 
(CWF). Their results illustrate that the performance of CWF can 
be improved using SSSC adjusted by a neural network, when they 
compare with CWF with ordinary SSSC and CWF with SSSC tuned 
by a multiobjective genetic algorithm.

The last article on power systems, by Kamel and Youssef [13], 
proposes an approach to determine the optimal allocation of different 
shunt compensation devices in power systems. The approach 
combines the use of lightning attachment procedure optimization and 
loss sensitivity indices. The developed algorithm is validated using 
standard IEEE 14-bus and IEEE 30-bus test systems. It achieves 
the objective functions with better performance compared to other 
optimization methods, such as teaching learning-based optimization, 
genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization. 

Next article, written by Padilla-Zea et al. [14], targets the long-term 
unemployment problem. It presents a gamified educational platform 
to empower social economy entrepreneurship skills in long-term 
unemployed people. The learning path is shaped as a story that guides 
the work throughout the training process. Two pilots were developed in 
Italy and Spain, involving five facilitators and around 60 learners. The 
analysis shows that this game can address various learner profiles that 
will benefit based on their features. This multi-faceted use of the game 
allows targeting multiple learners and competences.

This regular issue ends with a study by Rodríguez et al. [15] 
that aims to carry out a comparison of image recognition methods 
for the purpose of evaluating exercises performed in an immersive 
environment for motor skills training. The compared methods are 
convolutional neural network, K-nearest neighbor, support vector 
machine and decision tree. The assessment of the techniques is carried 
out using images captured from an immersive environment, obtaining 
that the convolutional neural network model has the best performance.

Dr. Rubén González Crespo 
Dr. Elena Verdú 
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I. Introduction

THE field of decision support has been the subject of research 
conducted by several scientists of various fields. Therefore, it has 

constituted an attractive pole for different studies and applications. 
Among these applications, we find several cases which are related 
to problems with spatial reference: urban and regional planning, 
transport, management of water resources, environmental management, 
evaluation of the territory and location of industrial activities, etc. The 
problems which are related to the area of spatial decision support focus 
on the selection of geographical sites [14] [4] [37]. This latter is based 
on the choice between several sets of physical criteria [12] [13].

Moreover, decision support systems aim to help decision makers 
in their tasks by providing them with all the relevant elements for 
decision-making and spatial planning. In fact, territorial decision 
support involves several conflicting criteria, whose importance are not 
the same. The territorial decision support involves several decision-
makers and institutions, which generally have divergent preferences 
and objectives where various points of view must be taken into account 
for a final decision [23]. The decision appears as a compromise 
between several interests and divergent points of view that imply the 
use of a negotiation strategy between the various involved actors who 
must take decisions as quickly as possible by taking into account a 
functioning constrained time. Consequently, this permits to obtain an 
answer to an interrogation before a given deadline in order to allow 
decision makers to act as quickly and appropriately as possible. 

Territory planning (TP) is based on a prospective and strategic 
vision that takes into account the potential, physical, social, economic, 
and environmental constraints of the concerned territory [14]. This type 
of problem involves several decision makers (persons and institutions) 
with different interests who have generally divergent preferences 
and objectives and whose different points of view must be taken into 
account for public decision. 

The realization of spatial localization in TP relies on mathematical 
methods and computer tools such as geographical information systems 
(GIS). The application of GIS is oriented to several areas: urban 
development [39], environmental management [10], the territory 
evaluation [12], industrial diagnosis [41] etc.

More particularly, spatial decision support systems are interesting, 
especially in the development of a model of group decision support 
which is dedicated to the problems of space localization in TP: the 
problem which entails the search for a surface on a geographical map 
satisfying a set of criteria and finding a compromise between several 
interests that appeal to the expertise of several people, particularly 
those which are concerned by the decision.

However, the group of decision-makers will be modeled by a set of 
entities called computer agents. These agents represent each decision-
maker in a multi-agent system (MAS) [11] [27].

The problem addressed in the current study concerns the proposition 
of a system that models the different decision makers who have their 
own information, constraints, decision strategies, preferences, and 
objectives generally not shared or communicated. Hence, the need for 
a negotiation process integrated into a group decision support system 
(GDSS) allows finding a common agreement for this group, in the face 
of a conflict. Several reasons can be mentioned besides the group and 

Keywords

Group Decision Support 
System, Spatio Temporal 
Modeling, Multi Agent 
Systems, Multicriteria 
Decision Analysis, 
Negotiation, Territory 
Planning. 

Abstract

Decision support consists of proposing tasks and projects by taking into account temporal constraints and the 
use of resources with the aim of finding a compromise solution between several alternatives. Indeed, on the 
one hand, centralized resolution systems and methods are generally inappropriate to the real case because of 
the local unavailability of decision makers. On the other hand, the data of the decisional problem are generally 
poorly expressed in a negotiation environment. Other techniques and approaches treat the same decision-making 
problem and impose a distributed vision for coherent decisions. For this purpose, Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) 
allow modeling a distributed resolution of the group decision support problem. In this article, we propose a 
new model of a multi-criteria group decision support system based on a multi-agent system modeling a spatial 
problem. We consider that each decision maker is assimilated to an agent that has a decision-making autonomy, 
in which he interacts with other agents in the debate through a negotiation process in order to reach an acceptable 
compromise. In this study, we propose coordination mechanisms among agents to highlight the simulated 
negotiation. Therefore, the proposed system finds a solution before fixed deadlines’ time expire. We experiment 
the suggested negotiation model to solve the decisional problem of spatial localization in territory planning.
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the decision-making for a common goal, which we quote:
1. The multi-criteria aspect (“several conditions per alternative “): 

allows the identification and the measurement of the alternatives 
or solutions on which the decision will be made. It is therefore to 
build a family of criteria that can represent as closely as possible 
the costs and benefits of the actions

2. The geographical distribution of decision-making actors is 
justified by organizational realities. Decision-making can thus 
bring together distributed actors on one or more sites.

3. The bounded temporal dimension (“a definite period of time”) 
is essential because it induces a beginning and an end to the 
activity, so it is ensured by an evaluation strategy and the means 
of communication.
The research work conducted in this study is summarized, in this 

paper, as follows: In section 2, we present a literature review on group 
decision support systems, their characteristics, and their topological 
evolution. In section 3, we propose solutions related to the problem of 
distributed negotiation with a specific deadline. Section 4 is dedicated 
to describe our proposal for a distributed group decision support system. 
In Section 5, we describe how the proposed system works. Section 6 
is dedicated to the description of the design and implementation of the 
proposed approaches.

Finally, we will conclude this article by summarizing the various 
contributions we have proposed to the problem of distribution and 
negotiation in group decision support systems. We will end by reciting 
some tracks of research that seem relevant to the problem dealt with 
in this study.

II. Related Work

The presented work is integrated in the context of Decision Support 
Systems (DSS). The later is considered in two main dimensions: the 
individual and the collective dimension.

The individual dimension is to provide a decision support to an 
expert decision maker in a field and to propose the resolution of a 
particular problem. Solving the problem follows a pre-established 
decision support process that is based on breaking down the problem 
into tasks and subtasks to have a satisfactory solution. Several decision 
support systems with a single decision maker have been proposed by 
using multi-criteria analysis methods:

In [1], the authors presented a method of multicriteria decision 
support to evaluate the decision of internalization / outsourcing as 
a part of a sustainable development strategy and they evaluate the 
strategic importance of the activities. The proposed method makes 
it possible to calculate an overall performance index by using the 
method AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) with indicators. In [2], 
the authors presented a case study on the implementation of a multi-
criteria approach to the performance and risk exposure of a bank. 
The proposed methodology is based on the PROMETHEE II method 
implemented in an integrated decision-making system.

In the same optics as our research, other studies have been 
conducted by exploiting geographic information systems (GIS): In 
[3], a methodology for evaluating built-up urban space was proposed 
(authors developed a decision support system for housing valuation). 
This system integrates a problem editor, a database management 
module, a set of multi-criteria decision support methods and an 
adequate human-computer interface that can be integrated with GIS 
tools. In [4], the objective was to provide a decision support in urban 
infrastructure which is planned to users. In addition, visualization of 
available alternatives on maps provide an added value to decision-
making processes in urban infrastructure assessment issues. The 
development of this system was motivated by a real urban case study.

In [38] a fuzzy hierarchical analysis method (FAHP) combined 
with a geographical information system (GIS) has been proposed. The 
authors presented a process for ranking industrial sites in Algeria. The 
proposed process of decision-making is based on the AHP method. 
Also the GIS is used to prepare geographic data in screening phase 
and to visualize ranked zones on a map in the evaluation phase. In the 
same area of use of the AHP multicriteria method and techniques that 
deal with transport problems, in [40] an analysis of the factors of urban 
mobility in the situation of cities has been proposed. The objective is to 
take into consideration all the elements involved in mobility in urban 
environments, in which their behavior was studied.

The works cited above do not always reflect reality because 
decision-making does not concern a single decision-maker, which has 
led to the development of group decision support systems, where a 
set of decision-makers, sometimes geographically dispersed, with 
different values and with potentially conflicting issues are involved. 
As a result, we identify the second dimension, the collective one.

The collective dimension concerns the collaborative aspect 
because it consists of providing collective decision support, where 
each decision-maker is involved in each step of the decision-making 
process. As a consequence, several works have been proposed:

In [5], a group decision model based on ELECTRE GD has been 
proposed. It is a group decision method constructed on ELECTRE III. 
The proposed model generates a collective solution that helps decision 
makers with different interests to reach (through an iterative process) an 
agreement on how to classify their alternatives. In [6], a methodology 
for remote group decision support (GDM) in case of emergency 
is proposed. In this model, some decision-makers are identified to 
formulate a group decision-making framework and a multi-criteria 
decision-making process is carried out, in which different results are 
obtained from diverse decision makers to verify the effectiveness of 
emergency management. 

Other works have been invested in coordination between decision-
makers, for a global decision-making, which was considered as a 
common interest. Cao and all [7] propose a theoretical vision of 
coordination in the use of the multi-criteria tools for the decision 
support system (DSS) intended for the groups. The authors proposed 
an extension by formulating parallel and sequential coordination 
methods for the distribution of multi-criteria tools. These methods can 
be used by DSS users to coordinate and structure the distribution of 
multi-criteria tools for groups. The study proposed in [8] had as main 
objective the implementation of parallel and sequential coordination 
methods in a web-based multicriteria group decision support system. 
The authors presented two methods of coordination that influenced the 
collaborative group decision process and the final consensual solution 
in the context of distributed group decision support multicriteria 
analysis. In [9] the authors set up a web-based multicriteria decision 
support system, which solved multi-criteria arrangement problems 
in a collaborative group of decision makers in sequential or parallel 
coordination mode and in a distributed and asynchronous environment.

In a context of simulating the behavior of decision-makers, 
several researchers have proposed group decision support systems 
(GDSS) with architectures based on multi-agent modeling (MAS). The 
decision-makers are modeled in such systems by intelligent agents. 
Below, we are going to identify some works on this aspect.

The author in [10] made a simulator based on a multi-agent system 
whose objective was to provide the negotiators with an instrument to 
test the consequences of a regulation in order to reach an acceptable 
compromise. In [11], a three-layer system structure had been proposed. 
This structure allowed for the implementation of a distributed 
intelligent decision-making system for a marketing decision. The 
authors developed the marketing system supported by a distributed 
decision support.
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The modelling of decision-makers by intelligent agents in a group 
decision support system is a very interesting field in current research 
because it has become more important especially when the data are 
of spatial type (geographic area). Several researchers have proposed 
GDSS models to address spatial location issues by considering a set 
of decision-makers. However, few are the works that considered the 
multi-criteria aspect and the multi actors aspect at the same time. The 
main existing works in the literature were carried out in our research 
team. Consequently, we are going to quote the most significant works 
carried out:

In [12], the authors proposed a decision quality optimization study 
in the context of spatial data management using a decision support 
model. The suggested model allowed experts to carry out diagnoses 
and proposed adapted alternatives by modelling negotiation and 
multi-stakeholder participation using multi-agent systems. In [13], 
the authors’ objective was to integrate multi-criteria analysis methods 
(MCAM) into a decision support system based on SOLAP technology 
(Spatial On-Line Analytical Processing), which was modeled and 
implemented as part of decision support systems dedicated to 
epidemiological surveillance. In [14], the authors proposed a strategy 
for the design and development of a spatial group decision support 
system and multicriterion. A multi-agent modeling (MAS) with a 
negotiation protocol based on mediation is proposed to conduct the 
spatial localization process. The latter was implemented in the territory 
planning. In the context of group decision support systems (GDSS) that 
model negotiation, a coordinator is involved in order to help decision-
makers to negotiate [15]. The main role of a coordinator is to find a 
satisfactory compromise for all decision-makers. The Negotiation in 
multi-agent systems (MAS) gives growth to two different approaches 
[16], [17]:
1. Analytical and normative approach based on game theory. Zlotkin 

and Rosenschein [18] applied game theory tools in multi-agent 
systems (MAS).

2. An approach based on the behavior of actors in the negotiation 
process. Most of the works in this direction lead to the development 
of negotiation protocols. The best known among them is the 
Contract Net Protocol (CNP) [19] developed for coordination. 
The first approach can only be used if the mathematical models 

support negotiation. It has an analytical or numerical solution (Monte 
Carlo method for example) [20]. The second is the only one possible to 
explore complex processes, in which relationships between agents are 
not reducible to mathematical models [10].

We have made improvements to integrate the previous approaches 
into a distributed decision support system proposed in this article. It is 
obvious that a large number of solutions and the distribution of choices, 
makes a large part of the decision support system. The metaheuristic 
based on time constraints has proved to be an efficient decision support 
tool for assignment problem solving. For example, in [42] the authors 
presented an optimization algorithm that solved a Rich Vehicle Routing 
Problem (RVRP) and arose from a research project carried out for an 
important Spanish distribution company.

Lastly, in a coordination strategy, it is obvious that a negotiation 
by proposal of solutions cannot be buckled to infinity. As a result, 
the strategy that we proposed takes into account time parameter and 
proposes a policy of the time management. 

Claude Duvallet [21] was mainly interested in the study of the real 
time aspect in multi-agent systems. He proposed ANYMAS model 
(ANYtime MultiAgents System) for the design of a real-time multi-
agent system (RTMAS) based on the use of anytime algorithms. 

In this study, we suggest a model of a decision support system 
based on agents. The decision makers who engage in decision 
making can be geographically remote (distributed), where each 

decision maker is modeled in this system by an intelligent agent. 
All agents follow a collective decision support process guided by an 
elected coordinator agent. Such a system is propped by negotiation 
simulation mechanisms. 

III. Our Contribution 

We place our contribution in the context of critical decision-making 
situations, where collective decision-making activities are generally 
characterized by synchronous cooperation sessions within distributed 
environments which are evolving and often unpredictable related to 
problems of multiplicity of decision-makers and their preferences.
• Distributed (location problem): Decision-makers act 

simultaneously and from distributed access points on shared 
objects by following implicit or explicit coordination rules and by 
using a set of tools that allow them to progress in a coordinated 
manner.

• Multi criteria and multi decision makers: The members who have 
different interests, skills, and experiences express their preferences 
in the form of a choice between several possible solutions to several 
criteria, which can relatively be of different nature: economic, 
social, environmental, technical ect. Decision making requires a 
synergy of efforts from several members, so that each one of them 
can use their know-how.
The main contribution proposed, in this article, particularly in the 

area of collaborative decision support, is to organize the performance 
of interdependent tasks over time by taking into account the temporal 
constraints and the use of data with the objective of optimizing one 
or more criteria. The methods of traditional resolution known as 
centralized, are generally poorly adapted to the real case because 
the data is geographically dispersed. For this purpose, the multi-
agent systems (MAS) constitute a paradigm quite appropriate and 
powerful which allow the modeling and the distributed resolution 
of the spatial location problem in a Territory Planning (TP). In this 
work, we are interested in a problem which consists of searching for 
a surface on a geographical map that satisfies a set of criteria. In 
addition, we propose to model and solve this problem in a distributed 
way by using a multi-agent approach. We consider that each decision 
maker is assimilated to an agent who has a decisional autonomy, 
and who can also cooperates with the other agents in order to reach 
a mutually acceptable global solution. Negotiation is a powerful 
mechanism for finding mutually acceptable compromises. Literary, 
the proposed approaches are based on a multilateral protocol that 
have a coordinator agent and a group of negotiators participating 
agents, who try to find a compromise that best satisfies the various 
decision-makers. Indeed, our objective is to propose mechanisms of 
cooperation between agents by electing one agent among the group 
of agents in order to ensure consistency in decisions that are locally 
taken. This new approach is encouraging because it looks like the 
way humans negotiate. During a negotiation, the proposed solutions 
allow the agents to interact with an offer or a proposal related to 
their points of view, and their preferences. The main objective of our 
contribution is to:
• Design, develop, and implement a Group Decision Support System 

(GDSS) to represent the multiplicity and diversity of actors by 
proposing a negotiation protocol.
Other more specific objectives are targeted:

• Deploying the proposed GDSS in a distributed architecture.
• Representing the preferences of each decision maker by exploiting 

the main advantages offered by multi criteria analysis methods.
• Guarantying the temporary aspect basing on a negotiation strategy.
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IV. The Proposed Decision Support System

The problem addressed consists in seeking a view as precise as 
possible of a given situation and obtaining a maximum of relevant 
information that satisfy a set of criteria and preferences which makes it 
possible to reach a consensus. 

For that, we implement a distributed group decision support system 
operating in three main phases: (1) pre-negotiation; (2) negotiation; 
and (3) post-negotiation. The proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Proposed Group Decision System.

The “Pre-negotiation” phase allows exploring and opening the 
negotiation space. The last phase “Post-negotiation” closes this space. 
The second phase “negotiation” includes an important stage known 
as a proposal of solution (decision support). The later contains four 
main stages that constitute the building blocks of any decision-making 
process, whose Simon’s [22] model shows the different steps for 
individual decision making.

Table I summarizes some concepts used in the proposed decisional 
approach:

A. Authentication and Structuring
For a distributed group decision problem, each decision maker in 

this group is modeled by an agent of a MAS, who allows the interaction 
between the different agents by a negotiation process. Accordingly, 
each decision-maker is located in geographically dispersed locations 
and he must involve his preferences through a web application. This 
phase also allows to display the final solution in output (the solution of 
the problem). This solution is stored in the knowledge base taking into 
account multiple possible uses of solutions to evaluate scenarios for 
similar future situations.

TABLE I. Description of Acronyms

Acronyms Description Role

PM Performance Matrix

A set of data describing the 
decisional problem, each 
performance represents the 
evaluation of each alternative 
against each of the criteria.

SPi
Subjective parameters 

of each decision 
maker i

Values that express the preferences 
of the each decision-maker (weight 
of a criterion, its preference and 
indiference).

ISVn Initial Solution 
Vectors

A ranking of all the alternatives in 
a vector by a specific order.

VP Vector of Preference

The vector that expresses the 
ranking of alternatives for each 
decision-maker after execution of 
the multi-criteria method.

TM Time Manager Time controller by event sequence.

FM Fault Manager Failure of a Technical and physical 
system controller.

n

Number of decision 
makers involved in 
solving the decision 

problem

Number of decision makers 
counter.

DMi Decision makers from 
1 to n System users.

PROMETHEE

Preference Ranking 
Organization 
METHod for 
Enrichment 
Evaluations

A multicriteria analysis method 
based on the elementary 
mechanism which is the 
comparison of the alternatives 
according to each criterion( two 
by two).

B. Territory Model
This model makes possible to adjust the analysis of the object and 

the space, to explain why we find this or that phenomenon here and not 
elsewhere, to interrogate a set of modules to provide a set of possible 
solutions to a given situation or problem, and to manage modifications 
and recordings in the knowledge base. It has its own structure and 
functioning, it inscribes itself in the space and the time (spatio-temporal 
scales). The territorial model comprises three components which are 
ultimately in interaction.

1. The Geographic Information System Module GIS
It is an information system designed to collect, store, process, 

analyze, manage, and present all types of spatial and geographic data. 
The essential function of GIS is to enable knowledge management of 
the territory, it is able to [23]: 
• Manage the geographic database.
• Archive information in a knowledge base. 
• Manipulate and query geographic databases.
• Provide a spatial representation of the studied systems.
• Visualize the data.

When decision-makers are able to identify alternatives and criteria 
through using the analytical capabilities of GIS in which a value 
(score) is assigned to each criterion the set of alternatives and their 
scores relative to the different criteria constitutes the matrix evaluation 
(Matrix Performance).

2. The Geographic Database Module
It is a set of spatial and non-spatial data structured and organized to 

be searchable and analyzable interactively or automatically. A geographic 
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database usually relates to a defined area. It is managed by GIS software. 
Furthermore, It integrates the data itself as well as their metadata.

3. The Knowledge Base Module
This knowledge base consists of the decision-making session’s 

directory. It is implemented to save and store the data related to the 
final decision, the trace of decision-making sessions, intermediate 
results, system elements, and shared documents. Its main purpose is 
to store all the solved cases in the past (problems and their solutions) 
and to provide these results to decision-makers. The flowchart in Fig. 
2 shows this interaction.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of a knowledge base decision support system.

C. Negotiation Model
The proposed system illustrated in Fig. 1 is composed of several 

modules which deals with a given group decision problem where 
the negotiation module is composed, mainly, of four sub-modules 
described below.

1. The Pre-Negotiation Module
We identify two major elements that mark this phase: pretreatment 

(pre-processing) and election. These two elements are ubiquitous in the 
rest of the decision-making process:

Pretreatment: In order to better adapt our proposed system to control 
mechanisms, we have equipped this module by a data manager which 
is able to detect any hardware and software infrastructure included 
in the system to better keep the environment stable, especially it is 
important to maintain an initial state between the system and the users. 
This makes it possible to define the deadlines in a negotiation process 
and control the interactions of decision-makers. The challenge of this 
notion is to allow the best choice of constraint that can express the best 
decision. The second notion consists of ranking the alternatives from 
the best to the worst without the notion of preference being present. 
This allows to assign to each available alternative a rank (a ranking 
vector). This approach is ensured by the data analysis method to solve 
this problem. Accordingly, we have exploited the different steps of this 
approach:
• Clustering (“solution categorization”).
• Data analysis method (“choice of the best criterion”).

The clustering consists of grouping objects in order to build 
predefined categories or classes. This type is a part of the classification 
problems. This is done by using a set of examples named as a set of 
solutions or alternatives (learning set) . They are made up of objects, 
whose category membership is not known (unsupervised aspect). 
Methods that solve this type of problem can be used to build / discover 
categories. Moreover, this type of method is used when the decision 
maker is not able to specify the categories [24].

However, the data analysis method makes it possible to choose 
the best criterion. In this paper, we are interested in determining a 
new measure for proposing solutions to decision-makers adapted to 
problems of multi-criteria decision support. This technique makes 
possible to classify the solutions using the unsupervised classification 
(use of k-means) in order to apply a learning algorithm. It is a question 
of finding a partitioning of the individuals which better represents the 
classes of each individual. This partition is then presented in the form 
of a decision tree.

Election: after obtaining the ranking of all the alternatives in a 
vector that will be called vector of initial solutions, this is compared 
to each preference vector (VP) of the decision maker to have the best 
similarity, in order to choose a preference vector of a decision-maker 
(among all decision-makers) that contains a ranking of solutions 
similar to the vector of initial solutions. This makes it possible to 
choose the participant who will be responsible for the good progress of 
the negotiation named the coordinator (in MAS). Additionally, this step 
is ensured by the similarity process. A time manager is set up to ensure 
the negotiation within the deadlines, to detect other breakdowns, 
and the event of exceeding time deadlines. The fault manager will 
automatically trigger if an agent disappears or leaves the negotiation. 
Therefore, in this case the negotiation must be restarted.

The two steps mentioned above are placed in a distributed decision 
support system, in which a simulation manager is set up to choose 
the best actor within a well-defined time interval in order to solve a 
specific decision problem.

2. The Multicriteria Analysis Module
Multicriteria decision analysis consists of constructing models 

that deal with decision problems taking into account several criteria. 
Each criterion addresses a set of homogeneous consequences. This is 
an important factor to evaluate a given scenario or to appreciate an 
occasion of alternative [25] and that the decision-maker must consider 
which are important and which are less important. The Multi Criterion 
Analysis (MCA) allows to deal with the multiplicity, the divergence, 
and the nature (quantitative or qualitative) of the criteria in order to 
reach acceptable compromises [41].

MCA is based on a coherent of criteria’s family constructed and 
started from a set of consequences or evaluation (performance) of each 
alternative of A = {a1, a2 ...., an} on a family of criteria F= {g...., gn} 
which is provided by gj (ai). These evaluations can be summarized 
in Table II. The application of this definition is called a Table of 
Performance (Performance Matrix).

TABLE II. Performance Matrix

g1 g2 …… g(n)

a1 g1(a1) g2(a1) …… gn(a1)

a2 g1(a2) g2(a2) …… gn(a2)

…… …… …… …… ……

a(n) g1(an) g2(an) …… gn(an)

In the context of our study, we chose the multi-criteria analysis 
method PROMETHEE II [26] which consists of ranking the alternatives 
according to an order of preference. This problem seeks to obtain a 
complete preorder on the set A of each participant, who must introduce 
his preferences (in the form of subjective parameters), depending on 
the application and the situation treated. Table III summarizes the 
various subjective parameters used in the multi-criteria method. They 
can be classified into two categories: “intercriteria parameters” and 
“intracriteria parameters” [23]. 
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TABLE III. Subjective Parameters

Parameters Symbol Meaning

weight Pj
Qualifies the relative importance of a 
given criterion Cj with respect to the 
other criteria.

Preference 
threshold PTj

The threshold at which the difference 
between the two alternatives is 
perceptible and makes one preferable 
to the other.

Veto threshold Vtj

Allows fixing an additional notion. 
If this threshold is exceeded on a 
criterion, then the alternative cannot 
be taken into consideration. Thus, it 
defines an intolerable situation for one 
of the participants.

Indifference 
threshold Itj

This is the smallest significant 
difference. Below that threshold, it is 
impossible to separate the two actions.

The first characteristic of the proposed group decision support 
system is decentralization. Such a system is lacking a central 
coordinator entity for the organization of the multi-agent system which 
involves a negotiation between the participants.

3. The Multi-Agent System Module MAS
In the first place, it is necessary that the information is available 

to decision-makers as soon as possible. However, Multi-Agent 
Systems (MAS) are particularly appropriate when dealing with Group 
Decision Support Systems (GDSS). Indeed, the agents make possible 
to reproduce the global functioning of a GDSS from the entities which 
compose it (GDSS) and interactions. The MAS is a tool which makes 
it possible to express an application and a behavior of the decision 
makers by autonomous agents, who play roles and render services in 
an organization. 

The different distributed decision-makers who have their own 
objectives are modeled by agents that have their own objectives and 
preferences. This implies that the decision process is distributed 
among the different entities which are basically involved in this group 
decision via a web application. The MAS allows the representation 
of interactions between various entities that can cooperate, negotiate, 
and communicate. In addition, an agent that evolves in an environment 
must be able to receive information from this environment, and to act 
in the same environment by following a decided behavior according 
to the agent’s reasoning. The agent is characterized by his architecture 
and his behavior, so that he can accomplish what is expected of 
him. Depending on the architectures and capacities, the agents are 
classified into several types that qualify them as cognitive, reactive, 
or hybrid [27].

In the context of our study, our system involves reactive agents. 
Each agent is controlled by a time manager for its overall operation and 
interactions with other agent in the platform.

For this purpose, we endow the MAS module with a negotiation 
protocol based on the election that involves one negotiator agent 
(coordinator agent) among the others, and a set of participating agents 
who represent different actors that are involved in a collective decision. 
We are interested in a particular application class: applications based 
on distributed group decision support systems by intelligent agents. In 
this class of applications, we will look for a final decision in relation to 
a given situation within a constrained time frame. Therefore, we will 
find a solution before fixed deadlines time expiries. Fig. 3 illustrates 
the interaction between the negotiator agent and a participating agent 
who is controlled by this environment.

Fig. 3. Overall architecture of the proposed system.

4. The Negotiation Module
Distributed Group Decision Support System (GDSS) refers to any 

computer system based on a multi-agent model, where each participant 
can be an offeror or applicant of a service in the face of a conflict, 
as opposed to the Client / Server model, where each participant has 
a specific role (either he offers a service, which makes him a server 
“elected agent”, or he is a service requester, which makes him a client).

Our contribution is to search for a surface on a geographical map 
that satisfies a set of criteria and finds a common agreement between 
the participants. Basically, this includes negotiation ensured by an 
elected coordinator, who offers solutions (alternative) from an initial 
vector of solutions.

In our research, we are interested in the negotiation in multi-agent 
systems (MAS). In such a system, the negotiation can resolve conflict 
situations between participants through the following characteristics:
• The proposition of solutions (alternatives) through a negotiation 

protocol that can be carried out directly from individual to 
individual [28].

• The use of a coordinator [29]: the process of negotiation based on 
sending messages between a coordinator and participants through 
a protocol is the most widely used, easily adapted one that actually 
models the way humans react to each other.

• The election of a coordinator among all participants to decentralize 
the negotiation protocol and distribute it.

V. The Process of Proposed System

In this section, we present a flowchart that illustrates the 
collaborative and distributed decision support process based on our 
observations and our analysis of the models proposed in the literature 
[30] , [7] and adapted to our design of cooperative decision support 
modules. The model we propose is able to support the decision-
making process in the particular multi-decision-maker context which 
is distributed with time constraints.

The flowchart in Fig. 4, demonstrates the sequence and approach 
taken by the system to conduct the collective distributed decision 
support process.

The decision-making flowchart is divided into several parts. The 
first part is reserved for the notion of initiation of the decision-making 
process and the formulation of the problem.
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed approach.

At this level, the system is responsible for several tasks mentioned 
below:
1. The determination of data (performance matrix);
2. The invitation of decision makers;
3. The configuration of the decision-making environment (triggering 

and managing the temporal sequence) ;
4.  The creation of a representation and a shared context (registration 

of decision makers).
The decision support model that we propose allows the decision 

maker to describe their preferences through a web application to solve 
a decision problem. The system tries to check if the solution already 
exists, if yes, the adapted proposal to this problem is exposed directly 
to the decision-makers, otherwise it is a new problem that requires the 
execution of the system processes to start another part of multi-criteria 
analysis; this notion is described in section V.A. 

A decision support environment must therefore allow the 
simulation manager to trigger decision-making mechanisms; some of 
them are related to the time management and others are related to the 
management of breakdowns and tasks.

To summarize, the simulation manager proposes a list of decision-
makers according to their registration order and profiles. The 
simulation manager is therefore responsible for choosing a negotiation 
coordinator and triggering other mechanism, such as the time manager, 
which synchronizes processes and determines the temporary deadlines 
of the responses (the decisions) in the negotiation phase. The measures 
of the time manager will be explained in the following sections.

A.  PROMETHEE Method
It is a multi-criteria decision support analysis method, and it 

is the acronym for Preference Ranking Organisation METHod for 
Enrichment Evaluations. PROMETHEE was proposed for the first 
time by Jean Pierre Brans [26]. 

PROMETHEE belongs to the family of outclassing methods, in 
which two particular mathematical treatments are proposed: the first 
makes it possible to classify the alternatives in a partial pre-order that 
leads to incomparability (the PROMETHEE I method). The second 
allows classifying the potential alternatives according to a total pre-
order (PROMETHEE II method).

These methods address any multi-criteria problem of the type:
TAB {g1 (a1), g2 (a2)...... gn (m) /a Є A} where A = {a1, a2 ... am} 

is a set of alternatives evaluated on a set of n criteria G = {g1, g2 ... gn}. 
Let F = {1, 2 ... n} be the set of criteria indices.

The data relating to such a problem can be represented in a table 
TAB (n × m) of dimension called performance matrix. Detailed in 
section IV.C.2.

The PROMETHEE method is exploited by each decision maker. 
Besides, it consists of establishing a process of numerical comparison 
of each alternative compared to all other alternatives. Consequently, it 
is possible to calculate the most important (merit) or the least important 
(demerit) of each alternative compared to all the others [26]. The result of 
this comparison allows the ordered ranking of alternatives (solutions) in 
a table called ordered ranking vector for each decision-maker. Therefore, 
it must consider a degree of two important parameters: the threshold of 
preference and indifference chosen quite easily by the decision-maker.

Both methods PROMETHEE I and II have the same initial 
reasoning, but their objectives are different in terms of classification of 
alternatives. PROMETHEE I makes it possible to identify relationships 
by a partial classification; whereas PROMETHEE II provides a 
classification of all the actions known as a total aggregation. We are 
interested in the PROMETHEE II method because of its advantages. 

1. Why PROMETHEE II
The PROMETHEE II method is among the most used methods 

in the category of outranking methods, because it offers a number of 
advantages of which we quote [31]:
1. It integrates the recent developments in the modeling of preferences 

in a simple way.
2. It has a mathematical basis, so that it programs and improves its 

functionality easily.
3. It builds a valued outranking upgrade that reflects the preference 

intensity.
4. It provides the decision-maker with a complete and partial ranking 

of the alternatives to choose.
We chose the PROMETHEE II method because it deals with a 

large number of alternatives, whereas the other methods such as AHP 
treat a limited set of alternatives [38].

In the next section and in the decision-making processes, the 
system must provide decision-makers with several tools to help them to 
negotiate. This latter is realized by a protocol which makes it possible 
to propose a set of solutions (alternatives) with an order relationship 
between various proposals. This modeling step is chained by a data 
analysis method and a similarity process that we explain in section 
VI.2. It is generally carried out with time constraints.

B. Classification and Similarity Process
We summarize our concept and our approach in several phases:

• Phase1: the integration of the decision maker’s preferences via the 
web application in the PROMETHEE multicriteria method. This 
phase is independent from the others because it is autonomous as 
each decision maker has its own storage vector. 

• Phase 2: The clustering phase, in which a k-means clustering 
algorithm is applied. The k-means is executed on the data set without 
taking into consideration the subjective nature of the problem. 
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• Phase 3: The classification of criteria based on preference 
relationships generated by phase 2 i.e. an application of the decision 
tree that allows us to have order of a ranking by a tree relationship 
with the notion of the greatest possible gain.

• Phase 4: The verification of the quality of the classification’s 
results by an agent’s election (mediating agent), this latter controls 
the negotiation process through several simulations.
The first phase is realized by the PROMETHEE method. In the 

following phase, we explain the impact of the clustering phase on the 
election process.

1. Clustering and Election Process
 We process the clustering method (phase2) according to the 

following constraints:
Either a clustering problem of the performance matrix defined by: 
 A = {a1, a2 ... am} a set of objects (alternatives).
 G = {g1, g2 ... gn} a set of criteria associated with set A.
The problem is to find a clustering method that represents the 

objects in set A. To do this, we build: 
1. A performance matrix with quantitative parameters.
2.  C = {1, 2….n} a group category set defined on all objects. This set 

is categorized by classes denoted by numbers (c1, c2, c3…….cn) 
and obtained by applying a clustering method.
In order to find a clustering method, we consider the problem 

of clustering as a problem of choice between several criteria which 
better represent the set of solutions (objects or alternatives). As a 
consequence, we chose the K-Means Method that aims to group a 
set of solutions together in the form of labeled classes [32]. Fig. 5 
shows the clustering of the performance matrix (PM) processed by 
k-Means.

Fig. 5. The application of a clustering method.

Why K-Means
Different clustering methods and algorithms have been proposed 

and developed in literature. Studies have shown that no method is 
better than others on all clustering problems [33]. In this context, the 
K-Means algorithm is one of the best known and most used algorithms. 
It is based on an iterative process that is easy to program and adapt. 
However, the main advantage of this technique is its linear complexity 
in relation to the number of objects to that will be treated.

The objective of the next steps (phases 3 and 4) is to propose a new 
formulation of the coordination problem in GDSS using negotiation 
concepts. In this section we firstly define the application of decision 
trees on all alternatives and criteria. Then, we detail the two main 
developed contributions in this article to solve this type of problem, 
namely as the similarity process and the election of the coordinator 
agent. Finally, we describe the negotiation protocol.

2. Decision Tree
Is the classification phase of the criteria (phase 3). It is a question 

of finding partitions that better represent individuals (solutions) and 
model all the attributes (criteria) in the form of a decision tree. We take 
a set of classified data as an input (performance matrix processed by 

the K-Means Method), and we provide on output a tree that looks like 
an orientation diagram.

ID3 is one of the reference algorithms and the most used in the 
supervised classification type. The ID3 is founded on information 
theory research [35], this algorithm is based on examples already 
classified in a set of classes (result of the K-Means Method) that 
produces a decision tree [34].

Why ID3
We chose the ID3 algorithm in the design of our system because 

the popularity of this algorithm rests on its simplicity, especially from 
the point of view of the ease of implementation [36].

3. Similarity Process and Election in a Multi-Agent Environment
The objective of the process is to use the knowledge gained in the 

result of the decision tree to improve the quality of the final result. 
Indeed, the use of a reference vector for a comparison between several 
rankings increases the robustness of the solution. This happens by 
avoiding the problems related to the outsourcing of coordination and 
the processing related to the classifications of the proposals to reach the 
final solution. The similarity process consists of:
• Selecting the root of the decision tree (top node) that represents the 

most important attribute.
• Assigning a sort order of more to less important of the set of 

examples (alternatives) with respect to the selected attribute.
• Defining a reference vector called the initial solution vector that 

contains examples (alternatives) generated by the ranking order 
assigned to the solutions.

• Comparing a decision-maker’s ranking vector with the initial 
solution vector, a similarity index becomes more important when 
the two vectors are similar in terms of ranking solutions.

• Choosing a ranking vector that corresponds to a decision-maker by 
the greatest similarity assessment.
In this step, the process carries out a series of evaluations of each 

ranking (triggered the fault manager in case the decision maker leaves 
the negotiation). This process is able to manage the failure by choosing 
the second ranking vector. This latter corresponds to the best second 
similarity index. It is an operational process that involves the selection 
of a ranking for an election of a decision-maker who has the most 
appropriate storage. Fig. 6 illustrates the selection of the ranking most 
similar to the initial solution vector.

Our objective is not to reproduce the operation of the similarity 
process automatically to choose a ranking vector if the process finds two 
or more appropriate ranking vectors, but to propose a framework for the 
realization of coordination between the decision-makers by an election 
of a ranking that models a sequence of proposals in a negotiation process.

Fig. 6. Similarity Process.
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Fundamentally, our approach is to develop coordination parameters 
that consider the choice of a ranking vector as a reference of choice of 
a decision-maker. This latter ensures negotiation, not in a direct way, 
but by a multi agent model that provides a detailed view of decision 
support process.

Having a multi-agent model integrated into the group decision 
support system provides a management of a negotiation protocol 
(described and detailed in section C.3). The MAS allows to model each 
decision-maker by an agent and to select a coordinator agent, who has 
the best ranking treated by the similarity process. Besides, the selected 
agent (coordinator agent) mentioned above is able to:
• Ensure a smooth running of the negotiation
• Use the functional capacities of a coordinator in a suitable way in a 

group decision support process.
• Control the behavior of the group through time management and 

provide solutions to reach a global compromise. 
A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is an essential tool to support a 

cooperative work in a decision support system. In fact, the MAS 
brought by a GDSS exists in the interaction between the agents through 
negotiation. Furthermore, the decision makers find the satisfactory 
solution by making acceptance checks on the machine in order to see 
the results. The following section describes this notion by explaining 
the sequence of the negotiation process.

4. The Negotiation Protocol
In a multi-agent system, negotiation is characterized by a 

coordination mechanism that allows directing the actions (behaviors) 
of agents while leaving them freedom of choice by using an appropriate 
protocol. Our logic of unfolding the negotiation protocol is inspired and 
based on a protocol proposed by Hamdadou [23], in which it is divided 
into two notions, the protocol description and negotiation process:

Protocol Description: this stage of the group decision support 
process is the stage in which solutions (alternative) are sorted. We 
call this a production phase (compromise) and problem solving. This 
process is the fact of selection of the proposals by the coordinator 
(elected agent) before submitting the proposed solutions to all the 
agents (decision-makers).

The generation of an acceptable compromise to all agents must be 
based on a dynamic of exchange (a confirmation sequence) between 
the agents (MAS) and decision makers distributed, to not exceed the 
temporal deadlines.

Negotiation Process: in our work, a simpler approach is proposed. 
This approach consists of proposing solutions (alternatives) by the 
coordinator of his own ranking vector. Other agents are considered 
autonomous, as well as they always try to satisfy their desire in order 
to achieve the overall objective.

Negotiation is considered as a succession of sending messages 
governed by different steps as described below:
• In the first step, the coordinator has the proposals of the ranking 

vector that corresponds to the decision-maker chosen in the 
similarity process. He can decide how agents can organize 
themselves to respond to proposals. Thereafter, the coordinator 
also has the power to trigger the fault manager in the event that an 
agent’s response is no longer valid (exceeding a deadline).

• In the second step, the negotiation process begins with the coordinator 
agent, who sends the best proposal at the respective time (the first 
solution located at the first location in the ranking vector and so on). 

• In the third step the coordinator evaluates the answers provided 
by the other agents; he counts the number of participating agents 
who have accepted his proposal. If this number is greater than 
or equal to a threshold, then the negotiation is successful. Else 

the negotiation continues with several iterations of exchange of 
proposals and counter-proposals.

• The last step consists of a compromise at a coordinator level, As 
soon as all the answers of the participating agents are received; 
it communicates the best proposal to all the participants who are 
present in the negotiation process.
These last two steps are repeated until only one proposal remains, 

or the available time to negotiate has elapsed.
The coordinator has three features: 

1. The first is to propose to each agent a solution (alternative), and to 
evaluate the time intervals for accepting responses by triggering 
the time manager.

2. The second is to measure the responses sent by the participating 
agents by a threshold. Also, the coordinator has the power to 
trigger the fault manager in order to eliminate failed agents. If the 
coordinator falls down, the fault manager tries to reactivate the 
similarity process.

3. The last feature is to decide which proposal satisfies all agents based 
on their rankings, and the time limit set for the finalization of the 
negotiation managed by the time manager. We detail the impact of 
time in a multi agent system in the next section (Time Management).
Thus, we can notice that the participating agent manages two types of 

conversations driven by the Negotiation Protocol. This conversation is to 
allow each agent to accept or reject the proposal sent by the coordinator 
agent. Furthermore, to be able to answer the proposal, the agent consults 
his ranking vector. If this proposal is in the first row (the first half) of its 
ranking vector, then he accepts it by sending an acceptance message to 
the coordinator agent, if not, he sends a refuse message.

The negotiation process ends when the final solution is validated 
by the coordinator agent, in this case this coalition for a compromise is 
represented as a recommendation registered in the knowledge base and 
decision makers can visualize this result.

C. Time Management
Claude Duvallet [21] proposed an agent-based decision support 

system whose behavior is anytime. The acquisition of behavior takes 
place at two levels:
1. The local level: this is the agent level. The latter is endowed with 

anytime behavior. 
2. The global level: it is the multi-agent system level, which must also 

have the anytime behavior.
The modular architecture of our system has been chosen as an 

agent-based architecture. It is then extended with additional modules to 
realize a distributed architecture with a negotiation protocol by adding 
a time management inspired by anytime behavior. The coordination 
agent has a threshold function, which counts the number of proposals 
that must not exceed a certain number (NbAT). Besides, when the 
threshold (number of messages exchanged) is reached by one agent, 
the other agents must synchronize in order to launch the reelection of 
another coordinating agent; i.e. the coordinator has proposed several 
solutions without reaching an acceptable solution to all agents. 
Moreover, a group of agents that triggered re-election are the candidates 
for a new election. For this purpose, choosing a new coordinator needs 
the selection of an agent that has the second high similarity threshold.

For a given agent, when its alert threshold (AT) function indicates 
that its communications have exceeded this threshold (1), he will then 
have two possibilities (See Fig. 7):
1. He sends an alert message to the coordinator (1), which counts the 

number of alerts (NbAT). If this number is greater than half plus 
one, the coordinator triggers the fault manager (3) to restart the 
re-election (4) (5).
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2. He notifies the simulation manager (2), so that the system sends 
a message to the concerned decision maker to validate his choice 
immediately (6). If not, the agent that sends the alert is considered 
as a failing agent (he leaves the negotiation).
When an agent has to solve a problem, he invokes the time manager to 

initiate the alert threshold (for each agent). He can obtain an answer (end 
of negotiation) whose quality is not optimal (ranking of the final solution is 
not among the first ranked in its vector). In the case of having or receiving 
an alert, the concerned decision maker (the agent who represents the 
decision maker) must make his choice in relation to the solutions proposed 
by the coordinator to obtain the final result. Fig. 7 illustrates the role of 
each management mechanism in the proposed system.

 Fig. 7. Operation of the proposed system.

For each function of a mechanism, we define an associated 
formula. Table IV presents a summary of the different formulas used 
by the agents.

TABLE IV. Table of Measuring The Functioning of the Mechanisms

Appellation Formula Acronyms

Alert 
Threshold 
(triggering 
case)

AT Pro i
i

n

� � �
�
�

1

alert �

AT :Alert Threshold
Pro : Proposal
NbrAl: Number of 
Alternatives

Re-election 
alert

NbAT AT
i

n

�
�
�

1

� �reelection

NbAT : Number of Alert 
thresholds triggered by 
agents.
n : number of agents

Overall time 
estimated 
by the time 
manager

NT TPro i
i

n

� � �
�
�

1

NT :Negotiation Time
Tpro : Time of a 
proposal
n : total number of 
solutions

Observing the behavior of the system will allow decision-makers 
to anticipate decision-making when situations of failure arise in a 
negotiation. This allowed us to become aware of different attractions 
and proposals in order to interpret the results. The estimated time 
allowed us to control the reactivation of functions and eliminate an 
iteration loop of consensus.

In order to support the representation of this approach of 
coordination, a UML modeling was used. It is the most useful tool for 
MAS modeling. Additionally, for a good representation of the different 
interactions between the coordinator (the elected agent) and the agents 
of the system, we propose a sequence diagram representation. For this 
diagram, the corresponding language is defined by primitives of the 
negotiation protocol, proposed from an agent to N agent:

Coordinating agent: sends messages to all agents:
• REQUEST (): the coordinator sends a message to the participants 

to indicate the beginning of the negotiation process, i.e. requesting 
or initiating negotiation.

• PROPOSE (): the coordinator proposes an agreement (contract) to 
all participating agents concerning a given solution.

• CONFIRM (): the coordinator sends a message to all agents 
to inform them that the negotiation is successful and the best 
alternative has been found.
Participating agent: The messages sent by the participants target 

the coordinator only. The other participants are not informed of these 
messages:
• INFORM (): after establishing a ranking of alternatives from the 

best to the worst (ranking of alternatives), each participating agent 
sends a life message to the coordinator (ready to negotiate).

• AGREE (): each participant indicates to the coordinator by 
this message that he accepts or agrees to this contract (solution 
proposed by the coordinator is to accept).

• REFUSE (): the participant indicates to the coordinator that his 
proposals are rejected. The agreement cannot be concluded in its 
current form and should be amended.
Fig. 8 illustrates the sequencing of these interactions via a UML 

diagram and Fig. 9 show a use case of our system.

VI. Case Study

The application of our distributed decision support architecture 
requires an infrastructure communication and simulation platforms 
for giving the geographically dispersed aspect of decision-makers 
who may interact with the system in the decision-making process. 
In a distributed context, where decision-makers are dispersed, 
the architecture of a GDSS consists of modeling a geographically 
dispersed structure or organization of a distributed decision support 
system. This allows introducing the preferences of a decision-maker 
via a web application, whose objective is to reproduce the behavior of 
a group modeled by a MAS in order to come to a collective decision 
about a problem. The tools used to implement our approach are:
1. Multi Agent System: The multi-agent platform “JADE” allows the 

realization of intelligent agents and to program their behaviors. It 
has a java interface that illustrates the decision-making process.

2. Java Application: uses a program (Application) in which the 
simulation can be run to perform the negotiation process. This 
application was developed with the “NetBeans” environment 
based on the “Java” language.

3. User Web Interface (Decision Makers): allows the interaction 
and introduction of the preferences (subjective parameters) of the 
decision-makers via a web page. This interface was developed by 
the “DREAMWEAVER” tool based on the “HTML” language.
In the following, we describe step by step the operation and 

progress of our approach through a case study.
The spatial group decision support system (SGDSS) proposed in 

this article focuses on the decision-making problem of choosing the 
most appropriate zone that best meets the needs of all decision-makers. 
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As a consequence, our work is interested in the choice of a solution 
which satisfies most of the preferences of the decision-makers. For this 
reason our system is divided into two parts: Users part and Server part. 
The first consists of the web pages, where each decision maker has 
a registration window that represents his preferences, visualizations 
of results, and interactions. The second concerns the simulation of 
negotiation and processing for choosing the solution. This part is 
composed of several tasks, where each task is an independent treatment 
that will be used for negotiation thereafter.

A. The Addressed Decision Problem
For this case study, we relied on the work of Joerin [37] and taken 

up by Hamdadou in [23], 650 virgin ilots (alternatives) were proposed. 
The study area is located in the Canton of Vaud about 15 km North 
of Lausanne. The area of this zone is 52.500 km2. Its geographical 
limits in the Swiss coordinating system are 532 750-532 500 (m) and 
158   000-164 000 (m). In this study, we also identify the diversity of 
factors (environmental, social, economic, etc.). It seems wise not to 
aggregate all of them in a single criterion. The land relevance for habitat 
characteristics for this application are seven criteria, namely: damage, 
noise, impacts, geotechnical, natural risks, equipment, accessibility, 
and climate. Table V describes in detail the different criteria considered 
in this study.

TABLE V. Description of Identified Criteria

Criteria Type Factors

Harm Natural Pollution of the air and odors

Noise Social Highways and railways

Impacts Social Groundwater and sectoral

Geotechnical 
and natural risks Natural Constraints, landslides, floods, earthquakes, 

fires

Equipment Economic Distance to gas, electricity, water, roads

Accessibility Social Average travel time between home and work

climate Natural Sun, fog, temperature

The problem addressed in this case study is related to the choice 
of a solution (alternative) that represents a land for housing. Indeed, 
our work is interested on the most appropriate choice of a zone for the 
construction of a dwelling.

The alternatives (actions) correspond to the objects of the 
negotiation.

The definition and evaluation of the criteria are identified according 
to the different actions that generate the matrix performance. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 10.

 Fig. 10. The performance matrix.

B. Identification of Decision-Makers
In this study, the different decision makers involved in the group 

decision are:
• Decision Maker 1: Environmental associations.
• Decision Maker 2: Politician.
• Decision Maker 3: Economist.
• Decision Maker 4: Public.

Each decision-maker is represented by an agent; the creation 
of agents is performed using the MAS JADE platform (JAVA). We 
attribute to each participating agent a weight in order to express his 
importance in the negotiation process.

C. Simulation of the Negotiation Process

1. At the User Level
Registration of the Decision Makers: they can subscribe to the 

web page, a password and username is assigned to each member of the 
group. Each decision-maker has a window that allows him to:
• Introduce the subjective parameters.
• View input data: Performance Matrix.
• Receive confirmation messages.
• Evaluate the results.

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show, respectively, the different functions 
assigned to the decision-maker in his web page.

 Fig. 9. Use case diagram.

Fig. 8. Sequence diagram.
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Fig. 11. Home page of a decision maker.

Fig. 12. Inputting subjective parameters.

2. At the Server Level
In this section, we will illustrate our proposal of the group decision 

support model, so beginning with the organization and creation 
of the necessary data for the negotiation simulation. Besides, this 
organization is to classify the matrix performance through using the K 
Means method, as shown in Fig. 13. 

 Fig. 13. Clustering of alternatives by the Kmeans method.

The generation of the decision tree by a hierarchy of criteria is 
calculated from the clustered matrix performance. Fig. 14 shows the 
first level of the tree (root) that will be useful later.

Fig. 14. Creating the decision tree using the ID3 algorithm.

A set of agents is set up to reproduce the behavior of decision-
makers. This latter consists of a coordinator who is elected by the 
system (responsible for the negotiation), and a set of participating 
agents.

Generating preference vectors by using PROMETHEE II (multi 
criteria analysis method): in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, we show a series of 
experiments’ illustrations that demonstrate how our system attributes 
subjective values and parameters to each agent involved in the group 
decision to begin negotiation.
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Fig. 15. Identifications of the parameters of each agent.

Fig. 16. Subjective parameters expressed by each decision-maker.

Loading input data: Performance matrix, subjective parameters 
allow calculating the ranking of alternatives (preference or ranking 
vector) of each decision-maker by using the PROMETHEE II method. 
An example of the result of this method is shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. Ranking calculated by the PROMETHEE II method.

The similarity process: runs to select a coordinator after generating 

each decision maker ranking. Fig. 18 illustrates the ranking of alternatives 
(calculated from the root), and the result of the similarity process.

Fig. 18. Ranking alternatives from the decision tree and choosing the coordinator. 

Election of the coordinator: it can be seen that agent ‘1’ has been 
chosen as the coordinator shown at the bottom of the interface in Fig. 
18.

Negotiation protocol: In our study, an acceptance threshold is set 
at (70%). If the majority accepts a proposal, it means the solution is 
chosen. For this purpose, the system signals the end of the negotiation 
and that the solution of the problem has been found. The different 
messages exchanged between the coordinator and the participants 
during the negotiation process are shown in Fig. 19 and provided by 
the functionality of the SMA module (the sniffer agent).

Fig. 19. The messages exchanged during the negotiation process via the sniffer.

The Group’s final decision: As soon as the ultimate alternative 
is found, the participating agents reach a consensus. The alternative 
chosen is 202 as shown in Fig. 20 with a high acceptance rate. In 
addition, the server (system) sends the negotiation’s results to the 
decision makers via the web interface shown in Fig. 21.
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Fig. 20. Result of the negotiation.

Fig. 21. Final result sent to decision-makers.

The values of the subjective parameters expressed by each decision 
maker are involved in the group decision and the matrix performance. 
Eventually, the results are stored in a database as shown in Fig. 22.

Fig. 22. Example of the database.

In a situation that there is not an ultimate acceptable solution 
according to the majority of the concerned decision-makers, the system 
triggers the re-election of a new coordinator. We can have a case of 
failure if:
• The alternatives have been exhausted.
• Re-election number is equal to the number of decision-makers 

(each decision-maker has become a coordinator).
• The estimated time for the negotiation is invalid (exceeding the 

deadline). 
In this case we propose other strategies to solve this problem 

in order to have a deterministic protocol, such as the monotonous 
concession and game theory that can make the negotiation protocol 
more efficient.

VII.   Conclusion and Future Works

In this article, we have uncovered a new research track in the field 
of multi-criteria decision support. We proposed a decisional group 
model based on a multi-agent system modeling a spatial problem.

We have developed a new approach that integrates:
• Data analysis based on a clustering method, which allows the 

management and manipulation of resources, in order to optimize 
the quality of negotiation in a spatial context.

• Multi-criteria analysis based on a multi-agent model, which 
reproduces the behavior of decision-makers in order to respond to 
the multiplicity and diversity of both the criteria and the decision-
makers.
Several techniques and strategies are elaborated in this article, in 

order to enrich our approach which allows:
• The representation of the multiplicity of actors (decision-makers), 

their diversity, their behaviors and their interactions.
• The interaction of the different decision-makers facing a decision-

making problem via a web application.
• The Integration of time management mechanisms during the 

negotiation process.
• We end this conclusion by noting the different research perspectives, 

which we intend to resolve in the future:
• Integration of GIS (Geographic Information System) and their 

functionality.
• Working on spatial data in real time.
• Development and design of a GDSS with distributed agents that 

operate in real time.
• Integration of other negotiation strategies between different agents.
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I. Introduction

In Computer Accessibility, researchers keep on investigating new and 
assistive technologies for the people who suffer from disabilities. These 

technologies consist of devices and software that are intended to benefit 
the people who suffer from disabilities. Moreover these technologies 
may help users in performing tasks with much larger efficiency which in 
turn will help in increasing their quality of life.  According to an estimate 
of World Health Organization (WHO) in 2019, there are about 466 
million people who suffer from hearing loss [1]. In 2005, the number of 
deaf people was 278 million [2]. In around 15 years, there is a significant 
rise in the number of people having hearing problems. 

Deaf people use numerous methods for communication purpose. 
One of these methods include Sign Languages that are made up of 
movements of the hands, torso, arms, head, facial expressions and 
eyes. Sign Language is a hand gesture language which is most common 
among the deaf people to be used as way of expressing their feelings, 
thoughts, and knowledge in the place of verbal communication. 
According to [3], there are more than 100 sign languages. Moreover, 
there is no a unified way of writing sign languages, being SignWriting 
a proposal on which some research work has been developed [4]. 
American Sign Language (ASL) is one of the most commonly used 
sign languages throughout the U.S. and Canada and also including 
Southeast Asia and West Africa. According to an estimate in [5], there 
are about 250,000–500,000 deaf people who rely on using American 
Sign Language (ASL). ASL fingerspelling consists of 36 signs and is 
also the sixth most used sign language in US. 

There are many works on gesture recognition for different purposes, 
some focusing on the whole body [6] while others focusing on a specific 
part as eyes [7] or hands [8]. Despite of the vast number of research 
works that have been published, there have been several limitations. 
Some of the limitations include: (1) many of the previous methods 
make use of add on devices, (2) most of the previous methods are based 
on getting more speed than getting a higher recognition rate, (3) most of 
the previous methods still make use of traditional learning algorithms 
that are based on feature extraction which requires high computation 
[9]. Gesture recognition can be classified into two different categories. 
The first one is electromagnetic gloves and sensors based detection and 
the other is Computer Vision based. The electromagnetic gloves and 
sensor based technique is very expensive and is not suitable for real life 
purposes [10]. On the other hand, the Computer Vision based technique 
can be further divided into Static Gesture Recognition and Dynamic 
Gesture Recognition. There are many challenges in the area of hand 
gesture recognition such as (1) feature extraction (2) variation in hand 
size, (3) hand partial occlusion.

In recent years, the field of deep learning is under rapid 
development. Particularly, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are 
able to achieve far more effective results related to the field of Image 
Classification, Natural Language Processing, etc. With increasing 
popularity of CNN, many new CNN Models such as GoogLeNet [11], 
VGG16, VGG19 [12], and Inception V3 [13] have emerged and were 
able to achieve significant results in ImageNet Large-scale Visual 
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC).

As these CNN models became more popular, a concept termed as 
Transfer Learning gained reputation. Transfer Learning is the transfer 
of parameters of a previously trained model to help the training of 
another model. The main advantage of Transfer Learning is to avoid 
the overfitting of models and also to reduce the time taken to train a 
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model. With the help of Transfer Learning, the model can be more easily 
converged. There are a huge number of research results that helped in 
confirming the performance of models trained with the help of Transfer 
Learning. For example, GoogLeNet Model which was pre-trained with 
ImageNet image library can be used to predict diabetic retinopathy [14].

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a Neural Network 
that will help in increasing the recognition rate on American Sign 
Language Dataset. The main focus of this paper is on Static Gesture 
Recognition based techniques. Presently, Static Gesture Recognition 
disadvantages include non-robust and inaccurate recognition under 
abrupt lightning changes and complex background. Inaccurate Gesture 
Segmentation in turn affects the accuracy of gesture classifications 
[15]. The proposed algorithm uses Transfer Learning, which not only 
helps in eliminating the need of feature extraction but also helps in 
reducing the computational power required to obtain a higher accuracy 
for Sign Recognition.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes 
the Related Work. Section III explains the proposed Work. Section IV 
describes the research methodology. Section V explains the results and 
comparative analysis. Section VI includes the conclusion.

II. Related Work

Pugeault and Bowden (2011) [16] used a Microsoft Kinect for the 
collection of Intensity and Depth Images of American Sign Language 
(ASL) 24 letters (except J and Z). On this dataset the authors used 
OpenNI + NITE framework for gesture detection and tracking. For 
extraction of features, the authors used a set of Gabor filters and then 
the classification was done using Random Decision Forest. The paper 
concluded that the average recognition rate is 73% when only Intensity 
Images were considered and 69% when only Depth Images were 
considered. The combined recognition rate is 75%.

Estrela et al. (2013) [17] proposed a framework on the basis of 
bag of features in combination with Partial Least squares (PLS).The 
authors split the experiment into two groups and computed results on 
the basis of ASL dataset. In the first group, the experiments compared 
Support vector Machine (SVM) classifiers and Partial Least Squares 
(PLS) classifiers. The accuracy achieved in the first experiment of the 
PLS and SVM classifiers is 66.27% and 62.85%, respectively. In the 
second experiment, BASE and SIFT feature descriptors are appraised. 
BASE feature extractor runs faster and consumed less memory while 
the SIFT feature extractor achieves a better accuracy. The accuracy 
with PLS is 71.51% and with SVM is 65.55%, respectively.

Chuan et al. (2014) [18] used a 3D motion sensor based system 
for implementing American Sign Language Recognition (ASL). 
The authors applied KNN and SVM for classification of 26 letters 
on the basis of features derived from the sensory data. According to 
the experiments, the result shows that the highest rate for average 
classification is 72.78% and 79.83% which was achieved by k-Nearest 
Neighbour (KNN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) respectively. 
Rioux-Maldague and Giguère (2014) [19] presented a novel feature 
extraction technique which uses both the depth and intensity image 
that were captured from a Microsoft KnectTMsensor. Then, the authors 
used a Deep Belief Network on an American Sign Language dataset.

Ameen and Vadera (2017) [20] developed a CNN aimed for the 
classification of both the colour and depth Images. The CNN was 
applied to American Sign Language (ASL) database. The authors were 
able to achieve a precision equivalent to 82% and recall of 80%. Xie 
et al. (2018) [15] proposed a RGB-D Static Gesture Recognition based 
method using a fine-tuned Inception V3. In comparison to a traditional 
CNN, the authors adapted a two stage training strategy. The authors 
compared the proposed model with traditional methods and other CNN 
model. The highest accuracy authors were able to reach was 91.35%.

Dai et al. (2017) [21] proposed a SmartWatch-based American 
Sign Language (ASL) recognition system. The purpose of this system 
was to be more portable, comfortable and user friendly. The proposed 
system was designed such that each individual Sign having its own 
motion pattern can be transformed into accelerometer and gyroscope 
signals. In the next steps, these signals are analysed with the help 
of a Long-Short Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network (LSTM-
RNN) trained with Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC). 
Islam et al. [10] proposed a novel “K convex hull” method which is 
the combination of K curvature and convex hull algorithms. The “K 
convex hull” method developed is able to detect fingertip with high 
accuracy. In this paper, the system gathers ASL gesture images with 
black background and extracts mainly five features that are fingertip 
finder, pixel segmentation, elongatedness, eccentricity and rotation. 

Tao et al. (2018) [22] proposed a Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN) along with inference fusion and multiview augmentation. This 
method uses depth images captured by Microsoft Kinect. Chong and 
Lee (2018) [23] developed a prototype with the help of a Leap Motion 
controller (LMC). This study focussed on full ASL recognition i.e. all 
the 26 letters and 10 digits. The recognition rate for 26 letters with 
the help of Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Deep Neural Network 
(DNN) was 80.3% and 93.81% and for the Combination of 26 letters 
and 10 digits was 72.79% and 88.79%, respectively.

Lim et al. (2019) [24] proposed a two phase recognition system. The 
two main phases comprises of hand tracking and hand representation.  
In the first phase, the hand tracing is performed with the help of 
particle filter. And in the second phase, a compact hand representation 
is computed by averaging the segmented hand regions. 

Hou et al. (2019) [25] proposed a smartwatch based Sign recognition 
system termed as SignSpeaker. SignSpeaker was developed by using a 
smartwatch and a smartphone. The average recognition rate achieved 
was 99.2% and 99.5%.

III. Proposed Work

A. VGG19 Model
The VGG Network was introduced by Simonyan and Zisserman in 

[12]. This network only uses 3x3 convolutional layers stacked on the 
top of each other in increasing depth. On the top of that a max pooling 
layer is introduced which handles the reducing of volume size. Max-
pooling is performed over a 2 × 2 pixel window. After Max-Pooling, the 
Model consists of three Fully-Connected Layers (FC Layers): the initial 
two layers both consist of 4,096 Nodes while the third layer is used to 
perform 1000-way ILSVRC classification and therefore consists of 1000 
channels (one for each class). Finally a soft-max layer is introduced.

All the hidden layer in the VGG19 Model are equipped with 
rectification (ReLU) [26]. The general architecture of a VGG19 Model 
is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. VGG19 Model Architecture.
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B. VGG19 Model Fine Tuning
The original model is pre-trained for the classification of 1000 

classes. Since the number of classification classes are inconsistent for 
the experiment, the authors removed the topmost layer of the model and 
re-established a new fully connection layer of 24 classes for carrying 
out the experiment. For Fine-Tuning the model, i.e. for obtaining the 
appropriate top layer weights, all the other layer of the model are 
frozen and the model is trained for multiple rounds on the ASL Dataset. 
After training the model for a significant number of epochs, the model 
weights were saved. In the second stage, the authors did not trained the 
complete model due to the presence of relatively less data. Training 
the complete model will lead to overfitting. Hence, the authors adapt 
a strategy by freezing the first 16 layers of the model and training the 
rest of the model. For this stage, the authors used a low learning rate 
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and the model is trained.

C. Concatenation
The authors used the above strategy to develop two different 

VGG19 models namely VGG19-v1 and VGG19-v2. VGG19-v1 was 
trained by using only the RGB Images and similarly VGG19-v2 was 
trained only using the Depth Images. 

On analysing the past researches on Static Gesture Recognition, 
there was a need to merge depth-information and colour information 
together for obtaining high accuracy and recognition rates. Thus, the 
authors combined the results of both VGG19-v1 and VGG19-v2, as 
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Proposed Model.

IV. Methodology

A. Dataset
In this research, the ASL dataset published by Pugeault and 

Bowden in 2011 [16] is used. The dataset provides 24 (except y and 
z) English letter images in the form of gesture expressions. The ASL 
dataset is recorded by 5 different persons with the help of Kinect, with 
non-identical lightning conditions and background conditions. In the 
ASL dataset, there are approximately ~500 non identical Hand Gesture 
Images which correspond to each alphabet. Hence the dataset contains 
approximately 60,000 images for colour and depth. Fig. 3 shows some 
images from the dataset.

B. Data Augmentation
For Data Augmentation, the authors used a data enhancement tool 

known as ImageDataGenerator provided by Keras framework. In this 
tool, the authors set different parameters like roation_range, height_
shift_range, Width_shift_range, ZCA_whitening etc. for implementing 
data augmentation. The transformation helped in increasing the amount 
of data and also in preventing overfitting.

C. Model Training
The Model proposed in Section III is trained using the ASL 

Dataset. Both the models i.e. VGG19-v1 and VGG-v2 are trained 
using the RGB and RGB-D images as proposed. Both the models are 
trained using the two stage strategy adopted by the authors and the 
final weights of the model were saved. For avoiding the overfitting 
of the models, the authors used Early Stopping method in the training 
process. Early Stopping is the method that monitors model for stopping 
the training process. With the help of Early Stopping, the authors 
monitor the accuracy of Validation Set i.e. Validation Accuracy. If the 
validation accuracy falls to a certain level, the Early Stopping process 
stops the training of the model after some consecutive epochs.

Now, as the training data consist of both Intensity and Depth images, 
the authors implemented feature concatenation. Both the Intensity and 
Depth images are provided as input to the fine-tuned VGG-19 model 
and then a concatenate function is set just before the topmost soft-max 
layer and then the soft-max layer is used for classification.

Fig. 3. ASL Dataset (a) RGB Images (b) Depth Images.
(a) (b)
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V. Result and Discussion

A. Dataset Processing

1.  Data Preprocessing
After carefully studying the dataset, the researchers found out that 

there are some unusual patterns in the dataset. In some folder there are 
unequal distribution of colour and depth images. To solve the issue, 
the researchers carefully removed the depth images that are different 
and do not correspond to any colour image. Since this research uses 
the VGG19 Model with an input image dimensions of 299 x 299 x 3, 
the researchers converted the single channel depth images to 3-channel 
images in which 1 channel preserves the original depth information 
and the remaining two channels are set to 0.

2.  Augmentation
As the amount of data present in the original dataset is not very 

large, there was a need to perform Data Augmentation for the Dataset. 
Data Augmentation is defined as the way of creating new data which 
will have different orientations. Data Augmentation has two benefits 
which are as follows:
1. Data Augmentation helps in preventing overfitting.
2. Data Augmentation gives the ability to generate new data from 

limited data.

3.  Final Dataset
After all the phases of cleaning and pre-processing through which 

the Dataset is passed, the Dataset was converted into two different 
subsets: Intensity and Depth. Both of these Subsets are divided into 3 
categories namely Training Set, Validation Set and Test Set.

Training Set is the Set on which the model will be trained to 
recognize the ASL. Training Set contains approximately ~46000 
Images. Validation Set is defined as the Set which will validate that 
whether the model trained using the Training Set is accurate or not. 
Test Set is the unseen Data that is used on the well trained model to 
predict the accuracy and performance of the model. Both the Validation 
Set and the Test Set contain approximately ~9000 Images. Fig. 4 shows 
the distribution of Images among the different sets.

Fig. 4. Train, Test and Validation Split.

B. Tools
In this research, the authors performed comparative experiments. 

The proposed model is compared with deep learning algorithms and 
advanced machine learning algorithms. For ensuring the fairness of 
the experiment, all the models used the same dataset proposed in 
section III.C. The operating system which was used by the authors for 
the experiment was Ubuntu 18 and the GPU is Tesla K80. For CNN 
implementation, Keras framework is used with tensor flow as backend. 
Keras is an open-source library on neural network which is written in 
python.

C. Experimental Analysis
The experiments were performed on the ASL dataset. The Model 

was trained with the help of approximately ~46000 Intensity and 
~46000 Depth Images and is tested on approximately ~9000 Intensity 
and ~9000 Depth Images. The average accuracy obtained by the authors 
is about 95.29% on the Training Set and about 94.80% on the Test Set. 
For evaluation of the performance of the proposed model, the authors 
proposed a Confusion Matrix on the basis of the Test Set Results for the 
combined Model. Fig. 5 shows the proposed Confusion Matrix.
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Fig. 5. Confusion Matrix. 

D. Comparitive Analysis
The authors compared the results of the proposed model with 

results of the methods SIFT+PLS, H3DF+SVM and Gabor + RDF 
that were introduced in Section II. Table I and Fig. 6 represent the 
Accuracy Comparison. All these algorithms are not implemented by 
the author, the accuracy of these models is compared with the proposed 
model’s accuracy. Apart from these traditional methods, the authors 
also directly tested other CNN algorithms such as VGG16, VGG19, 
CaffeNet and Inception V3 without performing any Fine Tuning. Table 
II and Fig. 7 represent the Comparison between their Accuracy. It can 
be seen from the results that the model proposed in this paper has the 
highest accuracy among all the models.

Fig. 6. Traditional Models vs. Proposed Model.
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Fig. 7. CNN Models vs Proposed Model.

VI. Conclusion

CNN is currently a powerful artificial intelligence tool that can 
recognise patterns with high accuracy. In this paper, the authors 
proposed a fine-tuned VGG19 Model for implementing static gesture 
recognition. The VGG19 Model was fine-tuned using a two-stage 
process. In the first stage, all the layers of the model were frozen except 
the last layer and the model was trained on multiple rounds of ASL 
Dataset. In the Second stage, only the initial 16 layers of the model 
were frozen and rest of layers were trained on multiple rounds with 
low rate SGD due to presence of relatively less data. In comparison 
with other methods, many of which rely on Features Extraction, the 
proposed method can easily automate that task for classification. The 
proposed model is tested on ASL dataset and the recognition rate 
attained is 94.8%.

In addition, the authors did a comparative study with other 
models and on comparison it was determined that the proposed model 
outperforms certain traditional machine learning methods namely 
Gabor+RDF, SIFT+PLS and H3DF+SVM. Moreover, the model was 
compared with different CNN models such as VGG16, CaffeNet, 
VGG19 and Inception V3 without fine-tuning. The maximum 
recognition rate among these four models was 88.15% with is much 
lower than the recognition rate 94.8% of the proposed model. For 
future work, the authors will continue the research in the field of 
Computer Vision and for optimizing Neural Networks for complex 
gesture Recognition.
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I. Introduction

IN recent times quest for development of intelligent security systems 
has become the need of the hour for making residential and office 

premises safer. Due to increasing threat from different types of activities 
leading to breach of security, it has become impossible for conventional 
security systems to detect such activities and alert security system in 
advance.

Thus, an increasing reliance on surveillance systems has resulted 
in need for better target detection and tracking techniques. Methods 
such as Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tracking are not useful 
in preventing above mentioned situations; hence there is a need of 
wide area surveillance. Target tracking via image processing for a 
video surveillance system provides an attractive solution, which can 
efficiently track a specific target, record its position throughout the 
video stream and also analyze its motion pattern. 

Video tracking is the process of locating a moving object (or 
multiple objects) over time using a camera. It has a variety of uses, 
some of which are; human-computer interaction [1], security and 
surveillance [2] [3], video communication and compression [4], 
augmented reality [5], traffic control [6] [7], medical imaging [8] [9], 

video editing [10] [11], multimedia contexts [12] [13], complex object 
movements [14], video streaming [15], healthcare systems and smart 
indoor security systems. Video tracking is a time consuming process 
due to the amount of data that is captured and needs to be processed. 

Further, the algorithm complexity increases if object recognition 
for tracking is also involved. The objective of video tracking is to 
maintain detectability of target object in consecutive video frames. 
To perform video tracking, an algorithm analyses sequential video 
frames and outputs the movement of targets between the frames. There 
are a variety of algorithms, each having its strengths and weaknesses. 
Considering the intended use, it is important to choose the algorithm 
best suited for the serving the purpose. Traditional tracking algorithms 
involve foreground extraction of the moving target from a static 
background and then tracks the coherent blobs of the target. Though, 
these algorithms are computationally efficient but track all the vehicles 
which exhibit motion in the stream. Similarly, other tracking algorithms 
like optical flow techniques as discussed in [16] and wavelet based 
vehicle tracking as illustrated in [17] also track all the vehicles which 
exhibit motion or all that are similar in appearance. 

The lighting condition varies throughout the whole day (depending 
upon the weather condition for outdoor and lights for indoor). Low 
light conditions result into poor discrimination of objects from their 
background and sometimes lighting condition causes shadows or 
white-out effect.  Most of the background subtraction techniques are 
sensitive to illumination change and it is difficult to handle the shade 
and shadow caused by the illumination change. Most algorithms which 
are able to handle these situations, need time on the order of several 
frames to estimate and train the background model [18]. Less work 
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has been done in direction of tracking a specific vehicle throughout 
the video stream even in presence of other moving and similar in 
appearance vehicles, which is essentially the need for tracking an 
unidentified target.  

The algorithm proposed in this paper has been developed keeping in 
mind the problem of tracking an unidentified vehicle entering a secured 
premise, such as a college campus. A basic complexity present in such 
situation is possible presence of other vehicles. The requirement thus 
becomes to track only the vehicle classified as unidentified and not the 
other vehicles irrespective of the fact that they are in motion or not. It 
is also required to track the target vehicle even through any possible 
occlusion and detect it post occlusion. The above mentioned problem 
can be divided into three different image processing procedures: 
Classification of vehicle if it is unidentified or not, target vehicle 
detection, target vehicle tracking, occlusion handling (if any). Vehicle 
can be classified as unidentified by a license plate reader as discussed 
in [19] which has been an established and widely used technology. 
The proposed algorithm, offers the approach how to detect, track and 
handle occlusion irrespective of presence of other vehicles in the video-
stream. The problem at hand has been solved by adopting Kanade-
Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker with Cascaded Object Detector 
(COD) assisted by Kalman Filter (KF) which switches over the control 
of tracking according to the situations encountered. KLT tracker 
controls the tracking during no occlusion situations whereas COD takes 
over the flow when the target vehicle is under occlusion assisted by 
KF. This approach thus facilitates the realization of a smart vehicle 
tracking system and handles occlusion also. The algorithm has been 
tested successfully for tracking a single vehicle in 6 different cases of 
increasing complexity to test detection, tracking and occlusion handling 
capability of algorithm. Noise and Illumination variations for all cases 
have also been considered to test overall robustness of the algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 
II describes related work in the area of the object tracking. Section 
III describes different approaches in vehicle tracking. Section IV 
introduces our proposed system. Experimental results are discussed in 
Section V. Finally, Section VI offers our conclusions.

II. Related Work

In [20], Borisova et al., proposed target tracking based method 
on object’s shape when target has low contrast when compared to 
background. Maresca et al., in [21] proposed the Matrioska tracking 
framework using Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) features 
thus minimizing computational cost over Speeded Up Robust Features 
(SURF) features. Vehicle tracking using Fractional Feedback Kalman 
Filter was proposed by Kaur et al., in [22] to improve the Kalman gain 
over traditional Kalman Filter. Feature tracking has been discussed by 
Ali et al., in [23], to achieve multi object tracking of humans. In [24], 
Baheti et al., discussed an automatic object tracking by a combination 
of Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and Random Sample 
Consensus (RANSAC) which makes tracking invariant to translation 
and geometric transformations. Xia et al., in [25] reliably track a target 
object in far field using SIFT features and RANSAC.

The real-time tracking with high accuracy in surveillance system 
is a challenging task. Most of the methods such as SANet [22], HCF 
[26], MDNet [27], SRDCF [28], MEEM [29], SINT [30], though give 
high distance precision but due to the computational load, these cannot 
be utilized in real-time tracking scenarios. In [31], a tracking method is 
proposed based on the object matching in every frame. It gives highly 
accurate results but comes with limitations on tracking speed which is 
due to the computational load in deep feature extraction requirements 
in each frame. On the contrary, Kernelized Correlation Filter (KCF) 
[32] tracks fast but it is unable to give much accurate results in short 

period of time [33]. Similarly, the tracker in [34] requires many frames 
(normally 6) for initialization and tracks at low speed of 2 fps [35].

Fan and Ling [33] presented a parallel tracking and verifying 
framework, which consists of two major components, tracker and 
verifier. Tracker tracks in real time and verifier which runs at specific 
frame interval instead of each frame, check the tracking results and 
correct tracker if it is needed. Tracker adjusts the results according to the 
feedback provided by the verifier. But this method is highly dependent 
on value of frame interval for verification. If it is small computational 
load increases otherwise if it is large, the chances to deal the case of 
occlusion reduces. But our proposed algorithm, take necessary steps 
at the instant when object goes through occlusion. Kalal et al. [35] 
divided the tracking problem into tracking, learning and detection. 
Tracker provides the training data from learning component which 
estimates detection error, is used for updating the detector and the 
detector initiates again when tracker fails. 

Correlation filter requires the information of object as well as the 
background or negative training data. In [36], to start a tracking process 
and to gather more information, an image patch is first cropped from 
the first frame as a sample patch got from initial object position and 
size information. There patch size is set to 2.5 times of the object size 
to provide context information about the foreground and background. 

Li et al. [37] proposed a correlation filter tracker which also 
considers background hard-negative patches. Fully adaptive cluster 
method- Affinity Propagation (AP), is applied as a Background patch 
selection strategy. For AP method, clustering is executed with the help 
of real-value similarity matrix. In iteration process, cluster numbers 
and cluster centers are given. It uses one layer of Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN). Although the accuracy is high in terms of success and 
precision rate, the computational load in training process is very high.

A tracking system has been discussed in [38] where a mixture of 
particle filter, and background modeling to track a group of people 
is used. Background modeling is helpful when application requires 
multiple targets to be tracked. An occlusion handling problem has been 
discussed in [39] using Gaussian background estimation but it does not 
track a single vehicle under occlusion. Single vehicle tracking under 
occlusion was also attempted to be solved in [40] where single targeted 
tracking has been achieved using color segmentation for segmentation 
of a particular vehicle and locking mechanism. Color segmentation 
however poses for high possibility of false matches as there can be 
multiple targets of same color.

Object tracking and data association comprise a set of computer 
vision techniques which deal with generation of the path and its 
trajectory in image plane by finding and locating the position of the 
object in every frame of the video sequence. A considerable research 
work has been done in both transportation and non-transportation 
applications. Different vehicle tracking approaches can be classified 
as follows.

A. Model Based Tracking
Three-dimensional model-based vehicle tracking algorithms have 

previously been discussed extensively in [41] and [42]. The techniques 
rely on recovering trajectories and models with high accuracy for a 
small number of vehicles. A major disadvantage of these approaches is 
the reliance on mathematically detailed geometric object models. It is 
not feasible to expect to have detailed models for all vehicles that could 
be found on the roadway as they can be so diverse in their geometry. 
A more practical approach will be to use template matching which has 
been discussed later as it relies on correlation and relative scores.

B. Region Based Tracking
In this approach, tracking system identifies a coherently moving 

connected region in the image, a `blob’, associated with each vehicle 
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and then tracks it over time [43]. Typically, the process is facilitated 
by the popular background subtraction technique. Foreground vehicles 
are detected by subtracting the input image frame from the current 
background estimate, looking for pixels where difference image is 
above some threshold and then finding connected components. This 
technique to track targets is widely used due to its low complexity.

However, this technique is more suited for the applications where 
all the moving targets are to be tracked, for example in studying flow of 
traffic. The problem discussed in this paper requires a single vehicle to 
be tracked even if other vehicles exhibit motion in the frame.

C. Active Contour Based Tracking
This tracking technique is based on active contour models, also 

known as snakes. This approach is similar to region based tracking. 
The underlying principle is to retrieve a bounding contour of the object 
and update it dynamically [44] [45]. According to the contour position 
in previous and current frame the object is tracked. This technique 
requires some overlapping of the object region in between previous 
frame and the current frame. This technique, however, generates 
significant measurement errors when the target undergoes an occlusion. 
Also, the problem of tracking the targeted vehicle due to the presence 
of other vehicles still remains unresolved since active contour method 
extract fine details about the boundary of the objects with respect to all 
the background disturbances.

D. Kernel Based Tracking
Kernel by definition means “the central part of something”. When 

it comes to object tracking, kernel is the central component of the target 
being tracked. A kernel based tracking algorithm is discussed in [46] in 
which an isotropic kernel is marked with the target spatially to generate 
the similarity function and according to that object is localized in an 
image. Recognition and classification based methods such as template 
matching, cascade object detection and support vector machine are 
among the kernel based tracking methods. All of these methods provide 
the center point of the rigid body which is to be tracked.

 These methods provide an attractive option for tracking a single 
vehicle as they return a single best match; however, this best match 
is heavily based on the appearance of the target. Since, vehicles like 
cars have similar appearance, the possibility of false match increases. 
Also, applying search on every frame over all the pixels increases the 
computational cost unless search for the target can somehow be made 
local.

E. Feature Based Tracking
A different approach for tracking an object is feature based tracking 

which involves finding distinguishable lines, points and corners, 
considered as features of the target object in the current frame and 
then matching these features in the next frame. This matching allows 
the computation of motion model of the vehicle which can be used 
for tracking the vehicle [47][48]. This method has many advantages. 
It stabilizes the computational cost of the system. In the presence of 
partial occlusion some features of the moving vehicle remain visible. 
Also, feature tracking is possible in low illumination.

From the review of related work, it is found that it is difficult to 
achieve high precision in real-time tracking applications. Moreover, 
post occlusion detection accuracy is further affected in such situations. 
From the forgoing discussion we also concluded that a simultaneous 
operation of different algorithms is required to track a single targeted 
vehicle. On comparing all the approaches of tracking approaches feature 
based tracking is a promising choice as it stabilizes computational cost, 
does not require foreground extraction and doesn’t require detailed 
geometric models.

III. Proposed System

The paper presents an approach to track an already classified 
unidentified vehicle and to handle its occlusion. Our paper proposes 
utilization of IP camera using a local dedicated network having wireless 
routers and mobile hotspots to capture the scene unlike in [42] where 
frame capturing is done via IP camera using an internet connection 
which makes the system speed and network connectivity dependent.

We propose to detect the target using spatially local template 
matching technique as discussed later which returns only one detected 
target whose features are then tracked without any locking mechanism 
thus decreasing the computational cost of the system. Another tracking 
technique has been discussed in [49] using KLT feature tracker over 
SURF features. Though SURF features are reliable, single targeted 
tracking requires maximum features to be extracted. As discussed in 
[50], a much higher number of features are extracted using Minimum 
Eigen Value of interest points used in our algorithm as compared to the 
number of features extracted using SURF algorithm. 

In Fig. 1, the flow chart elaborates the algorithm operation, 
comprehensively. 

Fig. 1. Flow Chart of Proposed Method.

In the last condition of flow chart, STOP signifies that the bounding 
box around the targeted vehicle goes out of the frame. Then the system 
is reset and all the previous values are deleted.
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Unidentified vehicle tracking problem is divided in terms of 
different situations that are required to be handled.

A. Detection In First Frame
In case of vehicle classified as unidentified, camera suitably 

positioned takes over its tracking operation. In order to be tracked it 
is essential to identify the location of this vehicle in the first frame 
correctly. The detection is done using template matching method by 
dividing the frame into a number of square windows and obtaining 
some score for each window such as suggested in [51]. However, 
searching the whole frame for the template can result in false detection 
due to possible presence of other vehicles. This issue can be resolved 
by searching the template locally instead of searching it globally. 
Thus template search is applied only in the region of pixels where 
geographical location of the entrance is correlated in the frame, as it 
can be safely assumed that the target car in the first frame will be in 
vicinity of the entrance. The template matching algorithm used in our 
study is based on the sum of absolute differences to find the best match 
given by (1).

 (1)

where � = Input frame, and � = Template and �, 𝑗 = coordinate 
of pixel.

The tracking bounding box is constructed around the kernel for the 
window where 𝑑(�,�)min is recorded.

B. Tracking in Subsequent Frames
Once the position in first frame is detected successfully, bounding 

box is constructed on the detected location to indicate the car in output 
frame. Feature tracking has been recognized as very reliable method to 
track targets in computer vision. Feature tracking relies on the concept 
of finding distinguishable points, corners & lines, called features, of 
the target. These features are then matched in every subsequent frame 
and a geometric transformation motion model is estimated which 
facilitates tracking of the target. 

The proposed algorithm also detects features inside the bounding 
box, i.e. on the car, by finding distinguished points and corners. As 
bounding box is constructed with the help of template matching 
approach, so it works better than those methods such as TLD [35], LOT 
[52], DFT [53], CXT [54] which has reliability on exact boundary around 
the target in first frame or fixed-size patches. These methods degrade 
their performance on increasing scaling of the patch at initialization 
and are more sensitive to the background clutter [55]. Features can be 
detected by various methods as in [56] [57] [58] [59]. Good features are 
located by examining the minimum Eigen value of each 2 x 2 gradient 
matrix of every pixel in region of interest as proposed in [60]. This set 
of feature points is then tracked by the Pyramidal Implementation of the 
KLT feature tracking algorithm [61] in each subsequent frame which 
minimizes the residual function 𝒆, throughout the down-sampled image 
pyramids, defined in (2) as follows

 (2)

where,  is a point on image I, whose location, 
 in subsequent frame J is to be found out.

This algorithm is often used for short-term tracking as a part of 
larger tracking framework. Number of image pyramids formed by 
down-sampling previous frame levels is chosen by default to be three. 
This algorithm also has the capability of marking each feature as either 
valid or invalid for each frame. Once the feature tracker maps the 
features from one frame to next, geometric transformation is computed 
using the similarity projection as given by (3) [62].

 (3)

Here, [�   �] are the coordinates of the feature tracked in first frame, 
[𝑥'   𝑦' ] are the coordinates of the same feature in the next frame, tx and ty 
are the translation in x and y axis respectively, θ is the projection angle 
and � is the scaling factor. For similarity geometric transformation, 
at least 2 pairs of matched features are required to compute all 4 
degree of freedom. Four degree of freedom meant for translation  
(tx, ty), scaling (�) and rotation (θ). For affine transformation two more 
degree of freedom added i.e. aspect ratio and shear. On the basis of 
transformation model thus computed the tracking marker/bounding 
box is also transformed forward. Only the valid feature points are 
considered to estimate the geometric transform of the target. 

In the first frame the size of the bounding box is directly correlated 
to the size of template which in turn is dependent on the geographical 
position where the camera is installed i.e., the size of template in first 
frame will be decided on case to case basis during the installation of the 
system, while in subsequent frames by finding the geometric transform 
between the feature points using the similarity projection (which 
encompasses scaling transform) the size of bounding box is adjusted, 
hence even if scale of vehicle size changes during tracking bounding 
box size is also scaled. As the tracking progresses over time, points can 
be lost due to occlusions. If a condition arises where number of valid 
points fall below a threshold, they need to be reacquired to track the 
object further. This is the condition of occlusion and needs a different 
technique to be handled.

C. Occlusion Handling
In computer vision, occlusion is the condition when the target 

being tracked is hidden by another object in the frame. The problem 
becomes more complicated when the target disappears and reappears 
after a brief occlusion and has to be tracked again. Partial occlusion  
(target size > occluding object’s size) and complete occlusion 
(target size < occluding object’s size) cases are shown in Fig. 2. 

              
                             (a)                                                            (b) 

Fig. 2. Vehicle under (a) partial occlusion (b) complete occlusion.

In feature tracking based algorithm like ours, occlusion is characterized 
by an extensive loss of features as the target hides. To solve the problem 
of occlusion it is important to redetect and specify new features if the 
target re-appears again. Redetection in our algorithm is in the form of a 
degenerate decision tree, as shown in        Fig. 3, of classifiers cascaded 
together and applied to every sub-window of the frame to classify them as 
a positive or a negative result as proposed in [63]. 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the Degenerate Decision Tree based Cascade 
Object Detector as proposed in [63].
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The classifiers are trained with a dataset of cars named GRAZ-02 
as developed in [64]. However, just like the first frame detection, the 
probability of a false match due to the presence of other cars when 
applied to the frame globally is high. Again, to eliminate the possibility 
of a false match it is important to search the target after occlusion 
locally, only at the expected location of target in the next frame, instead 
of searching it globally in the whole frame.

However, to predict this expected location in next frame it is 
necessary to compute a motion model of the target according to the 
history of its motion. The position of the car is a time dependent state 
vector. Kalman filter [65] is an efficient recursive computational 
solution to track a time dependent state vector, like position vector of 
a car, with equations of motion using least-squares method. Kalman 
filter assists and computes a state transition model to predict the 
dynamic position of the tracked target defined by following equations.

 (4)

 (5)

Here,  predicted position of target using previous state;  
 State Transition Matrix;  previous position of target;   

 process noise;  Measurement Matrix;  Measurement 
Noise;  Measurement.

For each frame  is estimated depending on . The model 
is then corrected using the measurement . This process is then 
performed recursively to enhance the model’s accuracy. 

Condition of occlusion is characterized by the absence of . In this 
condition,  is computed for next frame and the classifier searches 
for positive result only in the enlarged region of interest in the local 
neighborhood of  which makes our algorithm capable of tracking 
and detecting the object which is moving with slow or fast speed 
w.r.t. predicted speed and can also handle the drift or movement in 
upper and lower coordinated points as shown in Fig. 4. The region of 
interest (ROI) is greater than the maximum size of any vehicle that 
may be viewed by the camera and it is just enough in size so that it 
recognizes the vehicle coming out of the occlusion. ROI constructed 
in our proposed algorithm is 2.5 times greater than the bounding box.

Fig. 4. Enlarged ROI at the time of occlusion.

If a positive result is retrieved new features are detected in the 
returned bounding box and tracking continues. As positive result will 
be achieved for the vehicle, most of the features are of vehicle. But 
in some critical cases, it can be possible that at the end of occlusion 
there is the inclusion of features of the occluding objects inside the 
bounding box, but those features are eliminated as correction is done 
in terms of KLT feature updating and, at the end, it will track only 
the object features and static object or occluding object’s features get 
lost. If a positive result is not retrieved, prediction for next frame is 
computed and classifier searches again in the new region of interest. 
The process is recursive until vehicle is detected again after occlusion. 
If in case of occlusion, COD is not applied, then it can track accurately 
only those vehicles which are exact at the point of prediction xk. But 
such case is not always possible and extended ROI concept will also 

not be applicable. One solution is to make buffer storage of cropped 
image at certain interval, around the bounding box, and match that 
patch at the instant when occlusion occurs around the predicted point 
or on the whole frame. But additionally, computational overload will 
also be increased.

Vehicle can also be tracked as usual if there are object’s features, 
even in those cases where it exhibits the non-linear motion or when 
linear motion of vehicle in ground plane is projected non-linear in 
image plane due to the distance between vehicle and image plane. 

In Fig. 5, working of KLT tracker, KF and COD is shown in 2 
different cases, i.e. with and without occlusion. 

Fig. 5. State Diagram of KLT, KF, COD working together in 2 different cases, 
i.e. Case 1: without occlusion, Case 2: occlusion (partial and complete).

The next objective is to track the vehicle under different scenarios.

IV. Results

The proposed algorithm has been tested on six different cases of 
increasing complexity. We have used an Android mobile phone camera 
(13 megapixels) with IP cam application for capturing the video which 
is connected to a server cum processing system operating on a 1.5 GHz 
AMD processor, with 4GB RAM and 64 bit operating system, via 
Mobile Hotspot. Image processing is done on MATLAB 2016 version. 
Frame size of the video is 1280×720 and more. 

 Parametric studies of different Gaussian noise variance and 
different illumination level have also been performed for the no 
occlusion, partial occlusion and complete occlusion cases (in all 
cases where other vehicles are also present). In all the cases variance 
of noise and illumination level have been varied, the error between 
the coordinates of tracked vehicle in the case under study and the 
coordinates obtained for the reference conditions, i.e. zero noise and 
normal day light illumination (approximately 111,000 lux); have been 
plotted for each frame. The variance has been kept in increasing trend 
from 0.01 to 0.125, whereas illumination with respect to the reference 
condition is varied synthetically by reducing it from 100% illumination 
to 10% illumination. The closer the recorded tracking error is to zero, 
the better is the tracking for that frame.

We have taken such cases where there are less number of frames 
(on an average 50 frames) before occlusion to make cases more 
complex to check robustness of algorithm. Fig. 6 shows the images 
with varying Gaussian noise variance 0.01(default value), 0.075 and 
0.125 with respect to the original scene.

Although the bounding box size (width) will vary in some cases 
due to the distance of the camera and the vehicle, in our case it was 
observed that an average size of 150 pixels is the size of the bounding 
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box during tracking. In all the cases, the deviation (error) from ideal 
case was not more than 14% and therefore a tolerance level has been 
set at (±) 20 pixels. Even in the case when the bounding box size was 
as large as 300 pixels, the tracking error was found to be less than (±) 
20 pixels which shows the high accuracy of our algorithm.

 
(a) 

 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

 
 
 

(c) 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Images at (a) default 0.01 Gaussian noise variance, (b) with 0.075 
Gaussian noise variance, (c) with 0.125 Gaussian noise variance.

 Fig. 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14 show tracking of the vehicle in six different 
cases as seen on the monitor with increasing complexity levels.

A. Single Vehicle Without Occlusion

Fig. 7. Tracking of the unidentified target vehicle.

B. Vehicle In Presence of other Vehicles Without Occlusion

Fig. 8. The tracked vehicle in presence of other vehicle.

In the case of Vehicle tracking without occlusion for which error 
plots are depicted in Fig. 9, system worked perfectly fine when 
Gaussian noise variance was less than 0.125.With the noise variance 
crossing 0.125 tracking error increased beyond 20 pixels. However, 
tracking of vehicle under different illumination levels was found 
largely illumination invariant under the no occlusion condition as seen 
in Fig. 9(b).

 
(a)  

 
(b) 

 
(a)  

 
(b) 

Fig. 9. (a) Tracking Error with different Gaussian Noise Variance (without 
occlusion) (b) Tracking Error with different Illumination Level (without 
occlusion).

C. Single Vehicle Undergoing Partial Occlusion

Fig. 10. Tracking of the vehicle before, during and after undergoing partial 
occlusion.
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D. Vehicle in Presence of Another Vehicle Undergoing Partial 
Occlusion

 
Fig. 11. Tracking of the vehicle before, during and after undergoing 
partial occlusion in presence of other vehicle.

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 12. (a) Tracking Error with different Gaussian Noise Variance (partial 
occlusion)  (b) Tracking Error with different Illumination Level (partial occlusion). 

In the case of Vehicle tracking with partial occlusion, system 
worked well between the ±20 pixels limit until the noise variance was 
below 0.075 as illustrated in Fig. 12(a), at 0.1 variance; the system 
tracks the vehicle accurately before the occlusion but the tracking error 
increases beyond the ±20 pixels limit after occlusion which indicates 
that algorithm is more susceptible to errors after occlusion due to 
classification by cascade classifiers. At 0.125 variance, the system fails 
to track after occlusion, which is an expected result. As in the previous 
case, system again proved to be illumination invariant, shown in Fig. 
12(b) with a slight error after occlusion but still inside the ±20 pixels 
limit even when illumination is as low as 10% or 0.1 times the reference 
illumination. The scene is very complex as it consists of a tree as an 
occluding object instead of a simple pole. In this scene features not 

reached threshold instantly, as features not wiped out on a vertical line. 
Hence, command transfer to the COD is delayed by few frames. In this 
case, our expanded ROI approach is able to handle these type of cases.

E. Vehicle Alone Undergoing Complete Occlusion

Fig. 13. Tracking of the vehicle before, during and after undergoing complete 
occlusion.

F. Vehicle in Presence of other Vehicle Undergoing Complete 
Occlusion

Fig. 14. Tracking of the vehicle before, during and after undergoing 
complete occlusion in presence of other vehicle.

In the case of Vehicle tracking with complete occlusion, our 
algorithm is capable to handle the occlusion even after short duration 
of learning and the system is robust to noise until variance value of 
0.075. Although the tracking error increases after occlusion, it is in 
between the ±20 pixels limit for variance value of 0.075. For variance 
equal to 0.1, the system loses tracking earlier and shows an erratic 
behavior after occlusion, i.e. obtained position of the target leads the 
reference position and then after some frames, obtained position starts 
lagging the reference position of the target, for 0.125, system fails 
after occlusion due to very high noise as depicted in Fig. 15(a). On 
varying the Illumination, the system worked fine with a slight tracking 
error after occlusion until 17% illumination, at 15% illumination 
level; there was a tracking error of approximately (-)18 pixels from 
the first frame, which was reduced by Kalman filter during complete 
occlusion and was reduced to (+)7 pixels after occlusion, as shown 
in Fig 15(b). At 10% illumination or 0.1 times reference illumination 
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level, tracking error was slightly higher than (-)20 pixels and during 
occlusion; Kalman filter reduced the tracking error to approximately 
(-)6 pixels. The tracking error recorded can be attributed to excessively 
low illumination level.

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig 15. (a) Tracking Error with different Gaussian Noise Variance (complete 
occlusion)   (b) Tracking Error with different Illumination Level (complete 
occlusion).

The tracking is judged basically on two parameters- Success and 
Precision rate. Precision plot represents the percentage of frames 
which are within the estimated ground truth threshold varying from 0 
to 50. Precision score is calculated where difference of tracked object 
location and ground truth location is within the distance of 20 pixels. 
Success plot represents the percentage of frames where overlap score is 
greater than the threshold. Overlap score, S is calculated as-

 (6)

where,  and  are the tracked and ground truth bounding box 
respectively,  represents the number of pixels in a region [55][66]. 
Success score is calculated for 0.5 overlap threshold. Precision plots 
and success plots are shown in Fig. 16 and 17 respectively.

Fig. 16.  Precision Plot.

Fig. 17. Success Plot.

The precision score and success score are resulted as 0.9861 and 
1.0 respectively. Hence, tracking is done very well with high accuracy.

Table I and Table II show the Maximum Tracking Error; the peak 
value of tracking error in different cases. 

TABLE I. Maximum Tracking Error in 3 Different Cases with 
Increasing Noise Variance

Gaussian 
noise 

variance

Maximum tracking error (pixels)

Without 
occlusion Partial occlusion Complete 

occlusion

0.01 12 6 (-)6

0.03 8 10 (-)5

0.05 (-)5 4 (-)3

0.075 (-)7 6 16

0.1 22 48 43

0.125 (-)25 Above (-)50 Above (-)50

TABLE II. Maximum Tracking Error in 3 Different Cases with 
Decreasing Illumination Level

Illumination level 
(with respect to 
reference level)

Maximum tracking error (pixels)

Without 
occlusion

Partial 
occlusion

Complete 
occlusion

80% 5 3 (-)3

60% 6 2 (-)2

40% Nil 2 Nil

30% 5 3 (-)4

20% 11 8 3

17% Nil Nil 3

15% 21 Nil (-)4

13% Nil Nil (-)16

12% 22 Nil Nil

11% 21 Nil Nil

10% 22 16 (-)23

From an overall analysis, it can be deduced that the proposed 
algorithm works best in the conditions where Gaussian noise variance 
is lower than or equal to 0.075 and illumination is greater than 10% or 
0.1 times the reference illumination level.
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V. Conclusion

To commercially develop a smart surveillance systems that can 
track an unidentified vehicle and can also detect if it is passing through 
some occlusion, it is important to design an algorithm which has the 
capability to track and analyze a single moving vehicle through a video 
stream even when other vehicles are also present in the stream. This 
paper proposed an algorithm which solves the above problem by a 
coherent operation of different tracking and recognition techniques 
such as Feature Tracking, Template Matching, Cascade Object 
Detection and Motion estimation using Kalman Filter. The algorithm 
was tested successfully for 6 cases of different complexity in real time. 
The performance was analyzed at high noise and low illumination and 
the algorithm was found to be exhibiting good performance even at 
high Gaussian noise with a variance of 0.075 and low illumination 
of 10%. It is able to handle occlusion in a short interval of learning. 
The precision and success score are 0.9861 and 1.0 respectively which 
signifies very good tracking.

Our proposed system is completely wireless and works on real 
time, even more frames can be handled if we reduce the frame size. It 
is easy to install and cost effective as it is not using other things such 
as FPGA boards or server based system. System is resistive to motion 
blur; capable of handling high frame rate (30 fps or more) depending 
on the connectivity between IP camera and router/hotspot. We have 
the flexibility to use it with internet or without internet i.e.  If we want 
to use for the local surveillance we can use Wi-Fi network or mobile 
hotspot without the internet and if we require the surveillance from 
far place or any part of the world then we can use the network with 
internet. Surveillance system is secured as the network made through 
mobile hotspot/ Wi-Fi is password protected (WPA security).

VI.  Future Scope

A series of modifications have to be made in above algorithm to 
make it more efficient to be implemented in a surveillance system 
to solve other problems. These include solving the problem of inter 
vehicle occlusion, introducing PTZ (Pan-Tilt-Zoom) camera to make 
more efficient tracking so that less number of cameras will be required, 
communication with other cameras when the tracked object goes out 
of the field of view of one camera to other camera’s field of view. 
Our developed algorithm can also be utilized to track human and other 
objects during occlusion. 
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I. Introduction

COMPUTER security has always been the discipline responsible 
for the protection of data stored in a physical or logical computer 

system. In recent years, technological growth has been such that this 
security has focused on minimizing any risk to information, combating 
all types of vulnerabilities that may exist in a network environment. 
Cryptographic algorithms confront computer attacks that are 
increasingly complex, forcing them to evolve by participating in recent 
and reliable methods [1].

There are many algorithms of this type, categorized in Symmetric 
(private key) and Asymmetric (public key). In symmetric cryptography, 
a key is used to encrypt and decrypt data, while in asymmetric 
cryptography two keys are used to perform these tasks; a public figure 
and a private decipher (e.g., RSA [Rivest, Shamir and Adleman]). 
Encryption is based on intensively computed mathematical functions 
and deciphering is usually the reverse process using the key(s) [2], 
for this DES (Data Encryption Standard) uses a 64-bit key, while AES 
(Advanced Encryption Standard) uses keys of 128, 192 and 256 bits [3]. 

In recent years, several investigations have been presented that 
relate cryptography with genetic concepts, making this field known as 
an alternative to solve computer security problems. B. Beegom and S. 
Jose [4] present an asymmetric cryptographic model based on a genetic 
approach and expose an efficient method in which they make use of 
the complexity of the DNA chains. N. Srilatha and G. Murali [5] define 
their work as an efficient three-level cryptographic technique, based on 
processes that use DNA sequences to transmit information. 

Nowadays, for data encryption through the Internet, the HTTPS 
(Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure) protocol uses SSL/TLS-
based encryption to create a secure channel to shared data [6]. The 

cryptographic protocols TLS (Transport Layer Security) and SSL 
(Secure Sockets Layer) used by HTTPS use asymmetric cryptography 
which uses a pair of keys for sending information, authenticating the 
receiver more reliably [7].

The presented proposal uses symmetric cryptography and supports 
its security on the keys more than on the same algorithm, since under 
an attack it is useless to have knowledge of the algorithm used in the 
encryption if the key(s) are unknown [13]. Therefore, the use of the 
phases of the GA is proposed, taking advantage of numerous initial 
conditions that are included in the key, achieving a quite secure 
encryption. It is important to add that the security increases based on 
the length of the key, but at the same time, its access is slowed, which 
causes more processing time [14].

The proposed algorithm is based on operators used in Genetic 
Algorithms (GA), adapted to encrypt and decrypt text. The principles of 
GA were exposed by Holland in 1975 [8], and described more broadly by 
Goldberg in 1989 [9], Poli, Langdon, McPhee, Michelle and Davis [23].

The main limitation at the time of the creation of a cryptographic 
algorithm is the idea of innovation, since, currently, there are large 
amounts of algorithms of this type. With this motivation and in order 
to generate an original proposal, we decided to take advantage of GA 
techniques in cryptographic development, making some modifications 
without neglecting its philosophy. These alterations arise from the interest 
of creating a different work, which through a clear exemplification 
demonstrates that it is possible to create developments in the area of 
computer security using basic concepts. Our work takes the randomness 
and the order of operation of the genetic phases to arrive at a deterministic 
development, proposing in addition the use of two keys (auxiliary and 
main) without ceasing to be a symmetric algorithm.

II. Theoretical Background

A. Genetic Algorithms
The Genetic Algorithms are an adaptive method used to solve 

search and optimization problems, inspired by biological evolution 
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[10] and based on molecular genetics; a genetic algorithm makes use 
of terms specific to this field, as well as its main phases: Selection, 
Crossing and Mutation [11].

Selection: The selection is the stage in which each chromosome 
(representing a potential solution to the problem) goes through a 
process of evaluation on a certain fitness value, where some of them 
are chosen to be later transformed by the crossing and/or mutation 
operators. In this process the number of chromosomes, genes and 
alleles of the genotype is kept constant [12].

Crossing: The cross is a genetic operator that allows information 
to be exchanged between two chromosomes to form a new one. For 
binary-chain individuals, ring, one-point, two-point, and uniform 
crossings are often used [12]. Fig. 1 shows the offspring that occurs 
with a crossing point 4 between two parents of length 5. 

1

1

1

1

1 1

00

0

0
Crossing point 4

First parent: 10111
Second parent: 10100

Offspring with crossing point 4: 11010

Fig. 1.  Example of ring Crossing example.

Mutation: The mutation changes the value of the selected allele [12]. 
In Fig. 2 the mutation of the selected allele is shown as an example.

1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

Mutated allele

Parent to mutate

Mutated offspring

Fig. 2.  Illustration of Mutation.

Fitness Function: It is the quality control within the GA and plays 
a vital role in the guide of the same, it helps to explore the search space 
more effectively and efficiently [12].

The main idea of the GAs is to reproduce the random nature where 
the population of individuals adapts to their environment through natural 
selection, as well as the behavior of the ecosystem. Once the genetic 
representation of the initial population has been defined, a set of stochastic 
operators are applied iteratively: selection, crossing and mutation; under 
certain quality criteria called fitness function. The application of the GAs 
to optimization problems provides flexibility and adaptability, combined 
with the robustness and the advantages of the global search [16].

In the philosophy of genetic algorithms, a set of terms of the 
genetic language have been adopted to clarify and unify the concepts of 
development of this type of algorithms, as follows: Allele: Each bit is 
called Allele. Gene: Each group of alleles is called Gen. Chromosome: 
Each group of genes is called Chromosome.

B. Computer Security
Cryptographic algorithms, have mainly three measurable 

characteristics: Capacity, Security and Robustness. Capacity is related 
to the amount of information that the algorithm can process. Security 
refers to the protection that data receive against possible attacks. 

Robustness is the resistance that the method has in its entirety against 
external attacks [15].

There are different types of computer attacks that try to obtain 
unauthorized access to a network service, among the most common is 
the Brute Force attack, which makes repeated and systematic attempts 
using possible credentials, based on different parameters that usually 
come from sets of credentials set by default, commonly used or valid 
in previous attacks [17].

C. Related Concepts
The work below has a strong relationship with Entropy, known as 

the measure of the uncertainty associated with a random variable [18], 
conceived as a measure of disorder, as well as the repetition of certain 
combinations. It is measured in bits, where the number of information 
bits of each character is given by:

S = log2 k (1)

where k is the total number of characters. The entropy of a random 
source is the expected information content of the symbols it has, that is, 
the expected uncertainty of each symbol, knowing only the distribution 
according to the symbol [19].

As a last concept, due to its constant use in the different phases of 
the proposed algorithm, we have the Modular Congruence or Modular 
Arithmetic, defined as an arithmetic system for whole-number 
equivalence classes introduced by Carl Friedich Gauss in his book 
Disquisitiones Arithmeticae (1801) [20]. It is defined as follows:

Let a and b be any integer, and n a positive integer. If n | (a-b) we 
say that a and b are congruent modulo n and we write [21]:

a ≡ b (mod n) (2)

III. Methodology

An investigation-action is established, whose objective is the 
development of a cryptographic text Algorithm based on principles of 
computer security and genetic algorithms. The development and the 
tests are carried out in MATLAB R2017a, with academic license. The 
chosen methodology is experimental and is summarized in the diagram 
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.  Applied Methodology.
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The methodology is based on previous knowledge in the area of GA and 
Computer Security, which is accompanied by a deep research and a state of 
the art description, which aim to establish a clear idea of the development 
of a symmetric cryptographic Algorithm that takes advantages of the 
phases of the GA and other related concepts in the matter.

IV. Proposed Cryptographic Algorithm

The proposal below is part of a deterministic system, which implies 
elimination of randomness and full knowledge of the input variables. 
It is important to consider that in the nomenclature worked below; 
the parameters are variables established by the user under certain 
conditions, while the criteria refer to constant data used to optimize 
the algorithm and established under a range of tests. The flow diagram 
(Fig. 4) explains the operation of the proposed algorithm.

A. Initial Population Preparation
It starts from a random message to be encrypted, as a string of 

characters based on the Latin alphabet and modern English. It is random 
in nature since it is unknown. As an example, we have the text “Hola 
mundo” (10 characters counting the space). Table I (annexes) shows 
the conversion of the entire message to American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange (ASCII) and then to binary, in this strict order 
and taking the interspaces.

B. Encryption Process
Once the Initial Text has been converted, the Initial Population 

is taken as the starting point of the GA. The ring-type crossing of 
the population is carried out with a single point, taking said point 
from the initial conditions. One child is generated for each pair 
of parents (genes). Each parent crosses 2 times, with a different 
partner, which originates a new generation, replacing the previous 
one. In order to achieve a greater diversity of genes, it is proposed 
to use the reversalCriterion, which allows to revert the order of the 
second parent digits of each crossing (or iteration) depending on 
the value of the criterion. Applying a crossParameter of 6 and a 
reversalCriterion of 3 (highlighted in bold) the offspring shown in 
Table I (annexes) is obtained.

The Last Generation is taken to continue with the Selection of the 
individuals, using the proposed Selection Equation for the Mutation, 
also called Mutation Clock, taken from the definition of modular 
congruence (equation 2), and defined as follows:

i ≡ 0 (mod k) (3)

Where i is the position of each allele Ai being 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where n is 
the Population Total; and k is he mutationParameter defined between  
0 < k < n in the initial conditions.

The mutation clock selects the alleles to be mutated, taking the last 
generation as a string of bits without counting spaces between genes. 

Fig. 4. Flow Diagram of the proposed cryptographic algorithm.
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Thus, the algorithm continues with the alleles Mutation, to change their 
values and generating a new population. For example, the value of the 
mutation parameter k is taken arbitrarily equal to 5, whose process is 
evidenced (in bold) in the column Alleles selected by the Mutation 
Clock, in Table II (annexes).

The last population is taken as the Mutated Population, that at 
the same time is the Population to Evaluate. It is evaluated with the 
proposed Fitness Function based on Entropy. This function compares 
groups or allele chains (not necessarily the size of the original genes) 
to find their frequency within the population. Table III (annexes) 
shows the value that ffCriterion must take based on the length of the 
population to be evaluated.

In some cases, the number of genes is not an integer number, for 
these cases, the last chain that is not the size of the ffCriterion value is 
omitted and is not evaluated in the Fitness Function.

For the example case, the range of genes is from 32 to 63, 
since the total number of genes is 39; therefore, the population is 
divided in such a way that each gene has 6 alleles, given the value 
of ffCriterion. It is important to know the total number of alleles in 
the population:

totalAlle = 39 * 8 = 312 alleles (4)

Next, totalAlle is divided into ffCriterion to know the number of 
genes that the Population to Evaluate will have.

 (5)

C. Fitness Function Evaluation
As a result, the population to be evaluated consists of 52 genes, 

each one of 6 alleles, for a total of 312 alleles. Knowing these data, we 
proceed to perform the evaluation with the Fitness Function exposed 
in the pseudocode.

Where populationToEvaluate is the current population, divided 
into ffCriterion size chains; repetitionParameter corresponds to 

a given value in the initial conditions that defines the maximum 
number of times that each of the chains of the Population to be 
Evaluated can be repeated; unique, length and find are functions of 
MATLAB R2017a; differentChains are all different chains within 
the population to be evaluated; validChains are strings that meet 
the value of repetitionParameter; ffSatisfaction is the percentage of 
satisfaction to the fitness function given by the validChains divided 
by differentChains; detentionCriterion is the value of the percentage 
that is needed to deliver the optimal population (See section Tests and 
Results, section criteria). 

To elucidate the fitness function procedure, we have the following 
data as input:

Given the previous case, we obtain a percentage of satisfaction to 
the Fitness Function of 75%, that represents the total of different chains 
in the population to be evaluated, 75% is repeated 2 times or less as it 
is restricted by repetitionParameter. The value of detentionCriterion 
established in 80% is greater than ffSatisfaction, for this reason, the 
population does not pass the assessment and the algorithm continues 
with a new iteration. When the percentage of ffSatisfaction is greater 
than the detentionCriterion, the iteration will be considered optimal 
and the final population is delivered in a large gene chain of 8 alleles, 
as it was originally stated.

Further, the variable maxIterationParameter is defined in the initial 
conditions, which limits the maximum number of times the algorithm 
repeats its entire process. If the number of iterations becomes equal to 
said parameter and an optimal population is not found, the algorithm 
delivers the population with the best performance.

D. Decryption Process
The decryption of the cypher text is considered as the inverse 

process of the encryption using the key, in this way the initial text is 
delivered in a secure way to the receiver. Fig. 5 exposes the diagram 
of this process.

We propose a function that computes the approximate number of 
total alleles at as a function of the characters c of the initial text:

at ≈ 8 * (4c − 1) (6) 

V. Keys Generation

The Keys of a cryptographic process are pieces of information 
whose main objective is to allow the encryption and decryption of data. 
For the present proposal we have an auxiliary key and a main one.

A. Main Key
It is previously created by the receiver and used by the algorithm 

(like private key). It consists of 16 characters included in ASCII code 
(which has 95 printable characters) arranged in a table. The selection of 
this key depends on the receiver, who creates it under his own criteria, 
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always fulfilling that there cannot be repeated characters

 mainKeyExamp = Tr3VQW90/am2PLu * (7)

For greater understanding, observe Table IV (annexes), which 
shows the correct order to locate the key.

B. Auxiliary Key
It is generated in a strict order that only the algorithm knows, it is 

created as follows:
auxKey=
[crossParameter,mutationParameter,
repetitionParameter,maxIterationParameter,
reversalCriterion,ffSatisfaction,
detentionCriterion,optimalIteration
As an example, we have:

auxKeyExamp = [6, 5, 3, 200, 3, 6, 95, 2] (8)

Based on the above, we proceed to perform the conversion of each 
number to ASCII (taken from ‘0’ ASCII code 48, to ‘9’ ASCII code 57) 
and then to binary. As a result, the Auxiliary Key is obtained together 
with the information on the length of each of its elements (highlighted 
in bold).

auxKeyExamp = [00110101, 00110100, 00110101, 00110011,
00110101, 00110001, 00110101, 00110000,
00110100, 00111000, 00110100, 00111000,
00110101, 00110001, 00110101, 00110100,
00110101, 00110111, 00110101, 00110110,
00110101, 00110000, 00110001, 00110001,
00110001, 00110011, 00110001, 00110001,
00110010, 00110001] (9)

C. Auxiliary Key Encryption
The generated Auxiliary key is encrypted with the help of the 

Main Key, as the first measure the gene is separated into two parts 
of four alleles each one; the first sub-chain is taken and the first two 
alleles of it are allocated in the values of the first column of the Table, 
subsequently the next two alleles are allocated in the first row of the 

table and the sub-chain is assigned the letter corresponding to the 
matching coordinate. For the first gene we have:

gene1 = 00110101 →  gene11 = 00 11, gene12 = 01 01
The character corresponding to gene1 = 0011 is V, since it is 

the point of intersection between row 00 and column 11. In the same 
way, the process is carried out with the other genes that are part of the 
main key, obtaining for each gene a pair of characters. The next step 
is to convert each character to ASCII and then to binary code. Table V 
(annexes) shows the information corresponding to the first two genes. 
As a result, we obtain the encryptedAuxKey that consists of 180 genes, 
that is, 1440 alleles.

Each digit in the criteria and parameters represent 2 characters in 
the auxiliary key, which are taken from the main key and then converted 
into 8 numbers in ASCII code, or 12 genes in the encrypted auxiliary 
key, that is, 96 alleles; In addition, the values representing the total 
number of digits of each condition in the initial auxiliary key always 
add 384 alleles in the encrypted auxiliary key. The minimum number of 
possible initial digits is 9 (crossParameter 1 digit, mutationParameter 
1 digit, repetitionParameter 1 digit, maxIterationParameter 1 digit, 
reversalCriterion 1 digit, ffSatisfaction 1 digit, detentionCriterion 
2 digits, optimalIteration 1 digit), that is, 864 alleles in the 
encrypted auxiliary key, which means that the key will be at least  
864 + 384 = 1248 alleles. Given this value, the probability of being 
guessed is:

 (10)

The purpose of encrypting the auxiliary key is to increase security, 
because if it becomes a victim of a Brute Force computer attack, the 
encrypted string but not the original key could be discovered. This 
key goes from being a chain composed of 30 genes to have 180 after 
the encryption process, which implies a significant advance for the 
algorithm in terms of the security, since its length is considerably 
increased.

D. About the Keys
The amount of information in bits that each key carries, is based 

on the possible combinations that the same one can have (value that 
differs from its representation in bits). Each parameter and criterion 
takes a value or another depending on its own restrictions (if it has 
any). The parameter value of crossParameter ranges from 1 to 7, 
mutationParameter between 1 and 999, repetitionParameter between 
1 and 99, maxIterationParameter between 1 and 999, reversalCriterion 
between 1 and 999, ffSatisfaction between 1 and 99, detentionCriterion 
between 72 and 98, optimalIteration between 1 and 999. According to 
the above, the length of the auxiliary key is determined as follows -based 
on equation (1), where k would be the number of total combinations-:

log2 (7 * 999 * 99 * 999 * 999 * 99 * 27 * 999)≈60.67 bits  (11)

Furthermore, given that the possibilities of each of the 16 
characters in the main key is 95 (characters printable in ASCII code) 
its information in bits is determined as follows:

log2 (9516 ) ≈ 105.11 bits (12)

VI. Quality Analysis

For the quality analysis we have the data generated of the algorithm 
developed, the tests and discussion about it, a comparative table of 
speed between DES and RSA algorithms, and finally a comparison of 
different factors between the AES and DES algorithms.

A. Test and Results
The tests below are carried out based on the development of the 

Fig. 5.  Flow Diagram of the Decryption process.
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proposed algorithm, it allows  to conclude on the results thrown by 
the same. Variations are made in some criteria (treated under the tests, 
however, are established under the user’s criterion) to optimize the 
encryption process aimed at security and performance, the treatment of 
restricted parameters within their ranges is also performed.

crossParameter: This parameter is used by the algorithm in the 
crossing stage, it defines the start point to select the offspring between 
two genes, the maximum value that can take must not exceed the 
length of a gene. Since there is always an initial population composed 
of genes of 8 alleles (length 8), this variable must be contained within 
a range between 1 and 7.

mutationParameter: The mutation parameter defines the alleles 
to be selected in order to modify them, allowing the algorithm to 
diversify the population. It is suggested to set this variable to an odd 
value, because the genes are of length 8 (even number). The number of 
mutated alleles varies according to the value of the parameter, if this 
is greater than the size of the population, the algorithm does not make 
any mutation.

repetitionParameter: This variable defines the maximum number 
of times that each of the chains of the population to be evaluated can be 
repeated. Its value is established according to the performance of the 
algorithm, note that if the text size is long, more repeataded chains 
are found.

reversalCriterion: It allows to invert the digits of the second father 
of each crossing (or iteration), its value is selected based on the results 
thrown by the tests itself. For these, a value is taken between 1 to 6 and 
its performance is evaluated in 3 different cases according to the Fitness 
Function. It is iterated 4 times and the average satisfaction percentage is 
found. Table VI (annexes) shows the values that each initial condition 
takes for three different cases. Table VII (annexes) shows the results 
obtained by the tests carried out on the algorithm for each case.

It is observed that for Case 1 the best result (97%) is obtained in the 
values of reversalCriterion of 1, 2 and 4, implying a great homogeneity 
and allowing to conclude that if the initial text is short (until 4 words 
or 25 characters), the value of the criterion can vary without affecting 
the efficiency of the algorithm. For Cases 2 (90%) and 3 (97%) the best 
performance is achieved in the value of 3, it is suggested that this should 
be taken as reversalCriterion when the string is greater than 4 words.

detentionCriterion: The detention criterion establishes the 
percentage of different chains that comply with the repetitionParameter, 
it is used in the fitness function to evaluate if an iteration passes the 
evaluation. Based on the tests carried out for the reversalCriterion, it 
is suggested to establish the value of this variable in a range between 
72 and 98, since this was the minimum and the maximum percentage 
obtained, respectively.

B. Runtime and Call Functions
Some compilation data of the algorithm in MATLAB are presented 

in Table VIII (annexes), where the number of calls, the time spent by 
each of the present functions and the total value are described. For 
these tests, the cases described in Table VI are taken.

Runtime depends directly on the iterations made by the algorithm 
to arrive at the optimal solution; for the tests, it was established a 
detentionCriterion of 98, it carried out 2, 52 and 10 iterations for Case 
1, 2 and 3 respectively. It is also observed that the function with the 
highest number of calls is Convert for all cases, this function aims the 
conversion of ASCII code to binary code and is used to transform the 
initial text into chains that the algorithm manipulates to perform the 
encryption, besides it is used in the process of creating keys.

It is also noted that the function that covers the longest runtime (a 
little more than the half) is AlgorithmEncryption, since it complies the 
task of carrying out the encryption process, starting from the initial 

population previously converted and getting a final population, ready 
for the evaluation.

VII.   Comparison

In order to establish objective conclusions about the performance 
of the proposed cryptographic algorithm, a comparison is made (at 
encryption execution time) against DES and RSA [22], allowing a 
comparison to be made as shown in Table IX (annexes). The value 
of Total Time Algorithm Proposed takes into account the time of the 
evaluation of the Fitness Function, additionaly to the creation and 
encryption of the keys, but not the time of decryption.

The text size for the proposed algorithm is taken as the bit 
representation of the original text, that is, the so-called Initial 
Population. The values of detentionCriterion and reversalCriterion 
were established in 97 and 3 respectively for the tests, while the values 
of crossParameter, mutationParameter, repetitionParameter and 
maxIterationParameter, respectively: 6, 5, 3 and 200 were set for text 
sizes of 128 and 256 bits; 5, 7, 5 and 100 for the text sizes of 512, 1000, 
2000 and 5000 bits and 5, 17, 10 and 100 for the text size of 10000.

The key length (understood as the amount of information it carries, 
but not the size of its representation in bits) is 56 bits for DES and 22 
bits for RSA. For the proposed Algorithm it is 105.11 bits for the main 
key and 60.67 bits for the auxiliary key.

It is remarkable the performance against the DES and RSA 
algorithms, the superiority in runtime against RSA is shown in Table 
IX. On the other hand, the Proposed Algorithm is superior to DES in 
execution time, for texts greater than 512 bits. In addition, it is observed 
that each of the total times of the proposed algorithm, mostly exceed 
that of the RSA encryption (except for 128 bits) and are very close to 
the DES encryption time.

In Table X (annexes), different features of the AES, RSA and DES 
algorithms [2] are exposed, to compare against the proposed Algorithm.

VIII.   Conclusion

The proposed algorithm modifies the order and process of the 
phases of the genetic algorithms, by applying a deterministic system, 
leaving aside some random procedures.

When comparing the proposed algorithm against RSA and DES, 
satisfactory performance is evidenced in several factors, demonstrating 
that Genetic Algorithms are a good alternative to face problems in 
computer security.

The proposed algorithm manages to disrupt the information through 
entropy, evidenced in the fitness function as the different chains.

The length (amount of information that it transports) of the 
auxiliary key is of 60.67 bits and of the main key is of 105.11 bits, 
overcoming in this aspect the cryptographic algorithm DES and 
approaching considerably to AES.

The present work exposes a development based on basic concepts 
like GA, entropy, modular congruence and determinism, that together 
make an efficient cryptographic process.

IX.  Considerations

The code of the algorithm developed is in a private github 
repository, with the option of being visible for those who request access 
to any of the contact emails. In addition there is a demo in heroku 
that performs the whole process of encryption of a given text: https://
symmetric-cryptography-genetic.herokuapp.com/ 

It is expected to be able to use the principles of the proposed 
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algorithm in the encryption of images and audio. On the other hand, 
there is a possible application in data compression.

Annexes

TABLE I. Conversion to ASCII and Binary Code. Crossing of the Initial Population (First Iteration)

Initial Message Conversion to ASCII Conversion to Binary
(Initial Population)

Position of each 
parent or Gene Crossed Parents Offspring (First 

Generation)

H

0 00110000 1 1 y 2 00001101

7 00110111 2 2 y 3 11001100

2 00110010 3 3 y 4 10000001

(space) 00100000 4 4 y 5 00001100

o

1 00110001 5 5 y 6 01001100

1 00110001 6 6 y 7 01100011

1 00110001 7 7 y 8 01001000

(space) 00100000 8 8 y 9 00001100

l

1 00110001 9 9 y 10 01000011

0 00110000 10 10 y 11 00001110

8 00111000 11 11 y 12 00001000

(space) 00100000 12 12 y 13 00000011

a

0 00110000 13 13 y 14 00001110

9 00111001 14 14 y 15 01001101

7 00110111 15 15 y 16 11000001

(space) 00100000 16 16 y 17 00001100

(space)

0 00110000 17 17 y 18 00001100

3 00110011 18 18 y 19 11010011

2 00110010 19 19 y 20 10001000

(space) 00100000 20 20 y 21 00001100

m

1 00110001 21 21 y 22 01000011

0 00110000 22 22 y 23 00001110

9 00111001 23 23 y 24 01001000

(space) 00100000 24 24 y 25 00100011

u

1 00110001 25 25 y 26 01001100

1 00110001 26 26 y 27 01001101

7 00110111 27 27 y 28 11000001

(space) 00100000 28 28 y 29 00001100

n

1 00110001 29 29 y 30 01001100

1 00110001 30 30 y 31 01000011

0 00110000 31 31 y 32 00001000

(space) 00100000 32 32 y 33 00001100

d

1 00110001 33 33 y 34 01000011

0 00110000 34 34 y 35 00001100

0 00110000 35 35 y 36 00001000

(space) 00100000 36 36 y 37 00100011

o

1 00110001 37 37 y 38 01001100

1 00110001 38 38 y 39 01001100

1 00110001 39 39 y 1 01000011

Source: Authors.
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TABLE II. Population’s Selection and Mutation

Selected alleles by the mutation clock Mutated Population

00001101 11001100 10000001 00001100 01001100 01100011 01001000 
00001100 01000011 00001110 00001000 00000011

00001110 01001101 11000001 00001100 00001100 11010011 10001000 
00001100 01000011 00001110 01001000 00100011

01001100 01001101 11000001 00001100 01001100 01000011 00001000 
00001100 01000011 00001100 00001000 00100011

01001100 01001100 01000011

00000101 11001110 10010001 10001000 01101101 01101011 00001010 
00011100 11000111 00101111 00000000 01000001

00011110 11001001 11100000 00000100 01001110 11000011 00001100 
00101101 01001011 01001100 01011000 10100111

01101101 01000101 10000011 00011100 11001000 01100010 00000000 
01001110 01010011 10001000 00101001 00101011

00001110 01011100 11000111

Source: Authors.

TABLE III. ffCriterion Value According to the Range Where the Population Size Is Located

Genes range of numbers in the 
population Value n Value according to the range Alleles chains length to compare 

(ffCriterion)

4 - 7 2 22 = 4 3

8 - 15 3 23 = 8 4

16 - 31 4 24 = 16 5

32 - 63 5 25 = 32 6

2n - 2n+1 −1 n 2n n +1

Source: Authors.

TABLE IV. Main Key Distribution

00 01 10 11
00 T r 3 V
01 Q W 9 0
10 / a m 2
11 P L u *

Source: Authors.

TABLE V. Corresponding Characters for the First Two Genes of Auxiliary Key

Gene Genen
Substring value Corresponding character 

(according to table 4)
Conversion to 

ASCII
Conversion to binary  

(encryptedAuxKey)

gene1

gene11
0011 V

0 00110000
8 00111000
6 00110110

gene12
0101 W

0 00110000
8 00111000
7 00110111

gene2

gene13
0011 V

0 00110000
8 00111000
6 00110110

gene14
0100 Q

0 00110000
8 00111000
1 00110001

Source: Authors.

TABLE VI. Initial Conditions Value for the Three Tests Cases

Initial condition Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Initial text Hola mundo Esta es una cadena mas larga que la anterior See Text 3

Initial population (bits representation) 39 175 2051
Population to Evaluate 52 175 1367

crossParameter 6 5 5
mutationParameter 5 5 17
repetitionParameter 3 4 7

maxIterationParameter 200 200 200

Source: Authors.
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TABLE VII. Tests on reversalCriterion for Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3

reversalCriterion Different strings Valid strings Satisfaction percentage Average Satisfaction percentage

Case 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1

36 68 552 36 59 516 100% 87% 93%

98% 83% 94%
33 57 569 32 45 536 97% 79% 94%
32 56 547 32 44 511 100% 79% 93%
34 65 546 32 58 513 94% 89% 94%

2

36 72 606 36 63 578 100% 88% 95%

98% 81% 95%
35 63 576 34 48 550 97% 76% 95%
33 67 607 32 57 575 97% 85% 95%
35 58 583 34 43 555 97% 74% 95%

3

32 78 659 28 68 635 88% 87% 96%

93% 90% 97%
33 70 704 33 59 684 100% 84% 97%
36 84 645 33 77 625 92% 92% 97%
34 85 628 32 81 602 94% 95% 96%

4

37 54 528 36 52 497 97% 96% 94%

98% 82% 95%
35 49 590 34 33 567 97% 67% 96%
33 62 579 33 50 548 100% 81% 95%
27 65 596 26 55 564 96% 85% 95%

5

29 50 606 26 39 585 90% 78% 97%

91% 72% 96%
33 42 633 31 27 606 94% 64% 96%
30 47 641 28 34 619 93% 72% 97%
28 47 636 24 35 616 86% 74% 97%

6

34 64 622 32 53 594 94% 83% 95%

96% 83% 95%
31 63 631 31 50 601 100% 79% 95%
31 68 641 30 55 611 97% 81% 95%
31 72 624 29 65 596 94% 90% 96%

Source: Authors.

TABLE VIII. Algorithm Performance for Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3

Function’s name Function calls Time (seconds)

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

AlgorithmEncryption 1 1 1 0,027 0,133 0,261

AuxiliaryKeyEncrypt 60 64 72 0,011 0,012 0,012

FitnessFunction 2 52 10 0,002 0,011 0,028

Unique 2 52 10 0,008 0,023 0,018

Convert 249 399 2299 0,004 0,004 0,008

Strlength 12 13 15 0,001 0,001 0,001

NewDivisionPopulationToEvaluate 2 52 10 0,001 0,029 0,045

TOTAL 328 633 2417 0,055 0,215 0,374

Source: Authors, MATLAB R2017a.

TABLE IX. Execution Time in Seconds for the Encryption DES, RSA and Proposed Algorithm

Text size (bits) DES Encrypt RSA Encrypt Proposed algorithm
Encrypt

Total time of the Proposed 
algorithm

128 0.054945 0.0549 0.055 0.100

256 0.054946 0.1098 0.058 0.100

512 0.070976 0.2197 0.083 0.137

1000 0.1418 0.3846 0.125 0.187

2000 0.2835 0.7142 0.157 0.228

5000 0.6816 1.7032 0.479 0.704

10000 1.3601 3.402 1.000 1.441

Source: [22] and Authors.
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TABLE X. Comparison Between AES, DES, RSA and Proposed Algorithm

Factors AES DES RSA Proposed algorithm
Development year 2000 1977 1978 2017

Key’s length 128, 192, 256 bits 56 bits >1024 bits 105.11 bits
Key for encrypt and decrypt Same password Same password Different password Same passwords

Block size 128 bits 64 bits least 512 bits 8 bits

Scalability Not scalable Scalable (It depends on the 
block size and the password) Not scalable Scalable (It depends on the 

initial text’s size)
Algorithm’s kind Symmetric Symmetric Asymmetric Symmetric
Execution time Fast Moderate slow Fast

Key’s tank Necessary Necessary Necessary Necessary

Inherent vulnerability Force attack Force attack, linear and 
differential cryptanalysis attack

Force attack and “Oracle 
attack”

Force attack, linear and 
differential cryptanalysis attack

Rounds 10/12/14 16 1
Depends on the maximum 

iteration parameter value or the 
optimal iteration number

Source: [3] and Authors.
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I. Introduction

During the last 65 years when computer processing remained in 
its infancy, the application of computer processing could not be 

extended to visual recognition because it merely consisted of a simple 
input and output operation. Hence, computer vision and recognition 
represents one of the culminating achievements of the aforementioned 
research domain, although a huge challenge has yet to be overcome. 
Any area of computer processing research is geared toward mimicking 
human-like visual perception and interpretation to translate an image into 
recognizable objects [1]. Currently, in the wake of rigorous computer 
hardware and software advancements, image processing and recognition 
no longer remains as a mere theoretical possibility. Moreover, it is 
deemed as an essential advantage to incorporate such technologies into 
a variety of industrial enterprises, as in visual recognition systems for 
quality control and assessment, for instance, prior to public consumption 
[8][9]. Evidently, the application of the technology is in high demand in 

the manufacture of mobile phones, compact cameras and robot soccer.
In robot soccer, artificial vision processing plays a crucial role in 

recognizing goal posts, teammates, opponents and balls. Based on prior 
information, the above process is of great utility in localizing humanoid 
robots in field play to prevent rogue and random movements. In addition, 
it is indeed expedient for any robot to be able to recognize its location on 
a field when employing attacking or defending strategies. Based on the 
2013 rules of the Robot Soccer competition, poles colored blue-yellow-
blue on the left and yellow-blue-yellow on the right, which functioned 
as landmarks, were set up outside the middle field to assist in robot self-
localization on the field [5][16]. However, a different set of rules are 
currently in place whereby the poles are to be replaced with the goalpost 
as the landmark. Consequently, a serious challenge must be confronted as 
a result of the over- reliance on these poles as landmarks by the majority 
of preceding studies. This calls for a new localization technique that can 
substitute the missing poles at the middle of the field with goalposts as 
the reference points. One way to enable recognition of goalposts prior 
to localization is to consider prior information, namely the properties or 
features of the object to be recognized, including the shape, color, size 
and total number of corners.

Corner detection is the most used feature in the object recognition 
process, as evidenced by the range of corner detection techniques 
available for various applications [2][7]. Recently, various corner 
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detection methods such as JUDOCA [13], CPDA [2], ANDD [19] and 
MPT [17] have been developed. Nonetheless, most of these techniques 
are very time consuming for merely extracting corners and are overly 
sensitive to the dynamics of the environment. Distance estimation 
processes for localization are in need of a new technique in response 
to the changes in the rules and to the loss of prior information while 
overcoming one of the biggest challenges in robot soccer: performing 
distance estimation processes with minimal equipment. Most state-of-
the-art techniques produce non-negligible errors in distance estimation, 
which in turn necessitates an additional device, such as an odometer, 
to increase accuracy [15][13] or the use of an RGB-D camera with 
OpenPTrack [18][20]. Another approach used a simple localization 
with a camera [22][23][24]. With this approach, a 3 robot need to put 
extra sensor (such as wheel odometers and inertial navigation sensors) 
and making it accurate and desirable for our system. However, in our 
application, no extra sensors can be used other than camera based 
on Robocup rules. Thus, a new and improvised technique of visual 
recognition is to be developed with the objective of higher efficiency in 
distance estimation, lower processing time and greater responsiveness 
to the dynamics of the environment.

II. The Proposed Method

There are two main tasks in developing a new vision system for 
a robot to self-localize in field play during robot soccer competitions. 
First, a technique to extract corner features is to be applied, followed by 
the use of these features to estimate distances between the robot and the 
goalpost as the main landmark. Fig. 1 shows the previous match rules.

Fig. 1. Robot soccer competition game play with middle pole as a landmark in 
2012.

A. Line Intersection
The raw images suffer from superfluous information and dynamics. 

Accordingly, before a corner is extracted, the raw images must first 
be converted to a binary image containing only values of 0 and 1 [3]
[4]. Because the testing data set is in grayscale, adaptive thresholding 
is used as a binarization method. Equations (1) and (2) show the 
binarization method:

 (1)

 (2)

Based on Equation (1), f(x,y) is a pixel value in the raw images, 
and f'(x,y) is a pixel value upon binarization. T(x,y) is a threshold value 
derived from the Gaussian equation for a distribution function for non-
correlated variables with variations x and y having normal distributions 
for the same standard deviation. In this research, the threshold value 
is the middle value of the 3×3 neighboring pixels. Fig. 2 shows goal 
images before and after thresholding. 

Fig. 2. (a) Grayscale image for goalpost; (b) Binary image for goalpost.

Upon applying the conversion method, the binary images must 
be analyzed pixel by pixel. Hence, square matrices (kernel) of size 
3×3,5×5,8×8 and 11×11 are generated to process the binary images 
line by line. By using these kernels, the x and y corners will be extracted 
when the kernel processes the corners in the image. Four coordinates 
are recorded if the corner is detected, with two coordinates on the x – 
axis and two coordinates on the y - axis. The next equations show the 
selection process for the row and column selected by each kernel to 
generate the four coordinates in the kernel. 

 (3)

Based on Equation (3), k is a row or column index for a kernel of 
size s,{3,5,8,11}, and a is a constant value {0,1,2,3} incremented by the 
kernel size. The blue line in Fig. 3 shows the horizontal and vertical 
lines chosen for each kernel size.

Fig. 3. Horizontal and vertical lines for each kernel.

Based on Fig. 3, if any part of the blue lines includes a white 
pixel (value of 1), then the coordinate of the pixel is recorded and 
processed when all four coordinates are recorded. The vertical blue 
line is utilized to obtain the coordinates from the horizontal contour, 
and the horizontal blue line is utilized to obtain the coordinates from 
the vertical contour. Equations (4) and (5) show the process of white 
pixel detection for each line assuming Pl for the horizontal contour and 
Pt for the vertical contour. 

 (4)

 (5)

After four coordinates are obtained, we can approximate the 
gradient value from both contours, namely, the vertical and horizontal 
contours. Then, using the gradient value from both contours, any 
intersection point from these contours can be assumed to be a corner. 
To extract the coordinates of the corner, linear equation theory 
and analytic geometry theory are applied by manipulating all four 
coordinates obtained previously. 

 (6)

 (7)
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We assume that the first point is on the horizontal contour,  
Pl1 (x,y), and that the second point is on the horizontal contour, Pl2 (x,y), 
on the same contour line; hence, they share the same gradient value, 
and ml and the intersection points are at y-axis, cl . This is also the case 
with the vertical contour, where the first point, Pt1 (x,y), and the second 
point, Pt2 (x,y), are assumed to be on the same vertical contour and 
share the same gradient value, mt , and intersection point on the y-axis, 
ct . To determine the gradient value for each contour, Equations (6) and 
(7) were placed into a new form.

 (8)

 (9)

Once the gradient value is obtained, the value of the intersection 
point on the y-axis for both contours, horizontal and vertical, can be 
obtained using the following equations. 

 (10)

 (11)

When all the values are obtained, the intersection between the 
vertical contour and the horizontal contour is classified as a corner. If 
the vertical and horizontal contours are on the same contour, then the 
gradient value is equal to zero. Accordingly, if no corner is detected 
in the current kernel, then it will move on to the next kernel. The 
equations used to acquire the corner are defined below. 

 (12)

 (13)

Finally, the corner coordinates are recorded and marked for further 
processing by the robot during localization. Fig. 4 shows the process 
for each kernel. The blue points represent the detected corner, and 
the red pixels represent the four pixels obtained on the vertical and 
horizontal contours. 

Fig. 4. Corner detection performed using line intersections. Two red pixels in 
Pt (x,y) and two yellow pixels in Pl (x,y) are used as coordinates to find the 
intersection point (blue pixel) of two green lines, mt and ml.

B. Analytic Geometry for Distance Estimation
In previous studies on camera calibration, using prior information 

such as the focal length of the camera, constant x and y values were 
extracted [12][13][14][20]. All these values can be obtained as intrinsic 

camera values. Aside from these intrinsic values, extrinsic values are 
also present and are of great utility in reducing distortion in an image 
captured by a camera using a convex lens. To use analytical geometry 
approaches, the produced image must closely resemble that in real time 
[12]. The distortion of an image produces errors in distance estimation. 
To address convex-lens-induced distortions in images, 10 images with 
a chessboard were captured at random orientations to determine the 
distortion difference relative to the real time imagery as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Self-collection data from MVLab used to obtain the intrinsic and 
extrinsic values.

Based on Zhang’s methods [21], the intrinsic, extrinsic, and pinhole 
values of the camera are extracted and processed. These processes 
only need to be performed once as long as the same camera and lens 
are used. The equation shows the data value and the intrinsic value 
obtained from the first calibration. Given that R is an image rotation 
and T is an image transformation, we have 

 
 (14)

Upon repairing the image, some of the features of the goal post 
are extracted. Based on Robocup rules, the pole had a height of 10 
cm and a width of 60 cm. The goalpost should be yellow and blue 
only, and the shape of the goal should be rigid and hard. Therefore, the 
color and shape of the goal post are suitable for extraction. To extract 
the color, HSV color range values are considered due to their higher 
robustness to light intensity variations compared to the RGB color 
range. RGB colors are more sensitive to even the slightest change in 
color. Moreover, RGB color ranges produce more noise in the data and 
hence this makes difficult to clearly distinguish the goal post shape 
[10]. Fig. 6 shows the color of the goal post extracted using the HSV 
color range.

Fig. 6. Color extracted from a goal post.
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After the color is extracted, the shape of the goal was determined. 
The purpose of the shape detection is to ensure that only the complete 
shape of the goal is input to the next process. If the camera is too 
close to the goal post, the shape of the goal post becomes larger than 
the camera frame size, and vice versa. An improper goal post size 
renders the next process more cumbersome and prone to error. Hence, 
measurements such as density, elongation, roughness, convexity, 
height and width were defined beforehand. If the goalpost does not 
meet the predefined criteria, then it is considered to be incomplete, 
resulting in the termination of the process. In turn, a re-calibration of 
the camera and redefinition of the color have to be performed. Fig. 7 
shows an incomplete goal post.

Fig. 7.  Example of an incomplete goal shape from self-collection data set in 
MVLab.

If the goal shape can be viewed completely, the goal corner will be 
extracted using the above corner detection method. The purpose of this 
action is to compare and relate actual and virtual distances between two 
corners. According to Siswantoro et al. [14], the object size in a camera 
image is relatively equivalent to the actual object size in real time. 
Using a similar approach, distance estimation can be performed after 
considering the relative factor that causes differences in measurement 
in real time and in virtual images. The relation between images from 
the camera and those obtained in real time can be determined via prior 
camera calibration along with the intrinsic values. The equation below 
shows the relation between the image camera coordinates and the real-
time coordinates. 

 (15)

In Equation (15), the left-hand side represents the coordinates 
in the image plane, and the right-hand side represents rotation and 
transformation coordinates in the camera plane. The values of fx and 
fy are the focal length of the lens on the x and y axis. Cx , Cy and Zc are 
confession numbers from the intrinsic values. For distance estimation, 
the image coordinate should be obtained beforehand so that it can 
subsequently be related to actual parameters. The next equations 
demonstrate how the method obtains the coordinates in the camera 
plane. 

 (16)

 (17)

 (18)

As stated previously, the goal post is taken as the main landmark 
for parameter assessment. For the distance estimation process, the 
height of the left and right goal posts are selected as a reference to 
compare with the actual height and image height. Fig. 8 shows the 
location of the camera coordinate, image coordinate and real-time 
coordinate.

Fig. 8. Relation between camera, image and real-time coordinate.

Based on Fig. 8, it is observed that the goal post image is reduced in 
size compared to the real goalpost. By relating the camera coordinate 
to the real coordinate, the value of Zcam becomes a scaled version of 
Zreal, which represents the actual distance between the camera and the 
goal post. Hence, the distance estimation can be performed using this 
equation, 

 (19)

where l is the distance between two points in an image, a is the 
value of Zcam, L is an actual two-point distance in real time of the 
goalpost, and a + b is a Zreal or the estimated distance. In this paper, l 
and L are representing two points as the right and left-hand sides of the 
goalpost. The calculation is performed twice to increase the accuracy 
of the estimated distance.

III. Result and Discussion

One of the objectives of this research was to develop a new corner 
detection technique for goalpost corner extraction. The technique must 
be efficient, robust and less time consuming to process. Accordingly, 
in assessing the performance, the proposed corner detection is to be 
compared with state-of-the-art corner detection methods such as 
JUDOCA [13], CPDA [2], ANDD [19] and MPT [17]. A common test 
for corner detection is the localization error test, which attempts to 
obtain the average error for each point within 3 pixels in each corner in 
an image. The smaller the localization error produced by a technique, 
the more accurately the technique can detect corners. 

 (20)

Based on Equation (20), xoi and yoi are the original coordinates of a 
corner in an image, and xti and yti are detected coordinates at the current 
pointi. Nr is the total number of corners detected in the same image. The 
benchmark data set for corner detection from Awrangjeb research [2] 
was commonly used to measure accuracy as show in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 
shows the results when we apply localization error to the current state-
of-the-art corner detection methods.

Fig. 9. Benchmark data set for corner detection.
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Fig. 10. The localization errors for JUDDOCA, CPDA, ANDD, MPT and our 
proposed CIA corner detection techniques when the kernel size is 3x3, 5x5, 8x8 
and 11x11.

Based on Fig. 10, MPT [17] yields the best results by providing 
the lowest localization average error across the entire dataset, followed 
by the line intersection for the 5×5 kernel, JUDOCA, 3×3 kernel, 8×8 
kernel, ANDD, CPDA and 11 × 11 kernel. The MPT method obtains 
the highest accuracy for extracting corners from images; however, the 
process requires approximately 2 seconds for each picture, a severe 
disadvantage for Robocup competitions. Hence, the line intersection 
method is selected because it is the second-most accurate method and 
requires only 0.049 seconds for extracting a corner.

For the distance estimation test, the proposed method is compared 
with the dual camera stereo vision method for the image quality 
assessment [15]. Fig. 11 shows the test setup on the robot. The use of 
a stereo camera is advantageous due to its similarity to human vision. 
The test was performed three times during actual game play at distances 
between 350-190 cm, each 10 cm with straight vision to the landmark 
(0 degree), 20 degrees to the left of the landmark, and 20 degrees to the 
right of the landmark to represent vision from various sides of the field. 
Table I shows a comparison of the results.

Fig. 11. Wireless camera attached to a robot for the distance estimation test.

TABLE I. Difference Between Stereo and Single Camera Via Proposed 
AGE Method

Based on Fig. 12, the field simulation shows the actual radial 
distance (black line) from the center of the goal post and the goal post 
clearly observed by the camera on the robot. In Table I, both techniques 
(stereo and proposed) are able to estimate the distance the around field 
with straight to the landmark and 20 degreed offset to the left and right. 
On average, for each angle, the stereo technique produces constant mean 
errors of approximately 7.980 cm, demonstrating that the technique 
was robust and stable at any angle. The proposed technique produces 
inconsistent mean distance errors for certain angles. However, the 
margin errors remain less than those of the stereo technique. Overall, 
in distance estimation, the AGE technique produces an improved 
accuracy of 4.322 cm compared to the stereo-camera-based technique 
according to the summary in Table II. Concerning processing time, 
the AGE technique requires 0.54672 milliseconds to estimate the 
distance based on Fig. 13, whereas in Fig. 14, the error percentage 
is initially large, wherein the proximity to the landmark is the closest 
but undergoes substantial decrements as the distance increases. 
Summarizing, Fig.15 shows that the stereo technique (green) produces 
huge min and max error values but produces consistent median errors 
at any angle given; meanwhile, the AGE technique produces smaller 
min and max error values but does not produce very consistent errors 
at some offsets. It addition, the AGE technique is less accurate for 
straight lines, demonstrated by its larger error range compared to the 
offset value; however, the error is still small compared to the stereo 
technique. The error obtained using the AGE technique may be smaller 
because this technique only uses a single image from a single camera, 
whereas the stereo camera technique must patch together both images 
from both cameras.

Fig. 12. The actual distance (black line) and distance estimation simulator 
results (i) based on images captured by our humanoid robot at (ii)+20◦, (iii) 0◦ 
and (iv) -20◦. The red dot in the simulator represents the proposed detected point 
based on our proposed (AGE) technique from a radial distance of a) 200 cm b) 
250 cm c) 300 cm and d) 350 cm.

TABLE II. Summary Difference Between Stereo and Single Camera Via 
Proposed AGE Method
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Fig. 13. Time required for proposed method (AGE) to estimate distance.

Fig. 14. Fluctuating relation between error and distance produced by both 
methods (AGE & stereo).

Fig. 15. Box plot for stereo and proposed (AGE) technique.

Furthermore, our proposed AGE method is simple and practical 
because it only uses a predetermined camera information and rules 
given. Considering those steps, this technique is more desirable to 
incorporate into the Robocup competition due to its minimal error in 
robot localization.

IV. Limitations and Conclusions

Having performed the test, it is reassuring to conclude that this 
technique provides highly accurate corner detection and distance 
estimation compared with the other techniques. This evidently attests 
to the capability of the proposed technique in surmounting the most 
persistent predicament of object recognition at a significantly reduced 
execution time. However, this method continues to face a few setbacks, 
wherein this technique is unable to estimate distances of less than 190 
cm due to the rather enlarged size of the goalpost image relative to the 
camera frame. This results in the incomplete detection of the shape 
of the goal post. Despite that, localization remains applicable at other 
areas within 8.0 meters, making it suitable for competition because of 
its accuracy, speed and robustness.
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I. Introduction

PRATICAL web search engines are very complex with the goal of 
returning fast and precise results. The result must be both effective 

and efficient. These search engines use techniques and algorithms of 
query processing, such as WAND algorithm, to return a set of ranked 
documents results named Top-k. These algorithms are executed on 
a data structure called inverted index [1]. Such structure gives for 
every term the set of documents in which it appears with additional 
information, like the term frequencies TF, the list of positions in 
every document, the format and the size in which it is written. Such 
construction generates a very large index. In fact, its size is larger than 
the set of original documents. As a consequence, traversing this index 
becomes the major bottleneck in query processing. In fact, it is not 
suitable, really not practical or impossible, to sweep all posting lists. 
An early termination algorithm is so recommended for such situation. 
It can return the exact Top-k without scanning the entire posting list. 
Note here, that a posting list is the part of the inverted index charged 
in the memory for treatment. We must note also here that the lists are 
ordered in an ascendant order according to documents numbers [2][3] 
or on descendant order on TF [4][5]. The choice is done according 
what the algorithm designer wants. In order to reduce the information 
representation in the posting lists, a set of compressing techniques have 
been proposed [6][7][8].

In information retrieval, two major and basic alternatives have 
been proposed for traversing the posting lists. It is about TAAT (Term-
At-A-Time) and DAAT (Document-At-A-Time) strategies [9]. 

In fact, SAAT(Score At A Time), GAAT(Graph At A Time) and 
RAAT(Rank At A Time) and JASS(SAAT) are additional strategies 
which are proposed for remedying the first strategies weaknesses [10]
[11][12].

Since the first works in the field of information retrieval [13], the 
stopping condition is an interesting part of every early termination 
algorithm. It consists in ending the execution if k responses are 
computed even if there are more important results with ranks greater 
than k. A document is considered relevant if its score is greater or equal 
to a certain bound. The threshold algorithm TA of Ronald Fagin [14] 
is one of the most popular algorithms in the context of databases. As 
information systems are so large and as search engines must deal with 
large dataset, the WAND algorithm has became unavoidable. It has 
been used in a number of commercial search engines [15]. It has the 
ability to skip in an intelligent manner some documents and parts of 
posting lists according to a precise test, as we will see in next sections.

Really, the strongest weakness of early termination algorithms 
resides in the lack of precision in their responses. For Top-k and for a 
query q of length Lq, it is usual that WAND misses in Top-r, with r≤k, 
some documents which share a high number of terms with the query. It 
is about this ascertainment that we built our solution. In this paper, we 
focus on early termination and we propose a new extension to algorithm 
WAND. Our aims are: a) To return all totally relevant documents that 
contain query terms. b) To reduce the operations number in query 
processing. c) To ameliorate the results quality by ameliorating the 
responses precision. In particular, we propose new fine metrics to 
measure the relevance degree of the returned documents. Compared 
to the naive approach that contains at least one of the query terms, our 
approach returns the relevant documents ranked first, without any loss 
in precision or recall or in new proposed metrics. 

The reminder of the paper proceeds as follows: Section II gives a 
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representation of index structure, TAAT / DAAT strategies and early 
termination. The WAND approach is detailed in section III. In section 
IV, we quote our contributions and section V presents the details of 
our propositions. In section VI, we describe our experimental results. 
Finally, we conclude in section VII and discuss our future work.  

II. Background

In this section, we provide a background on index structure, 
compression, early termination and index traversing strategies.

A. Index Structure
In order to evaluate queries in search engines, a well structure is 

constructed; it gives with precision all information about every term 
in the set of documents. This structure is called inverted index as it 
captures the list of documents which contain this term with other 
information. So, the term is used as a key access to such structure. 
Every line from this structure is called a posting list when it is charged 
in memory. This structure was largely presented and explained in 
literature. Works [7][16][17][18][1] have presented all what can be 
related to the construction and the use of such structure. 

For a term ti which appears, a record of its inverted list can have 
the next format:

dj TFij pos1, pos2, …

Where dj is a unique document number, called also document 
identifier, in the set of documents collection, this number is assigned 
during the crawling process. TFij is the number of occurrences of ti in 
dj. The list pos1, pos2,… contains all positions of ti in this document. It 
is useful essentially for searching phrases. The set of terms composes 
what is so-called the vocabulary or the dictionary, it can be so large, 
especially when different languages are considered. As the web 
and information systems are dynamic, the number of documents 
(documents, web pages,…) is growing perpetually, which induces that 
the size of posting lists grows exponentially also. As a result of such 
evolution systems behavior, the length of inverted lists becomes an 
important bottleneck [19].

In order to exploit efficiently the inverted lists, many organizations 
have been proposed. It is possible to present them briefly as follows 
[8]:

Document-Sorted Index: It is the first representation of the 
inverted index. In this situation, the inverted lists are sorted by 
document identifier [8][20][3].

Impact-Sorted Index: In this situation, the importance is given 
to the terms. Their scores will contribute to computing the similarity 
between a query q and the set of documents. The inverted lists are 
sorted by their impact; BM25 [21] is the most popular method which 
has implemented such idea. [22] and [10] have proposed and compared 
another method for retrieving information based on impact-sorted 
index.

Impact-layered index: This is a combination of the two precedent 
presentations. It computes the impact of every term according to a 
function similarity and each list is partitioned into a number of layers, 
such that the scores of one layer are higher than the next [8].

It is important to see that these organizations are built during 
the indexing process. Every organization is suitable for the solutions 
designers; it depends on what these ones want.

With the growing amounts of data on the internet, every time 
new documents (books, papers, tweets, Web pages, comments ...) are 
inserted. The preprocessing step will take a huge time for preparing 
indexes. The major problem will be finding a suitable manner for 
representing information. As the number of documents is too large, 

it will be essential to reduce the size of the inverted index. Here a 
compressing method will be helpful. Every document is designed by a 
unique integer. The most used method is to compute the gap between 
successive numbers of documents that contain a term t. For example, 
suppose d1, d2, d3, ..., dk are the identifiers of the documents which 
contain the term t, the gap method is to store them in the inverted list 
as follows [6]:

d1; d2-d1; d3-d2; ...; dk-dk-1

It has been shown in [24] that if the database can fit in the memory, 
so the accesses to it will be faster than the use of indexes. This result is 
so easy to see. Besides the inverted index contains all the vocabulary 
of the document collection, it contains more and more information, 
like TFs and positions of terms, so its size is larger than document 
collection’s size. So, it will be impossible to fit it in the memory without 
compressing it. For this object, the first step is to compute the d_gaps, 
as shown before. The second step is to implement a well method for 
compressing it and getting information without decompressing. Sholer 
[23] has shown that for documents identifiers it is well to use the Elias 
[24] code when these numbers are too large; but for the positions, as 
they are little numbers, it is better to code them with the Gamma code.

In the same logic, a high number of methods of compression have 
been proposed in the literature. Everyone depends on the situation. 
It is possible to cite for classical methods: Elias encodings [24] and 
Golomb/Rice’s encoding [25]. Newer methods are VByte [26], Simple 
[27], Interpolative [28], PForDelta [29]. Other techniques are proposed 
in [30][31]. Trotman [32] gives a comparison between different 
compressing methods. More material can be found in [7].

B. Early Termination 
As we have said before, it is impossible to scan all posting lists for 

evaluating a query. Since first works, it has been questioned to stop 
execution if a certain condition is verified [13].The ranking operations 
usually apply Early Termination algorithms to avoid fully processing 
of documents. We say that the set of responses is not exhaustive; so 
many important responses can be avoided. There are three cases in 
early termination:

Stop early: In this case, the most promising documents are ranked 
first in posting lists and the execution will stop once k documents 
are obtained according to a well defined monotonic function. The 
algorithms like TA, FA, and NRA algorithms of Fagin [33][34][35] 
are examples of such type. They can be used for computing the most 
important objects, like Web pages or cars, in a database, but they cannot 
be used in information retrieval of context as the lists here cannot have 
the same format.

Skips: By defining a certain criteria, it will be possible to skip a 
set of documents if the criteria are not respected. WAND [20][11] are 
examples of such algorithms.

Score only partially: Algorithms evaluate documents by 
computing only approximate scores if their score is lower than a certain 
value [36].

Algorithms like WAND, BM25, BMW, BMI use early termination 
techniques avoiding processing complete lists [36][37][38][39].

C. Traversing Index Strategies
In the query processing domain, Turtle and Flood [9] classified 

evaluation into two main classes.
Term-At-A-Time (TAAT): The strategy traverses query terms 

term-by-term, while partial documents score are cumulated [40][10]. 
In this strategy, more information is stored in inverted lists.

Document-At-A-Time (DAAT): This strategy is very fast and 
processes all posting lists in a parallel manner, with respect to a single 
document before moving to the next one. DAAT is destined for big 
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collections processing. Examples: WAND [20], MaxScore [41].
In 2011, Fontoura et al. [42] compared TAAT and DAAT, to 

show efficiency gains in DAAT strategy [20]. Moreover, TAAT 
strategy happens to be more complex than that of the DAAT. At the 
opposite, [43] has shown that TAAT outperforms DAAT. We think the 
performance depends on how every strategy is implemented.

Recall that query processing use two query models: conjunctive 
(AND) and disjunctive (OR) queries. In general, conjunctive queries 
are more significant and disjunctive queries are more expensive than 
conjunctive queries.

It is important to report that additional methods have been proposed, 
even if they are deduced from the above strategies.

SAAT (Score At A Time): This strategy is considered when 
impact-based indexing is used. It searches all lists and processed the 
posting lists in the decreasing order of the impact values [10][11]. 
Hao [12] uses a different version of previous works for applying this 
technique for pseudo-relevance feedback. Zhang [44] made a revision 
of this technique and compares it to TAAT and DAAT. Joel [45] 
proposed a set of heuristics for studying efficiency and effectiveness 
of this technique. This method was implemented over JASS system 
[46]. This one is dedicated to evaluate queries according to the impact-
sorted indexes. This method was compared to JAAS.

RAAT (Rank At A Time): This strategy was proposed by [47]. It 
is of type impact scores and it combines Boolean intersection queries. 
The lists are presented in a descending order. The head of every list is 
the term with the high score. Every list is considered as a query. 

GAAT (Graph At A Time): This technique is not in topics here, 
but we want to cite it as a manner for searching information where 
information can be presented as a graph, such as RDF (Resource 
Description Framework), citation between co-authors in DBLP and 
protein interactions [48].

D. Works Around WAND
In this section, we will present the important works that have 

studied WAND; we have discarded works which have general aspects 
of information retrieval as they are not the subject of this paper. We 
want to show that WAND is really at the state of the art since it was 
published in 2003. It is cited as the most method which presents 
correctly the DAAT technique. It has the ability of skipping parts if, at 
a certain moment, the next documents scores cannot exceed an upper 
bound. [8] is an enhancement of WAND-style. Ding and Suel defined 
BMI method, also called BMW. It has   augmented the inverted lists 
by well defined blocks. Every block is delimited by an upper bound. 
If the score of a document does not exceed, a skip is performed. So 
BMI will be faster than WAND. [3] defines new bloc indexes which on 
authors define a new hierarchical algorithm. This work has presented 
also a comparison between WAND and MaxScore [11]. Rojas [19] 
proposes a 2-steps method for parallelizing WAND. The objective is 
to reduce the inter-processor communication and running time cost. 
This work invokes a multithreading approach to exploit the multi-core 
parallelism. This same work was resumed in [15] by new formulas. 
The objective here is to reduce memory usage and computation cost 
based on WAND and BMI. Andrei Broder, the WAND’s designer, 
proposes SWAND (for Sampling WAND) in [49]. SWAND aims to 
obtain performances in order to be inserted in any search engine. An 
object oriented approach is followed and other logic operators are 
inserted. The comparison between SWAND, IBM’s Trevi and JURU 
search engines is done. SWAND has presented better performances. 

In order to couple efficiency and effectiveness, [50] proposes a 
new method for dynamic pruning. Authors made an adjustment on the 
threshold and k of WAND in order to recover missed responses. This 
work has largely benefit from the safe-to-rank of WAND and from its 

manner of skipping lists. [51] proposes to save pairs of terms in posting 
lists in order to get more efficient WAND and MaxScore [41]. The new 
versions are called WANDP and MaxScoreP. [52] studied the effect of 
document identifier ordering on the dynamic pruning. Authors propose 
to apply random, document length and url ordering.

[53] examines multi-stage retrieval architecture. This one consists 
of a candidate generation stage, a feature extraction stage, and a 
reranking stage using machine-learned models. Authors studied 
the NDCG(Cumulative gain-based evaluation) metric according to 
WAND, BM25 and SvS [54]. Note that SvS (Small versus Small) is a 
method which searches the intersection between a set of ordered lists. 
This study has shown to be better than the two other methods. [55] has 
introduced a new bloom filter variation called Bloom filter chains on 
WAND for generation of a new method called Bloom WAND in order 
to retrieve tweets in real time. 

[56] is an important work as authors work a lot on the aspects of 
language model. [56] has studied whether WAND is effective in this 
context. Experimentations have shown that it is not so helpful in this 
domain. Also, as authors of [57] work on selective search, they studied 
intensively whether WAND can be useful for selective search. They 
demonstrate than when indexes are well structured, WAND can be too 
effective. The effectiveness here is justified by the fact that indexes are 
grouped by subjects.

As BMW or (BMI) [8] proposes fixed sizes of blocks, [58] uses 
variable-sized blocks. Authors begun by partitioning blocks after what 
they define an algorithm for finding an approximate solution. This 
solution is named VBMW.

Bortnikov [59] defines conditional-skip iterator traversal strategy 
for pruning dynamically Top-k responses. This method can jump to a 
target document while skipping all matching documents preceding the 
target.

Daoud [60] presents a new system called WAVES which is multi-
tier indexes for fast evaluation of queries. It is suitable to note here that 
this one is largely inspired by BMW and MMBW (Multi-tier BMW). 
WAVES uses BM25 for computing scores and stores upper bounds on 
blocks like BMW.

Based on WAND, MaxScore and BMW, authors of [61] have 
proposed a new method for computing pages’s scores. The imperfection 
of BMW is that it does not support static scores. A static score is one 
given by a function like PageRank of Google. 

Petri [62] gives a comparison between WAND, BMW as DAAT 
strategies with the system JASS which is SAAT strategy. Note here, 
that every year a set of works are published in order to compare DAAT, 
TAAT, SAAT and RAAT methods. Sometimes, conclusions between 
those works are contradictory.

Andrei Broder et al. in [63] have extended WAND by coupling it 
with the K-means clustering method. The cause is that this later does 
not scale with millions of documents. Thus this work gave the birth to 
WAND-k-means algorithm.

Recently in July 2018, by defining the safe-rank, Andrew Kane et 
al. [64] propose a new method called split-list WAND. Authors define 
an initial threshold and split lists on two layers according to scores. 
Authors shown that this proposal is better than WAND and BMW.

Also in 2018, [66] proposes a framework for predicting parameters 
during query-by-query evaluation. They demonstrate, by prediction, 
that they do not need experts’ judgments. [66] cites WAND as a well 
understood algorithm for retrieving information in different situations. 

III. The Two-Level Evaluation Process

This section describes the WAND mechanism.
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As explained by Border in [20] and Oscar in [15]; WAND is a query 
processing method based on two levels, the first level is simple and 
the second level use a complex scoring to extract relevant documents. 
In the first level (named preliminary evaluation), WAND identifies 
candidate documents using approximate scoring, the advantage of 
the first level is that it is possible to skip evaluation of a number of 
documents. At the second level, the identified candidate documents 
are fully evaluated with precise metrics; and stored in top-k heap. The 
threshold is an important dynamic value used by WAND approach, 
varied during execution. The initial value of threshold depends on the 
type of query (disjunctive or conjunctive).In general, the initial value 
equals to zero as long as the top-k heap is not completely full, once the 
heap is full, threshold equals the minimum score in the top-k heaps.

A. First Level “Preliminary Evaluation”
Keeping in mind that WAND algorithm in the preliminary 

evaluation calculates an approximate score by summing UB (each term 
is associated with an Upper Bound): 

 (1)

  (2)

a) αt= tf * idf represents a function of the number of occurrences  of 
term t in a document d, multiplied by the inverse document frequency. 

b) W (t, d) represents a function of the term frequency of t in d 
divided by the document length |d|. 

Every document with approximate score smaller than threshold 
will be skipped. 

B. Second Level
In the second level, the candidate documents are evaluated with an 

exact score: 

 (3)

The top-k heap is a list of k documents results which is initially 
empty; an admission of a new document in top-k heap is done when 
the exact score of this document is greater than the threshold (threshold 
represents the minimum score in the heap). If the heap is full, the new 
document replaces the document associated with the minimum score. 
Documents with a score smaller than the minimum score in the heap 
will be skipped. Every document skipped will not be inserted in the 
heap results [20].

Fig. 1.  A scenario of query processing “WAND” of a 4-termquery.

In Fig. 1 step (1), list of UBt= (2, 1, 4, 5); top-k heap is empty; the 
initial threshold is 0 and the current pointers on the lists are (11, 11, 22, 
23).Note that lists are sorted by their current documents. For (Current 
upper bound UBt1=2, UBt1≥ �) the pivot term is T1, and pivot document 
is 11 and score = 4≥ �. Insert pivot document in top-k heap: Top-k = 

{(11, 4)}. As top-k is not completely full threshold equals to zero.
In step (2) list of UBt= (2, 1, 4, 5), threshold equals 0 and the 

current pointers on the lists are (13, 22, 22, 23). For (Current upper 
bound UBt1=2, UBt1 ≥ �) the pivot term is T1; pivot document is 13 
and score = 6≥ �. Insert pivot document in top-k heap: Top-k = {(11, 
4) ;(13, 6)}. As top-k is completely full, we update threshold � = 4.

In step (4) lists are sorted by their current document (T2, T3, T4, 
T1) (22, 22, 23, 24). UBt2+UBt3=1+4=5 ≥ �; the pivot term is T3, pivot 
document is 22 and score=5. Insert pivot document in top-k heap: 
Top-k = {(22, 5) ;(13, 6)}. Update threshold � = 5.

IV. Our Contributions

As we have remarked, WAND is not so effective during queries’ 
evaluation, as it can miss some important responses. We had the idea 
to propose a new method for recovering missed responses with the 
ability to propose an early termination algorithm. It is logic to see that 
when a user submits a query with length Lq, he will wait to responses 
with documents containing all, or a maximum of terms of this query; 
WAND can respond by a document containing few terms in first 
ranks, so WAND is missing effectiveness [65][66][50]. In theory of 
information retrieval, efficiency and effectiveness are major tradeoffs 
of search engines [50][67].Also it is important to see that effectiveness 
may have an impact on efficiency. Really all works that have extended 
WAND, cited in this paper, agree with us about the weakness of WAND 
in terms of effectiveness. In the next paragraph, we explain the cause 
of this imperfection.

During the steps of execution, and precisely when the threshold is 
equal to 0, an important time is spent as every document score is greater 
than this threshold; the insertions of these documents are implicit. So, 
it is unnecessary to test the relation between documents scores and the 
threshold as it will deal to a high number of fruitless rounds. This step 
is too hard and is the cause of the absence of effectiveness of WAND.  
More of this, it is possible to insert responses with high probabilistic 
scores but which share a part of terms with the query. Search engines 
always attempt to return responses in a semantic way such the responses 
contain a maximum terms in sharing with the queries.

In the next sections, we give in detail our proposal presented as 
follows:

(a) We propose modified algorithm based on WAND algorithm, 
which is composed of four levels of query processing;

(b) We propose to integrate a tree index;
(c) We maximize responses, which contain a maximal number of 

shared terms with the query;
(d) We evaluate our technique with classic metrics and with new 

fine proposed metrics named: fidelity, exact relevance degree, almost 
total relevance degree, and exact recall.

V. Our Approach

In this section we explain our algorithm and we give complete 
details of the four level evaluations of MWAND.

For large systems the full evaluation is an expensive task. The 
intention of our algorithm is to minimize the number of processing 
iterations and to select in first level the most relevant documents. In this 
paper we describe a novel extension to WAND and we employ DAAT 
strategy. MWAND is destined for both conjunctive and disjunctive 
queries that contain at least 3 terms.   

Keeping in mind that query processing on WAND algorithm has 
two levels:

Level 1: Select a candidate document to be scored in the preliminary 
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evaluation.
Level 2: Select the Top-k document by exact scoring, if the score is 

larger than the current threshold. 
Although the anticipation logic proposed by WAND has been 

very attractive and has inspired many researchers, there still are some 
palpable imperfections in the execution such as:

a) How to avoid the loss of relevant documents in the passage 
between operations?

b) The unnecessary approximate evaluation of several documents.
c) Are the returned documents, relevant documents?
d) Can we have a faster way, to speed up the search for terms in 

the index table? 

A. Index Structure
Our aim is to resolve the time consuming problem, since the main 

task of search engines is by far the need to answer user queries within 
fractions of second, and since naively going through all the list of index 
terms can take hundreds of milliseconds.

More of this and as we have explained above, the vocabulary is too 
large, in order to reduce the space occupation, we choose to compute 
the longest common prefix between index terms [68]. This proposal 
reduces significantly the occupied space. According to each prefix the 
index is partitioned.

Our model integrates a tree index for IR systems into WAND and 
consists of a set of trees (Fig. 2). In which, every tree head represents 
an alphabet letter (a, b, c.....z) or a number (0, 1, 2......9) or character 
(&.....#), and the descending nodes of the tree represent decompositions 
of terms in letter (Fig. 3). Each last letter term is associated with an 
inverted list. This index structure was chosen to optimize the search 
time and the indexation time.

Fig. 2. The set of index trees.

Fig. 3.  Example of index tree.

Fig. 3 shows a scenario of tree index that is an example to index or 
to create the path of terms: t1=work and t2=world

*The first letter in t1 is (w)
• Insert t1 in tree(w);
• Create a node (o) in level m1, and connect this node to tree head;
• Create a node (r) in level m2, and connect this node to (o)m1;
• Create a node (k) in level m3, and connect this node to (r)m2.

*The first letter in t2 is (w)

• Insert t2 in tree(w);
• Node (o) exist in level m1;
• Node (r) exist in level m2;
• Create a node (l) in level m3, and connect this node to (r)m2;
• Create a node (d) in level m4, and connect this node to (l)m3.

B. MWAND Algorithm
Our query processing algorithm is based on WAND and our 

scoring is based on formulas (1); (2) and (3).Our method is divided 
into 4 levels:
• First level “Intersection function”;
• Second level “Filling function”;
• Third level “Approximate evaluation of WAND”;
• Fourth level “Exact evaluation of WAND”.

1. First Level “Intersection Function”
The key idea of the first level is to avoid the loss of total relevant 

documents in the passage between operations of query processing. 
This intersection function takes as input parameter: The number of 
documents to be returned k and a query q of | q | terms (q > 2) using an 
index I which contains posting lists (It) sorted by DocID. The results 
parameters returned by intersection function are: a) The relevant top-k 
heap (top-k'). b) The number of documents returned k’. c) New posting 
lists destined to the second level. This function points on the first 
document in the first posting list and verifies its existence in the other 
lists; its role is to retrieve all the documents that appear in the | q | and 
| q-1 | postings. The top-k' heap returned represents the union of the set 
of documents that contain | q | terms (Di| q |) and the set of documents 
that contain | q-1 | terms (Dj| q-1 |),as explained below:

Top-k' = It|q| ∩ It|q|-1 ∩ It|q|-2......∩ It1 

= { Di| q | } ∪ { Dj| q-1 | }
The objective of this function is to minimize the number of 

documents to be evaluated in the next levels.

Fig. 4. Example of “Intersection function” and the results returned.

In Fig. 4 a scenario of intersection function is shown, the input 
parameters are a query of 5 terms (|q|=5) and k=6; parameters returned 
are: 
• Top-k'={Di|q|} ∪ {Dj| q-1 |}={12} ∪ {22}={12, 22}; Top-k' represents 

an union of sets of documents that contain 5 terms and 4 terms of 
query;

• k'= Card(Top-k' )=2; k' represents the number of documents in 
Top-k';

• Intersection function returns new posting lists: It1={1, 2, 7, 11}; 
It2={2, 10, 14}; It3={3, 9, 11}; It4={4, 34, 56}; It5={6, 9, 45}.

2. Second Level “Filling Function”
The basic WAND algorithm is proposed in [20], our MWAND 

algorithm improves it in the pivot term selecting. Critical of the 
computation of WAND approach is the definition of the top-k filling: 
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the initial value of threshold equals to zero as long as top-k heap is 
not completely full. As it is shown in Fig. 1: ∀ (k ∈ N); For k first 
iterations of query processing, WAND algorithm loses time passing 
through the two phases of approximate and exact evaluation. In this 
context, our approach adds a new level, that have to optimize the 
processing time, using a filling function to avoid the time lost in the 
approximate evaluation phase. This function takes as input parameters:  
a) the new posting lists returned by the first level  b) the value of k' 
returned by the first level; and returns as result: a) initial top-k heap 
b) value of threshold c) new lists destined to WAND. In our function 
we eliminate the approximate evaluation and unnecessary tests; the 
sum of upper bound score is greater than the value of threshold that 
equals zero (∀ approximate score = UB (d,q) = ∑tϵq∩d UBt ≥ θ ≥0) for 
k first iterations. Thus, our filling function of top-k heap selects rapidly 
a set of initial pivot documents. Fig. 5 shows an example on filling 
function, to select a set of pivot documents. In this example, all posting 
lists are sorted by their current DocID (1, 2, 3, 4, 6). We know that It1 
current DocID is (1), It2 current DocID is (2), It3 current DocID is (3), 
It4 current DocID is (4) and It5 current DocID is (6). The maximum 
current DocID is named “MaxCurDocID” and its value is equal to 6. 
In this scenario, we select all DocID smaller than maximum current 
DocID (candidate document = DocID \ if DocID ≤ MaxCurDocID). 
The set of documents selected is {It1 (1, 2); It2 (2); It3 (3, 5); It4 (4); It5 
(6)} = {1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6}.This list is sorted in ascending order and the 
k'' first documents are inserted in top-k heap and their exact scores can 
be calculated. Knowing that k''=k-k'. The initial top-k'' heap selected 
by MWAND algorithm is similar to the initial top-k heap of WAND.

Fig. 5.  Example of “Filling function” and the results returned.

In Fig. 5 filling function of MWAND sort lists by their current 
docIDs, and select all documents with docID ≤ MaxCurDocID. In this 
scenario initial k=6 and k'=2 then k''= k-k'=4.
• Initial pivot is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} ; select k first element, top-k heap 

is {1, 2, 3, 4};
• New posting lists returned are: It1{7,11}; It2{10, 14}; It3{5, 11}; 

It4{34, 56}; It5{6, 9, 45}.
In cases where:
a) k'' > n (n=Card(initial pivot set));we execute the filling function 

again, updating the value of k''=n - k'', after we combine the lists.
b) k' equals to k; the execution stop in the first level and we proceed 

directly to the processing of the next query.  

VI. Results

In this section, we will expose our experimental results. But, first we 
explain why we choose to compare MWAND only with WAND and not 
with other methods. It is logic to compare MWAND with those works, 
but we assume that MWAND and WAND work with the same logic. 
Works like BMW [8][50][51][52][58] or others in our related works, 
have extended WAND with supplementary structures; for example 
BMW propose to consult well defined blocks, besides it manipulates 
the inverted lists. Of course times spent by such proposition will be 
better than those consumed by WAND. The technique of augmenting 
solutions by supplementary structure is a common way in research. 

For example, in order to compute the Top-k in databases, besides it 
manipulates the same lists as TA (the Threshold Algorithm) of Fagin 
[34], BPA (the Best Positions Algorithm) of [69] proposes to use a 
supplementary list which saves the best positions of an object. Before 
the score of an object is computed, [69] consults the positions of an 
object. If it has good positions so it is in the Top-k. By this manner BPA 
will consume at the worst case the same time as TA. We can see the 
same remark between the algorithms TPUT [35] and HT (the Hybrid 
Threshold) [70]. This later defines more structures for computing the 
Top-k, despite it uses the same logic as TPUT. In our case, we want to 
show that with the same structure we can give a better solution. We do 
not use any extra-structure for our proposition.

A. Experimental Setup
Datasets. We have tested the WAND and the MWAND algorithms 

using Reuters collection-21578.
Query sets. We use a collection of 62350 queries which contains 

queries of lengths that vary between 3 and 10 terms and a list of 677 
stop words (we remove stop words in the queries and in the inverted 
index).We returned top-20 results for each query.

Index structure. We compared the WAND and the MWAND 
approach on a tree index using DAAT query processing. Note that 
WAND and our approach by tree index return exactly the same results 
that WAND and our approach with classical index. In all our runs, we 
load index completely into the main memory. All codes are available 
by contacting the authors.

The experimentations were conducted on a machine with Intel (R) 
Core(TM) i7-4500U CPU @1,8Ghz with 8 GB of RAM. The programs 
were written in Java in Netbeans 7.0.

B. Results
In this section we compare our algorithm MWAND (using DAAT) 

and WAND on conjunctives and disjunctives queries. Then we measure 
the performance by six criteria: precision -- recall -- f-measure --Exact 
relevance degree of results --almost total relevance degree of results -- 
fidelity -- exact recall -- number of operations -- running time (in ms).

In the field of information science and systems of IR, the area 
of results quality is very important, that is why a set of tests must be 
applied and the question that may be asked is: should new measures be 
integrated in this domain to define the performance of systems?

1. Performance Evaluation
As explained Buttcher in [71] and Lewis in [72], the definition 

of precision and recall metrics is obtained by dividing the documents 
returned by SRI into two main categories: relevant documents and 
irrelevant documents, as it is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6.  Performance Evaluation.

At first, we compare WAND and MWAND algorithms on precision, 
recall and f-measure metrics:
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 (4)

 (5)

 (6)

a) Comparison on the Precision
We have computed the precision of the results search. Table I 

gives the values of precision of 20 sets of results. In this experience, 
we can see that MWAND presents best values of precision. The 
average precision of: a) WAND is 0.56. b) MWAND is 0.72. The times 
when the precision is equal to 1 is explained by two facts. The fact 
one is about a non-open data, it is a closed data where there are new 
documents insertions, so it is possible to get such precision. The second 
fact is about the number of responses. When this one is so little it will 
be possible to get the unique solution. The times where the precision 
of MWAND is high mean that in the first round where the threshold is 
null, this algorithm inserts documents where everyone shares at least 
(Lq-1) terms with query q.

Fig. 7 shows the curve of the average of precision for 10 queries, 
while Fig. 8 presents the cumulated gain observed on Fig. 7. The 
accumulation can give more information. These figures illustrate how 
much MWAND returns better precision than WAND. This observation 
is in the continuation of what we have seen on Table I. In order to 
see about the precision if we increase the number of queries, we have 
executed 100 queries in the same conditions.

Fig. 7.  Precision curve for 10 queries.

Fig. 8.  Cumulated Precision curve for 10 queries.

Fig. 9 presents the curve of precision of these queries and Fig. 
10 shows the cumulated precision gain. It is clear that responses in 
MWAND are more precise than those one returned by WAND. This 

result is due to the manner with what MWAND computes responses. 
In Fig. 11, we analyze the area of |P∩S| for results query of 5 terms. 
The initial value is 0.We test for each document (d) of top-k the 
existence of (d) in (p); when this condition is verified we increment 
the initial value. In this example, we see that all top-k documents 
returned by MWAND are relevant compared to WAND which loses 
some relevant documents.

Fig. 9.  Precision curve for 100 queries.

Fig. 10.  Cumulated Precision curve for 100 queries.

Fig. 11.  |P∩S| curve for one query.
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TABLE I. Comparison of WAND and MWAND Results in Terms of Precision

Queries WAND MWAND
1 0,7 1
2 0,3 0,3
3 0,35 1
4 0,45 1
5 0,4 0,45
6 1 1
7 0,35 0,38
8 0,45 0,8
9 0,8 1
10 0,45 0,476
11 0,01 0,15
12 1 1
13 0,5 0,5
14 0,1 0,15
15 1 1
16 0,55 0,65
17 0,85 1
18 0,05 0,5
19 1 1
20 1 1

b) Comparison of WAND and MWAND in Terms of Recall
In order to compare them on this measure, we have compared them 

according to the responses of the system. Thus, we have computed the 
recall for sets of results of 10 queries and 100 queries. Fig. 12 and Fig. 
13 show clearly that MWAND has returned the best top-k documents, 
but WAND is not at the same level of quality of responses as in the 
precedent level. The missing of documents is the cause of the drop in 
the case of WAND.

c) Comparison According to the F-measure
In this experimentation, we compare these two methods according 

to the f-measure metric. As in the precedent experimentation, we 
have executed sets of 10 and 100 queries and we have calculated the 
f-measure of each top-k results. Results of this experimentation are 
depicted in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15; we found that MWAND has returned 
more relevant documents.

It is known that if the recall is high so the precision will be low. 
Here, if we plot the curves (precision-recall) of MWAND and WAND 
in the same plane, we will get MWANDS’curve higher than WAND’s 
one.

Fig. 12.  Cumulated Recall curve for 10 queries.

Fig. 13.  Cumulated Recall curve for 100 queries.

Fig. 14.  Cumulated F-measure curve for 10 queries.

Fig. 15.  Cumulated F-measure curve for 100 queries.

2. New Metrics
Before presenting our new metrics (for our knowledge, it is the first 

time that such definitions are given). We start with the definitions of 
relevance degree as Mechah explained in [73].

TABLE II. Different Definitions of Relevance For Document d and 
Query q

Definition 1 Relevance of a Document d ∩ q= ∅
Document d is relevant if it shares some terms with query q

Definition 2 Total Relevance of a Document d ∩ q=q
Document d is totally relevant if it contains all query terms

Definition 3 Document Relevance Degree d°(d) =|d ∩q |

Relevance degree is the number of terms shared between document d and 
query q

Definition 4 Total Document Relevance Degree td °(d) =|Q |
Relevance document degree is total if document contains all query terms
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The definitions cited in Table II give how much a document d is 
relevant for a query q. These definitions can give more information 
about the precision of the responses. Equations (4) and (5) given 
above are general, they cannot give a fine discrimination between 
algorithms. For this reason, we propose new metrics to find answers to 
the following questions:
• Are the returned documents so relevant to the queries?
• Are the total relevant documents positioned first?

In this context, we propose new definitions of results relevance 
degree and fidelity:

a) Exact Relevance Degree of Results 
Definition 1. Exact Relevance Degree of Results: the exact 

relevance degree of result “r = {d1, d2…..dl}” that contains a set of 
documents d, is noted Edr°(r). For a query q, Edr° (r) is the number 
of documents that contains |q| terms, divided by the total number of 
relevant documents P.

For i in{ 1, 2……l }:

 (7)

 (8)

A result is totally relevant if it contains K documents totally 
relevant.

b) Almost Total Relevance Degree of Results
Definition 2. Almost Total Relevance Degree of Results: 

the almost total relevance degree of result “r = {d1, d2…..dl}” that 
contains a set of documents d, is noted dr°(r).  For a query q, dr°(r) is 
the number of documents that contains |q| terms or |q-1| terms, divided 
by the total number of relevant documents P.

For i in {1, 2……l }:

 (9)

 (10)

A result is almost totally relevant if it contains k documents that 
share |q| or |q-1| terms.

Table III represents the study of comparison of exact relevance 
degree and almost total relevance degree of the first 20 (top-20) results.

Table III shows values of |Edr°(r)| and |dr°(r)| of 20 sets of results, 
every set contains 20 documents returned (top-20).We test results and 
we note that the results of MWAND in queries (1, 6, 9, 15, 17, 19, 
20) are almost totally relevant, and results in queries (15, 19, 20) are 
totally relevant. Results of WAND in queries (15, 19) are almost totally 
relevant. We can see in Table IV the percentage of totally relevant 
results and almost totally relevant results of WAND compared to the 
MWAND.

TABLE III. Comparison of Simple and Exact Relevance Degree

q
|Edr°(r)| |dr°(r)|

WAND MWAND WAND MWAND
1 1 7 4 20
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 17
4 1 1 1 15
5 1 1 2 3
6 1 1 5 20
7 1 2 1 2
8 1 1 2 2
9 0 0 4 20
10 1 2 1 2
11 1 1 1 2
12 0 0 0 3
13 4 4 4 4
14 2 2 2 3
15 9 20 20 20
16 0 1 0 3
17 4 6 5 20
18 1 1 1 1
19 9 20 20 20
20 8 20 16 20

TABLE IV. Comparison of WAND and MWAND in terms of Relevance

Percentage of total 
relevance

Percentage of almost total 
relevance

WAND 0 0% 2/20 10%

MWAND 3/20 15% 7/20 35%

Note that, in all cases |Edr°(r)|MWAND≥|Edr°(r)|WAND and if  
|Edr°(r)|=K automatically |dr°(r)|=K; we can see this case in results 
queries evaluation of (15, 19, 20).There are two main observations: 
Firstly, in some cases relevant documents that contain all the query 
words are ignored by WAND. Secondly all the MWAND results are 
better than the WAND results.

Fig. 16. K and K'' variations.

As we explained in section V, K represents the number of documents 
to be returned, k’ is the parameter returned by the first level and k''=k-k'. 
Fig. 16 shows the variation of K'' during query processing. For WAND 
the value of k is static but for MWAND it varies between 0 and K (K=20). 
In MWAND we can find two cases: a) The best case is when k''=0, here 
MWAND stops processing in the first level and results are almost totally 
relevant or totally relevant. b) The worst case is when k''=20; in this case 
totally relevant documents do not appear in results set. 
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Fig. 17. Exact relevance degree of WAND and MWAND.

Fig. 18.  Cumulated Exact relevance degree of WAND and MWAND.

Fig. 19. Almost total relevance degree of WAND and MWAND.

Fig. 20.  Cumulated Almost total relevance degree of WAND and MWAND.

Fig. 21. Percentage of queries that stop processing in first level, of MWAND 
algorithm.

In Fig. 17 and Fig. 19 we represent exact relevance degree and 
almost total relevance degree of about 950 set of results and we see that 
MWAND results are more relevant than those of WAND. To clarify the 
results we show the Cumulated exact relevance degree and Cumulated 
almost total relevance degree in Fig. 18 and Fig. 20. We conclude that 
we can get more relevant documents using MWAND algorithm. We 
found that MWAND shares more documents with the real relevant 
documents. Fig. 21 shows that, in some cases MWAND can terminate 
earlier, where the value of k’ returned in first level equals to K (see 
in Table III: queries (1, 6, 9, 15, 17, 19, 20) where d°(r)|=K=20)), the 
algorithm stops processing in first level and proceeds directly to the 
processing of the next query.

c) Exact Recall
The classical recall measures the ability of the system to retrieve 

all relevant documents responding to a query. We propose a new metric 
called Exact recall to highlight all set of results that contain total 
relevant documents.

Definition 3. Exact recall: This new measure noted Nrecall is 
defined as follows:

For query q of |q| terms
|qi|:The number of documents sharing i terms with the query q.
P: The number of real relevant documents. 

For i{ 1, 2……|q| }:

 (11)

Fig. 22.   Cumulated exact recall of 1000 queries.

In this stage of comparison, we executed a set of 1000 queries. So 
we tested their exact recall to evaluate the performance of algorithms, 
as shown on the Fig. 22. MWAND has presented better cumulated gain 
than WAND. This is due essentially to the manner of fitting responses 
in Top-k lists, where documents which share more terms with the query 
are inserted. For this we say that the strategy of MWAND is more 
efficient than that of WAND.
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d) Fidelity
Definition 4. Fidelity: In this experience, we send a query q and 

we collect a set of documents, we also collect the positions of returned 
documents and we compared them with the positions of real relevant 
documents. 

 (12)

Docfid: The number of documents returned by the system, having 
the same ranking position, as the relevant documents.

S: The number of documents returned by the system.
In this part we focus on ranking position. Our aim is to maximize 

fidelity value. We have executed sets of 500 and 6400 queries as shown 
in   Fig.  23 and Fig. 24. The results of these experiences show the big 
performance of MWAND.

Fig. 23. Fidelity of 500 queries.

Fig. 24. Fidelity of 6400 queries.

Fig. 25. Comparison of ranking Positions of WAND and MWAND.

We test if WAND and MWAND algorithms keep the same ranking 

position of the returned documents by comparing them with the ranking 
position of real relevant documents. In Fig. 25 we take an example and 
we find that MWAND keeps the same ranking for all documents and 
WAND keeps the same ranking for the second and fourth documents 
in top-k.

3. Comparison on Number of Operations 
The goal of the first and second level in MWAND is to minimize 

the number of operations (NO) during query processing. Results of Fig. 
26 show the variation of NO for a set of 20 queries. We observe that 
the MWAND processing is less expensive than WAND. We have also 
executed 1680 queries; we calculated the percentage of NO of WAND 
and MWAND. The results obtained show that MWAND percentage 
is 42.03% less than WAND percentage. That is because in MWAND, 
after executing the first and second level, the size of posting lists are 
smaller.

Fig. 26. Number of operations of WAND and MWAND.

4. Comparison on Time Processing

TABLE V. Comparison of Time Processing in (ms)

QUERIES WAND MWAND
1 234 209
10 561 499
20 1170 911
50 1966 1730
100 4070 4026
500 40131 19925
1000 54242 36438
6400 272551 271636
20052 759723 749879
39977 1775253 1768014

Table V shows the query processing time with different sets 
of queries. MWAND algorithm is faster than WAND algorithm. 
Especially, the performance of MWAND drops rapidly when: a) It 
stops in the first level. b) It selects a set of initial pivot terms in the 
second level, avoiding the approximate scoring.

VII.   Conclusion and Future Works

Information retrieval is the science of searching information in a 
system; it calls a high number of techniques for satisfying users. This 
information can be a paper, a book, a piece of news, a photo or a state 
like in sentiment analysis or other thing, it depends on what we intend 
about the term “information”. The relevance is the greatest challenge, 
by which search engines are called to ensure for convincing users. In 
the context of retrieving documents, many techniques can be applied. 
The most important ones are term-at-a-time TAAT and document-at-
a-time DAAT.
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In this paper, we have presented techniques and structures that 
are used in retrieving documents in information systems. We have 
presented the strategies TAAT and DAAT, and we have described all 
what is known in this field. We have presented the structure of inverted 
lists and the major bottleneck of them. We have also presented their 
principal organizations in order to rapidly compute documents scores. 
The process of early termination is also presented. This process is 
applied for computing the exact solution without traversing the large 
inverted lists, as we have presented. In order to give new solution which 
is more effective and more efficient, we have presented our approach; 
we call it MWAND. It has the ability to avoid the unnecessary steps in 
WAND. We insert the best solution which shares the maximal number 
of terms with queries. By this way, we consume less time and we insert 
better documents. This one can give a better quality of responses.

We have compared WAND and MWAND according to general 
metrics, and in order to show how our work is efficient and effective; 
we have defined new metrics. For the best of our knowledge, it is the 
first time that such definitions are given. These metrics have the ability 
to analyze and show the hidden quality of responses. According to these 
metrics and by intensive experimentations, we have shown that MWAND 
can give better solutions in terms of quality and in execution time.

It is important to see that we have compared our work only to 
WAND as we do not use any other extra structure like BMW or others.

As future works, we want to do more comparisons with others 
works likes BMW. We will also insert the problem of intersection of 
ordered lists as we work intensively on it.
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I. Introduction

IN the era of internet, micro-blogging sites like twitter, facebook, and 
review forums allow users to express their sentiment or opinion [56]. 

The sentiment or opinion in micro-blogs may relate to product, event 
or political debate in the form of text, image and video clips, where text 
plays an essential role in expressing opinions. Micro-blogging textual 
information is rich, progressively expanding in large volume of data, 
with a variety of information ranging from product to political events 
[1]. This textual information plays a vital role in determining sentiment 
of the population. An enormous amount of textual information provides 
valuable insight to governments, business organizations and individual 
decision makers [2]. The manual summarization of micro-blog textual 
information is time consuming. Hence, the automatic summarization 
of subjective information is very essential to determine polarity of the 
population [3]. The automatic text polarity identification process is 
known as Sentiment Analysis (SA) or Opinion Mining. 

Sentiment Analysis (SA) aims to classify a given text into positive, 
negative or neutral polarity [4] [53]. There are many challenges related 
to SA which need to be addressed and resolve. Some of the challenges 
are: (a) language utterances, (b) punctuation marks to express 
sentiments, (c) shorten form of words (mainly in micro-blogs), (d) 
sarcasm/irony present in text snippet and many more. Sarcasm/irony 
detection in text is one of the major challenges in sentiment analysis. 

The sarcasm has been studied by multidisciplinary endeavors such as 
sociology [5], psychologists [6], linguists [7] and computer scientists 
[8] for different types of text: twitter tweets, product reviews, internet 
dialogs, etc. [19]. Over the time, human have developed the ability to 
recognize sarcastic/ironic intent in utterances from childhood through 
social interaction [10]. Sarcasm is portrayed as ironic, intended to 
insult, mock or amuse. However, irony or sarcasm is a complicated 
mode of communication, which is informally connected with the 
expression of feelings, attitudes and emotions [11]. Sarcasm is closely 
related to irony [16]. Irony shifts the polarity of an apparently positive/
negative utterances into its opposite [12]. Human intervention to 
recognize irony is extremely studious and time consuming. Due to this, 
researchers aim to develop an automatic system to recognize the ironic 
utterances present in the text.

Understanding ironic utterances from stance of both semantic 
and grammatical is another practice of Nature Language Processing 
[13]. Irony detection techniques are roughly categorized into machine 
learning and lexicon based approaches [14]. A lexicon based approach 
uses dictionary/corpus using statistical and semantic features to 
detect ironic utterances in a given text. On the other hand, a machine 
learning approach uses text features to classify ironic utterances using 
supervised/unsupervised techniques based on label or unlabeled text. 
Both approaches perform well in detecting ironic utterances present in 
sentences [47].

In irony detection, feature extraction and selection plays a vital role 
in determining the ironic utterances present in sentences. The features 
are extracted based on linguistic and content based approaches. A 
linguistic approach is an extremely broad phrase to extract textual 
features such as lexical, hyperbole and pragmatic features. The lexical 
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approach uses text properties such as unigram, bigram, n-grams, etc. 
for detecting irony in text [42]. In a lexical approach, the dictionary 
or corpus related to vocabularies of words are used to identify irony 
present in text snippet [15]. Similarly, hyperbole is another key feature 
often used in irony detection from textual data. A hyperbolic text 
contains interjection (wow, aha, etc.), punctuation marks (question 
marks and exclamation mark), quotes (‘ ’, “ ”) and intensifiers (noun, 
adverbs, adjectives) to detect irony in tweets [43]. The pragmatic 
feature includes symbolic or figurative texts such as emoticons of 
happy, sad, laughing, and crying etc., expressed in the sentences [15]. 
Researchers [17] [47] [51] [52] used various linguistic features to 
detect ironic utterances in short texts. However, identifying appropriate 
patterns to detect ironic utterances remains an open challenge.

 In addition to the wide range of linguistic features, many 
researchers [9] [22] [46] [55] studied the content based approach 
i.e., presence or absence of term/features in reviews. In the content 
based approach, the number of features plays a vital role in accurate 
classification. The high dimensionality and sparsity is one of the major 
challenges faced during classification task. To curse the dimensionality, 
many researchers reported in [48] [49] [50] used feature selection 
methods to select discriminative features from a high dimensional 
feature space. The conventional feature selection methods such as Chi-
square (χ 2), Information Gain (IG), Mutual Information (MI) are used 
to select discriminative features from high dimensional feature spaces. 
However, the selected feature subset may have features which convey 
similar information [26]. On this line, we propose a two stage feature 
subset selection using conventional feature selection methods and a 
clustering method to select the most discriminative features from a high 
dimensional feature space. On the other hand, linguistic features are 
extracted to detect sarcastic utterances in short text. The five groups of 
linguistic features that are extracted viz: Rating Feature, Word Feature, 
Acronym Feature, Symbol Feature and Emoticon Feature. Further, 
features are fused to capture various dimensions of characteristics of 
review. The fused features are classified using various classifiers such 
as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), Random 
Forest (RF) and Decision Tree (DT). To enhance the performance of 
the classifiers, we ensemble Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic 
Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF) and Decision Tree (DT) using 
weighted majority voting schema.

The main contribution of the paper is as follows:
• Five types of features are extracted using linguistic approach viz: 

Rating, Word, Acronym, Symbol and Emoticon Features.
• Two stage feature subset selection to select the most discriminative 

features. 
• Features are fused (linguistic and content based feature subsets) to 

capture various dimensions of characteristics of review.
• Use of weighted majority voting schema to ensemble decision of 

each classifier.  
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 

II depicts related works on irony detection. Section III presents the 
methodology of the proposed work. Experimentation and related 
results along with discussion are presented in Section IV. Finally, the 
work is concluded with future research directions in Section V.

II. Related Work

In recent decades, prominent research works are carried out by 
various researches [17]-[21] [27] for automatic detection of irony 
in various micro-blogs such as twitter, product reviews and movie 
reviews. A brief survey on automatic sarcasm detection by Joshi et 
al. [16] described various datasets, approaches, trends and issues in 
sarcasm detection. Some of the related works in literature are reviewed 

based on supervised, semi-unsupervised and rule based approaches. 
Similarly, in [13] Wicana et al., described sarcasm detection from the 
machine-leaning perspective. The research tried to explore supervised, 
unsupervised, rule based approaches and hybrid approaches to process 
data. Dave and Desai in [14], examine various lexicons based and 
machine leaning techniques for sarcasm detection on textual data. The 
comprehensive survey highlights the use of hybrid techniques, i.e. 
usage of both lexicons based and machine leaning techniques together 
for sarcasm classification.

Ravi and Ravi in [17], proposed a framework to automatically 
detect satire, sarcasm and irony found in news and customer reviews. 
The framework extracts features based on linguistic, semantic, 
psychological and unigram features. The various feature selection 
techniques are used to select the relevant feature subset from unigram 
features. The extracted and selected features subsets are fused and 
classified using Support Vector Machine (SVM) with various kernels, 
Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), Naive Bayes (NB), 
Multilayer perceptron (MLP), etc. Similarly, Buschmeier et al. [18], 
described impact of features in a classification approach to detect irony 
in product review [20]. The method uses 29 special features such as 
positive/negative imbalance of reviews, hyperbole, positive/negative 
word with punctuation, quotes etc., along with bag-of-word features 
(21,773 features). The various features set comparison are drawn on 
different classifiers such as Linear SVM, LR, Decision Tree (DT), 
RF, and NB classifiers. Filatova in [19], identifies the sentiment shifts 
in sarcasm product review dataset [20]. The method demonstrated 
sentiment flow shifts (from negative to positive and likewise) using 
bi-gram feature along with 8 classification features (very negative-
positive, very negative-very positive, negative-positive, negative-very 
positive and likewise). Justo et al., [21] proposed to detect sarcasm and 
nastiness in the social web. The various features such as mechanical 
turk, statistical cues, linguistic information, semantic information 
using Linguistic Inquiry Word Count (LIWC) and n-gram distribution 
of Part-of-Speech (POS) taggers are used to extract features. The 
feature subset is selected using the chi-square (χ 2) feature selection 
method. The binary classification was performed using rule-based and 
NB classifiers. 

In literature, many researchers proposed various feature extraction 
techniques to classify ironic review. The existing methods uses NLP 
and machine learning approaches to extract various patterns to classify 
ironic content in reviews. However, some of the observations made 
from literature are as follows: (a) the number of features was too large, 
(b) feature extraction using POS tagger, and (c) searching each word in 
sentiment dictionary is clumsy. Hence, the proposed research developed 
a new approach to address these issues such as (a) Feature extraction 
(use of linguistic and content based features), (b) Applying feature 
selection methods to select discriminative features in content based 
approach and (c) Fusion of both features to provide useful insights of 
ironic contents. The content based feature subset is selected using a 
two stage feature selection method. In the first stage, the conventional 
feature selection methods such as Chi-square (χ 2), Information Gain 
(IG) and Mutual Information (MI) are used to select relevant feature 
subsets from a high dimensionality feature space. The selected feature 
subset may have features which convey similar information. Due to 
this reason, the features exhibiting similar information are grouped 
and features belonging to each group are selected. The second stage of 
feature selection is used to select the representative feature from each 
first stage feature subset. In this second stage, the features are grouped 
based on features exhibiting similar information. The clustering 
algorithm is used to cluster or group the similar information features 
subset. In this work, k-means clustering algorithm is used to cluster 
such that the members in each group are as similar (close) as possible 
to one another. The feature nearer to each cluster center is consider as 
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the representative feature among other features within the cluster. On 
the other hand, the linguistic features are extracted and categorized into 
five groups such as Rating, Word, Acronym, Symbol and Emoticon 
Features. Overall twenty special features are extracted using linguistic 
based feature extraction and categorized into these groups. The special 
features symbolize frequency of occurrences of the each feature in a 
review. Further, the special feature and content based feature subset are 
fused and evaluated using various classifiers such as Support Vector 
Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF) and 
Decision Tree (DT) on product review dataset [20]. Furthermore, we 
construct an ensemble of four classifiers: SVM, LR, RF and DT based 
on combination rule to enhance the classification of the classifiers 
using weighted majority voting scheme.

III. Methodology

The proposed approach is a hybrid feature fusion method, which 
integrates linguistic features and content based text features. The 
proposed approach is used to classify product reviews into ironic or non-
ironic content based on a feature fusion method. The general architecture 
of the proposed feature fusion approach is outlined in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1.  Block diagram of the proposed feature fusion method.

As depicted in Fig. 1, the proposed approach comprises three 
phases: (i) feature extraction and selection, (ii) feature fusion and 
(iii) ensemble classification. The details of product review dataset are 
presented in section IV (A) and the rest of the above are described in 
this section. In order to identify ironic customer reviews, we developed 
feature fusion of linguistic and content based features. The fused 
features are classified using individual and ensemble classifiers such as 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), Decision 
Tree (DT) and Random Forest (RF) classifiers.

A. Feature Extraction and Selection for Irony Detection
In the classification of irony on product reviews, feature extraction 

and selection plays a vital role. Usually, ironic utterances expresses 
opposite meaning of the intended content. To extract ironic utterances 
present in reviews, linguistic based feature extraction is used. On the 
other hand, text features present in reviews yield promising results in 
the area of text classification [28] and sentiment analysis [25]. Hence, 
content based feature extraction and selection of features are used to 
detect ironic utterances in text.

B. Linguistic Feature Extraction
In this work, the features are extracted using a linguistic approach 

(hereafter, special features) to identify ironic utterances in text. To 
extract special features from sentences, we use syntactic information 
such as interjections, pragmatic, intensifier and many more. The special 
features are grouped into five sets of features. Table I provides an 
overview of group of features extracted using the linguistic approach.

In order to extract ironic feature, in [22] briefed that irony always 
express opposite of its actual content. The rating feature set groups the 
star rating (i.e 1* to 5* rating) for the reviews and the imbalance feature. 

The imbalance between star rating and over-all polarity of words in the 
review are considered. The work in [18], assumes there is imbalance 
when the star rating (i.e., 4* and 5*) is considered as positive review 
but polarity of reviews are negative. Similarly, imbalance exists when 
star-rating (1* and 2*) is considered as negative review but polarities 
of reviews are positive. This imbalance between the start rating and 
polarity of the text is considered as imbalance feature. The polarity 
of the review text is determined based on dictionary of [23], which 
consists of 6,800 words with positive and negative polarity words.

TABLE I. Feature Groups Used for Irony Detection in Product Review 
Datasets

No. Groups Features
1 Rating Features  Star rating, Imbalance feature

2 Word Feature Hyperbole, Quotes, Ellipsis, Punctuation, 
Interjection

3 Acronym Feature Acronym for laughter, Onomatopoeia for 
laugher, Acronym for Grin

4 Symbol Feature
Exclamation mark, Question mark, Ellipsis 
only, Ellipsis and Punctuation mark, Question 
and Exclamation mark.

5 Emoticon Feature Sad, Happy, Laughing, Surprise, Winking

In general, user tends to exaggerate his/her sentiment through 
quoting certain words in sequences or between symbols. The word 
feature set consists of the features related to polarity of words present 
in the reviews. The feature hyperbole [24] implies the exaggeration 
present in sentences, which are extracted, based on appearance of three 
consecutive positive or negative words in a row. The feature quotes 
considers two consecutive intensifiers such as noun, adverbs and 
adjectives, which have positive or negative polarity in quotation marks 
[18]. In linguistic, ellipsis refers to the omission of words rather than 
repeating them unnecessarily and it is represented as three consecutive 
dots (“...”). In this work, feature ellipsis is considered as any positive or 
negative word end with an ellipsis. The feature punctuation considers 
positive or negative word with punctuation mark such as question 
marks and exclamation mark. The feature interjection indicates the 
occurrence of terms such as “wow”, “ah”, “aha” and many more in 
the sentences.

 The use of language is constantly changing across space and 
across social group. The usage of acronymic word in micro blog text 
has grown enormously over the time. The feature such as acronym 
for laughter (lol, lawl, luls and many more) is used as a short form of 
laugh. The Onomatopoeia feature mimic the verbal conversation for 
laugh such as “haha”, “mu-ba”, “hehe”, “hihi” and many more in the 
sentence. The feature acronym for Grin (*g*, *gg* and many more) 
depicts expression smiling broadly. These features are grouped into 
acronym feature set to describe emotions jargon present in reviews. 

Usually, user tends to highlight his/her emotion by making 
more intense through exclamation mark, question mark, ellipsis and 
combination of these symbols. The symbol feature set groups these set 
of features to intensify the sentiment present in review text. The feature 
exclamatory mark (“!”) symbolizes to express strong emotions in a 
review. Similarly, Question marks (“?”) represent uncertainty about 
something in the sentence. Hence, exclamatory mark and question 
mark symbols are considered as set of features. The ellipsis only feature 
indicates the situation in which words are left out of a sentence but the 
sentence can still be understood by its context. The consecutive three 
dots (“...”) are scrutinized as ellipsis feature. Further, the combination 
of ellipsis and punctuation (ellipsis followed by multiple exclamation 
or combination of exclamation and question mark), question mark and 
exclamation mark are considered as another set of features.

In social media text, emoticon plays a vital role in expressing a 
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person’s feelings or mood by using punctuation marks, numbers, and 
letters. The emoticon feature set consists of emoticons such as Sad 
(“:(“, “)- :”, “):” and “)o:”), Happy (“:-)”, “:0)”, “:)”, “(:” and many 
more), Laughing (“:-D” and “xD”), Surprise (“:-0”, “0-:” and “0.0”) 
and Winking (“;-)”, “; 0)” and “;)”) as features. Overall, twenty 
linguistic features are extracted from five sets of features and hereafter 
linguistic features are referred as Special Feature (SF). However, in 
[18] the features are concentrated more on twitter related data. In this 
work, we generalize the linguistic features more on review text.

C. Content based Feature Extraction
In addition to special features, the content based features are 

extracted. To extract content based features, raw data are preprocessed 
by removing non-informative and trivial information. The review text 
consists of digits, punctuation, HTML tags and stop words, which 
occur more often and do not contribute to the analysis [57]. The 
preprocessed text are represented using unigram features with term 
frequency (tf ) schema. The work in [32] suggests that unigram with 
term frequency (tf ) performs well on sentiment analysis for micro-
blogging data. Hence, we considered, unigram with term frequency 
(tf ) schema to represent review text into machine understandable form. 
The extracted features are high in dimension feature space, which need 
to be reduced to low dimensionality feature space by applying various 
feature selection methods. The aim of feature selection methods is to 
select relevant and non-redundant features from high dimensionality 
feature space. In this work, the two stages of Feature Subset Selection 
(FSS) are used to select the most discriminative feature from high 
dimensionality feature space.

D. Feature Subset Selection (FSS)
The feature subset selection consists of two stages: In the first stage, 

the conventional feature selections method is used to select relevant 
feature subsets from a high dimensionality feature space. The selected 
feature subset may have features which convey similar information. 
Due to this reason, the features exhibiting similar information are 
grouped and feature belonging to each group are selected. The second 
stage feature selection is used to select the representative feature from 
each first stage FSS group.

In the first stage, the conventional feature selection methods such as 
CHI-square (χ 2), Information Gain (IG) and Mutual Information (MI) 
feature selection methods are used. These features selection methods 
are widely used to select relevant feature subset in text processing 
domain. The Chi-square (χ 2) is a statistical method used to test specific 
feature correlated with the class. The higher value of feature (χ 2) score 
indicates the likelihood of feature occurrence is highly dependent 
on the occurrence of the class. The IG is frequently used in the field 
of machine learning to determine the term of goodness criterion. IG 
measures the information that is gained by knowing the value of the 
attribute, which is the difference between the entropy of the distribution 
before the split and the entropy of the distribution after the split. The 
higher IG value indicates features contribute with more information 
for category prediction of the review, whereas lesser IG value indicates 
they do not add much information. Similarly, MI measures how much 
information a feature contains about a class. If the feature distribution 
is the same in intra-class and inter-class, the MI value reaches the 
minimum. Otherwise, MI value reaches the maximum when feature 
distribution is in intra-class only.

Let there be m the number of reviews and n the number of total 
features in the feature space. The preprocessed texts are represented 
in the form of a Document Term Matrix DTM (m × n). The feature 
selection methods are applied to select relevant features among the 
features space. The conventional feature selection methods generate 
scores (S) corresponding to each feature. The feature scores are 
arranged in descending order to select top rated feature scores. The 

feature subsets are selected by fixing threshold value (l) empirically. 
The first stage feature subset selection using conventional feature 
selection methods has been shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: First stage feature subset selection
Data: Document Term Matrix DTM (m × n); m= number of reviews;  
n = total number of features; S = Feature score;
Result: l number of features
Initialize threshold value to l 
//compute score for each feature using Feature Selection Method (FSM)
Step1: S = FSM[DTM]
Step 2: S = [S1, S2,...... Sn] //n = total number of features
Step 3: Sort S in descending order // to select top ranked feature scores
Step 4: Select first l number of features from S, the selected feature 
subset l is represented using Document Term Matrix DTM (l × m), where 
m represents the number of reviews and l indicates the number of feature 
subset selected from feature selection methods 
(l << n) .

The work presented in [26] suggested that features may convey 
similar information in the feature space. In conjecture to that, 
features evininge similar information are grouped to select the most 
representative features from each group. Due to this reason, the second 
stage feature selection is applied to select the most representative 
features from the feature subset obtained from the first stage.

In the second stage, the features are grouped based on features 
exhibiting similar information. The clustering algorithm is used to 
cluster or group the similar information feature subset. In this work, 
k-means clustering algorithm is used to group or cluster, such that the 
members in each group are as similar (close) as possible to one another. 
The k-means clustering algorithm works iteratively to assign features 
to one of the k clusters based on the similar information features. To 
determine the optimal number of clusters (k) as mentioned in [26] [29], 
number of cluster (k) is varied from l  to 2

l . The feature nearer to 
each cluster centers is considered as the representative feature among 
other features within the cluster. The cosine similarity measure is used 
to determine the similarity between the features and cluster center.

The DTM (m × l) is obtained from the first stage of FSS and is 
transposed and represented as Term Document Matrix TDM (m × l), 
where l indicates the number of features in the subset and m represents 
the number of reviews. The algorithm 2 presents the second stage 
of FSS to select the most discriminative features among the features 
exhibiting similar information.

Algorithm 2: Second stage of feature subset selection 
Data: Term Document Matrix TDM (m × l ), l = number of features,  m = 
number of reviews, k = clusters
Result: TDM' (k × m), k = number of discriminative features (k<<l )
Initialize k points at random as cluster centers, t = 0, F = { },  
U0 = {u0

1, ....... u
0
k}

Repeat 
Step 1: for i ← 1 to k do
 Step 2: for j ← 1 to l do
             //compute distance between cluster center Ui and feature Fj 
                        Dij = dist(Ui

t, Fj)
                        end
 end
Step 3: Assign Fj to nearest cluster center ui

           // Update cluster center
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Step 4: for i ← 1 to k do
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  end
Until   U(t−1) − U(t) < ς, t=t+1
        //find representative feature for each cluster center 
Step 5: for i ← 1 to k do
                Fj = minj distj∈i (ui,Fji)
                F = F ∪ Fj 

  end

Further, the feature subset F, which consists of k number of 
discriminative features is represented in TDM' (k × m), where m is the 
number of reviews and k is the reduced number of features k < l < n.

E. Feature Fusion
In addition to linguistic features, content based features play a 

significant role in sentiment analysis [17]. In order to capture various 
dimensions of characteristics of review, linguistic features and subset 
of content based features are fused. Overall twenty special features are 
extracted using linguistic based feature extraction and categorized into 
five groups. The special features symbolize frequency of occurrences 
of each feature in a review. On the other hand, content based feature 
subsets selections are applied to select the most discriminative features 
from a high dimensionality feature space. The special feature and 
content based Feature Subset Selection (FSS) are fused and evaluated 
using various classifiers.

F. Ensemble Classifiers
In this work, the predictive classifiers such as Support Vector 

Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), Decision Tree (DT) and 
Random Forest (RF) are used to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed 
method. The SVM classifier works by finding the hyper-plane, which 
maximizes the margin between the two classes. The vectors that define 
the hyper-plan are known as support vectors. The SVM is used for 
both classification and regression problems [34]. The LR is a statistical 
method used for binary classification problems (problems with two 
class values) [33]. The DT is a non-parametric approach used to 
construct a tree in top-down and recursive divide-and-conquer manner 
[17]. DT is mainly used for classification and regression problem. 
Similarly, RF is an automatic learning technique which combines 
the concepts of random subspaces and bagging [36]. Random Forest 
operates by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time 
and outputting the class based on decision of individual trees [35]. 
These four classifiers are widely used in classification of ironic content 
in reviews [18] [30].

On other hand, work of [37] [38] emphasizes that individual 
prediction of various classifiers can be ensemble so that a more robust 
and accurate classification model can be built. The ensemble learning 
plays a vital role in recent research activity of pattern recognition and 
machine learning [38]. The main aim of the ensemble learning is to 
weigh several individual classifiers and combine the prediction of 
the multiple classifiers, which outperforms prediction of individual 
classifiers [31]. The majority voting and weighted majority voting 
are the most popular combination schemas, which are widely used 
in ensemble classification [39]. The simple majority voting schema 
selects one of many alternatives of the predicted classes with the 
most votes [40]. The weighted majority voting schema assigns weight 
for each prediction of the classifiers based on the performance of 
the classifier [41]. In this work, weighted majority voting schema 
is used to assign the weight for each decision of the classifiers. For 

weighted majority voting schema, first let there be (H1, H2,......, HI ) 
classifiers with accuracies (A1, A2,......, AI ), respectively. Then, hi,j be 
defined as the decision of ith classifier which chooses jth label from 
class C. In weighted majority voting schema, weights wi are assigned 
to the individual decision of the classifiers hi. The ensemble classifier 
decision using weighted majority voting schema H(X ) is as follows:

1,.., ,
1

( ) max
I

j C i i j
i

H X w h=
=

= ∑
 (1)

In weighted majority voting schema, the optimal weight wi for the 
classifiers are assigned based on the accuracy of the classifiers hi , i.e.,

(1 )
i

i
i

aw aα −  where ai  is the accuracy of the independent classifiers hi. In 
[54], the weight wi  equip each classifier output with different weights 
between 0 and 1 value (0 ≤ wi ≤ 1) and sum of the weight wi is equal 
to 1. Hence, weights wi  are assigned based on the performance of the 
individual classifiers as indicated in [54].

IV. Experimental Results and Discussion

In this section, the effectiveness of feature fusion is examined on a 
publically available product review dataset [20].

A. Dataset Description
The Amazon product review dataset consists of 1,254 reviews, 

consists of 437 ironic and 817 non-ironic or regular reviews created by 
[20]. The structure of the dataset contains * rating ranging from 1* to 
5* star, along with labeled ironic and regular review content. Table II 
depicts the distribution of reviews by star-rating.

TABLE II.  Distribution of Reviews by Star-rating

Number of reviews
1* 2* 3* 4* 5*

Ironic       437 262 27 20 14 114
Regular    817 64 17 35 96 605

B. Experimental Setup
In this work, we conducted an experiment based on 80 training 

and 20 testing splits on product review dataset [20]. The experiments 
are conducted similarly to [18], [30] to give comparison with existing 
methods. The experiments are conducted based on two baselines: 
Feature Subset Selection (FSS) that accomplishes two stages feature 
selection and Feature Fusion baseline that exploits feature fusion of 
linguistic features and FSS. Initially, twenty Special Feature (SF) are 
extracted using the linguistic approach from each review. On the other 
hand, various preprocessing techniques are applied to extract content 
based features in review text. The 20,985 distinct features are extracted 
and represented using unigram term frequency schema. Further, 
extracted features are processed to select discriminative feature using 
FSS. The Feature Subset Selection (FSS) consists of two stages: In the 
first stage, conventional feature selection methods such as Chi-square, 
IG and MI are used to select feature subsets. The features are arranged in 
descending order based on the scores obtained from individual feature 
selection methods. The threshold value is used to select top scored 
features from the feature space. The threshold value is varied between 
1,000 to 20,000 numbers of features by empirically. In the second 
stage, k-means clustering is applied to select the most discriminative 
features from first stage feature subsets. The optimal number of cluster 
is determined based on [26] and it is explained in previous section. In 
Feature Fusion baseline, the extracted linguistic and selected content 
based features are fused. The extracted linguistic and selected content 
based features are represented using frequency of occurrence of each 
feature. Hence, both the features are fused and evaluated using SVM, 
LR, DT and RF classifiers. Further, individual predictions of classifiers 
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Fig. 2.  Classification accuracy of feature selection methods with various feature subsets.

are ensembled based on weighted majority voting schema as explained 
in section III (F). The efficiency of the proposed method is evaluated 
based on Precision, Recall and F-measure obtained from individual 
classifiers and ensemble classifier.

C. Experimental Results
To report the performance of the proposed method, the 

experiments are conducted in two baselines. In the first baseline, 
FSS consists of the two stage feature selection method: in the first 
stage threshold values are varied from 1,000 to 20,000 features and 
empirically is found that 10,000 features depict competitive results 
for various classifiers. Table III elucidates the comparisons of overall 
features with conventional feature selection method of the first stage 
of FSS using SVM, DT and RF classifiers. The Mutual Information 
(MI) with 10,000 features outperforms the other selection methods 
in accuracy, precision, recall and f-measure using SVM, DT and 
RF classifiers. The Information Gain (IG) with 10,000 feature 
subset achieves 0.658 recall compared to other feature selection 
methods using DT classifier. Overall from Table III, we can observe 
that feature selection method plays a vital role in reducing high 
dimensional feature space and maximizing the performance of the 
classifiers. Further, the second stage of FSS is applied on 10,000 
features obtained from various feature selection methods.

In the second stage of FSS method, k-means clustering algorithm 
is used by varying cluster numbers with difference of 500 from 100 
to 5000 features. The k-means clustering with cosine distance yields 
promising results compared to Euclidean, City block, Correlation 
and Hamming Distance metrics [44] [45]. Hence, k-means clustering 
with cosine distance is used to select most discriminative features 
from the first stage FSS method. As explained in Algorithm 2, similar 
features are clustered and the features nearer to the cluster center are 
considered as the most discriminative feature subset. Fig. 2 depicts the 
classification accuracy of the proposed method with varying feature 
subsets using SVM, RF, LR and DT classifiers. Fig. 1 shows the 
feature subset ranging from 1000 to 5000 features with differences 
of 500 features. However, feature subset less than 1000 does not 
yield promising results. Hence, the feature subsets less than 1000 are 
excluded in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2 (a), we observe that the FSS of MI with 
k-means gradually increases and reaches maximum accuracy for 5000 
features using SVM classifier. Similar variation is observed in Fig. 2 
(b) and Fig. 2 (c), where MI with k-means clustering reaches maximum 
accuracy for 5000 features using RF and LR classifiers, respectively. 
In Fig. 2 (d), CHI-square with k-means clustering achieves maximum 
accuracy for 2500 features using DT classifiers. Overall, performance 
of MI with k-means feature subset increases with increasing number of 
feature subset using SVM, RF, LR and DT classifiers.

TABLE III. Performance Comparison of Overall Features with Reduced Set of Features;  
A-Accuracy, P-Precision, R-Recall, F-F-measure  

No. of 
Features

SVM DT RF
A P R F A P R F A P R F

Total features 20985 68.40 0.646 0.597 0.595 64.80 0.606 0.601 0.603 69.20 0.748 0.566 0.529
CHI 10000 73.60 0.771 0.637 0.638 68.40 0.645 0.626 0.631 69.60 0.755 0.571 0.539
IG 10000 73.60 0.756 0.642 0.646 70.80 0.675 0.658 0.663 70.00 0.761 0.577 0.548
MI 10000 75.60 0.791 0.666 0.675 72.00 0.693 0.657 0.664 71.60 0.821 0.595 0.572
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The feature fusion baseline consists of Special Features (SF) 
and FSS features. Both features are in same weighting scheme i.e., 
frequency of occurrence of each feature. From Fig. 2, we observe that 
feature subset ranging from 4000 to 5000 yield promising result using 
various classifiers. Hence, feature fusion experiments are conducted by 
varying FSS from 4000 to 5000 features with 20 Special Features using 
10 fold cross validation method. The number of features considered 
for feature fusion (FSS+SF) experiments are 4020, 4520 and 5020. In 
Fig. 3, the box plot representation is given to describe the variations 
observed in F-measure of feature fusion with various FSS using 
different classifiers. The Fig. 3 represents minimum, maximum and 
mean of 10 fold cross validation using SVM, LR, RF and DT classifiers. 
Fig. 3 (a), (b) and (c) present the result of feature fusion of FSS (Chi) + 
SF feature subsets using SVM, LR, RF and DT classifiers. In Fig. 3 (b), 
the feature fusion of FSS (Chi-square) achieves maximum F-measure 
for 4520 features using LR classifier. Fig. 3 (d), (e) and (f) present 
F-measure results of feature fusion of FSS (IG) + SF feature subsets. 
Fig. 3 (e) shows feature fusion of FSS (IG) + SF achieving maximum 
F-measure for 4520 feature subset using RF classifier. Fig. 3 (g), (h) 
and (i) present the results of feature fusion of FSS (MI) + SF using 
SVM, LR, RF and DT classifiers. From Fig. 3 (h), we observe that 
feature fusion of FSS (MI) + SF features achieve maximum F-measure 
for 4520 feature subset using the LR classifier. From Fig. 3, we can 

conclude that feature fusion (FSS (MI) + SF) for 4520 feature subset 
achieves maximum F-measure using SVM, LR, RF and DT classifiers. 
Hence, we consider feature fusion method (FSS (MI) + SF) with 4520 
features for comparing with other existing methods.

Further, the classifiers are ensemble to seek collective opinions 
of the classifiers to enhance the performance of the models. Here, 
weighted majority voting schema is used to assign the weight for each 
decision of the classifiers. As explained in section III (F), weights are 
varied between 0 and 1, where the sum of the weights are equal to 1. 
The best combinations of weights are assigned empirically for each 
model. The Table IV presents the maximum accuracy obtained in 10 
folds cross validation for the proposed feature fusion method (FSS 
(MI) + SF) with 4520 features using various classifiers. From Table IV, 
it can be inferred that SVM, DT and RF outperform LR classifier by a 
good margin in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure. The 
LR model performs least among other models due to the possibility 
of overfitting. Hence, the best possible weights assigned are 0.3 for 
SVM, 0.1 for LR, 0.3 for RF and 0.3 for DT classifiers, respectively. 
Table IV elucidates the performance comparison of the ensemble 
model with individual classifiers. The ensemble model outperforms 
other classifiers with a maximum margin in Accuracy, Precision, 
Recall and F-measure. Hence, the performance of the ensemble model 
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Fig. 3.  F-measure of Feature Fusion with various Feature Subset Selection (FSS) using SVM, LR, RF and DT classifiers.
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is considered for comparison with existing methods on product review 
dataset [20].

TABLE IV. Performance Comparison of Ensemble Model

Classifiers Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure

SVM 82.00 0.814 0.779 0.791

LR 78.80 0.769 0.754 0.760

DT 80.00 0.781 0.772 0.776

RF 82.40 0.838 0.769 0.787

Ensemble 86.00 0.871 0.818 0.835

D. Comparison with Existing Methods
From literature, Buschmeier et al. [18] and Reganti et al., [30] 

describe irony/satire detection on product review dataset [20] using 
SVM, LR, DT and RF classifiers. The similar set of experiment is 
conducted and compared the results. The Table V elucidates the 
comparisons of the proposed method with [18] and [30] method. In 
[18], models are evaluated based on precision, recall and F-measure 
using linear SVM, LR, DT and RF classifiers. The features are extracted 
and fused using lexicon based (29 special features) and content based 
approach (21744 Bag of Words features). The total number of features 
considered for the model are 21773 features. On the other hand, 
Reganti et al. [30] performed feature fusion on 42 special features and 
baseline features. The baseline features such as character n-gram, word 
n-gram and word skip gram are used but the total number of features 
are not stated clearly. The fused features are classified using linear 
SVM, LR, DT and RF classifiers. Further, the decisions of individual 
classifiers are ensembled using weighted majority voting schema by 
varying weighted from 0 to 1 value. The performance of the model 
was evaluated using F-Measure. Hence, we conducted our experiment 
on same lines with 20 Special Features (SF) and 4500 text features 
using individual classifiers and ensemble classifiers using weighted 
majority voting schema. However, product review dataset [20] is 
used to describe the impact of sarcasm detection in sentiment shift 
[19]. Therefore, the proposed method is compared with the methods 
proposed in [18] and [30]. From Table V, it can be observed that the 
proposed feature fusion method outperforms the existing methods in 
terms of Precision, Recall and F-measure using individual classifiers 
and ensemble classifiers.

TABLE V. Performance Comparison with Existing Methods

Methods

Classifiers Performance 
Measure

Buschmeier et 
al., [18]

Reganti et 
al., [30]

Proposed 
Method

SVM
Precision 0.680 -- 0.814

Recall 0.613 -- 0.740
F-Measure 0.643 0.740 0.791

LR
Precision 0.752 -- 0.769

Recall 0.622 -- 0.754
F-Measure 0.678 0.768 0.760

DT
Precision 0.598 -- 0.781

Recall 0.550 -- 0.772
F-Measure 0.569 0.681 0.776

RF
Precision 0.732 -- 0.838

Recall 0.241 -- 0.769
F-Measure 0.353 0.710 0.787

Ensemble
Precision -- -- 0.871

Recall -- -- 0.818
F-Measure -- 0.781 0.835

E. Discussion
Feature fusion is a process of integrating various characteristics 

of features to produce more consistent, accurate, and useful 
information. In irony detection, feature extraction and selection 
plays a vital role in determining the ironic utterances present in 
sentences. In this work, linguistic based and content based Feature 
Subset Selection (FSS) are extracted and features are fused to provide 
various characteristics of features of product review dataset [20]. The 
Table II elucidates distribution of product reviews by its star-rating. 
The 20 linguistic features are extracted and represented based on 
frequency of occurrence of features in each review. Table I presents 
20 Special Feature (SF) extracted using linguistic approach. These 
features are used to detect ironic utterance present in reviews. On 
the other hand, content based features play a vital role in accurate 
classification of ironic reviews. The high dimensionality and sparsity 
is one of the major challenges faced during classification task. To 
curse the dimensionality, two stages of content based Feature Subset 
Selection (FSS) is proposed. In the first stage FSS, conventional 
Feature Selection Method (FSM) is applied to select relevant features 
set. In this experiment, conventional FSM such as Chi-square, IG and 
MI are used to select the relevant feature set from original features 
based on scores of individual FSM. It is noticeable from Table III, that 
first stage FSS using conventional FSM reduces high dimensionality 
feature space by selecting a subset of relevant features. The MI feature 
selection method yields maximum performance for 10,000 features 
compared to other FSM using SVM, LR, DT and RF classifiers, 
respectively. However, selected feature subset may have features 
which convey similar information. Due to this reason, second stage 
FSS is applied to select more discriminative features among feature 
subset. In the second stage, k-means clustering algorithm is used 
to group the features which convey similar information. Fig. 2 (a), 
(b), (c) and (d) present the classification accuracy of the proposed 
method with varying number of features (1000 to 5000) using 
SVM, RF, LR and DT classifiers. The MI with k-means consistently 
outrages other feature selection combination using various classifiers 
because MI compares the probability of observing features and class 
together (joint probability) instead of observing independently. MI 
reaches its maximum value, when the feature is a perfect indicator 
for class membership. On the other hand, k-means groups the similar 
information. The feature closer to cluster center is considered as the 
most representative feature within each cluster. The representative 
features are considered as discriminative features among other 
clusters. Hence, the combination of these methods exhibits maximum 
accuracy on all the classifiers. Further, features are fused to detect 
ironic utterances present in review using linguistic and content based 
FSS. A crucial observation is noted from Fig. 3 (a) – 3 (i), which 
depicts the F-measure of 10 folds cross validation of feature fusion 
using various classifiers. Fig. 2 (h) elucidates maximum F-measure 
on feature fusion (FSS (MI + k-means) +SF) of 4520 feature set 
using various classifiers. Further, the prediction of each classifier is 
ensemble to enhance the classification performance. The weighted 
majority voting scheme is used to ensemble different classifier 
based on the prediction of each classifier. Table IV elucidates 
the performance comparison of ensemble model with individual 
classifiers. The ensemble model outperforms other classifiers with 
a maximum margin of Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F-measure. 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, the proposed 
method is compared with existing methods present in the literature. 
From Table V, it can be observed that the proposed method 
outperforms other existing methods in terms of minimal number of 
feature set and the maximum classification performance of individual 
and ensemble classifiers.
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V. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we employed feature fusion to capture various 
dimensions of characteristics of the reviews. The proposed approach 
extracts features based on linguistic and content based text features. 
The five types of features are extracted using linguistic approach, 
viz: Rating, Word, Acronym, Symbol and Emoticon Features. On the 
other hand, content based text feature consists of two stages of Feature 
Subset Selection (FSS) to select the most discriminative features. 
Both the features are fused and classified using SVM, LR, RF and DT 
classifiers. With the series of experimentation, we demonstrated the 
proposed approach has an ability to capture ironic utterances present 
in the reviews. To enhance the performance of the classifiers, we make 
use of weighted majority voting schema to create an ensemble from the 
decision of each classifier. The results show that the proposed feature 
fusion out-performs the existing methods on benchmark dataset.

In future, the proposed approach can be extended to (i) extract 
more number of linguistic features to identify ironic utterances present 
in text, (ii) use of more sophisticated feature selection methods and (iii) 
employing various clustering algorithms along with ensemble methods 
which enhances the classification accuracies. Further, the proposed 
approach can be also extended to various fields such as sentiment 
classification, spam detection and many more.
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I. Introduction

Radio is a traditional media form in the process of coping with 
recent new media developments. New media has thus emerged 

as increasingly powerful, even dominant over other forms of media 
such as radio. One of the most significant new challenges for radio 
is the rise of social media. Radio now seeks new ways to stay current 
and relevant. A growing number of radio stations manage a social 
network presence. They do this to promote the station and reinforce 
the connection and involvement of listeners. This research tested the 
activity of Israeli radio program stations on Facebook, focusing on 
analysis of popular measures of engagement. We thus looked at the 
following questions in relation to Israeli radio program Facebook 
pages: How do radio programs exploit the visual aspects of Facebook? 
Does this exploitation make the content popular on Facebook? What 
constitutes the most popular posts and is there a correlation between 
typical subjects that generate engagement (such as celebrities) and 
those that do the same on Facebook? How do Facebook pages influence 
viewer/listener behaviors? We will examine the relevance of the theory 
of technological determinism on the activity of radio programs on 
Facebook and the convergence of radio stations and the Internet. 

II. Literature Review

Unique features characterize radio as a means of communication. 
As a medium, radio can distribute copious information. But it has also 
developed vital connections with its listeners. As a result, it provides 
them with answers to personal cognitive needs. These can be distilled 
into four fundamental features: intimacy, credibility, authoritativeness, 

and accessibility.  First, conversations broadcasted on the radio tend 
to create for the listener a feeling of intimate and personal interaction. 
McLuhan referred to this as “a private experience” [1]. The technology 
of broadcasting enables this sense of intimacy.  The distance between 
broadcaster and microphone is heard by the ear of the listener as 
the distance between one person and another in close conversation. 
Therefore, radio programs have adopted a culture of speech and manner 
of language to correlate with their potential target audiences. Secondly, 
radio tends to be conceived by listeners as reliable and reflecting real 
social conditions [2]. The feeling of trust translates into a sense of 
authoritativeness that listeners imbue into radio. Radio capitalizes on 
this notion of itself as a source of credibility by fostering a variety 
of opinions, which are intended as for broadening the conversation. 
As such, persistent recruitment of commentators, specialists, and 
professionals as well as the audience itself encourages participation 
in many programs. However, radio is primarily a tool for providing 
information accessibility to the general population. Listening to the 
radio does not require special skills needed to navigate other media 
forms such as written journalism. Finally, traditional radio is usefully 
described as a secondary medium for accompanying other initial 
actions. Since radio concentrates entirely on the sense of hearing, 
simultaneous performance of parallel tasks is facilitated. Radio is thus 
amenable to being used as a kind of “background” for other activities 
[1][3][4]. 

As noted, the language of conversation constitutes a unique quality 
of radio. Because of its exclusive auditory focus, it is called “a blind 
medium” [5][6]. As such, it does not require the same level of attention 
and commitment as visual media. As the listener is free to engage in 
parallel tasks while listening, the broadcaster is not required to ascribe any 
importance to physical appearance, much less any other visual element [5].

The traditional features of radio were ultimately confronted by the 
Internet Era [7][8]. However, radio as an industry is slowly coming 
to the realization that it must leverage the Internet and multimedia 
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in order to survive in a market dominated by digital competition. 
Traditional radio is now animated by a new purpose to give listeners 
fresh possibilities. Radio is adapting to digital broadcasting to meet 
listener needs and attract new audiences. To accomplish this, radio 
has realized that it must utilize new media tactics.  As such, radio has 
colonized different digital platforms, and is now available today on any 
computer, smartphone, and mobile device [9]. 

The Internet offers new options such as streaming established 
stations while simultaneously broadcasting on traditional radio 
wavelengths. In addition, users can listen to program fragments, 
accessing these segments or entire programs on demand – even long 
since archived content [7] 

Traditional radio stations maximize the internet to widen their 
target audience, reach new listeners all over the world, and improve 
interaction quality and rates. Radio content is now creatively combined 
with varied forms of media – text, audio, and video [9]-[13]. It has 
been claimed that this fusion of audio, text, and video constitutes an 
innovative adaption of radio to new media, perhaps even generating 
a new model of radio [7] [9]. Even so, this convergence of media 
in radio represents more than supplementing auditory content (the 
foundation of traditional radio) with new features [9]. Radio stations 
add interactive content to their internet sites, including online archives, 
podcasts, and more [14]. A staple of online presence is a dedicated social 
media account – sharing platforms such as Facebook and Twitter are 
practically obligatory. Thus, along with traditional radio transmissions, 
new patterns and unprecedented modes of listener participation and 
interaction are developing. Cordeiro refers to this new radio model as 
r@dio – traditional radio that contains internet features and exploits a 
variety of online platforms [9].

Online radio challenges the received perceptions of its traditional 
counterpart, which were accepted for almost a hundred years. As 
noted, Cordeiro sees internet radio as a traditional medium that uses 
new platforms. However, other researchers question if it can still be 
referred to as “radio” [15]. Tacchi maintains that the transition from 
traditional to online transmission problematizes the definition of online 
radio. However, he notes that throughout history radio was transmitted 
by different technological means. Thus, the significance of radio is 
not derived from its transmission platform, but from techniques of 
disseminating content. Therefore, as long as radio maintains its features 
and consumers are using it in a consistent way, it can be perceived 
as the same medium – even if the mechanisms of transmission are 
different [16]. In contrast, Huong claims that online radio provides an 
updated definition of radio as a medium and technology.  Both online 
and traditional radio stations share many activities and features. They 
provide a fusion of interactive and informative content. However, 
the former is more effective in generating user interaction to develop 
connections with listeners by means of unique online functions [17].

In sum, there is some scholarly consensus that internet radio does 
not necessarily constitute the creation of a new medium. Furthermore, 
radio stations are exploiting different Internet platforms to transmit 
traditional programs. That is, the Internet serves radio as a content 
distribution too. It provides related products and added value to the 
station and its listeners, sustaining a connection between the two that 
spans traditional medium and online space. 

However, the internet today does more than complete the mission 
and function of traditional radio broadcasts. New media offers new 
unprecedented content options to radio listeners, precipitating a 
profound change in the structure of traditional radio and listening 
habits. As digital trends continue to accelerate, the radio industry 
is forced to continually reinvent itself to maintain its relevance in a 
multimedia web-based world [7]-[9][18]-[21]. About 40% of radio 
users now listen to their favorite programs on a digital platform such 
as an iPhone [22]. 

New media offers several significant benefits to radio stations. 
First, new media extend radio’s listening range, eliminating the 
constraints of limited frequency reception ranges [23][24]. In this 
respect, the Internet complements and even replaces FM transmissions 
[9][21]. For example, in younger radio listener rankings, the preference 
of digital radio listening over terrestrial signal listening is significant: 
Digital radio listening is the most preferred method by younger radio 
listeners, “iPod use” is ranked second, and over-the air radio signals 
third [25].

This is in line with younger generations, who tend to be more 
active in digital media and on social networks, to the point of addiction, 
with a constant need to connect to technology [26].

In addition, the Internet maximizes the fact that radio is a mass 
media tool whose function is to provide a platform for public exchange 
of views. Habermas referred to the public sphere as a space where 
citizens meet to exchange opinions and ideas. In this free market of 
opinions, people engage in rational discussion on topics of political and 
social importance. For Habermas, the media is useful for producing the 
foundation of the public sphere [26]. The growth of commercial mass 
communication has, however, diminished the media’s function as a 
tool of public debate and increased its role as a consumer product. As a 
result, media messaging no longer undergoes a potentially challenging 
process of deliberative discussion, and its messages are conveyed as 
matters of fact. 

Digital radio can use new media technology to maximize its 
potential as a multi-platform, interactive broadcaster that offers its 
audience multiple means to react, respond, and provide content and 
critique [27]. Digital radio also enhances the accessibility of radio 
hosts, since listeners are more likely to encounter their personalities 
on its social media platforms. As a result, social network presence has 
become a crucial part of audience interaction strategies in radio stations 
[28]. Web 2.0 interactivity gives an immediate voice to an audience, 
one of the most important tasks of radio [28] [29].

Social networks thus enable development of a community of 
listeners related to radio activity [31], characterized by: feelings of 
membership (belonging to, identifying with); feelings of influence; 
integration and fulfillment of needs; feelings of being supported by others 
in the community while also supporting them; and shared emotional 
connection: relationships, shared history, and a “spirit of community”. 

Furthermore, Internet radio also adds a visual dimension to what 
has traditionally been a “blind” medium for listeners who could only 
listen to the broadcasters. Digital technologies have transformed 
radio into a medium both heard and seen, as social media visuals give 
audiences a real-time glimpse into broadcast operations and talent [32]. 

Even so, traditional radio stations are only making inroads on 
the Internet within their comfort zone. They use it as a platform for 
simultaneously broadening and sending their content. However, they 
generally do so without producing dedicated content for the new 
medium. As such, Internet content is practically speaking merely a 
direct reflection of traditional content, a sort of display window of 
station transmissions [33][34].

In Israel, however, most radio stations have websites that listeners 
can access in order to listen to station broadcasts and avail themselves 
of various content services [7]. One-third of Israelis use such digital 
radio services [20]. Slightly over 50% of all traditional radio stations 
have a mobile app [7], and 18% of Israelis consume radio contents on 
a station app [35]. 

The ascent of social networks as the main activity of many 
Internet users has also influenced mass media. Now it is understood 
that every form of media ought to have a presence on social networks. 
Interestingly, research conducted in recent years has pointed out 
that despite the great popularity of social media, the popularity level 
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of traditional communications channels is unrelated to number of 
followers or level of engagement between users and these channels 
[36][37].

Only a few studies have focused on the activity of traditional 
communications media on social networks. Nevertheless, social media 
offers many advantages such as free advertisement, global sharing of 
content, and more [37]. For example, Facebook has been shown to be 
one of the most popular means for people to access news sites [39][40], 
particularly among younger users [40]. Social networks especially 
dominate in the culture and entertainment sector, where most content 
is still consumed via traditional media. Many news sites have quickly 
assimilated the best qualities of social networks on their websites. In 
the near future, home pages of news websites may well no longer be 
relevant. Users will simply be exposed to curated and customized news 
and information through social networks and other technologies [40].  

III. Radio on Social Media

As noted, television and radio use social media primarily to 
increase the popularity of their transmitted programs and promote them 
among listeners and viewers [8][38][41]. In studies on the activity 
of television stations on the social networks in the United States, it 
was found that Twitter was particularly used to raise and promote the 
content popularity. Public stations tended to engage in this publicity 
more heavily, also promoting their web site. However, commercial 
stations tended to favor tweets focusing on news [36][37][41]. In 
addition, television stations used Twitter more as a platform for calls to 
action (for example, eliciting user opinion or calling on users to watch 
a particular show). They engaged in this activity on Twitter more than 
sending out social tweets that convey feelings [41]. Relatedly, research 
on US television station social media activity on Pinterest showed a 
marked avoidance for sharing station content and promotional posts. 
Instead, TV stations increased sharing of images related to lifestyle 
such as food, design, clothing, and more [36].

As mentioned, the number of studies that have focused on the 
activity of radio stations on social networks is limited. In Spain, half 
of radio stations maintain an active Facebook page. Even so, they do 
not yet optimize the full advantages that social networks offer. A more 
detailed study on radio station activity on Facebook mostly looked at 
promotion of station products and isolated three types of major posts: 1) 
posts designed to create involvement, 2) posts designed to promote the 
station and listening to it, and 3) posts designed to promote the station 
broadcasters. The authors noticed that often questions and general 
comments were designed to produce a conversation with listeners (for 
example, “Who plans to watch the Opera show today?”). Yet these 
did not achieve the desired effect and generate meaningful feedback. 
On the other hand, content dealing with relevant artists gained higher 
number of “likes” and comments. These posts tended to more involve 
users, with the content unique from one station to another and from one 
program to another [38]. 

Therefore, a major conclusion is that there is as of yet no organized 
plan of action or grand strategy for radio stations on Facebook [41].

In Israel, it was found that the radio stations use their Facebook 
pages mostly to promote the products of the station. An analysis of 
activity on Israeli radio stations with active Facebook pages revealed 
that these stations experience difficulties in generating and sustaining 
high levels of listener engagement in the comments section, “likes,” 
and sharing [8].

Different kinds of posts on Twitter were found to be connected to 
the particular identity of the station. For example, music radio stations 
tweeted more self-promotional content, while non-music talk stations 
tweeted more news-related tweets. In general, radio stations with a 

focus on news tended to tweet more than their music counterparts [37].
Even though social networks are powerful communications tools, 

Facebook was found to not solidify stronger connections between 
listeners and radio broadcasters. Greater connectivity results from when 
broadcasters demonstrate clarity, resonate with, and are appreciated by 
listeners. Exposure on Facebook may actually cause a decrease in this 
sense of connection and erode the credibility of the broadcaster in the 
eyes of listeners [42].

As noted, social media managers of commercial pages on Facebook 
are tasked with driving up user interest in the product, brand, or 
company. As such, the question of which features make a post go viral is 
urgent and consequential [43]. Virality causes spikes in people sharing 
popular content to the extent that it even crosses social networks. This 
represents the focus of our research – testing the features of the most 
popular content on Israeli radio program Facebook pages. Some work 
has already analyzed the ingredients of a viral post. It was found that a 
significant predictor for initiating virality is the measure of positivity of 
the content [43]-[45]. Emotion thus constitutes an important factor in 
determining content popularity on social networks. In a study on viral 
tweets, it was found that a range of emotions – positive or negative – 
influences level of virality [41][46]. 

A connection was also drawn between physiological situations 
and virality: content that causes physiological arousal, characterized 
by stimulation of the autonomic nervous system and leading to bodily 
state of readiness for action such as anger, anxiety, and revulsion, tends 
to increase the likelihood of content going viral – even if negative. That 
is, content that provokes negative emotions that are not physiologically 
stimulating such as sadness will be less viral [43]-[45].

In the same way, we find that certain conversational elements of 
Israeli radio station Facebook pages lead to higher engagement. For 
example, video segments and images were shown to produce more 
comments and “likes” as compared to exclusively textual posts. 
However, posts with some text garner more comments than other kinds 
of posts [8].

Radio stations understand that to stay relevant, they must leverage 
and optimize social networks. As noted, this understanding is only 
partial for stations continue to use these platforms mainly for promoting 
programs and broadcasters. Yet, as mentioned, this promotion can 
degrade the credibility bond between broadcaster and audience. Social 
media emphasis should be on encouraging user engagement with the 
station and its online contents. This research shows that the radio 
industry lacks a guiding social media strategy. Instead, it operates 
through trial and error, although tactics do exist. Advertising positive 
contents and content generating physiologically stimulating emotions 
should be key parts of its social media strategy.

IV. Technologic Determinism

The theory of technologic determinism sees technological 
developments as determining the conduct of society. Accordingly, 
technology is not only a tool for transmitting messages, but, as 
McLuhan famously claimed, is the message itself. Technologies are the 
ones that influence the social and historical processes of the world [1]. 
In his words: “We are not paying attention to the fact that the medium 
is really the influencing factor, and not the content […]  ‘content’ of 
every medium is another medium. Talking is the content of writing, 
as much as written word is the content of printing and printing is the 
content of the telegraph” [47].  

Technologies create new situations and thus change society and its 
modes of thinking. Any medium functions in such a way as to widen 
one of the senses. Each use of another medium affects the senses and 
its inter-dynamics. Thus, a person who uses the medium will have her 
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perception changed by the particular medium. For McLuhan, every 
historical period must be approached through its dominant medium 
and its various effects on the sensory system [1]. For example, in a 
literate society the book is usually the dominant medium. However, 
in a colloquial society, it is often radio that is the most important. A 
colloquial society will also favor the Internet as a dominant medium. 
Technologic determinism emphasizes that there is no substantial 
meaning to the essence of content transmitted on the Internet – only 
the fact that it was transmitted through the Internet. Therefore, if a 
certain content is transmitted both on FM radio and the Internet – such 
that the content is the same, but the medium is different – theoretical 
implications follow from a technologic deterministic standpoint. 

V. Research Hypotheses

As noted, this research focuses on social media patterns of 
traditional Israeli radio stations, with emphasis on Facebook as the 
dominant platform. This study looks at popular content dedicated to 
the creation of interaction and user engagement. These activities can be 
assessed by closely tracking engagement measures such as comments, 
“likes,” and sharing.

The research hypotheses are based on how radio programs influence 
consumers to be involved in Facebook post content. Thus, consistent 
with the notion that viral posts contain informative-rich elements of 
visibility, informality, and emotionality, resulting in popularity and 
high user engagement, the following can be hypothesized:

Hypothesis 1: As combinations of media (video and images 
photos) add to the listener’s experience and lead to higher engagement, 
it can be posited that posts which include various media elements will 
be more popular than other posts that do not contain a combination of 
media elements. 

Hypothesis 2: Since user visits to Facebook are particularly 
motivated by entertainment and information, it can be posited that 
informative posts and/or posts that combine celebrity news and images 
will garner higher popularity than content lacking such elements. 

Hypothesis 3: As radio programs try to engage listeners in 
activities and transmit content in different ways, interactivity is a 
central component in the strategy of creating the perception of a 
directly experienced relationship. Therefore, we claim that posts that 
include a call for on/offline action and/or posts that contain greetings 
will be more popular.

Hypothesis 4: Based on research demonstrating that virality is 
connected to user emotions, we posit the posts that integrate emotional 
and informal language will gain a higher measure of popularity and 
user engagement.

VI. Methodology

This current study examines Facebook pages of Israeli radio 
programs. Data was collected between January and May of 2015. At 
the time of compiling the data, 145 Israeli radio programs had an active 
Facebook page. During the study’s first stage, the two most popular 
Facebook pages from each station’s latest posts were scraped (two 
programs with the highest number of “likes”). Then, 1,000 posts from 
each program’s Facebook page were scraped. Data was collected via 
‘Netvizz’, an application which allows scholars to extract posts from 
official Facebook pages along with relevant data, e.g. number of ‘Likes’, 
comments and shares per-post, author-identity (i.e. user or station), post 
format (i.e. image, video, link, or textual status update) and the post-text.1 

For the next stage, and in order to offer an in-depth analysis of the 

1 The author would like to thank Digital Methods Initiative and app-developer 
Bernhard Rieder for their permission to use the application.

most popular posts on the programs’ Facebook pages,  the leading posts 
for each week were sampled out of each program’s page according 
to the following four indexes – most-’Liked’ post; most commented-
on post; most-shared post; and lastly, the post whose user-comments 
received the highest number of ‘Likes’ for that week. And so, per each 
station page, up to four weekly posts were sampled (in some instances 
where a certain post was at the top of several indexes for that week, it 
was only sampled once). All in all, a total of 876 posts were sampled 
and manually coded. 

Coding was done according to an elaborate coding book which 
included the following categories:

Automatic categories – information received via Netvizz from 
Facebook’s API and saved automatically by the tool:
• Post format: the format of the post. Could be audio, video, image-

based, a status update or a hyperlink.
• Post-author identity: Is the author a user or the page administrator, 

representing the station?
• Number of ‘Likes’ the post received.
• Number of user-comments on the post.
• Number of times the post was shared.

The following categories relate to the post’s text (in the cases 
of image/video-based posts, the text accompanying the post was 
analyzed) and were manually coded. 
• Emotionality: Did the post contain strictly rational or emotional 

language or did elements of both recur? Emotional elements could 
come in the form of interjections such as “so fun!” or “must share!”, 
as well as subjective descriptions and figures-of-speech betraying 
the author’s sentiments. Rational elements offer an objective 
account of facts or certain messages in a manner that neither attests 
to the author’s emotional state nor reflects on the post’s theme.

• Formality: Is the text’s tone formal or informal? A text may be 
deemed ‘formal’ if phrased officially and grammatically, e.g. “Do 
write to us and you may enter the draw.” Informal text, on the 
other hand, will use colloquial language or “web-speak”, as well 
as humorous elements or syntax more typical of spoken language, 
e.g. “We wanna pamper ya’ll” or “Cold day innit?”

• Information: Does the text feature information of any sort on 
certain events and news items, as well as station-related information 
such as a program’s timeslot? A binary yes/no category. An 
example of an informative text can be, “Did you know that today is 
the birthday of the first transgender singer?” but also, “On today’s 
show, so-and-so will tell us exactly what puts a spring in his step 
every morning”.

• Call-to-action: Online – Is the text attempting to elicit some online 
action on Facebook, e.g., ‘Liking’, “Take pictures and send to us”, 
etc. A binary category. 

• Call-to-action: Offline – Is the text attempting to elicit some 
offline action off Facebook, e.g., “Listen on frequency X”, “Call 
the number Y”, etc. A binary category. 

• Object of text: A multiple-choice category. Is the text about a 
celebrity, a non-public person, an in-house station event or an event 
unrelated to the station?
Content coding was carried out by two coders, who serve as 

research assistants at the School of Communications and have taken 
courses related to radio and its role and on social and new media 
networks, as well as received training in quantitative and qualitative 
research methods.

The coding process began only after completing their training 
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during which all coding categories were thoroughly explained and 
illustrated to each coder. All the posts taken from one of the sampled 
radio programs, which make up 10 percent of the sum total of posts in 
the study, were analyzed by the two coders as part of a reliability test.

VII.  Research Findings

Every popular post garnered on average 232 “Likes” and 
engagement of 377. It should be noted that for this data, high standard 
deviations were found (823 and 1632, respectively).

A. Type of Media and Engagement
The first research hypothesis claimed differences in “Likes” and 

engagement between different varieties of posts: media (image and 
video), status (wording), link, survey, and audio. Therefore, two one-
way analyses of variance were conducted. 

TABLE I. Means and Standard Deviations of “Likes” Quantity and 
Engagement

Likes QuantityEngagement
Media 
Type MeanStandard 

DeviationMeanStandard 
Deviation

390.671528.48625.353229.54Video

285.83600.38416.55923.90Picture

84.46390.20138.50149.13Link

41.1439.15165.17232.41Status

10.5011.0912.0012.88Audio

Table I shows the sample means and standard deviations of each 
category, and we can see there are differences between the different 
categories. Posts that included video received the highest average 
quantity of “Likes” and Engagements, followed by post that included a 
picture. Next, but separated by a major gap, follow posts that included 
links (for “Likes”) and statuses (for Engagement), and last were posts 
that included audio, which received the lowest average quantity of 
“Likes” and Engagements.

 In order to check whether these differences are significant, we 
used a one-way variance analysis (anova), since this kind of statistical 
analyses test the hypothesis that the true means of the categories are 
different (when the dependent variable is continuous, of course). 

The first one-way anova was carried out with a dependent variable 
of measure of “Likes” and the independent variable of Media type. As 
F(4,870)=5.67, p=0.0001, which is less than the standard thresholds for 
the F test- 0.05, we can conclude that a  there is a significant difference 
in “Likes” between different media types of posts. 

Then, a Post hoc analysis using Scheffe’s test was conducted. 
Post hoc analysis of that kind is used in order to find the source of 
the significant difference that was revealed in the one-way anova 
analysis (i.e. to find the sub-group of categories that their true means 
are different from each other). The post hoc analysis found that posts 
that included a video or an image received significantly more “likes” 
with p.value=0.001 and p.value=0.015 accordingly, both below the 
standard thresholds for this test- 0.05). Thus, we can conclude that 
posts that included a video or an image are significantly more popular 
than statuses. All other Scheffe’s test differences produced p.values 
that were higher than 0.05, thus we concluded that all other differences 
between different post types are not significant.

In addition, a one-way anova was conducted with the dependent 
variable of engagement (and the same independent variable as before). 
It has revealed a significant difference between the different categories. 
Thus, this research hypothesis was reinforced (F(4,870)=2.46, p=0.04, 

which is less than the standard thresholds for the F test- 0.05). 
The post hoc analysis found that posts that included a video 

received more engagement, and as p.value=0.097, which is higher than 
the standard thresholds for this test (0.05), we can conclude that posts 
that included a video are borderline significantly more popular than 
statuses. All other Scheffe’s test differences produced p.values that 
were higher than 0.05, thus we concluded that all other differences 
between different post types are not significant.

In conclusion, the results shown during this section, in table I 
and in particular in the significant results from the statistical test that 
were carried, support the claim that the media type of a post affects its 
user “Likes” and engagement. Specifically, posts that include a video 
generate higher user “Likes” and engagement.

B. Information and Engagement 
The second research hypothesis posited differences in “Likes,” 

engagement, and sharing of posts based on presence of information 
and celebrity media in posts. 

TABLE II. Means and Standard Deviations of “Likes” Quantity and 
Engagement

Likes QuantityEngagement
Information and 
Celebrity Media Standard 

DeviationMeanStandard 
DeviationMean

728.89439.821268.29675.10Famous figure in 
the picture

985.08187.802067.91344.17No picture

498.312202.65639.91281.32No famous figure 
in the picture

First, we tested for differences in “Likes” quantity and engagement 
between posts with and without images, and between images with 
and without celebrity content. Table II shows the sample means 
and standard deviations of each category, and we can see there are 
differences between the different categories. Posts that included a 
famous figure in a picture received the highest average quantity of 
“Likes” and Engagements. Surprisingly, posts that included no picture 
at all received the second high average quantity of Engagements, 
higher than posts that included an image, but without a famous figure. 
Nevertheless, posts that included an image, but without a famous figure 
received a higher average quantity of “Likes” compared to posts that 
included no picture at all.

In order to check whether these differences are significant, we 
used a one-way variance analysis (anova). The first one-way anova 
was carried out with a dependent variable of measure of “Likes” and 
the independent variable of information and celebrity image category. 
As F(2,873)=5.34, p.value=0.005, which is less than the standard 
threshold for this test- 0.05, we can deduce that there is a significant 
difference in “Likes” between the different categories.  

A Post hoc analysis, using Sheffe’s test, confirmed that the average 
quantity of “Likes” was significantly higher when posts contained 
celebrity media – more than posts without images and posts with images 
that contained no celebrity content (p.value=0.006 and p.value=0.021 
accordingly, both below the standard thresholds for this test).

In addition, a second one-way anova was conducted with the 
dependent variable of engagement (and the same independent 
variable as before). It was found that there is a borderline significant 
difference in engagement among posts containing celebrity images 
(F(4,873)=2.94, p.value=0.02, which is again lower than the standard 
thresholds for this test).

A Post hoc analysis, using Scheffe’s test, confirmed that the 
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average quantity of Engagement was borderline significantly higher 
when posts that contained celebrity media, compared to posts that did 
not contain celebrity content (p.value=0.064. which is very close to 
the standard thresholds for this test- 0.05). However, the difference 
between posts that contained celebrity media and posts that did not 
include a picture was not significant (p.value=.107, which is above the 
standard thresholds for this test).

TABLE III. Means and Standard Deviations of “Likes” Quantity and 
Engagement

Likes QuantityEngagement
Post Type

MeanStandard 
DeviationMeanStandard 

Deviation

1231.062880.622019.216236.45Famous figure in a 
video

188.85477.54310.45737.84No video

114.43184.48155.03222.01No famous figure 
in a video

Second, we tested for differences in “Likes” quantity and 
engagement between posts with and without celebrity video content. 
Table III shows the sample means and standard deviations of each 
category, and we can see there are differences between the different 
categories. Posts that included a famous figure in a video received 
the highest average number of “Likes” and Engagements, followed, 
interestingly, by posts with no video at all, and last were posts that 
included a video, but without a famous figure.

In order to check whether these differences are significant, a one-
way variance analysis (anova) was carried out with a dependent variable 
of measure of “Likes” and the independent variable of information 
and celebrity video category. It has revealed a significant difference 
in “Likes” between the different categories, as F(2,873)=40.29, 
p.value=1*(10^-16), which is way less than the standard thresholds for 
this test.  Thus, the research hypothesis was reinforced

A Post hoc analysis, using Scheffe’s test, produced a very low 
p.value (less than 0.0001), and thus confirmed that the average quantity 
of “Likes” was significantly higher for posts the contained celebrity 
videos – more than posts without videos, or with video, but no celebrity 
content. In addition, a second one-way anova was conducted with the 
dependent variable of engagement (and the same independent variable 
as before). As F(2,873)=27.50, p.value=1*(10^-12), which is way less 
than the standard thresholds for this test, we can deduce that there is a 
significant difference in engagement among posts containing celebrity 
images. 

A Post hoc analysis, using Scheffe’s test, produces a very low 
p.value (again, less than 0.0001), and thus confirmed that the average 
quantity of Engagement was significantly higher for posts the contained 
celebrity videos – more than posts without videos, or with video, but 
no celebrity content.

In conclusion, the results shown during this section, in tables II-III 
and in particular in the significant results from the statistical test that 
were carried, support the claim that the inclusion of a famous figure 
within the media (video or picture) of a post affects its user “Likes” 
and engagement. Specifically, posts with media (video or picture) that 
includes a celebrity generates higher user “Likes” and engagement. 

C. Calls for Action and Integration of Greetings
The third research hypothesis claims that posts that include a call 

for online and/or offline action or greetings will be more popular. 

TABLE IV. Means and Standard Deviations of Quantity of “Likes” and 
Engagement in Posts that Integrate Greetings

Likes QuantityEngagement
Post Type

MeanStandard 
DeviationMeanStandard 

Deviation

337.261193.20580.772514.99Greetings

181.88554.48277.87903.55No greetings

We tested for differences in “Likes” quantity and Engagement 
between posts with and without greetings content. Table VI shows 
that there is a difference in “Likes” and Engagement between the two 
categories, posts that included greetings received, in average, more 
“Likes” and engagement than posts without greetings. 

In order to check whether this difference is significant, a t-test 
for independent samples analysis, which is the equivalent of the one-
way anova for 2 categories, was carried. The dependent variable was 
the measure of “Likes” and the independent variable was the type of 
the post, with/without greetings (which are 2 independent groups).
The t-test analysis produced a test statistic of t(347.71)=2.1, and 
p.value=0.02, which is less than the standard threshold for t-test- 0.05. 
Thus, we concluded that there is a significant difference in average 
quantity of “Likes” between the two categories.  Thus, “Likes” quantity 
of greeting posts was shown to be significantly higher. 

In addition, another t-test for independent samples analysis was 
conducted with the dependent variable quantity of engagement (and 
the same independent variable as before).Again, the t-test analysis 
produced a test statistic of t(322.48)=1.98, and p.value=0.02, which 
is less than the standard threshold for this test. Thus, we concluded 
that there is a significant difference in average quantity of engagement 
between greeting and non-greeting posts. Thus, this part of the research 
hypothesis was confirmed. 

In conclusion, the results shown during this section, in table IV and 
in particular in the significant results from the statistical test that were 
carried, support the claim that integrating greeting in a post affects 
its user “Likes” and engagement. Specifically, it was found that radio 
stations posts that integrate greetings manage to engage more listeners 
and produce more “Likes”. 

D. Formal and Rational Language
The fourth research hypothesis maintains that differences will be 

found in “Likes” and engagement between formal and informal posts. 
In addition, our claim is that differences in posts will be measurable 
based on use of emotional or rational language. To test this hypothesis, 
a one-way analysis of variance was conducted. 

TABLE V. Means and Standard Deviations of “Likes” Quantity 
and Engagement.

Likes quantityEngagement
Formal/Informal 

Posts MeanStandard 
DeviationMeanStandard 

Deviation

175.02474.91249.45563.54Formality

190.75425.55300.22642.80Informal and 
rational

433.211567.12822.823385.10Informal and 
emotional

First, we tested for differences in “Likes” quantity and engagement 
between formal and informal posts. Table V shows that there are 
differences between the different categories. Informal and emotional 
posts received the highest average number of “Likes” and Engagements, 
followed by informal and rational posts, and last were formal posts.
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In order to check whether these differences are significant, we 
used a one-way anova. The first one-way anova was carried out with a 
dependent variable of measure of “Likes” and the independent variable 
of post formality. The test produces a test statistic of F(3,868)=4.47, 
and p.value=0.004, which is less than the standard threshold for this 
test. Thus, we concluded that there is a significant difference in “Likes” 
between the different categories. 

A Post hoc analysis using Scheffe’s test revealed that the average 
quantity of “Likes” for informal emotional posts  was significantly 
higher compared to the average quantity of “Likes” for non-emotional 
formal and informal posts(p.value=0.005 and p.value=0.06, which are 
below and very close to the standard threshold for this test, accordingly).

In addition, a second one-way anova was conducted with the 
dependent variable of engagement (and the same independent variable 
as before). The test produces a test statistic of F(3,868)=5.69, and 
p.value=0.001, which is less than the standard threshold for this 
test. Thus, we concluded that there is is a significant difference in 
engagement between the different categories. A Post hoc analysis, 
using Scheffe’s test, confirmed that the average quantity of Engagement 
for informal emotional posts  was significantly higher compared to 
the average quantity of Engagement for non-emotional formal and 
informal posts (p.value=0.01 and p.value=0.03, accordingly, which are 
below the standard threshold for this test). In conclusion, the results 
shown during this section, in table V and in particular in the significant 
results from the statistical tests that were carried, support the claim 
that the formulation of a post (formally/informally and emotionally/
unemotionally) affects its user “Likes” and engagement. Specifically, it 
was found that a post formulated informally and emotionally receives 
more “Likes” and engagement compared to other kind of formulations.

VIII.  Discussion and Conclusions

Radio stations are active on social media and still adjusting to 
the realities of the Internet [8]. This research looks at the success 
of radio programs on Facebook as primarily measured through user 
engagement. We show how radio programs use technological tools 
to expand their capabilities, producing more developed interaction 
with listeners and transmission of information in a variety of modes. 
Moreover, radio programs increase social networking. That is, the 
medium (i.e. the platform) is critical in order to realize their goal of 
maximizing popularity with consumers. 

In this way, social networks enable radio to maintain an online 
community with all its characteristics [30, 48], once again a powerful 
platform for development and exchange of opinions and public 
involvement in public discourse [27].

It was found that integration of media (video or image) will 
generate more popular – even viral – content. In addition, audio posts 
proved less popular, even though 30 % of analyzed programs were 
music oriented. These findings correlate with research on radio stations 
on Facebook, which found visual posts are the most popular form of 
content [8]. As such, a blurring of media boundaries can be seen, and 
this enhances possibilities of user engagement. 

As noted, radio is characterized as a “blind” medium due to its 
exclusive auditory focus [5][6]. However, radio has increasingly 
leveraged Facebook, which exploits visual resources such as text, 
image, and video.  

It was found that radio station posts integrating celebrities in 
image or video garner higher rates of popularity. These findings match 
the notion that celebrity posts represent a salient factor in driving up 
content popularity, as found in previous research [8]. Even programs 
based on raising awareness and engagement can improve their message 
dissemination by making some reference to celebrity, especially when 

linked in some direct or indirect way to the program. The audience 
appetite for this type of content only gains in popularity through such 
forms of association. 

The finding support previous research, which found that Radio 
Facebook pages with formal posts tend to exploit calls for action 
[8][41], and these are successful in generating substantial listener 
reactions, as was found in the current study [8]. 

Radio has always been perceived as a medium that personally 
appeals to its listeners [1]. For instance, most programs contain 
personalized  broadcaster greetings and exhortations such as “good 
morning,” “drive carefully,” “enjoy the songs,” “thanks to the listeners,” 
and “have a good week!” This convention has proved successful in the 
past for radio, and has been translated onto Facebook posts. Even more, 
in the FM-medium, no capability exists for easy audience responses. 
But Facebook is based on instant messaging, and so radio is suddenly 
turned into a two-way channel of communication.   

As noted, previous research has pointed out that emotional 
messaging leads to higher engagement and virality of posts [8][41]
[46]. This study found that posts integrating emotional, informal, and 
supportive appeals achieved an extremely high quantity of “Likes” 
and user engagement. Facebook in general is more characterized by a 
culture of informal activity such that radio programs are intentionally 
channeling this cultural preference into their messaging. 

Radio programs are thus adjusting to the digital world, in an attempt 
to access the full potential of new platforms and tools. They use social 
networks to raise levels of popularity, online as well as offline. Using 
Facebook, traditional radio has broadened its reach and appeal in music and 
talk-based programs. This is also comprises an opportunity to reconnect 
with a younger audience that has long been active on social networks [26]

By developing content channels on Facebook, radio programs are 
using novel strategies for promoting and integrating audience reaction 
and listener interaction. This activity is continuous and ongoing – 
24 hours, seven days a week. This messaging is not constrained in 
time like programs and live content on FM. The latter are restricted 
to specific scheduling hours or the time of live transmission. More 
importantly, radio programs are now utilizing visual elements to 
promote content and popularize the station/program – a relatively 
unprecedented development for the medium. Radio is thus merging 
with the Internet, especially with social networks such as Facebook. 
Therefore, radio professionals who are also media specialists need 
to recognize this convergence. They then need to adapt new media 
strategies in more fluent, consistent, and professional ways. As noted, 
critical elements in any coherent strategy should include: 1) integration 
of media types in all social media; 2) maximum reference to celebrity 
culture in linked content; and 3) supportive messaging characterized by 
personal, informal, and emotional wording.

However, as a dominant player in social media, Facebook may 
sometimes appears to be on the verge of coopting and assimilating 
traditional radio. As such, radio’s unique character may end up being 
threatened by such a powerful iteration of new media. Users may start 
forgetting radio’s special qualities: 1) exclusive auditory appeal (a 
single sense) and 2) usefulness in secondary tasks [3][4][6].

In conclusion, this research continues to confirm McLuhan’s 
powerful medium-is-the-message claim [1]. Radio has successfully 
adjusted to new media, even if it has yet to maximize the latter’s full 
potential. Radio should be seen as creatively adapting itself to suit its 
activity for Internet ecosystems, especially for social networks. 
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I. Introduction

There are several methods available that make it possible to 
evaluate the user experience (UX) of a product. Well-known 

approaches are usability tests [1], expert reviews (for example heuristic 
evaluations [2]-[4] or cognitive walkthrough techniques [5] [6]) and 
UX questionnaires [7].

Usability testing and expert reviews create mainly qualitative data, 
while questionnaires create mainly quantitative data. In addition, due 
to the required effort involved in usability testing and expert reviews, 
these allow only to collect data from small target groups of users (typical 
usability tests are in the range of 10 to 15 participants) or experts (here 
we have rarely more than 3-5 experts involved in one evaluation). 

Questionnaires on the other hand are a simple and inexpensive 
method (especially if they are used as online questionnaires) that allow 
the collection of data from larger groups of users of a product. This 
is especially important since the impression of a person concerning 
the UX of a product is highly subjective. Depending on the subject’s 
personality or previous experiences with the product or even similar 
products, the opinion of two users concerning the UX of a product can 
be quite different.

Assume, for example, that a new product is introduced in a 
company to unify certain business processes over different locations. 
Users in one location may have a quite difficult time to learn the new 
product, since concepts and handling are very different to the tools 
they used before the change. Users of a second location may have in 
contrast the impression that the new product is easy to learn or even 
intuitive to use, since the tools they used before were similar to the new 

product concerning work flows and general user interface concepts.
Concerning hedonic [8] UX aspects, for example the aesthetic 

impression, the users’ personal tastes or preferences also play a role. 
One user may find the visual design of a product appealing and 
interesting, while another finds it boring and unimpressive. In such 
situations it is quite important to collect data from a large number of 
individuals to get a clear and reliable view on how well the design of 
the product fits to the needs of the target group. 

Questionnaires allow to collect data from larger samples of users 
and transfer the subjective impressions of those users into a numerical 
scale value that describes how the corresponding UX quality of the 
product is perceived inside the target group. 

This ability to measure the user experience of a product quantitatively 
is quite important for several typical questions in product evaluations 
[9]. First, it allows a direct comparison of different products or different 
design variants of a single product concerning their UX. Second, it can 
be used to continuously monitor the UX quality of a product over time. 
Third, it allows setting objective goals concerning UX by defining a 
threshold for the mean values of the scales of the questionnaire, which 
should be reached over time. Fourth, the comparison of the evaluation 
results of a product with a benchmark allows deciding if the UX quality 
of the product fulfils general user expectations [10].

User experience is a complex product characteristic [11] that 
results from the perception of many distinct quality aspects. These 
are classical task-related UX qualities, for example, efficiency of use, 
ease of learning, controllability, error tolerance [12], intuitive use [13], 
visual complexity [14], usefulness [15], or non-task related UX aspects 
like, fun of use [16], identity [17], aesthetics of the visual design [18], 
novelty of the product concept [19] or content quality [20].

However, not all of these UX aspects are of relevance for every 
single product [21] [22]. The importance of such UX aspects can vary 
widely between products supporting different tasks and use cases. 
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For a simple self-service application, e.g. creating a leave request 
or an application to change personal data of an employee, it is crucial 
that it can be used intuitively, i.e. without asking for help of another 
person or reading a lengthy manual. Such applications are used quite 
infrequently, and we cannot expect that the user will remember how 
to use the application between two usage points. Because of the rare 
usage frequency, efficiency does not play a role here. An unnecessary 
click does not hurt much if an application is used only once in a month 
or even less frequently. 

For a business application, for example an application to create 
sales orders or service requests, that is used repeatedly during a 
typical work day, things are completely different. Intuitive use is nice 
to have, but not crucial. Typically, a learning period is required for 
such applications to understand the use case and the mapping of real-
world processes and tasks to the elements and flows of the application. 
Therefore, some learning is acceptable and expected by users. In 
addition, due to the heavy usage during a typical work day, efficiency 
is key for these types of applications, i.e. an unnecessary click really 
hurts, when it needs to be repeated 50 times a day.

The huge number of existing UX aspects and the different levels of 
importance for different types of products explains the high number of 
different UX questionnaires that are available, for example SUS [23], 
SUMI [24], UEQ [19], VISAWI [25], meCUE [26] or ISOMETRICS 
[27], just to name a few. Each of these questionnaires realizes by its 
scales a different set of measured UX aspects. For example, SUS 
only measures overall usability and the items in this questionnaire 
address mainly Learnability and Efficiency of use. VISAWI measures 
the visual appeal of a product by 4 subscales (Simplicity, Diversity, 
Colorfulness, Craftsmanship). The UEQ measures 6 distinct UX aspects 
(Attractiveness, Efficiency, Perspicuity, Dependability, Stimulation, 
Novelty). The ISOMETRICS contains the quality aspects described in 
the ISO 9241 – 210 as scales. Thus, what is actually measured differs 
heavily between different UX questionnaires.

Of course, none of these questionnaires contains all UX aspects 
discussed in research literature, since this would increase the length of 
the questionnaire above any reasonable limit. 

For a UX researcher evaluating a concrete product, this can cause 
some problems. If he or she has narrowed down which UX aspects 
are important for the users of the concrete product and should be 
thus measured in the evaluation, it can easily happen that no one UX 
questionnaire exists that contains exactly those UX aspects as scales. 
Sometimes, it is possible to combine several UX questionnaires to 
cover all relevant aspects, but usually this is also not optimal, since 
different questionnaires often have different item and answer formats. 
This makes it difficult for participants to fill out the questionnaires and 
makes it harder to compare the scale means obtained from different 
questionnaires. 

In this paper, we try to address this dilemma by introducing a 
modular framework that allows the researcher to select the relevant 
UX aspects out of a larger catalogue of UX scales. All UX scales have 
a common item and answer format and can thus easily be combined 
to create a UX questionnaire fitting to the research question behind a 
product evaluation.

II. Previous Work in the Field

The UEQ+ framework is based on some earlier work which we 
describe here shortly to make the connection transparent.

In [21] [22] it is investigated how important different UX aspects 
(for example, Efficiency, Stimulation, Trust, Aesthetics) are for certain 
types of products (for example, social networks, word processing, 
programming tools, web sites, messengers). The study uses 16 UX 

aspects extracted from research papers and from an extensive study 
of the scales used in existing UX questionnaires. Participants of 
the studies rated the importance of these UX aspects for 15 product 
categories. Both studies found some clear dependencies between the 
different product types and the importance ratings for the UX aspects.

Based on the results, it is possible to provide a recommendation 
on which UX aspects are important for a product category and should 
therefore be measured in UX evaluations of product of this type [7]. 
The UX aspects investigated in these studies are good candidates for a 
framework that should be able to help synthesize UX questionnaires.

Follow-up research [28] shows that quite similar importance 
ratings are obtained in the context of another culture (Indonesia). The 
importance of an UX aspect for a type of product thus seems to be 
mainly a result of the characteristics of the product and not so much by 
cultural aspects.

The User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) is an established and 
widely used UX questionnaire. It already contains the 6 UX scales 
Attractiveness, Efficiency, Perspicuity, Dependability, Stimulation and 
Novelty [19]. Scales are represented by 4 items (except Attractiveness 
which contains 6 items) that represent two terms with opposite 
meanings, for example:

difficult to learn  o o o o o o o  easy to learn
boring  o o o o o o o  exciting

inefficient  o o o o o o o  efficient
slow  o o o o o o o  fast

Thus, the UEQ is a semantic differential with a 7-point Likert-scale 
for the answers. The simple item format seems to be quite suitable to 
define additional scales.

This was already used by some authors to define extension scales 
for some special product types. In [29], a scale to measure Trust was 
defined. This UX aspect is, for example, highly relevant for online 
banking applications or web shops. 

For household appliances there are also quite specialized UX 
requirements that strongly influence the overall impression of a 
product. In [30], two scales for the sounds caused by the operation of a 
household appliance and for the haptic feeling were developed.

Due to the item format and the fact that a number of scales in a 
common format already exist, it was decided to base the framework 
on the UEQ. To make this connection evident, the name UEQ+ was 
chosen for the framework.

III. Changes in the Item Format

Due to the requirement that it should be possible to combine scales 
depending on the examined product type, some changes concerning 
the item format are necessary. We assume that the researcher can freely 
decide which combination of the available scales he or she wants 
to use. In addition, the order in which the scales appear in the final 
questionnaire is up to the researcher.

In the UEQ, the order of the items is randomized. This is also true 
for the polarization of the items, where half of the items show the 
positive term in the left position (fast  o o o o o o o  slow) and the other 
half in the right position (boring  o o o o o o o  exciting). 

Some studies (currently unpublished) showed that the polarization 
of the items does not influence the UEQ scale means (see also [30]), 
so we decided to use a common scheme with the negative term left and 
the positive term right for the UEQ+ scales.

Since it should be possible to combine scales in an arbitrary order, 
and some of the terms are quite similar or even identical in the different 
scales, it was necessary to group all items of a scale together and set 
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some context for the correct interpretation of the terms. This is done 
by introducing a short sentence that is shown on top of the items of a 
scale and that somehow set a context for the common interpretation of 
the items.

Thus, a scale in the UEQ+ has the following format (as an example 
we present the scale Efficiency):

To achieve my goals, I consider the product as

slow o o o o o o o fast

inefficient o o o o o o o efficient

impractical o o o o o o o practical

cluttered o o o o o o o organized

I consider the product property described by these terms as

Completely 
irrelevant o o o o o o o Very 

important

Thus, we have the statement that connects the items of the scale, 
then the 4 items with the negative term on the left and the positive term 
on the right and a final rating concerning the importance of the scale 
for the overall UX impression of the product. We describe the role of 
this importance rating at a later point in detail.

IV. Creation of Additional Scales

The UEQ already contains 6 suitable scales that were simply 
adopted into the UEQ+ (for the scale Attractiveness, two of the 6 items 
were removed to have 4 items for all scales). The same is true for the 
already available extensions for Trust, Haptics and Acoustics.

The list of UX aspects from [21] [22] was reviewed and the 
following UX aspects were selected for scale creation: Aesthetics, 
Adaptability, Usefulness, Intuitive Use, Value, and Content Quality.

Two experts then constructed for every UX aspect a set of items 
in the UEQ format which describe the aspect semantically. Item 
suggestions were jointly discussed and consolidated.

In an empirical study, 192 subjects (students that participated on 
a voluntary basis) rated several products with the corresponding lists 
of candidate items on a 7-point Likert scale. The average age of the 
participants (119 male, 73 female) was 30.42 years.

The resulting data were then analysed by principal component 
analysis. The analysis was done by the function principal of the R 
package psych [32]. It was first checked if a one-dimensional solution 
fits well to the data (which should be the case due to the fact that all 
items in a candidate set describe the same UX aspect). 

We show as an example the candidate set and analysis for the UX 
aspect Beauty. A description for the data analysis for all scales can be 
found in [33].

The set of candidate items was given as: ugly / beautiful, lacking 
style / stylish, unappealing / appealing, ugly in colour / beautiful in 
colour, inharmoniously / harmoniously, unpleasant / pleasant, not 
artistically / artistically, thoughtlessly / thought out.

The original German candidate items used in the study are: hässlich 
/ schön, stillos / stilvoll, nicht ansprechend / ansprechend, farblich 
unschön / farblich schön, unharmonisch / harmonisch, unästhetisch / 
ästhetisch, nicht kunstvoll / kunstvoll, unüberlegt / durchdacht.

The scree plot of the principal component analysis (see Fig. 
1) clearly shows that a one-dimensional solution fits the data well. 
Proportion of variance explained is 0.64. The fit based upon off 
diagonal values is 0.99 (values > 0.95 indicate a good fit).

Fig. 1. Scree plot resulting from the principal component analysis of the items 
for the UX aspect Beauty.

The corresponding loadings of the items on the factor are shown 
in Table I.

TABLE I. Loadings of the Items on the Factor

Item Loading
ugly / beautiful 0.89
lacking style / stylish 0.86
unappealing / appealing 0.88
ugly in colour / beautiful in colour 0.79
not harmoniously / harmoniously 0.84
unpleasant / pleasant 0.88
not artistically / artistically 0.63
thoughtlessly / thought out 0.51

Thus, the 4 items with the highest loadings (highlighted in bold in 
Table I) were selected to form the new scale Beauty.

If the one-dimensional solution fits the data well, we choose as 
in this example the 4 items with the highest loading on the factor as 
representatives for the new UEQ+ scale. This was the case for all UX 
aspects with the exception of Content Quality (see [33]). 

For Content Quality, a two-dimensional solution fits the data 
better (see Fig. 2), i.e. there are two different dimensions detected 
in exploratory principal component analysis. Since the two detected 
factors could be interpreted, we decided to split this UX aspect into two 
scales Trustworthiness of Content and Content Quality.

Fig. 2. Scree plot resulting from the principal component analysis of the items 
for the UX aspect Content Quality.
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Table II shows the loadings of the candidate items for Content 
Quality on the two factors extracted by principal component analysis.

TABLE II. Factor loadings for the items of Content Quality

Item Factor 1 Factor 2
obsolete / up-to-date 0.32 0.64
not informative / informative 0.55 0.56
not interesting / interesting 0.21 0.68
poorly prepared / well prepared 0.30 0.77
incomprehensible / comprehensible 0.10 0.78
inferior / valuable 0.58 0.58
useless / useful 0.68 0.33
implausible / plausible 0.90 0.18
untrustworthy / trustworthy 0.89 0.20
inaccurate / accurate 0.77 0.28

The items loading high on the first factor express trust in the 
correctness of the provided information. Items loading on the second 
factor cover semantically the actuality and quality of the information. 
Thus, we named the two factors Trustworthiness of Content and 
Content Quality.

V. Scales Included in the UEQ+ Framework

The UEQ+ framework currently offers the following UX scales; we 
show here only the scale names and a short description of the semantic 
meaning of the scale. The items per scale are listed in Appendix 1.
• Attractiveness: Overall impression from the product. Do users like 

or dislike the product?
• Efficiency: Users have the impression that they can complete their 

tasks without unnecessary effort.
• Perspicuity: Subjective impression that it is easy to get familiar 

with the product. It is easy to learn how to use the product.
• Dependability: The user has the impression that he or she controls 

the interaction.
• Stimulation: Feeling that it is exciting and motivating to use the 

product.
• Novelty: Feeling that the product is innovative and creative. The 

product catches the interest of the user.
• Trust: Subjective impression that the data entered into the product 

are in safe hands and are not used to the detriment of the user.
• Aesthetics: Impression that the product looks nice and appealing.
• Adaptability: Subjective impression that the product can be easily 

adapted to personal preferences or personal working styles.
• Usefulness: Subjective impression that using the product brings 

advantages, saves time or improves personal productivity.
• Intuitive Use: Subjective impression that the product can be used 

immediately without any training, instructions or help from other 
persons.

• Value: Subjective impression that the product is of high quality and 
professionally designed.

• Trustworthiness of Content: Subjective impression that the 
information provided by the product is reliable and accurate.

• Quality of Content: Subjective impression if the information 
provided by the product is up to date, well-prepared and interesting.

• Haptics: Subjective feelings resulting from touching the product.
• Acoustics: Subjective impression concerning the sound or operating 

noise of the product.

VI. Importance Rating and KPI

In some use cases it is beneficial to measure not only the means 
for the different scales, but to provide also a single number (a key 
performance indicator, or KPI) that summarizes the single scales and can 
be interpreted as a measure for the overall impression concerning UX.

An extension to calculate such a KPI for the UEQ is described in 
[34]. The same principle is used for the calculation of a KPI for the 
UEQ+. The basic idea is to calculate per participant the weighted sum 
of the scale means with the relative importance ratings. The KPI is then 
the average of these values of all participants. For the exact formula of 
the calculation please refer to [34].

VII.  First Validation Studies

To evaluate the scale quality, the three product categories Web 
Shops, Video Platforms and Programming Environments were selected. 
Two products popular in Germany were chosen per product category 
(Web Shops: Otto.de, Zalando.de; Video Platforms: Netflix, Amazon 
Prime; Programming Environments: Eclipse, Visual Studio).

For each product category, a specialized UX questionnaire 
containing the scales that seemed to be most important for products of 
this category (see [22] for details) was constructed. 

For web shops, these are the scales Attractiveness, Dependability, 
Intuitive Use, Visual Aesthetics, Quality of Content, Trustworthiness of 
Content, Trust and Value. 

For video platforms, the scales Attractiveness, Perspicuity, 
Intuitive Use, Visual Aesthetics, Quality of Content, Trustworthiness of 
Content and Trust were used. 

For programming environments, the questionnaire consists of 
the scales Attractiveness, Dependability, Perspicuity, Efficiency, 
Usefulness, Personalization and Value. 

Participants were recruited per e-mail campaigns and by links 
posted to web sites. Each participant had the choice to rate one product 
that he or she used regularly from one of the product categories, thus 
we have different numbers of ratings for the different products (see 
Table III).

TABLE III. Overview over the 6 Product Evaluations

Product N Age Sex Time [ms] Clicks
otto.de 42 34 16 m, 25 f, 1 NA 202,899 54
zalando.de 46 31 20 m, 24 f, 2 NA 187,803 53
Netflix 73 31 42 m, 27 f, 4 NA 211,112 48
Amazon Prime 57 32 36 m, 21 f 259,491 47
Eclipse 14 36 7 m, 4 f, 3 NA 368,552 42
Visual Studio 29 32 25 m, 1 f, 3 NA 225,006 50

Please note that 4 items and the importance of the scale must be 
rated for every scale. Thus, for 8 scales this requires 40 clicks. In 
addition, the overall satisfaction must be rated, and two clicks are 
required to state age and gender. 

Thus, filling out the corresponding questionnaires seems to 
not require much effort from the participants. They spend around 4 
minutes (= 240,000 milliseconds) in answering the questions and in 
addition selected answers seem to not have been changed too often 
afterwards. This indicates that the used terms are not problematic or 
difficult to understand.

Tables IV, V and VI show for each product category and 
evaluated product the scale mean, standard deviation and the 
Cronbach Alpha coefficient.
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TABLE IV. Scale Means, Standard Deviations and Cronbachs Alpha for 
the Examined Web Shops

Scale
otto.de [N = 42] zalando.de [N=46]

M STD Alpha M STD Alpha
Attractiveness 1.30 1.19 0.93 1.68 1.09 0.92
Dependability 1.58 1.08 0.82 2.02 0.89 0.85
Intuitive Use 1.57 1.09 0.94 2.13 0.87 0.90

Vis. Aesthetics 0.89 1.41 0.95 1.47 1.29 0.95
Q. Content 1.35 1.13 0.89 1.91 0.96 0.78

Trustw. Content 1.33 1.15 0.86 1.73 1.02 0.81
Trust 1.28 1.20 0.90 1.26 1.19 0.93
Value 0.93 1.24 0.93 1.58 1.16 0.88

The scale means (see Table IV) are, with the exception of Trust, 
lower for otto.de than for zalando.de. That there is no difference for 
Trust is quite natural, since both shops are quite established shops with 
a longer history. The scales obviously allow to differentiate between 
different products.

TABLE V.  Scale means, Standard Deviations and Cronbachs Alpha for 
the Examined Video Platforms

Scale
Netflix [N=73] Amazon Prime [N=57]

M STD Alpha M STD Alpha
Attractiveness 2.13 1.06 0.95 1.61 1.14 0.90

Perspicuity 2.04 1.19 0.80 1.62 1.41 0.91
Intuitive Use 1.86 1.16 0.90 1.36 1.38 0.94

Vis. Aesthetics 1.58 1.17 0.89 1.01 1.28 0.94
Q. Content 1.83 1.23 0.84 1.49 1.27 0.82

Trustw. Content 1.48 1.12 0.87 1.46 1.21 0.87
Trust 1.03 1.40 0.90 0.71 1.73 0.96

Except for Trustworthiness of Content (see Table V), the 
ratings are higher for Netflix than for Amazon Prime, which is not 
unexpected since the source of content of both tools is quite similar 
concerning trustworthiness. Again, the other scales differentiate 
between the two products.

TABLE VI.  Scale Means, Standard Deviations and Cronbachs Alpha 
for the Evaluated Programming Environments

Scale
Eclipse [N=14] Visual Studio [N=29]

M STD Alpha M STD Alpha
Attractiveness 0.48 1.71 0.93 1.67 0.83 0.76
Dependability 0.84 1.80 0.97 1.77 0.82 0.83

Perspicuity 0.11 1.68 0.93 0.93 1.16 0.86
Efficiency 0.71 1.53 0.90 1.44 1.02 0.80
Usefulness 1.21 1.74 0.98 2.00 0.96 0.82

Personalization 1.25 1.56 0.98 1.78 0.91 0.80
Value 0.32 1.64 0.93 1.66 1.08 0.79

Visual Studio ratings (see Table VI) are for all scales much higher 
than the ratings for Eclipse. It must, however, be noted that we had only 
a small number of participants for programming environments, thus 
these results need to be interpreted with care.

In general (see Table IV, V, VI), the Cronbach Alpha values for all 
evaluated products are extremely high. Cronbach Alpha is an indicator 
for scale consistency based on the correlations of the items within a 
scale. Values above 0.7 are usually interpreted as reasonably high scale 
quality. The observed values for the scales of the UEQ+ are in all cases 
above this threshold.

The observed ratings for the importance of the scales confirm that 
the selected scales were considered as important for the evaluated 
products by the participants. Detailed values of the importance ratings 

and some additional information concerning the scale means can be 
found in [33].

As described above, it is possible to calculate a KPI using the scale 
means and the importance ratings of the scales. This KPI is interpreted 
as an indicator for the overall satisfaction concerning the UX of the 
product. To verify this assumption, each online questionnaire contains 
as one last point the item:

Overall, concerning the user friendliness of <Product> I am
Very dissatisfied  o o o o o o o  Very satisfied

Table VII shows the correlation of the ratings of this item to the 
calculated KPI.

TABLE VII. Satisfaction Ratings and KPI for All Studies

Product
Satisfaction KPI

Corr
M STD M STD

otto.de 5.48 1.24 1.27 0.90 0.71
zalando.de 5.65 0.91 1,70 0.69 0.66

Netflix 6.06 0.99 1.73 0.74 0.77
Amazon Prime 5.30 1.08 1.35 0.87 0.78

Eclipse 4.21 1.74 0.40 1.37 0.83
Visual Studio 5.55 0.97 1.59 0.57 0.71

Correlations between the satisfaction ratings and the calculated 
KPI are quite high. Thus, our interpretation of the KPI seems to be 
valid. In addition, since the correlation seems to be quite stable over 
different products and combinations of scales (each product category 
was evaluated with different sets of UEQ+ scales), it may be possible 
to develop a benchmark for the KPI that can be used independently of 
the selected scales for an evaluation.

VIII.   Advantages and Disadvantages of a Modular 
Construction of UX Questionnaires

The big advantage of the UEQ+ is that it allows researchers to 
create UX questionnaires perfectly adapted to the research question, 
i.e. such a questionnaire contains exactly the scales that need to be 
measured. In addition, all scales follow a uniform item format, which 
makes it easy for the participants to answer the items.

But such a modular approach is not without its shortcomings. There 
are some disadvantages compared to using a standard questionnaire 
like the UEQ out of the box.

Obviously, the effort to set up the questionnaire is higher. An 
application of the UEQ+ requires that the researcher have a clear picture 
concerning the UX aspects that are relevant for the product and should 
therefore be measured. There are some recommendations available 
that show how important different UX aspects are for different types 
of products (see [22] and [7]). In addition, the UEQ+ handbook (can 
be downloaded from www.ueqplus.ueq-research.org) contains some 
detailed suggestions concerning the most relevant UEQ+ scales for 
several typical product categories. But of course, not all products will 
fall into one of the described product categories in these papers and it 
must be checked if there are maybe exceptions for a specific product.

Most standard questionnaires offer some tools for data analysis. 
Thus, it is sufficient to collect the data, drop it to the tool and not all, 
but many important analyses are done automatically. We also offer 
a data analysis tool (can be downloaded free of charge from www.
ueqplus.ueq-research.org), but since the scale structure of the resulting 
questionnaire is not fixed, this tool only provides limited support.

In addition, interpretation of the results is a bit harder in the UEQ+ 
than in standard questionnaires. What does a scale value of 1.3 for a scale 
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mean? Is this a good, medium or bad value compared to other products? 
Standard questionnaires, for example the UEQ itself [19] or the 

SUS [23] or VISAWI [25], offer large benchmark data sets that are 
based on evaluation results for larger sets of different products. Thus, a 
simple comparison of the result obtained in an evaluation to the results 
in the benchmark data set offers some insights concerning the question 
of how good or bad the impression of users towards the product is 
compared to other available products. 

For the scales from the UEQ, such a benchmark is available, for 
the newly added scales this is at the moment not the case. For some 
frequently used scales this situation may change, but some of the scales 
are obviously only relevant for special types of products, so it may take 
a long time until a benchmark in the quality of the UEQ benchmark 
will be available for all scales of the UEQ+.

IX. When to use UEQ+?

Given the remarks concerning the advantages and disadvantages of 
a modular questionnaire, it is possible to give some recommendations.

If you are setting out to evaluate a single product and your main 
research question is to get an idea about the UX quality of this product, 
you should use the UEQ. Even if some of the scales do not perfectly 
match your product or if some scales that you think are important are 
missing, the availability of the UEQ benchmark and the ease of use of 
the available material, like the data analysis tool, would clearly speak 
for using the UEQ.

If you are planning to evaluate the same product multiple times, 
for example to get an insight if the product improves over time, and 
if the UEQ scales do not capture most of the UX aspects you consider 
relevant, then opting for your own special questionnaire built with the 
UEQ+ is the better choice. In this scenario, the lack of a benchmark is 
not a big issue, since you are mainly interested in comparing multiple 
measurements of the same product over time. Thus, capturing the UX 
quality in an optimized form is more important here.

If you want to set up an UX measurement as part of your quality 
process for a larger suite of similar products (in the sense that the same 
UX aspects apply to all of them) and if the scales of the original UEQ 
do not fit well to your needs, then it is also recommended to set up your 
own questionnaire using the UEQ+. In this case the additional effort 
required is minor, since you do this only once and reuse it in a large 
number of concrete evaluations. In addition, the lack of a benchmark is 
not so important, since over time you will generate your own data set 
of evaluations that will help to interpret then the results obtained for a 
single product, i.e. in such a scenario you will quickly generate enough 
data yourself.

X. Conclusions and Further Work

We described the development of a modular framework for the 
creation of UX questionnaires. This framework allows the researcher 
to select the UX aspects that are relevant for a certain product from a 
list of existing UX scales. Thus, a customized questionnaire containing 
exactly those UX scales that are important for the users of the product 
can be created.

Currently, the UEQ+ framework contains 16 scales. Of course, 
they do not cover the entire concept of UX. Other scales may be 
required for some products and new use cases and product types 
entering the market in the future will create the need for different, not-
yet-considered UX scales. Thus, a framework like the UEQ+ is always 
a work in progress and at no point in time will it be truly finished. We 
will try to provide some additional scales in the near future and hope 
that other researchers will (as they did already by constructing some of 

the extension scales for the UEQ) help to provide new scales, which we 
can then integrate into the UEQ+ framework.

Another important area of future work is the improvement of the 
existing benchmarks. This simply requires time to collect sufficiently 
large sets of data.

Six of the UEQ+ scales are concerning their items identical to the 
original UEQ scales. However, the item format is slightly changed. 
Items of a scale are grouped in the UEQ+ and the positive term is 
always right (in the original UEQ items appear in random order and 
polarity). In addition, a statement has been added that described 
the common meaning of all items in a scale. It is currently not fully 
investigated if these changes have an impact on the results, i.e. if the 
scale means obtained from the UEQ+ scales are fully comparable to the 
scale means of the corresponding UEQ scales. We expect only minor 
deviations, but this must be of course evaluated in further studies.

Currently, the items for the extension scales of the UEQ are available 
only in German and English. The six scales taken over directly from the 
UEQ are available in more than 20 languages (see, for example, [35] [36] 
for the description of the Spanish and Portuguese language versions). Of 
course, we hope to provide some more translations in the future.

Appendix I

In the following we present the complete list of scales and items 
available in the UEQ+ framework.
Attractiveness
In my opinion, the product is generally:
• annoying / enjoyable
• bad / good
• unpleasant / pleasant
• unfriendly / friendly
Efficiency
To achieve my goals, I consider the product as:
• slow / fast
• inefficient / efficient
• impractical / practical
• organized / cluttered

Perspicuity
In my opinion, handling and using the product are:
• not understandable / understandable
• difficult to learn / easy to learn
• complicated / easy
• clear / confusing

Dependability
In my opinion, the reactions of the product to my input and command are:
• unpredictable / predictable
• obstructive / supportive
• not secure / secure
• does not meet expectations / meets expectations

Stimulation
In my opinion, handling and working with the product are:
• inferior / valuable
• boring / exciting
• not interesting / interesting
• demotivating / motivating

Novelty
In my opinion, the idea behind the product and its design are:
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• dull / creative
• conventional / inventive
• common / cutting edge
• conservative / innovative

Trust
Regarding the use of my personal information and data, the product is:
• insecure / secure
• untrustworthy / trustworthy
• unreliable / reliable
• non-transparent / transparent

Aesthetics
In my opinion, the visual design of the product is:
• ugly / beautiful
• lacking style / stylish
• unappealing / appealing
• unpleasant / pleasant

Adaptability
Regarding my personal requirements and preferences, the product is:
• not adjustable / adjustable
• not changeable / changeable
• inflexible / flexible
• not extendable / extendable

Usefulness
I consider the possibility of using the product as:
• useless / useful
• not helpful / helpful
• not beneficial / beneficial
• not rewarding / rewarding

Intuitive Use
In my opinion, using the product is:
• difficult / easy
• illogical / logical
• not plausible / plausible
• inconclusive / conclusive

Value
I generally consider the design of the product as:
• inferior / valuable
• not presentable / presentable
• tasteless / tasteful
• not elegant / elegant

Trustworthiness of Content
In my opinion, the information and data provided by the product are:
• useless / useful
• implausible / plausible
• untrustworthy / trustworthy
• inaccurate / accurate

Quality of Content
In my opinion, the information and data provided by the product are:
• obsolete / up-to-date
• not interesting / interesting
• poorly prepared / well prepared
• incomprehensible / comprehensible

Acoustics
The noise during use of the product is:

• loud / quiet
• dissonant / melodic
• booming / dampened
• piercing / soft

Haptics
In my opinion, the surface of the product is:
• unstable / stable
• unpleasant to the touch / pleasant to the touch
• rough / smooth
• slippery / slip-resistant
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I. Introduction

THE prevention of epidemics is a great issue of public health and 
problematical phenomena. Geographical location of housing zones 

subject to contamination contributes in circumscribing and controlling 
the spread of epidemic through a prevention strategy and thoughtful 
management. In this context, the role of the decisional information system 
is essential in the access to information and decision-making support by 
health institutions and local authorities in charge of this prevention.

To identify a good strategy for preventing epidemics and to 
guarantee a careful management of the spread of epidemics, it is 
important to design a quality epidemiological surveillance system. 
Traditionally, decision-making information systems rely heavily on 
data warehouses offering tools for multidimensional exploration 
of data and indicators through online analysis or online analytical 
processing (OLAP). 

With regard to phenomena such as the epidemic, the spatial 
(and temporal) dimensions are eminently important in the analysis 
and qualification of the propagation of the phenomenon in the 
neighborhood, as well as its emergence or re-emergence.

The last years have witnessed the development of research works 
on Spatial OLAP or SOLAP [1] [2] integrating spatial data in OLAP 
and linking exploration and visualization mapping. The natural 
approach is therefore to apply and experiment these approaches and 
the resulting system EPISOLAP [3] was proposed and dedicated to 
epidemiological analysis.

SOLAP method has proven its efficiency in a few years only from 
its creation. At the beginning of our study, we have chosen to use this 

new approach in the monitoring of epidemics. We assume that public 
health is a perfect field to show the advantages of SOLAP technology 
and its benefits in processing complex data (spatial data) with a 
decisional manner and not transactional as the one used in traditional 
geographic information systems(GISs). SOLAP did not cancel 
completely the usefulness of GISs but their use becomes limited to the 
interrogation of geo-spatial data, recording the results of analysis and 
executing simple queries not exceeding the standards of a relational 
database such as Insert or Select operations. The big inconvenient 
of transactional process is that more the query is complicated; the 
answer to this query is slower because of the tabular structure of a 
relational database. Contrariwise, in geospatial data warehouse, data 
is represented as cubes or hyper-cubes. Multidimensional structure 
facilitates access to information, speeds up the processing of complex 
queries and the response is given in few seconds only (time of reflection 
of a human being). Moreover, the reporting service of SOLAP process 
offers a quality representation by structuring the results of analysis in 
understandable forms facilitating the process of decision making.

Thereafter, limits have been detected. The objective of the current 
work is to combine the principles of SOLAP and spatial data mining 
methods in the same spirit of OLAM (On-Line Analytical Mining) 
or Multidimensional Mining, proposed in [4], [5]. It is a matter of 
enriching SOLAP functions not only to be restricted on exploration 
and visualization of spatial data but also to enrich the aggregation 
function which is not necessarily a simple average or a sum but 
which may be based on spatial regression, classification, association 
or characterization.  The integration between SOLAP and SDM leads 
to the development of a new EPISOLAP-MINING decision-making 
system based on SOLAM engine (SOLAP Mining) that we are trying 
to design through this study. The main two objectives of this article 
are: (1) analyze epidemiological risk factors and rank them in order 
of relevance, allowing authorities to intervene and eliminate the most 
influential in priority and (2) apply aggregation function in SOLAP 
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systems using spatial generalization according to spatial characteristics 
of administrative zones instead of spatial generalization depending 
only on the administrative division hierarchy.

To achieve these two objectives, we introduce two key 
contributions which are respectively: (1) calculate information gain 
of each attribute in the Attribute Oriented Induction (AOI) algorithm, 
classify the attributes according to the values of the gains and drop 
first the attribute corresponding to the lowest gain, then proceed to 
generalize identical neighboring tuples, (2) Use comparison method 
which is a type of characterization method often used to distinguish 
one target class from one or more contrasting classes. Therefore, zones 
can be aggregated according to their identical characteristics.

In section II we present the related work found in the literature 
in relation to spatial generalization. Section III presents our 
proposed approach and SOLAM engine. The description of spatial 
generalization process is given in section IV. In section V, the 
generalization process is applied on epidemiological surveillance 
with some illustrations. At the end, we conclude our discussion in 
section VI by giving some perspectives.

II. Related Work

Since the introduction of the SOLAP system by Professor Yvan 
Bedard, several studies have emerged in order to improve and develop 
new proposals to make the SOLAP applications more complete. 
For example, in the study of [6], several SOLAP applications were 
presented (in different fields: environmental health, transportation, 
etc.), and gaps were raised and then remedied. 

On the other hand, and in the last decade, several efforts have been 
made to enrich OLAP systems to support complex space objects. We 
quote here the work of [7] who proposed C 3 model presented as a new 
modeling strategy to support complex spatial objects in OLAP cubes. 
This model is the extension of the “BigCube” model proposed in [8]. 
The C 3 model includes three constructors: “categorization construct”, 
“containment construct” and “combination or cubing construct” 
allowing all three to structure complex and multi-structured regions 
and build the multidimensional data cube. The authors also proposed 
another geographical constructor called “geo-construct” to manipulate 
and query the spatial hierarchies of geographical objects. These objects 
are subdivided into two types: Structured Object (SO) and Base Object 
(BO). On the basis of these two types of geographical objects they 
proposed the hierarchy of regions called “regH: region hierarchy” 
organized like this:

<region : SO> :=<regionLabel : BO><face : SO> 
In [9] researchers proposed “MuSD” (multigranular spatial data 

warehouse) which is based on spatial fact, spatial dimension and 
multilevel spatial measure. “MuSD” manages and supports spatial 
measures in multiple levels of geometric granularity. In addition to the 
representation constructs, the model includes a set of SOLAP operators 
to navigate not only across dimensional levels, but also through the 
different levels of spatial measure. Recently, the work of [10] focused 
on the management of qualitative measures in addition to quantitative 
measures in OLAP systems as well as the proposal of new drilling 
operators to navigate in the different levels of the multidimensional 
cube.  The objective of the research was the adaptation of drilling 
operations by introducing the notion of fuzzy to calculate probabilistic 
measures by aggregating the qualitative dimensions.

Another category of studies have tackled the problematic of non-
strict spatial hierarchies in spatial data warehouses and proposed new 
logical models in [11], by introducing logic schemes with “Bridge 
Table”. More recently in [12] the authors have proposed another solution 
for implementation of this special type of hierarchy that exists in some 

spatial applications by introducing the bitmap index (Index-NN).
As part of the enhancement of spatial data processing capability, 

researchers in [13] introduced the notion of auxiliary spatial 
dimensions and adapted SOLAP operations to handle this kind of 
spatial dimensions. Their role is to facilitate the processing and 
execution of complex spatial queries and to ensure a better response 
time. Another study in [14] focused on managing complex levels of 
details of hierarchy in OLAP systems. They were the first to propose 
a “multi-model” that uses semantics in data aggregation to avoid 
the introduction of incorrect queries and nonsense responses. The 
authors also introduced in this same work, a high level language for 
multidimensional databases called “SumQL” which was later extended 
to the “SumQL ++” language to support distributed object databases. 
In the same vein, recent work in [15] has been the subject of a new 
approach that defines the constraints of integrity in SOLAP systems 
in order to improve the accuracy, coherence and completeness of 
spatial databases. Then, a classification of SOLAP user constraints was 
applied in constellation schema composed of three fact tables sharing 
spatial, temporal and thematic dimensions. The approach was applied 
in the field of agro forestry in the region of Mostaganem in Algeria.

Some open research questions that are currently being investigated 
are listed as new SOLAP trends, in [16]. These trends include: 
Continuous SOLAP, Real-Time SOLAP, SOLAP for Emergencies and 
SOLAP Web Applications.

In the field of web mapping, in [17] researchers have set up the 
platform “UMapIT” (Unrestricted Mapping Interactive Tool) for an 
efficient management of spatially referenced data on the web. This 
web platform was introduced as a new paradigm that integrates the 
multidimensional approach (datacube) and the occurrence-driven 
approach to support the demands of users on the web. This approach 
combines geometry, semantics, and graphical representation as 
dimension tables in a star schema and is connected to the spatial fact 
table defined as “Vuel” (Element View). This approach allows a better 
management of the levels of details in spatial hierarchies on the web. 
In [18] GeWOLAP, another SOLAP Web-based prototype is presented 
with some new SOLAP operators adapted to web applications.

Our approach, in the current study, is inspired from the concept 
of OLAM that was first proposed in [19] where it has been suggested 
as an OLAP tool coupled with data mining. DBMiner prototype has 
been developed and generalized for multiple data mining functions 
like Characterization (Characterizer of DBMiner), Comparison, 
Classification (Classifier of DBMiner), Association (Associator of 
DBMiner), Prediction (Predictor of DBMiner) and Clustering. Several 
manners to perform this integration were proposed: cubing then 
mining, mining then cubing, cubing while mining, backtracking and 
comparative mining.

The generalization process is based on attribute oriented induction 
method (AOI) proposed in [20] and a basic attribute oriented induction 
algorithm that has been proposed in [21]. More recently, in [22], author 
has summarized spatial generalization method used in generating 
characteristic rules and using Attribute Oriented Induction method 
in eight sequential steps which are ordered as follows: data focusing; 
attribute removal; attribute generalization; count propagation; 
attribute generalization control; relation generalization control; rule 
transformation and finally, handling overlapping tuples. This last step 
is specified to generate classification/discriminant rules.

Afterward, GeoMiner has been designed in [23] as the extension 
of DBMiner to spatial data and proposed three modules: Geo-
Characterizer, Geo-Comparator and Geo-associator. They are based on 
spatial generalization defined in [24] as the process of data aggregation 
according to conceptual hierarchies. The discovery of general 
relationships between spatial and non-spatial data can be performed 
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by attribute oriented induction in two ways: (1) spatial dominant 
generalization (SDG) and (2) non-spatial dominant generalization 
(NSDG). The former is spatial hierarchy directed induction which 
performs generalization on spatial data first; whereas the later is non-
spatial attribute oriented induction which performs the generalization 
on non-spatial data first [25].

Other kinds of spatial generalization were also indicated as novel 
alternatives of generalization like interleaved generalization between 
spatial and non- spatial data and generalization on multiple thematic 
maps. Several algorithms were proposed to perform spatial data 
generalization like GenDis algorithm in [26]. 

According to [24], the client tools currently used to run conventional 
data warehouses are not suitable for geospatial data warehouses 
because they do not exploit the geometric structure of the data. In this 
optic, SOLAP technologies were developed and implemented [27].

III. Proposed Approach

The approach that we propose here includes an extension of the 
SOLAP systems with predictive spatial data mining (SDM) techniques 
to highlight the risk factors in the field of epidemiological surveillance. 
The purpose is describing and explaining the factors of epidemic 
phenomenon observed and recorded within “EPISOLAP” data 
warehouse, in order to better understand them and even avoid them. 
More precisely, SDM will help in the discovery of the correlations 
between spatial phenomena and will give a precise description of 
the epidemiological scenarios which should improve understanding 
risk factors of epidemic and orient the actions of prevention. In the 
context of this application, coupling SOLAP and SDM will fulfill the 
following functions:
• SOLAP tool represents the spatial aspect of the epidemiological 

study thanks to its ability of detection and location of epidemic 
outbreaks. 

• SDM highlights certain socio-environmental aspects and socio-
economic transformations that influence the spatial dynamic of 
epidemic phenomena and which contribute to various scenarios of 
the transmission. 
However, in the literature, the two approaches have been proposed 

separately, and were not enough integrated. On the one hand, it is 
regrettable that SDM is not performed in an online way and only deals 
with data represented in tabular form (individual-variable table) and on 
the other hand, conventional SOLAP operators allow only aggregating, 
visualizing and exploring spatial data without any interpretation efforts. 
This makes the coupling between these two tools more than necessary 
to achieve this complementarily. Such coupling is not straightforward 
and there are several challenges to overcome which we could clarify by 
responding to the following questions:
• How can SOLAP and data warehouse integrate SDM algorithms?
• How to store in a data warehouse the knowledge extracted by an 

SDM method?
• How to execute on-line, sometimes large cubes, excavation 

algorithms of a certain complexity and time consuming?
• How to model in a multidimensional way complex data (geographic 

data)?
• How to make online analysis on the spatial data?

It is obvious that the implementation of such coupling will not be 
without difficulties and will have to be carried out under the respect of 
certain constraints. Indeed, unlike queries on data cubes, the OLAP-
based search should take the context into account. At a given time, the 
user of a cube displays facts with different levels of granularity. This 
instant photography of the data can be used to perform data mining. 

Our approach is inspired from the vision of Jiawei Han who integrated 
OLAP with data mining in one coherent system which he called OLAM 
(On Line Analytical Mining) in [4]. In another work [28], we have 
designed EPISOLAP-MINING by combining a multi criteria spatial 
decision support system SDSS_MCA_DM (Spatial Decision Support 
System based on Multi Criteria Analysis and Data Mining) [29] and 
SOLAM sub-system. The purpose of the present article is precisely 
presenting this later module. An overview of SOLAM module is 
illustrated on Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. SOLAM sub-system of EPISOLAP MINING.

The proposed SOLAM sub system follows two fundamental 
steps (Exploratory step and decisional step) by following the general 
approach of SDM proposed in [29]:

A. Exploratory Phase
Allows a synthetic description (global auto-correlation index, 

generalization, density, smoothing), to discover the discrepancies 
giving the local specificities (local auto-correlation or local factor 
analysis) or to look for clusters. This first phase guides the decision-
making phase. Our choice in this exploratory phase was on the spatial 
generalization method.

B. Decisional Phase
In this phase, more detailed analysis is made to explain the 

differences or to characterize the groups (characterization, classification 
rules or association rules). Our choice in this decisional phase was on 
characterization method.

IV. Description of the Spatial Generalization Process

In this study, we have chosen non-spatial dominant 
generalization; this one does not use a spatial hierarchy but generates 
less detailed locations by fusion of spatial objects.

The principle of this process is simple, an attribute oriented induction 
(AOI) method [30] is performed using thematic hierarchies, but keeping 
their spatial description. This induction produces values of homogeneous 
attributes for several objects. These objects are then merged.

The comparison process breaks down into four processes, starting 
with the process of data collection, the choice of dimension relevance 
analysis, the process of applying synchronous generalization and 
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finally, the presentation of driven comparison. Fig. 2 illustrates step 1 
and 2 and Fig. 3 illustrates step 3 and 4.

Fig. 2.  Step 1 and 2 of comparison process.

Fig. 3.  Step 3 and 4 of comparison process.

A. Step 1: Data Collection
The relevant data of the database is collected by applying SQL 

query which partitions the data set into one target class and one or a set 
of contrasting class(es).

B. Step 2: Dimension Relevance Analysis
Only the relevant dimensions are included in the subsequent 

analysis after applying dimension relevance analysis on target and 
contrasting class(es). The method leads on ranking the relevance of the 
dimensions and only the more relevant dimensions will be included in 
data comparison process.

C. Step 3: Synchronous Generalization
The basic AOI algorithm used in this step is that proposed in [21]. 

The AOI algorithm breaks down into two processes, starting with the 
process of grouping the attributes according to the different concepts 
hierarchies and then the process of merging identical tuples.

The AOI algorithm is performed by substituting lower level 
concepts with its corresponding prime level concepts, which leads to a 

prime relation, by eliminating duplicated tuples and accumulating the 
counts in the retained generalized tuples.

The prime target cuboid and the prime contrasting cuboid (s) arise 
from the generalization process that is performed on the target class to 
the level controlled by a user/expert specified dimension threshold and 
on the contrasting class generalized to the same level. Discriminated 
or comparison rule is an assertion which discriminates (or compares) 
the concepts of one (target) class from another (contrasting) class [31]. 
This rule gives a discriminated criterion which can be used to predict 
the class membership of new data. 

Attribute-Oriented Induction is robust and handles noise and/
or exceptional cases elegantly because it incorporates statistical 
information (using count) and generates disjunctive rules. The 
association of count with each disjunction leads naturally to mining 
approximate rules, for which the conditions with negligible weight 
can be dropped in generalization and rule formation, since a negligible 
weight implies a minimal influence to the conclusion.

In our proposed approach, an alternative of comparison algorithm 
could be performed by calculating informational gain using the 
ID3 formula and taking into account the neighboring relation. This 
alternative of comparison algorithm is adapted for spatial generalization 
by integrating the neighborhood matrix as an input in the comparison 
algorithm (see Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1. Comparison algorithm

     //(where m= # of classes)
While n˃= 1(where n= # of attributes) do { 

     
     //(where v= # of sub classes)
     
     Min_Gain = Gain(A1)
     For each attribute Ai(2≤i≤n) in the generalized relation GR do{

          

          
          If Gain(Ai) < Min_Gain then Min_Gain = Gain(Ai)
          R=Ai
     }

Remove R// drop the attribute that correspond to the minimum gain      
Min_Gain

     n=n-1
     If corresponding zones are neighbors
     then merge identical tuples 
     Accumulate count%
     Create merged zone
     }
End 

The non-spatial dominant generalization triggers the merge of 
the connected regions with the same thematic descriptions. The 
spatial merge generates a set of consolidated identical regions. Some 
approximation algorithms (such as smoothing or ignoring minor 
outliers) can be applied, and the generalization can terminate when the 
number of distinct merged regions reaches a small number defined by 
a specified generalization threshold.
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D. Step 4: Presentation of Driven Comparison 
The final result of the process can be driven in different forms like 

tables, diagrams or even box plots or logic rules. The information in the 
two classes is used to generate qualitative or quantitative discriminant 
rules. The generalized relation is transformed into conjunctive normal 
form, and multiple tuples are transformed into disjunctive normal 
form. Interesting rules can often be discovered by following different 
paths leading to several generalized relations for comparison.

The generalization process can be adjusted to the desired levels by 
performing roll up or drill down operations on the target and contrasting 
classes. Concept hierarchies can be created by users or domain experts, 
but also generated automatically based on value distribution or some 
clustering algorithms.

The induction process described above can be viewed as a data 
generalization and compression process, which compresses an initial 
relation into a usually much smaller prime relation, expressed at high 
concept levels.

V. Case Study

A. Delimitating the Study Area
Our study area is composed of 26 communes of the provinces 

of Oran. They represent the 26 outbreaks of tuberculosis epidemic 
previously detected by “EPISOLAP” system. Table II shows the level 
0 of Generalization: Gen_0 with 26 zones.

B. Formulation of the Addressed Problem
In Table I, we give a list of the factors considered by studies in 

tuberculosis epidemiological monitoring. These factors will be 
analyzed and combined as attributes using the non-spatial dominant 
generalization method to derive a ranking of factors. We consider in 
our case study the following relevant attributes:  name, incidence_rate1, 
density, prec_const, inact_nbr, humidity.

TABLE I. Considered Attributes

N° CRITERION Type Scale Evaluation 
Method Source

1 Incidence rate Medical [15,115]
Number of 
infectious 

cases
D.H.P2

2 The density Of 
population Demographic [630,9660]

Population 
mean, 
surface

O.N.S3

3
Number of 
precarious 

constructions
Demographic [0,5125] Number of 

slums O.N.S

4 Number of 
inactive Demographic [112,9928]

Level of 
education, 

age
O.N.S

5 Humidity Climatic [1,4]
Distance 

according to 
the sea

O.N.M4

1 It is calculated by the following  formula: 
   Incidence rate=Number of infectious cases * 100000/(Population Mean)
2 Direction of Health and Population of Oran
3 Office National of Statistics of Oran
4 Office National of Meteorology of Oran

C. Experimentation
The objective of the process is to derive the general characteristics 

of 26 tuples of epidemic outbreaks using analytical characterization 
to identify the most influential factors on the spread of tuberculosis 
in Oran. The methodology leads on the classification of factors (or 
attributes) based on the calculation of the information gain of each 
considered attribute. Gen (ai) is the level of concept hierarchy and the 
initial level of generalization is Gen_0. It is the level of generalization 
before applying any generalization operation and ai is the removed 
attribute.

Step 1: Data collection
At the beginning, a DMQL query (Data Mining Query Language) 

is executed in order to collect the task-relevant data (Fig. 4). The 
objective of the data mining process is to compare high and low level 
of epidemiological outbreaks using discriminant rules.

Fig. 4.  Collect the task-relevant data.

The result of the DMQL query is illustrated on Table II.

TABLE II.  Example of 26 Tuples of Epidemic Outbreak

N° Name Incidence 
rates

Density of 
population

Number of 
precarious 

constructions

Inactive 
number Humidity

1 Oran 37 9660 5125 9928 1
2 Gdyel 44 413 101 760 2
3 Bir El Djir 36 5330 1305 2683 2
4 HassiBounif 49 1976 116 1356 3
5 EsSenia 53 2144 570 1345 2

........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ...........
26 Ain Biya 25 89 5 395 2

After that, we divide our data set into two classes, target class 
and contrasting class by executing two SQL queries us it is shown on 
Fig. 5. The target class contains the low level of risk outbreaks and 
contrasting class contains the high level of risk outbreaks. The results 
of the two SQL queries are illustrated on Table III.

Fig. 5.  Initial contrasting class relation and initial target class relation.
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TABLE III. Candidate Relation for Target and Contrasting Classes

Name Class Inac_rate Density Prec_ 
Const Inact_Nbr Hum Count

A. Turck
Low

31 1005 197 671 1 12
……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ………..
Tafraoui 35 63 5 289 4 5

Ain kerma
High

79 71 0 122 1 6
……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ………..
S.Chami 55 1661 1282 2324 2 64

Step 2: Dimension relevance analysis
In the second step dimension, relevance analysis is applied by using 

analytical generalization in order to eliminate irrelevant attributes.
Attribute removal: We start by dropping the less relevant attribute, 

the name of outbreaks does not have any importance. Then we can drop 
it; after that we generalize some identical tuples.

Attribute generalization: it consists of discretization of continuous 
attributes into different categories according to the concept hierarchies 
of Fig. 6 and accumulate counts
• generalize incidence_rate to incidence_rate_C
• generalize density in density_C
• generalize prec_const in prec_const_C
• generalize inact_nbr in inact_nbr_C
• generalize Humudity in Hum_C

Fig. 6.  Conceptual hierarchies.

Candidate relation: incid_rate_C, density_C, prec_const_C, 
inact_nbr_C and Hum_C.

The resulting outbreaks dataset is illustrated in Table III. Hereafter, 
name outbreaks will be deleted in order to create a new table (see Table 
IV), the algorithm processes by looking for identical tuples in order to 
be merged in new created sectors if only the corresponding zones are 
neighbors. Therefore, only the last ones are neighbors, then they are 
merged in new sector S6. 

TABLE IV.  Table of the First Level of Generalization Process

Name Class Incid_
rate_C

Density 
_C

Prec_ 
Const _C

Inact_
Nbr_C Hum_C Count Grouped

zones
A.Turck

Low
37-56 inf36314 inf570 inf788 1 12 A.Turck

……….. ………. ……….. ……….. ……….. …… …… ……
Tafraoui 37-56 inf36314 inf570 inf788 3 5 Tafraoui
A.kerma

High

sup57 inf36314 inf570 inf788 1 6 A. kerma
……….. ………. ……….. ……….. ……….. …… …… ………..

Bir El Djir Sup57 36314-
88398 571-1305 788-2683 2 63 S6

……….. ………. ……….. ……….. ……….. …… …… ………..
S.Chami Sup57 36314 - 

88398 571-1305 788-2683 2 64 S6

Step 3 Synchronous Generalization
Synchronous Generalization is applied on target and contrasting 

classes simultaneously by using the comparison algorithm described 
in section IV (Algorithm 1). The entropy of each attribute is computed 
and classified in Table V. The number between brackets is the number 
of generalization operations executed in each level for both low and 
high zones.

TABLE V.  Table of Gain and Number of Merging Zones

Removed 
attribute Level Zones Low 

zones
High 
zones Gain(Ai)

name Gen_0 26 16(0) 10(1) -

Density_C Gen_1 25 16(0) 9(0) 0,44280177

Inact_nbr_C Gen_2 24 16(0) 8(1) 0,503416154

Prec_Const_C Gen_3 23 16(0) 7(1) 0,562716866

Incidence_rate_C Gen_4 17 10(2) 7(0) 0,593837294

Hum_C Gen_5 6 3(2) 3(2) 0,601812721

Class_C Gen_6 2 1(1) 1(1) -

We start by removing irrelevant/weakly relevant attributes from 
candidate relation having density_C. The iterative process is executed 
according to different generalization steps. Each step corresponds to 
one removal attribute dropped by the order given in Table V. The rest 
of spatial generalization steps is given in the appendix.

Step 4: Presentation of the driven comparison
According to the forth level of spatial generalization, neighboring 

zones S6, S7 are merged in S8. The generalized area is formed in 
the center of the study area because of the same characteristics of 
merged zones, therefore we can extract the following discriminant rule 
describing the high level of epidemiological risk:

Fig. 7 summarizes the different steps of generalization by giving 
the removed attribute corresponding to each level of generalization 
and the geographic representation of the resulting merged zones. The 
spatial generalization tree is composed of geographic areas which are 
the administrative divisions grouped in new sectors that are created 
by the operation of regionalization. The final two sectors are the high 
sector and the low sector.

Fig. 7. Spatial Generalization tree.

Geographical summarization of spatial generalization is illustrated 
in the steps of Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8.  Visualization of spatial generalization process.

VI. Conclusion

This article presents a new approach SOLAM based on spatial 
generalization applied according to the general characteristics of 
locations in lieu of the conventional spatial aggregation in SOLAP 
systems. 

We have adopted the non dominant spatial generalization method 
based on the attribute-oriented induction method. This method has 
enriched SOLAP to no longer be limited to a simple aggregation 
function according to the administrative division of the study area 
but which may be based on the characteristics of the geographical 
regions. SOLAM engine helps classifying demographic and socio-
environmental factors according to their levels of relevance. Thus, 
epidemiologists can focus their eradication actions and long-term 
prevention strategies by eliminating factors in order of relevance. 
EPISOLAM system has a new feature of sectorization (regionalization) 
allowing increasing to one level of generalization of geographic areas, 
whenever an irrelevant attribute is removed from the database.

SOLAM or semantic SOLAP is based on the comparison process 
performed by AOI algorithm which is tailored in our study by 
introducing the information gain in the process of identifying the most 

relevant attributes. This current research studies the primary kernel of 
this category of decision support systems, which merits further studies 
to be more comprehensive. The approach can be generalized to various 
other cases involving spatial analysis problem of multidimensional 
information. The application of spatial or non-spatial dominant 
generalization performed by Attribute-Oriented-Induction approach 
based on multidimensional information for a particular geographic 
context can guide the application of confirmatory spatial analysis 
techniques to data related to this zone.

There are many important issues that should be explored in further 
research. First, there is a question of identifying other measures 
and rules that may capture patterns in data not already captured by 
characterization rules. An efficient test for spatial autocorrelation would 
fix this lack of information. Global and local autocorrelation analyses 
seem very useful in analyzing space and/or space-time phenomena. 
That could be introduced by calculating geo-statistical indexes (e.g. 
Moran and Lisa indexes respectively) in each level of generalization. 
The experimental results will be reported in the near future. Secondly, 
we will try to introduce time in the study of autocorrelation by applying 
geo-statistics techniques to EPISOLAP-MINING system in view 
to analyze autocorrelation between locations in different periods of 
epidemic peak. Also, we would like to extend spatial generalization 
process to a space-time generalization process which means extending 
AOI algorithm by introducing the neighborhood matrix extended 
on time as an input of the algorithm instead of only the spatial 
neighborhood matrix. We hope to explore this idea in a later paper. 
Finally, the dataset that we have presented in our case study was very 
small and it was used only for a validation purpose of our proposal. It 
might be fruitful to explore the behavior of the suggested algorithm 
when the dataset is very large in terms of number of recorded zones 
and for long periods of time.

Appendix

The resulting outbreaks dataset is illustrated in Table VI. Hereafter, 
density_C attribute will be deleted and identical tuples will be merged 
in order to create the Table VII. However, there is no new identical 
tuples for contrasting class in current outbreaks dataset and none of 
identical tuples are neighbors for the target class, therefore we keep the 
same table VI in table VII. 

TABLE VI.  Table of the Second Level of Generalization Process

Name Class Incid_
rate_C Density _C Prec_

Const _C
Inact_
Nbr_C Hum_C Count

A.Turck

Low

37-56 inf36314 inf570 inf788 1 12

……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. …… ……

Tafraoui 37-56 inf36314 inf570 inf788 3 5

Ain 
kerma

High
sup57 inf36314 inf570 inf788 1 6

……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ……. ……..

Gdyel 37-56 inf36314 inf570 inf788 2 17

The resulting outbreaks dataset is illustrated in Table VII. 
Hereafter, Inact_Nbr_C attribute will be deleted and identical tuples 
will be merged in order to create the table VIII as follows: There are 2 
identical tuples in the contrasting class which are neighbors then they 
are merged in the new sector S7. 
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TABLE VII. Table of the Third Level of Generalization Process

name Class Incid_
rate_C

Prec_Const 
_C

Inact_
Nbr_C Hum_C Count Grouped 

zones

A.ElTurck

Low

37-56 inf570 inf788 1 12 A.ElTurck

……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. …… ……

Tafraoui 37-56 inf570 inf788 3 5 Tafraoui

Ain kerma

High

sup57 inf570 inf788 1 6 Ain kerma

……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. …… ……

El kerma sup57 inf570 Inf788 2 13 S7

Essenia sup57 inf570 788-2683 2 13 S7

Gdyel 37-56 Inf570 Inf788 2 17 Gdyel

The resulting outbreaks dataset is illustrated in Table VIII. 
Hereafter, Prec_Const_C attribute will be deleted and identical tuples 
will be merged in order to create the Table IX as follows: There are 2 
identical tuples in the contrasting class which are neighbors then they 
are merged in the new sector S8. 

TABLE VIII.  Table of the Forth Level of Generalization Process

name Class Incid_
rate_C

Prec_Const 
_C Hum_C Count Grouped 

zones

A.ElTurck

Low

37-56 inf570 1 12 A.ElTurck

……….. …….. ……….. ……….. …… ………..

Tafraoui 37-56 inf570 3 5 Tafraoui

Ain kerma

High

sup57 inf570 1 6 Ain kerma

……….. ……….. ……….. ……….. …… ………..

S6 sup57 571-1305 2 127 S8

S7 sup57 inf570 2 57 S8

Gdyel 37-56 Inf570 2 17 Gdyel

TABLE IX. Table of the Fifth Level of Generalization Process

name Class Hum_C Incid_rate_C Count Grouped zones

ATurck

Low

1 37-56 12 S1

Bethioua 1 37-56 8 S2

Arzew 1 37-56 34 Arzew

Oran 1 37-56 288 S1

El Ancor 1 inf37 2 El Ancor

M Kebir 1 inf37 6 S1

M. Hadjaj 1 inf37 4 S2

…….. …….. …….. …….. ……..

O.Tlelat 3 inf37 3 S3

S.B.yebka 3 inf37 2 S5

Hassi Ben Okba 3 37-56 5 S4

Tafraoui 3 37-56 5 S3

H.Bounif 3 sup57 31 S4

H.Mefsoukh 3 sup57 6 S5

Ain kerma

High

1 sup57 6 Ain kerma

…….. …….. ……… …….. ……..

Gdyel 2 37-56 17 Gdyel

The resulting outbreaks dataset is illustrated in Table IX. Hereafter, 
Incid_rate_C attribute will be deleted and identical tuples will be 
merged in order to create the Table X. There are 5 new merged tuples 

with two or three identical tuples corresponding to neighbor zones. 
Therefore, they are merged in new sectors S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5.

TABLE X. Table of the Sixth Level of Generalization Process

name Class Hum_C Count Grouped zones

S1

Low

1 306 S1

S2 1 12 S11

Arzew 1 34 S11

El Ancor 1 2 S12

Ain El Bia 2 8 S11

Boufatis 2 3 S11

Boutlelis 3 6 S12

S3 3 8 S11

S4 3 36 S11

S5 3 8 S11

Ain kerma

High

1 6 Ain kerma

Bousfer 1 8 S10

Benfreha 3 12 S9

El Braya 3 5 S10

Misserguine 3 31 S10

S8 2 195 S10

Gdyel 2 17 S9

The resulting outbreaks dataset is illustrated in Table X. Hereafter, 
Hum_C attribute will be deleted and identical tuples will be merged in 
order to create the Table XI. There are 4 new merged tuples containing 
several identical tuples corresponding to neighbor zones. Therefore, 
they are merged in new sectors S9, S10, S11 and S12.

The resulting outbreaks dataset is illustrated in Table XI. Hereafter, 
Class_C attribute will be deleted and identical tuples will be merged in 
order to create a new table. There are tuples with identical tuples but 
could not be merged in new sectors because they are not neighbors, 
then we keep Table XI.

TABLE XI. Table of the Seventh Level of Generalization Process

Name Class Count Grouped zones

S1

Low

306 S1

S11 109 S11

S12 8 S12

Ain kerma

High

6 Ain kerma

S10 239 S10

S9 29 S9
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I. Introduction

IN recent years, the continuous development of electrical loads, 
especially due to industrial plants and human activities, results in 

increased number of new transmission lines, power plants, distribution 
networks and interconnection between different power systems. This 
effect leads to higher currents and power losses accompanied by voltage 
drop. Distribution system (DS) is an essential part of this power system 
problem as it connects loads to the transmission line at substations. 
About 70% of the power system losses are occurring at distribution 
system [1]. Therefore, the reduction of the losses in DS is the main 
concern nowadays. Hence, the world directed to use new generation 
sources of renewable energy resources (RERs) such as photovoltaic 
(PV), wind turbines and biomass energy, which are considered 
economically for supplying energy to electrical grids and suitable for 
power generation in remote areas [2], [3]. There are many potential 
benefits of DGs depending on their size and location. Normally, the 
real power loss and the voltage profile are the base objectives. Some 

other technical parameters may accompany this base objective such as 
reactive power requirement, reliability and efficiency of distribution 
network, emission, load-ability, voltage stability, DG capacity 
maximization, or economy oriented objectives [4]. There are different 
types of DG units, which can be classified based on whether they 
generate or absorb reactive power along with active power generation 
to (a) type A-DG units or P-type, which produces active power only 
such as PV (b) type B-DG units or Q-type, which produces reactive 
power only, like capacitor banks (c) type C-DG units or PQ+-type, 
which produces active and reactive power like synchronous generators 
(d) Type D-DG units or PQ--type which produces active power and 
consumes reactive power, like wind power induction generators. 

The random placement of DGs and capacitors in DS can cause 
more voltage drop and higher power losses than losses without them 
[5], [6]. Therefore, determining the proper placement and capacity 
of DGs in DS becomes a crucial task for obtaining their maximum 
possible advantages. Several techniques have been proposed in recent 
years to determine the optimal locations and sizes of DGs in DS such 
as Ref. [7], which discussed the adaptive protection using neural 
networks for high penetration of DGs, but this technique takes very 
long training time. Ref. [8] made a very hard work to get the effective 
signals for optimal ratings of RERs as the objective function and 
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constraints are designed using fuzzy sets. In Ref. [9] authors discussed 
the achievement of the trade-off between the reliability improvement 
and DG capacity by examining the load shedding.

Recently, numerous optimization algorithms handled the problem of 
DGs locations and sizing in DS. Artificial bee colony (ABC) [10], Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) [11], cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) [12], mixed 
integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) [13], Differential Evolution 
(DE) [14], flower pollination algorithm (FPA) [15]. Although these 
heuristic algorithms have been implemented simply and free derivative, 
they need numerous iterations to guarantee that the solution is converged. 
Hence, these techniques are computationally intensive. Furthermore, 
some studies used hybrid algorithms with analytical to combine their 
features and eliminate the shortage like, simulated annealing uses 
Loss Sensitivity Factor (LSF) in [16], PSO uses sensitivity analysis in 
[17], and hybrid PSO in [18]. There is another type of hybridization, 
which is combining metaheuristic algorithms together such as, genetic 
algorithm (GA) with imperialist competitive algorithm [19], ant colony 
optimization with artificial bee colony (HACO) [20], hybrid grey wolf 
optimizer (HGWO) [21], backtracking search optimization algorithm 
(BSOA) [22], and in [23], which used particle ant bee colony with 
harmony search (PABC).  Other studies used the analytical approach such 
as in [24], which uses efficient analytical with optimal power flow (EA-
OPF), an improved analytical (IA) method in [25] and machine learning 
method in [26]. In addition to Naresh, who used an analytical expression 
for optimum location for DG [27]. Most of previous techniques use a 
simple single objective function for minimizing the power losses except 
[19], [21], [23] that use a multi-objective functions to reduce real losses 
and improve voltage stability. Further, only few methods deal with the 
renewable DGs like in [20], [22], ant lion optimization (ALO) algorithm 
in Ref. [28], and backtracking search (BSA) algorithm in Ref. [29]. The 
above mentioned algorithms seem to be efficient. However they may 
not guarantee reaching the optimal value and face difficulty in escaping 
from the local minimum as the power losses face nonlinear equality 
constraints. This makes the problem non-convex. 

A new hybrid GMSA is developed based on the incorporation of 
GA operations with adaptive mutation operator on the reconnaissance 
phase using genetic pathfinder moths and the expanding of artificial 
light sources over the swarm. The GMSA has some advantages over 
the other swarm algorithms such as (i) its simplicity and flexibility 
as it can be applied to different problems without changing the main 
algorithm structure. (ii) ability on avoiding the trap in local minima. (iii) 
achieving fast convergence characteristics [30]. Ref. [30] determined 
the optimal sizes and locations of DGs without considering the 
different types of DGs. In this paper, three types of DG units including 
PV, WTG, and capacitor bank based DGs are embedded in distribution 
system optimally for minimizing the power losses. A sensitivity 
analysis based-Voltage Stability Index (VSI) has been performed to 
determine the most candidate locations for inclusion the compensation 
devices in DS to reduce the search space of optimization techniques 
and simulation time. Then, the hybrid approach based on the genetic 
algorithm (GA) and moth swarm algorithm (MSA) [31], is presented 
to determine the optimal renewable DG capacity and locations in the 
DS to minimize the system power losses, and maintain the voltage 
profile for various electrical distribution systems. It is tested on 
standard distribution systems i.e., (33 and 69 -bus).  In addition, the 
obtained results from the proposed approach are compared with those 
obtained from other algorithms to confirm its superiority. The article 
is organized as follows; section II provides the objective function 
formulation. GMSA algorithm is represented in section III. In section 
IV, the implementing of GMSA code for solving the DGs allocation 
problem has been presented. Section V shows the numerical results of 
the proposed technique applied on multiple standard systems. The last 
section concludes the results and advantages of the proposed method. 

II. Problem Formulation

A. Load Flow Calculation
Radial distribution networks (RDN) creates some negative 

conditions such as radial meshed networks, unbalanced operation, 
high R/X ratios and distributed generation. Due to these problems, 
the Newton Raphson, Gauss Siedel and other conventional load flow 
algorithms are not effective to solve the load flow calculation of the 
distribution systems [32]. Therefore, the modern algorithm called 
backward/forward sweep [32] is used in this work to analyze the power 
flow in the tested IEEE distribution systems. Fig. 1 shows a single 
line diagram of RDN. The active power flow (Pk+1) and reactive power 
flow (Qk+1) in RDN including DG unit at bus (k+1) are calculated by 
(1) and (2):

 (1)

  (2)

where, k is the sending end and k+1 is the receiving end. Voltages 
of a transmission line and real power losses in the line can be calculated 
from (3), (4), and (5) respectively:

 (3)

 (4)

  (5)

The total system loss is calculated by summing all line losses in the 
system as shown in (6):

 (6)

Pk, Q k Pk+1, Q k+1

Rk+ JX k

PLk+ JQ Lk PL(k+1)+ JQ L(k+1)

Vk Vk+1

 
Fig. 1. Simple radial distribution system.

The system security level is important and can be determined using 
the voltage stability index as follows:

 (7)

VSI should be high in order to improve the voltage profile and this 
can be achieved by minimizing the voltage deviations (VD) as follows:  

 (8)
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where, n is the number of buses and Vref is the reference voltage, 
which commonly is 1 p.u.   

B. Objective Functions
The main aim of the optimal DG placement problem is to minimize 

the voltage deviation, reduce the real power losses and improve the 
system voltage stability. There is a contrasting relation between these 
objectives, as clearly identified and numerically obtained by [33]. 
Hence, the multi-objective functions have been performed by using the 
following mathematical statements: 

  (9)

 (10)

 (11)

where, nl is number of branches in RDN and nb is number of buses. 
The weighted sum method is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
proposed approach for optimal placement and sizing of DG units. The 
concept Pareto strategy is not appropriate for such purpose, where the 
challenge in multi-objective optimization based on Pareto strategy is 
to find the Pareto optimal point that meets the decision maker’s given 
preferences. From the perspective of mathematical optimization, the 
weighted sum method allows the multi-objective to be cast as a single-
objective mathematical optimization problem resulting in only one 
solution, in addition to its lower computational cost (CPU-time). These 
advantages are more proper for real world problems. Therefore, the 
generalized objective function based on weighted sum method can be 
formulated as follows:

 (12)

where, w1, w2, and w3 are weighting factors. The value of any 
weighting factor is selected based on the relative importance on the 
related objective function with others objective functions. The sum of 
the absolute values of the weight factors in (12) subjected to all impacts 
should equal one:

 (13)

C. Constraint Conditions
The multi-objective functions are subjected to the following 

constraints:

1. Active and Reactive Power Balance
The active and reactive power flow constraints, which represent the 

equality constraints could be established for maintaining the balance 
between generation and consumption.

 (14)

 (15)

2. Voltage Constraints
The buses voltages are the inequality constraints. The bus voltage 

magnitude of each bus must be maintained within the following range:

 (16)

where Vmax and Vmin are the maximum and minimum values of bus 
(k) voltages. The lower and upper values are taken as 0.9 and 1.05 Pu, 
respectively.

3. DG Capacity Limits
The constraints of DG capacities are as follows:

 (17)

 (18)

 (19)

 (20)

 (21)

where,  and  are the minimum and maximum real outputs of  
the DG source.  and  are the minimum and maximum power 
factor of the DG source. 

The input control vector xc is composed of independent adjustable 
variables for each DG units. Each DG has three input control variables: 
location (L), power factor (PF) and injecting active power (PDG). 
Multiple DG units can be installed in a system as follows:

=
, , … , , , , , , … ,

, ,  
 (22)

In this paper, in the case of capacitor banks, the PF is zero and 
for PV units, the PF is considered to be unity thus the DG unit only 
delivers active power. While, in the case of wind, the DG unit delivers 
active and reactive power. 

D. Equality and Inequality Constraints Treatment
Power-flow equations, equality constraints (14) and (15), can be 

satisfied during the process of power-flow calculation. In the encoding 
period, the inequality constraints (16)–(21) can be satisfied through 
adding penalty function into the objective function in such a way that it 
penalizes any violation of the constraints. Consequently, the constrained 
optimization problem is then converted into an unconstrained form.

III. Overview of GMSA

A. Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GAs) were initially introduced by John 

Holland as the main global optimization technique. These algorithms 
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have been applied successfully to solve a large number of problems 
in different real-world fields by simulating the natural evolution 
systems. The recombination operation produces offspring that carry a 
combination of genetic material information from each parent where 
crossover operations are applied to exchange the chromosomes. The 
natural selection determines the evolution where the fittest survives 
with higher probability. Therefore, a suitable selection strategy is then 
used to determine the solutions that survives to the next generation 
based on their fitness values. The mutation operation is the main 
genetic operator that can achieve some diversity in the population. 

The steps of the MSA technique are discussed below.

B. Moth Swarm Algorithm
The moth swarm algorithm has been presented in 2017 by Al-

Attar et al. [30]. It is inspired by the orientation of moths towards 
moonlight. The available solution of an optimization problem using 
MSA is performed by the light source position, and its fitness is the 
luminescence intensity of the light source. Furthermore, the proposed 
method consists of three main groups, the first one is called pathfinders 
which are considered a small group of moths over the available space 
of the optimization. The main target of this group is to guide the 
locomotion of the main swarm by discriminating the best positions as 
light sources. Prospectors group is the second one which has a tendency 
to expatiate in a non-uniform spiral path within the section of the light 
sources determined by the pathfinders. The last one is the onlookers, 
this group of moths move directly to the global solution which has been 
acquired by the prospectors. 

C. Genetic Moth Swarm Algorithm (GMSA)
The proposed hybrid based algorithm aims to integrate advantages 

of the well-known GA in terms of sharing information and global 
search ability to find the optimal value of a given function using the 
following steps:

1. Initialization 
Initially, the positions of moths are randomly created for 

dimensional (d) and population number (n) as seen in (23). 

 (23)

where,  xj
max and xj

min are the upper and lower limits, respectively.
Afterwards, the type of each moth is selected based on the determined 

fitness. Consequently, the worst moths are selected as pathfinders that 
are modified to act genetically in the following reconnaissance phase. 
In the next two phases, the best individuals of the swarm are regarded 
as prospectors and onlookers, respectively, according to their fitness. 
In addition, each moth in the modified algorithm has its own light 
source which is available to share with others in the swarm.

2. Genetic Reconnaissance Phase
The moths may be concentrated in the regions which seem to provide 

good performance. Therefore, the swarm quality for reconnaissance 
may be decreased during processing the optimization and this process 
may lead to a stagnation case. To avoid the early convergence and 
enhance the solution diversity, a part of the swarm is compelled to 
determine the less congested area. The pathfinder moths that perform 
this role are manipulated to evolve by the genetic operators, with the 
size of (np=floor (n/2)) selected from the worst-performing individuals 
in the swarm. The crossover and mutation operators of GA are applied 
on all moths in the swarm to improve the pathfinder group. Therefore, 
after the sorting of the population, the first half of the individuals that 
have better luminescence intensity values are regarded as candidate 
parents (elite individuals). The size of the elite individuals can be 
simply calculated using  (ne=n-np).

The probability distribution function (pdf) is used to select parents, 
which is increased as the fitness of the individual is greater. Therefore, 
two of the moths from the elite individuals are randomly selected 
as parents for one pathfinder moth. In order to perform the possible 
mating, a single crossover point is identified on both parents’ vectors at 
random. The elite individuals are then divided at this point to exchange 
their tails thereby giving birth to the new child pathfinder (xp ). This 
ensures that the best candidates (local optima) are copying into the next 
generation. After the reproduction operation, a mutation operator based 
on normal distribution is applied on these offspring in order to increase 
their diversity and increase the ability to jump out of suboptimal/local 
solutions. For exploitation purpose, an adaptive mutation rate (mrate ) is 
proposed to decrease through all iterations T as follows: 

 (24)

The fitness value of the genetic pathfinder solution, xp
t+1, is 

determined after finishing the last procedure. The structure of worst 
half of the old population is then redesigned by comparing the fitness of 
these offspring with that of their previous positions f (xp

t). The suitable 
solutions that have the highest luminescence intensity are chosen to 
retain for the next generation, which is used for minimization problems 
as follows:

 (25)

Finally in this phase, the light sources are elected from among the 
combined population (survivors of the previous equation and their 
parents) to continue as guidance of the next phases. Therefore, the 
moths are changed dynamically in the GMSA model where any 
pathfinder moth uplifts to become prospector or onlooker moth if it 
discovers a solution with more luminescence than the existing light 
sources. That means the new lighting sources will be presented at 
the end of this stage. The probability pi of selecting the ith moth as a 
light source is proportional to the corresponding fitness, which can be 
calculated as follows: 

  (26) 

3. Transverse Orientation
Individuals that have been selected as elites or parents have another 

role at this stage as prospectors. The number of these moths �f is 
proposed to decrease with time progress as follows:

   (27)

After the pathfinders have finished their search, the information 
about luminescence intensity is shared with prospectors, which attempt 
to update their positions in order to discover new light sources. Each 
prospector moth Xj is soared into the logarithmic spiral path as shown 
in Fig. 2(a) to make a deep search around the corresponding artificial 
light source Xi, which is chosen on the basis of the probability Pi 
using (26). The new position of jth prospector moth, can be expressed 
mathematically as follows:

 (28)

where, θ ϵ [r, 1]   is a random number to define the spiral shape and 
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(r = -1-t/T). The GMSA is dealing with each variable according to the 
previous formula as an integrated unit. At the end of this stage, only 
moonlight is updated. It should be noted that all moths in the modified 
swarm cooperate to discover new sources of light, which increases the 
area of selection and prevents from falling into local solutions and thus 
increases the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

4. Celestial Navigation
The diminishing of the number of prospectors during the 

optimization process increases the onlookers number (no=ne-nf). This 
may lead to an increase in the speed of the convergence rate of GMSA 
towards the global solution. The onlookers are the moths that have the 
lowest luminescent sources in the parent group. Their main aim for 
traveling directly to the moon is the most shining solution Fig. 2(b).  
In the GMSA, the onlookers are forced to search for the hot spots of 
the prospectors effectively. These onlookers are divided into the two 
following parts:

The first part, with the size of nG=round (no  ⁄2), walks according to 
Gaussian distributions. The new onlooker moth in this sub-group xi

(t+1) 
moves with series steps of Gaussian walks, which can be described as 
follows:

 (29)

 (30)

Where ε1 is a random number generated from Gaussian distribution, 
ε2 and ε3 are random samples drawn from a uniform distribution within 
the interval [0,1]. bestg is the global best solution (moonlight) obtained 
in the transverse orientation phase. Based on many optimization 
algorithms, there is a memory to transfer information from the current 
generation to the next generation. However, the moths may fall into the 
fire in the real world due to the lack of an evolutionary memory. This 
is due to the fact that the performance of moths is intensely affected 
by the short-term memory and the associative learning between the 
moths. Therefore, the second part of onlooker moths (nA=ne-nG) will 
sweep toward the moonlight using associative learning immediate 
memory (ALIM) to imitate the actual behavior of moths in nature. The 
instantaneous memory is initialized from the continuous uniform of 
Gaussian distribution on the range from (xi

min - xi
t) to (xi

max - xi
t). The 

updating equation of this type can be completed in form:

(a) (b)

Light
Source

Moon

Moth Flying
Direction

3.85 ×108 m

Fig. 2. Orientation behavior of moth swarm: (a) Moth flying in a spiral path 
into nearby light source (b) Moth flying in a fixed angle relative to moonlight.

                                
Where, r1and r2 are random numbers within the interval [0, 1], 2g/G 

is the social factor, (1-g/G) is the cognitive factor and bestp is a light 
source selected from the modified swarm based on the probability pi. 

IV. Results and Discussion 

To evaluate the validity and efficiency of the proposed GMSA 
method against power loss minimization, the distribution systems of 33 
and 69-bus have been applied for this simulation.  The MATLAB 8.6 ® 
is used and run on a personal computer that has core i5 processor, 2.50 
GHz, and 4 GB RAM to implement the GMSA technique for the optimal 
renewable DGs placement and sizing problems. The backward/forward 
sweep load flow program is used to solve the equations iteratively and 
update the voltage profile. The parameters of the GMSA are adopted 
after many trails and errors for all the test cases of RDNs mentioned 
in Table I appendix (A).  Three types of DG units including P-type, 
Q-type, and PQ--type are considered in this study. Each type is applied 
to the three cases of one DG, two DG, and three DG units. The GMSA 
is compared with all other types of algorithms such as analytical, 
metaheuristic methods, classical, and hybrid approaches. 

A. 33-Bus Test System
To evaluate the impact of the proposed hybrid GMSA on the 

medium network of the RDN, the 33-bus system has been tested. Fig. 3 
shows the single line diagram of this system. The system rated voltage 
is 12.66 kV with 100 MVA base. The total real and reactive power 
demands are 3,715 kW and 2,300 kVAR respectively. The load and line 
data are given in [34]. Load flow calculation is run before using DG 
units, the minimum bus voltage is registered as 0.9036 p.u at node 18 
and the total active power loss at nominal load is 210.98 kW. The best 
locations and sizes of the three types of PV, WTG, and capacitor banks 
that are captured by the proposed GMSA, and all obtained results, are 
listed in Table II appendix (A), such as, total power loss, minimum bus 
voltage, VD, VSI, and loss reduction percentage. 

Fig. 3. Single line diagram of the 33-bus RDN [34].

1. Case 1: Q-Type DG
In this case, Table III appendix (A) shows a comparison of different 

algorithms for the Q-type with three cases of 1DG, 2DGs, and 3DGs. 
For single DG unit, most methods selected bus 30 as the best location 
for the DG unit with different size values. GMSA produced better 
solutions, whereas the real power loss is diminished to 150.43 kW 
as 28.7% of the base case by using 1200 kVAR of capacitance. It is 
considered the lowest value compared to the other methods. Moreover, 
The GMSA has increased the minimum voltage value to 0.9175 p.u 
after compensation. For two DG units allocation, the optimal locations 
selected by the GMSA method are buses 12 and 30 with 450 and 1050 
kVAR, respectively. The reduction in power losses is 140.87kW, which 
is the best comparing with 141.83kW for HGWO, 141.94kW for Hybrid 
method, 143.11kW for MSA, and 151.12 kW with GA. Furthermore, 
the minimum bus voltage enhanced from 0.9175 p.u with one DG to 
09332 p.u with two DGs. In the case of determining three DG units, the 
GMSA performed well as the active power loss is diminished to 137.46 
kW. This value is the least of all other methods as seen in Table III. 
In addition, the system voltage profile is improved and the worst bus 
voltage is enhanced to 0.9334 p.u. It is shown that the proposed GMSA 
is more effective than the other approaches in case of Q-type DG under 
the medium scale of distribution system.
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2. Case 2: P-Type DG
Table IV appendix (A) shows the optimal locations and capacities 

of PV units by the proposed GMSA method compared to different 
algorithms for the same three cases (1 DG, 2 DGs, and 3 DGs). The 
GMSA presented the best solutions as the power losses reduced to 
110.267 kW with only one PV unit installed at bus 6. This value is 
considered the best value comparing with other techniques and also 
better than the all three cases of Q-type DG. Moreover, it enhanced the 
voltage profile as the minimum bus voltage at bus 18 increased from 
0.9036 p.u to 0.9427 p.u. For 2 PV units case, the optimal bus places 
are at 13 and 30 for most methods. However, the proposed technique 
reduced the active power loss to 86.58 kW compared to 87.17 kW with 
PSO, 87.164 kW with HGWO, and 87.172 with EA. It is also observed 
from the results that the VD is enhanced to be 0.6723 p.u while the 
voltage stability is also enhanced to be 29.4035 p.u. In the last case of 
installing three PV units, GMSA selected buses 13, 24, and 30 to locate 
the PV units with 801, 1091, 1053 kW, respectively, which helps in 
reducing the real power loss to 72.299 kW and increasing the minimum 
bus voltage to 0.9712 p.u. 

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4. Power loss convergence rate of 33-bus system using GMSA for different 
DG types (a) Capacitor banks, (b) PV, (c) WTG. 

These results prove the superiority of the proposed GMSA 
compared to other methods as seen in Table IV. It is also observed that 
the power loss is minimized significantly as compared with the Q-type 
DGs, this helps in improvement in the system voltage profile.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. 33-Bus voltage profile level with (a) Single DG (b) Two DGs (c) Three 
DGs.  

3. Case 3: PQ--Type DG
Table V appendix (A) shows the results for the PQ+ -type such 

as, wind turbine generators (WTG), which injects both active and 
reactive power for the three cases. The results stated that this type 
of DGs is the best as only one WTG installed at bus 6 with the size 
of 3105 kVA and 0.82 pf using the GMSA. This one unit improved 
the minimum bus voltage value from 0.90369 p.u to 0.9586 p.u and 
reduced the total power loss to about 67.42kW, which is considered 
the least value compared to the three capacitor banks and the three PV 
units. Furthermore, it is the best compared with other algorithms as 
seen in Table V. Moreover, increasing the number of WTGs, leads to 
minimizing more in power loss. It is clearly seen from the results that 
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two WTG diminished the power losses to 28.33 kW, while three WTGs 
reduced it to 11.68 kW, which is the best-minimized power losses value 
for all cases of different DGs. Further, the voltage stability is enhanced 
to be 31.53 p.u and the VD is minimized to 0.1223 p.u. 

For this case of 33 bus system, the GMSA, HGWO, and EA 
produce better solutions compared to the other methods, whereas the 
best power loss value obtained by BSOA is much more than the rest of 
algorithms. The GMSA has a speedy and smooth rate of convergence 
to the minimum value without any oscillations and settles down early 
as shown in Fig. 4. On the other hand, the WTG has the best effect on 
the system performance as one WTG gave better results than 3 units 
of capacitor banks or 3 PV units. Fig. 5(a, b, c) shows a comparison 
between the different types of DGs in terms of voltage profile 
improvement.

B. 69-Bus Test System
To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed GMSA on a large 

scale of RDN, it is applied on the 69-bus system, which consists of 
69 buses and 68 branches as shown in Fig. 6. This system is operated 
with 100 MVA base, 12.66 kV rated voltage, and the total system load 
is (1.896MW+j1.347MVAR). All data of lines and loads are given in 
[35]. The total real power loss for the base case without using capacitors 
or DGs is found at 224.99 kW with the lowest bus voltage at bus 65 is 
0.9092 p.u. The best locations and sizes of the three types of PV, WTG, 
and capacitor banks that are obtained by the proposed GMSA and all 
results are listed in Table VI appendix (A) in terms of power losses, 
minimum and maximum bus voltages, VD, VSI, and the percentage of 
loss reduction.

Fig. 6. Single line diagram of the 69-bus RDN [35].

1. Case 1: Q-Type DG
In this case, using the capacitors banks as Q-type helps in reducing 

the 69 bus system power loss by 32.61% from the base case using one 
DG unit at bus 61 with the size of 1200 kVAR, using the GMSA. It is 
considered the lowest value compared to the other methods. Moreover, 
the GMSA has increased the minimum bus voltage value to 0.9296 p.u 
after compensation. While, the power losses are reduced to 35.27% and 
35.83% with two and three capacitors, respectively. Table VII appendix 
(A) summarized the obtained results by GMSA technique in case of 
installing 1 capacitor bank, 2 capacitor banks, and 3 capacitor banks 
units compared to other four algorithms. The results stated that as the 
number of capacitor banks units increased, the minimizing of power 
loss increased and consequently improved the whole system profile. 

2. Case 2: P-Type DG
As for the previous system 33-bus, the installing of PV units 

enhances the voltage profile of the 69 bus system. It is seen from Table 
VIII appendix (A) that the GMSA selected bus 61 to install 1.87 MW 
PV unit, which reduces the power losses to 82.4 kW compared to 83.22 
kW with MFO, HGWO and PSO, and 83.34 kW with EA. These four 
algorithms came in the second order after the GMSA method. While, 

a hybrid approach, MINLP, and IA came after that with 83.37, 83.38 
and 83.44 kW, respectively. Moreover, GMSA enhanced the minimum 
bus voltage from 0.9036 p.u to 0.9686 p.u. For 2 PV units, the optimal 
bus locations are the same at 17 and 61 for all the methods, except 
the GMSA at 15 and 61. The power loss is 71.37 kW by GMSA. It is 
the lowest of all techniques as seen in Table VIII. In the last case of 
installing three PV units, GMSA selected buses 11, 17, and 61 to place 
the PV units with 526, 380.7, 1718 kW, respectively, which helps in 
reducing the real power loss to 68.974 kW and increasing the minimum 
bus voltage to 0.9799 p.u. It is also observed from the results that the 
VD is enhanced to be 0.4471 p.u, while the voltage stability is also 
enhanced to be 66.2363 p.u. 

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 7. 69-Bus voltage profile with (a) Single DG (b) Two DGs (c) Three DGs.  
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. Power loss convergence rate of 69-bus system using different DG types 
by GMSA.

3. Case 3: PQ--Type DG
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed GMSA method, it has 

been applied to assign the best locations of one, two, and three WTGs. In 
case of inclusion of one WTG DG, the kW loss is reduced to 22.98 kW 
and the VD is enhanced to be 0.5825 p.u while the voltage stability is 
also enhanced to be 65.7382 p.u. Furthermore, it increased the minimum 
bus voltage to 0.9728 p.u. In this case, it can be seen from Table IX 
appendix (A) that the results of the GMSA are the best compared to all 
other methods in terms of power loss and minimum bus voltage. Further, 
it can be noted that the use of only one WTG is better than the usage of 
3 capacitor banks or 3 PV units. Moreover, increasing the number of 

WTGs, leads to more reduction in power loss. The results stated that two 
WTG reduced the power losses to 7.144 kW, while three WTGs reduced 
it to 4.21 kW, which is the best-minimized power losses value for all 
cases and types of DGs. Further, the voltage stability is also enhanced 
to be 67.7559 p.u with minimizing the VD to 0.0617 p.u. The proposed 
hybrid algorithm provides a significant improvement of bus voltage 
profile and power loss in the case of PQ--type as compared with other 
cases. Fig. 7(a, b, c) shows a comparison between the different types of 
DGs in terms of voltage profile improvement.

The results stated that the GMSA method performed better than the 
other algorithms over all cases of the 69-bus system. In addition, the 
best performance of the proposed GMSA is noted by the flat and stable 
convergence curves of total real power losses as shown in Fig. 8.

V. Conclusion

In this article, the exploitation ability of the GMSA, in terms of 
quick convergence and fast execution time, has been maintained by 
using the best moths in the swarm to perform that role in the phases 
of the transverse orientation and celestial navigation. The tradeoff 
between the global and local search has been regulated by introducing 
an adaptive mutation operation of GA on the pathfinders as the largest 
population group in the swarm. In addition, individuals have cooperated 
to produce the light sources for the guidance of the transverse orientation 
phase, which assists the exploration ability in such exploitation phase 
and enhances the solution diversity. The complexity of reconnaissance 
phase has been reduced. The GA operations increased the information 
sharing and the performance of the proposed algorithm.

The new GMSA approach has been successfully applied on 
multiple systems (33 and 69-bus systems) for solving the problem 
of renewable energy distributed generation sources placement and 
ratings for minimizing the total power losses. A sensitivity analysis 
based-Voltage Stability Index (VSI) has been performed to determine 
the best candidate locations for inclusion of the compensation 
devices in distribution systems to reduce the search space of GMSA 
and simulation time. Furthermore, a detailed comparison has been 
conducted with other best results of alternative methods in the 
literature. The P-type, Q-type and PQ--type DG units have been used 
in this study. The PQ--type presented the best results for all three cases 
of the two test systems. This is due to the variability in the solution 
vector and flexibility of power factor, which leads to more availability 
to select of other variables. The proposed GMSA can improve the 
voltage profile at each bus in these systems. Consequently, enhances 
the performance of distribution networks. GMSA method presented a 
desirable and superior performance with stable convergence. Results 
stated that the proposed GMSA minimized the objective function, and 
provided remarkable results compared to other algorithms. Hence, the 
applications of the proposed GMSA method can be considered as the 
most recent optimization algorithms for the network reconfiguration 
and dealing with the protection coordination system in presence of 
capacitors banks and renewable energy distributed generation sources 
during grid faults are the future scope of this work.
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Appendix (A)

Nomenclature

Pk Real power flow from bus k

Qk Reactive power flow from bus k

PLk Real power load connected at bus k 

QLk Reactive power load connected at bus k 

PL(k+1) Real power load connected at bus k+1 

QL(k+1) Reactive power load connected at bus k+1 

Rk Resistance connected between buses k and k+1  

Xk Reactance connected between buses k and k+1  

Vk Voltage at bus k

Vk+1 Voltage at bus k+1

Psys Network active power

Qsys Network reactive power

ε1 Random samples drawn from Gaussian stochastic distribution

Qfc Reactive power compensation

Vmin Minimum bus voltage value

Vmax Maximum bus voltage value

PT loss Tap setting of transformer

np Number of pathfinders moths

µt Variation coefficient

σ tj Dispersal degree

bestg The global best solution

r1, r2 Random number within the interval    [0, 1]

Pj The real power loss during jth load level

n The number of candidate buses

Qfc The size of the shunt capacitor

ε2, ε3 Random numbers distributed uniformly within the interval [0,1]

TABLE I. Control-Parameters Values for the Different Algorithms

Parameter Value (s)

Maximum iteration 100

Number of Search Agents 50

Number of Pathfinders 20

Murate 0.05

Weighting factor (W1) 0.5

Weighting factor (W2) 0.25

Weighting factor (W3) 0.25

Mix rate parameter (mixrate) 1.0

Voltage limits 0.9 ≤ Vk ≤ 1.05 PU

 33-Bus

 69-Bus

 Q-type

 P-type

 PQ--type
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TABLE II. Optimal Locations and Rating of Renewable DGs for Units Using GMSA for 33-Bus System

Type Vmin (p.u) Vmax 
(p.u)* Ploss (kW) % Loss 

reduction VSI (p.u) VD
 (p.u) Optimal bus no, optimal DG (kVA), optimal (pf)

Without DG 0.9036 0.9971 210.98 –– 25.5401 1.8044 ––

1 DG 
1 Cap
1 PV
1 WT

0.9175 0.9976 150.426 28.7% 26.7764 1.4259 30(1200)

0.9427 0.9980 110.267 47.74% 28.6451 0.9235 6(2589)

0.9586 1.000 67.418 68.05% 29.8458 0.5646 6(3105), (0.82)

2 DG
2 Cap
2 PV
2 WT

0.9332 0.9978 140.876 33.23% 27.2855 1.2702 30(1050), 12(450)

0.9687 0.9984 86.58 58.96% 29.4035 0.6723 30(1157), 13(851)

0.9805 1.0009 28.326 86.57 31.2752 0.1867 30(1556, 0.73), 13(935, 0.9)

3 DG
3 Cap
3 PV
3 WT

0.9334 0.9979 137.466 34.84% 27.3357 1.2568 24(450), 12(450), 30(1050)

0.9712 0.9989 72.299 65.73% 29.6328 0.6124 24(1091), 13(801), 30(1053)

0.9924 1.0006 11.684 94.46%   31.5347  0.1223 24(1187, 0.9), 13(877, 0.9), 30(1441, 0.72)

TABLE III. Comparison Results of Different Optimization Techniques for Q-type DG Units for 33-Bus System

Technique

1 DG unit 2 DG units 3 DG units

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal 
(bus no, DG 

size kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal 
(bus no, DG 

size kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus no, 
DG size kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Base Case 0.9036 –– 210.98 –– 0.9036 –– 210.98 –– 0.9036 –– 210.98 ––

GMSA 0.9175 30(1200) 150.426 6.2 09332 30(1050) 
12(450) 140.87 6.22 0.9334 24(450), 12(450) 

30(1050) 137.46 6.26

GA 0.9173 29(1350) 153.121 7.31 0.9159 21(150) 
30(1200) 151.12 7.34 0.9333 6(750), 13(350) 

31(750) 142.07 7.48

MSA 0.9159 30(1200) 151.497 6.51 0.9297 8(750) 
30(900) 143.11 6.67 0.9298 2(150), 12(1050) 

30(450) 141.71 6.93

Hybrid [17] 0.9161 30(1230) 151.41 NA 0.9336 30(1040) 
12(430) 141.94 NA 0.9335 24(450), 12(450) 

30(1050) 138.37 NA

HGWO [20] 0.9163 30(1258) 151.36 NA 0.9338 30(1054) 
12(467) 141.83 NA 0.9334 24(450), 12(450) 

30(1050) 138.25 NA

TABLE IV. Comparison Results of Different Optimization Techniques for P-Type DG Units for 33-Bus System

Technique

1 DG unit 2 DG units 3 DG units

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal 
(bus no, DG 

size kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal 
(bus no, DG 

size kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus no, 
DG size kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Base Case 0.9036 –– 210.98 –– 0.9036 –– 210.98 –– 0.9036 –– 210.98 ––

GMSA 0.9427 6(2589) 110.267 6.55 0.9687 30(1157) 
13(851) 86.58 6.81 0.9712 24(1091), 13(801) 

30(1053) 72.299 6.61

BSOA [21] 0.9441 8(1857.5) 118.12 20.4 0.9665 31(924) 
13(880) 89.34 23.54 NA NA NA 24.95

PSO [16] NA 6(2590) 111.03 NA NA 30(1160) 
13(850) 87.17 NA NA 14(770), 24(1090) 

30(1070) 72.79 NA

Hybrid [17] 0.9451 6(2490) 111.17 NA 0.9687 13(830) 
30(1110) 87.28 NA 0.9713 13(790), 24(1070) 

30(1010) 72.89 NA

HGWO [20] 0.9455 6(2590) 111.018 NA 0.9714 13(852) 
30(1158) 87.164 NA 0.9715 13(802), 24(1090) 

30(1054) 72.784 NA

IA [24] 0.9425 6(2601) 111.1 NA 0.9539 6(1800) 
14(720) 91.63 NA 0.9690 6(900), 12(900) 

31(720) 81.05 NA

EA [23] NA 6(2530) 111.07 NA NA 13(844) 
30(1149) 87.172 NA NA 13(798), 24(1099) 

30(1050) 72.787 NA

MINLP [12] 0.9424 6(2590) 111.01 NA 0.9685 13(850) 
30(1150) 87.16 NA 0.9687 13(800), 24(1090), 

30(1050) 72.79 NA
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TABLE V. Comparison Results of Different Optimization Techniques for PQ--type DG Units for 33-Bus System

Technique

1 DG unit 2 DG units 3 DG units

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus 
no, DG size 

kVA, pf)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus 
no, DG size 

kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus no, DG 
size kVA, pf)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Base Case 0.9036 –– 210.98 –– 0.9036 –– 210.98 –– 0.9036 –– 210.98 ––

GMSA 0.9586 6(3105, 0.82) 67.418 6.79 0.9805 30(1556,0.73) 
13(935, 0.9) 28.326 6.77 0.9924 24(1187, 0.9), 13(877, 

0.9), 30(1441, 0.72) 11.684 7.03

BSOA [21] 0.9549 8(2265.5, 
0.82) 82.78 36.87 0.9796 13(777,0.89) 

29(1032,0.7) 31.98 49.80 NA NA NA 56.50

PSO [16] ? 6(3035, 0.82) 67.928 NA 13(914,0.91) 
30(1535,0.73) 28.56 NA 24(1188, 0.9), 13(863, 

0.91), 30(1431, 0.71) 11.76 NA

Hybrid [17] 0.9587 6(3028, 0.82) 67.937 NA 0.9801 13(1039,0.91) 
30(1508,0.72) 28.98 NA 0.9923 24(1186, 0.9), 13(873, 

0.9), 30(1441, 0.72) 11.76 NA

HGWO [20] 0.9585 6(3106, 0.82) 67.855 NA 0.9802 13(932,0.9), 
30(1558,0.72) 28.5 NA 0.9922 24(1182, 0.9), 13(878, 

0.89), 30(1439, 0.71) 11.74 NA

IA [24] 0.9425 6(3107, 0.82) 67.85 NA 0.9539 6(2195,0.82) 
30(1098,0.82) 44.39 NA 0.9690 6(1098,0.82),14(768, 

0.82), 30(1098,0.82) 22.29 NA

MINLP [12] 0.9424 6(3105, 0.82) 67.85 NA 0.9685 (13, 0.88), (30, 
0.8), (2477) 29.31 NA 0.9687 13(0.87), 24(0.88), 

30(0.8), (3481) 12.74 NA

EA [23] NA 6(3119, 0.82) 67.87 NA NA 13(938,0.9) 
30(1537,0.73) 28.52 NA NA 24(1189,0.9),13(886, 

0.9), 30(1450,0.71) 11.8 NA

TABLE. VI. Optimal Locations and Rating of Renewable DGs for Units Using GMSA for 69-Bus System

Type Vmin (p.u) Vmax (p.u)* Ploss (kW) % Loss 
reduction VSI (p.u) VD (p.u) Optimal bus no, optimal DG (kVA), optimal (pf)

Without DG 0.9092 0.9999 224.99 –– 61.2183 1.8374 ––

1 DG 
1 Cap
1 PV
1 WT

0.9296 0.9999 151.617 32.61% 62.2409 1.5361 61(1200)

0.9686 0.9999 82.4 63.38% 64.6524 0.8645 61(1872)

0.9728 0.9999 22.98 89.79% 65.7382 0.5825 61(2243.7, 0.81)

2 DG
2 Cap
2 PV
2 WT

0.9315 0.9999 145.646 35.27% 62.6248 1.4293 61(1200), 12(600)

0.9792 0.9999 71.371 68.28% 66.0147 0.5041 61(1777), 15(554)

0.9944 1.0003 7.144 96.82% 67.4868 0.1289 61(2131, 0.81), 17(630.8, 0.83)

3 DG
3 Cap
3 PV
3 WT

0.9318 0.9999 144.369 35.83% 62.7862 1.3844 61(1200), 53(350), 17(350)

0.9799 1.0002 68.974 69.34% 66.2363 0.4471 61(1718), 17(380.7), 11(526)

0.9943 1.003 4.21 98.13% 67.7559 0.0617 61(2058,0.81), 17(459,0.85), 11(603.7,0.8)

TABLE. VII. Comparison Results of Different Optimization Techniques for Q-type DG Units for 69-Bus System

Technique

1 DG unit 2 DG units 3 DG units

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus 
no, DG size 

kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus 
no, DG size 

kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus no, 
DG size kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Base Case 0.9092 –– 224.99 –– 0.9092 –– 224.99 0.9092 –– 224.99

GMSA 0.9312 61(1200) 151.617 14.3 0.9315 61(1200) 
12(600) 145.65 13.76 0.9318 61(1200) 53(350), 

17(350) 144.37 14.66

GA [29] 0.9311 61(1350) 152.07 NA 0.9310 61(1200) 
66(600) 147.63 NA 0.9308 12(600), 45(150) 

61(1200) 146.72 NA

MSA [29] 0.9310 61(1350) 152.05 NA 0.9288 61(1200) 
12(600) 146.69 NA 0.9299 2(1050), 17(350) 

61(1200) 146.61 11.42

Hybrid [17] NA 61(1290) 152.1 NA NA 61(1240) 
18(350) 146.49 NA NA 11(330), 18(250) 

61(1190) 145.28 NA

HGWO [20] 0.9311 61(1330) 152.04 NA 0.9315 61(1277) 
17(364) 146.44 NA 0.9317 11(412), 21(230) 

61(1231) 145.12 NA
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TABLE. VIII. Comparison Results of Different Optimization Techniques for P-type DG Units for 69-Bus System

Technique

1 DG unit 2 DG units 3 DG units

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus 
no, DG size 

kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus 
no, DG size 

kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus no, 
DG size kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Base Case 0.9092 –– 224.99 –– 0.9092 –– 224.99 –– 0.9092 –– 224.99 ––

GMSA 0.9686 61(1872) 82.4 14.66 0.9792 61(1777) 
15(554) 71.371 14.3 0.9799 61(1718)

17(380.7), 11(526) 68.974 14.69

IA [24] 0.9692 61(1900) 83.44 NA 0.9765 61(1700) 
17(510) 72.13 NA 0.9785 11(340), 17(510) 

61(1700) 70.16 NA

PSO [16] 0.9681 61(1870) 83.222 NA 0.9806 17(1780) 
61(1530) 71.68 NA 0.9806 11(460), 17(440) 

61(1700) 69.52 NA

Hybrid [17] NA 61(1810) 83.372 NA NA 17(520) 
61(1720) 71.82 NA NA 12(496), 22(311) 

61(1735) 69.56 NA

HGWO [20] 0.9682 61(1872) 83.222 NA 0.9799 17(531) 
61(1781) 71.674 NA 0.9799 11(527), 17(380) 

61(1781) 69.425 NA

MINLP [12] 0.9682 61(1870) 83.38 NA 0.9789 17(530) 
61(1780) 71.83 NA 0.9790 11(530), 17(380) 

61(1720) 69.59 NA

EA [23] NA 61(1878) 83.23 NA NA 17(534) 
61(1795) 71.68 NA NA 11(467), 18(380) 

61(1795) 69.62 NA

TABLE. IX. Comparison Results of Different Optimization Techniques for PQ--type DG Units for 69-Bus System
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(p.u)

Optimal (bus 
no, DG size 

kVA, pf)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus 
no, DG size 

kVA)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
(sec)

Vmin 
(p.u)

Optimal (bus no, DG 
size kVA, pf)

Total 
Ploss 

(kW)

CPU 
time 
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0.83), 61(2113,0.82) 4.48 NA
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I. Introduction

Renewable energy is an important source for the power generation. 
Solar energy, and wind energy are the most famous forms of this 

technology. Wind energy plays an important role in producing electric 
power in all the world so that its injection on the grid represents a wide 
range of studies. This injection depends on the induction generator of 
the wind turbines. There are two types of induction generator, first type 
is squirrel cage induction generators (SCIG) which are suitable to fixed 
speed wind turbines and second type is doubly fed induction generators 
(DFIG) that are used with variable speed wind turbines. The stability of 
wind farms is affected by the exchange in the reactive power between 
the interconnected grid and the wind farms. The compensation devices 
of the reactive power consider a fundamental element in SCIG wind 
turbines (SCIG-WT). The flexible alternating current transmission 
systems (FACTS) were used to damp power oscillation and, enhance 
power stability. In Ref. [1] a dual STATCOM had been used to damp 
power oscillations. Tuning parameters of SSSC had been proposed 
in [2] to damp power oscillations. In Ref [3] a unified power flow 
controller has been used to damp power oscillations between two areas. 
The SSSC used to damp power oscillation, enhance power stability and 
control the power flow of DFIG-WF is studied in [4]-[5].The effect of 
FACTS such as Static VAR Compensator (SVC), Static Synchronous 
Compensator (STATCM) and SSSC on the performance of wind farms 

were studied in [6]-[10]. The impact of SSSC on the performance of 
different types of wind farms had been discussed in [11]. 

The main advantage of Artificial intelligence (AI) is solving 
complex problems in less time and with high precision, such as using 
optimization methods to solve the complex control problem. Also, AI 
can easily predict and take the correct decisions with little margin of 
error. It can be used for predicting the change in wind speed and its 
impact on stability of power system. In this paper, AI has been used 
to predict and determine the optimal value of the control gains of 
SSSC which can enhance the performance of CWF. On other side, AI 
represents high technology so that it is storage costly. In last years, 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been used extensively in improving the 
performance of FACTS and enhancing the performance of wind farms 
interconnected grid. A genetic algorithm has been implemented to tune 
different type of FACTS interconnected wind farms and photovoltaic 
solar plant in [12]. In ref [13] [14] multi-objective genetic algorithm 
is used to improve the performance of DFIG. Also, multi-objective 
genetic algorithm is used to find the optimal gains of SSSC in [15]. 
Adaptive-network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), ANN and 
genetic algorithm are proposed in [16] to improve the reactive power 
control of STATCOM. The whale optimization algorithm, genetic 
algorithm and ANN were used in [17] to determine the optimal 
parameters of STATCOM integrated with CWF. In Ref [18] particle 
swarm optimization is used to tune and damp power system oscillation 
of DFIG wind farms integrated with SSSC. A new control strategy 
based on ANFIS is proposed in [19] to improve the performance of  
DFIG wind farm integrated with SSSC. 
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This paper aims to improve the performance of CWF which is 
based on SCIG and DFIG using SSSC controlled by ANN (ANN-
SSSC). Also, in this paper the control parameters which had been 
investigated in [15] are used for implementing ANN. Moreover, a 
comparison is done between the performances of CWF with ordinary 
SSSC, CWF associated with SSSC tuned by multi-objective genetic 
algorithm (SSSC MOGA) investigated in [15] and CWF associated 
with proposed ANN-SSSC during three phase-faults. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents 
a brief summary of ANN. Section III presents modelling of wind 
turbines. Section IV explains the construction, operation and control 
system of SSSC. Section V introduces the proposed ANN control, 
which is applied to SSSC. The last two sections present the results and 
conclusion.

II. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

The artificial neural network is a modest simulation of the effect, 
form and content of the neural network found in the human brain. It 
consists of nodes called neurons and connected together by bonds 
called weights. Each set of neurons forms a single layer; the ANN is 
composed of different types of layers. From Fig. 1, it can be observed 
that it consists of input layer, hidden layer (processing element) and 
output layer. The hidden layer could be single layer or multi-layers. 
The input signal is passed from input layer to the output layer through 
the hidden layer. The input is transferred to the neurons through weight 
matrix W. The output can be given by [20]:

  (1)

Where Yout represents the output of ANN, x is input signal which 
starts from 1 to n inputs and wji represents the synaptic weights between 
neurons.

III. Modeling of Wind Turbines

The mathematical model of wind turbines was discussed in several 
articles on wind energy. Fig. 2 shows the equivalent circuit of induction 
generator. The direct and quadratic (d-q) illustration of IG with respect 
to the synchronous frame can be illustrated as flows [21] [22]:

 (2)

 (3)

 (4)

 (5)

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of IG generators.

Equations (2) to (5) and Fig. 2 can be applied to a general modeling 
of IG. The voltage of rotor of SCIG is equal to zero because the rotor is 
a short circuit and there is no connection between SCIG's rotor and the 
grid as shown in Fig. 3 (a). While the rotor in DFIG is a wound rotor 
so the rotor current and voltage is taken into account. The AC/DC/AC 
converters are used to connect rotor of DFIG’s to the grid through as 
illustrated in Fig. 3 (b). The equivalent circuits of DFIG and SCIG are 
illustrated in Fig. 3 (c) and (d).

(a) A block diagram of SCIG interconnected grid

(b) A block diagram of DFIG interconnected grid

Fig. 1. ANN principle operation.
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(c) Equivalent circuit of SCIG during steady stat

(d) Equivalent circuit of DFIG during steady stat
Fig. 3. Equivalent circuits and block diagrams of SCIG and DFIG.

The extracted power from the wind by wind farms is given by:

 (6)

Where, v is the wind speed, ρ is the air density, Cp is the power 
coefficient, A is the area swept by the turbine blades. lb is the blade 
length or rotor radius, ωr is the rotor speed and it is equal to1.22Kg/m3. 
Cp is a function on the pitch angle β and the tip speed ratio λ.

The electrical torque of SCIG and DFIG is given by:

 (7)

 (8)

The pitch angle control method is used to control the rotor speed of 
wind turbine in order to keep the output power inside permissible limits. 
Fig. 4 illustrates a schematic diagram of pitch angle control system [23].

Wind turbine GeneratorGearbox

ωr  -             
+ωref

Fig. 4. A block diagram of pitch angle control system.

IV. Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC)

The Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) belongs to the 
series devices of FACTS controller [23]. It is a series connected with 
the transmission line so that it injects a series voltage which is in phase 
quadrature with the line current. The block diagram of SSSC and its 
equivalent circuit are shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5. The SSSC is 
connected in series with the transmission line of an electrical grid by a 
coupling transformer.

(a) Schematic diagram of SSSC

(b) Equivalent circuit of SSSC
Fig. 5. Principle operation of SSSC.

As shown in Fig. 5 (b) the SSSC injects voltage in series with 
the line. This voltage injected may be capacitive or inductive, if the 
injection voltage overrides the voltage drop (VL), the transferred 
power will be reflected in the direction.

A. SSSC Control System 
The main components of SSSC controller are AC voltage regulator 

and DC voltage regulator. Fig. 6 (a) shows the MATLAB Simulink 
model of ordinary SSSC control system. Fig. 6 (b) illustrates the PI 
controller of AC voltage regulator and DC voltage of ordinary SSSC. 
The initial values of AC voltage (Kp_Vac and Ki_Vac) and gains of DC 
voltage (Kp_Vdc, Ki_Vdc) are specified by MATLAB Simulink model.

(a) MATLAB model of SSSC control system
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(b) PI controller of DC and AC voltage regulators
Fig. 6. SSSC controller.

V. Applying the ANN Method

In this work the ANN is based on multi-layer feed-forward 
network. The multi-layer is divided into three layers input, hidden 
and output layer. Fig. 7 represents the flowchart of adjusting SSSC’s 
parameters using ANN. As shown in Fig. 7, the neural fitting tool 
(NFTOOL) and the sample range are based on the value of control 
parameters of SSSC tuned by multi-objective genetic algorithm (SSSC 
MOGA) investigated in [15]. Also, Fig. 7 illustrates that the input 
signal is the change in voltage at the point of connection and the output 
layer represents the control parameters of SSSC (AC voltage regulator 
(Kp-vac and Ki-vac) and DC voltage regulator (Kp-vdc and Ki-vdc)). 
In this work, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used for training the 
value of control parameters of SSSC tuned by multi-objective genetic 
algorithm (SSSC MOGA) investigated in [15]. 

The neural fitting tool (NFTOOL) is composed of sets of processes: 
training, validation and testing. The application divides input and 
target into three groups as follows: 70% is applied for training. 15% 
is applied to validate and 15% is applied to test. Table I shows the 
parameters of NFTOOL and illustrates the mean square error (MSE) 
and regression value (R) of training, validation and testing.

TABLE I. The Value of Gains of AC Voltage, DC Voltage Regulators 
Obtained Using Moga

Process Selected 
percentage

Number of 
samples MES R value

training, 70% 6385 4.790e-5 1.859e-1
validation 30% 1362 4.8334e-5 1.909e-1

testing 30% 1362 4.8614e-5 1.826e-1
Type of 

algorithm
Levenberg-Marquardt and multi-objective genetic 

algorithm investigated in [15]
Number of 

hidden neurons 20 neurons

In this study NFTOOL is a feed forward network with input, 
output and multi-layers. Fig. 8 (a) illustrates the neural network size. 
Fig. 8 (b) illustrates training, validation and testing samples. Fig. 8 (c) 
illustrates results of training operation. Fig. 9 illustrates best validation 
performance. Fig. 10 illustrates the ANN controller of DC and AC 
voltage regulators.

Fig. 7. The flow chart of adjusting SSSC’s parameters using ANN operation.

(a) Neural network size

(b) Training, Validation and testing samples

(c) Results of training operation
Fig. 8. The size, training operation and the results.
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Fig. 9. The performance's convergence of the studied system with ANN.

Fig. 10. ANN controller of DC and AC voltage regulators.

VI. Studied System Description  

The studied system contains six wind turbines, each one produces 
1.5 MW and 575v. The wind turbines are divided into three SCIG fixed-
speed wind turbines and three DFIG variable speed wind turbines. Fig. 
11 shows the block diagram of the studied system. A three phase fault 
is applied at 25 s and removes [e1] the fault after time equal 25.15 s.

Fig.11. The block diagram of the system.

VII.  Simulation Results

The simulation studied the performance of CWF with ANN-SSSC 
and CWF with ordinary SSSC (PI-SSSC) during three-phase fault. The 
voltage, reactive power and active power are measured at the point 
connection between the interconnected grid and wind farms.

The value of the control parameters of ordinary SSSC, MOGA 
SSSC and the proposed ANN SSC are shown in Table II.

TABLE II. The Value Of Gains of AC Voltage, DC Voltage Regulators 
of Ordinary SSSC, SSSC Moga and Ann SSSC

Type of SSSC Regulator Gain Gain value

ordinary SSSC
AC voltage Kp_Vac,

Ki_Vac,
3.75e-3
0.1875

DC voltage Kp_Vdc,
Ki_Vdc,

0.1e-3
20e-3

MOGA SSSC
AC voltage

Kp_Vac, 0.24742
Ki_Vac, 0.98783

DC voltage
Kp_Vdc 0.06939.
Kp_Vdc, 0.95957

proposed ANN SSC
AC voltage

Kp_Vac, 0.1107
Ki_Vac, 0.8665

DC voltage
Kp_Vdc 0.0753
Kp_Vdc, 0.8686

A. Impact of Three Fault
As illustrated in Fig. 12 the voltage with ANN-SSSC is 0.81 pu 

while the voltage with ordinary SSSC is 0.73 pu and the voltage with 
MOGA-SSSC is 0.75 pu. This means that the voltage of CWF has been 
improved with ANN-SSSC more than with the ordinary SSSC.

Fig. 12. The voltage of CWF with ANN-SSSC and CWF with ordinary SSSC 
during three phase fault.

This enhancement in voltage of CWF with ANN SSSC is due to 
the enhancement in the performance of SSSC when it is controlled 
by ANN. This can be observed by monitoring the injected voltage of 
SSSC in case of ordinary, MOGA and ANN as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. The injected voltage of SSSC in case of ordinary, MOGA and ANN.

As illustrated in Fig. 14, the injected voltage of SSSC has been 
increased when it is controlled by ANN specially at the begging of fault 
period. This will decrease the reactive power absorbed by the CWF 
with ANN SSSC during fault.  

As illustrated in Fig. 14 the reactive power of CWF with ANN-
SSSC is-2.8 MVAR while the reactive power with ordinary SSSC is 
-4.75 MVAR and -3.83 MVAR for MOGA SSSC especially at the 
beginning of fault period. This means that the performance of CWF 
has been improved with ANN-SSSC more than the ordinary SSSC.
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Fig. 14. The reactive power of CWF with ANN-SSSC and CWF with ordinary 
SSSC during three phase fault.

As illustrated in Fig. 15 the active power of CWF with ANN-SSSC 
has the highest value of output power especially at the beginning of 
fault period.

Fig. 15. The active power of CWF with ANN-SSSC and CWF with ordinary 
SSSC during three phase fault.

In order to justify the good performance of the proposed method, 
root mean square Error (RMSE ) is used to measure the impact of 
ordinary SSSC, MOGA SSSC and ANN SSSC on the performance of 
CWF during the fault. RMSE is used to measure the error between 
the reference voltage (Vref = 1 pu) and the actual voltage at the point 
of common connection during the fault condition. Table III shows the 
RMSE of the three cases during fault period and after fault clearance.

TABLE III. The Value of RMSE During Fault Period and After Fault 
Clearance 

Period Ordinary SSSC MOGA SSSC ANN SSSC
RMSE during 
fault period 0.2063 0.1959 0.1805

RMSE after 
fault clearance 0.1918 0.1721 0.1405

From Table III, it can be observed that the CWF with ANN SSSC 
has the lowest RMSE. This means that the ANN managed to tune 
SSSC and gives the best result.  

VIII.   Conclusions

This paper has presented the design of a CWF which consists of 
two types of induction generator, the first one is SCIG fixed speed 
wind turbines and the second one is DFIG variable speed wind 
turbines. ANN has been used in order to adjust SSSC’s parameters to 
enhance the performance of combined wind farm (CWF). In addition, 
this paper includes a comparison among the performances of combined 
wind farm (CWF) with ANN-SSSC, with performances of CWF with 
ordinary SSSC and performances of CWF with SSSC tune by Multi-
objective genetic algorithm (MOGA SSSC). The performances of 
CWF with ANN-SSSC, ordinary and SSSC MOGA SSSC have been 
studied during the three-phase fault. The obtained results showed that 

the adjusted SSSC using ANN had enhanced the active power, the 
voltage and the reactive power of CWF, particularly during the three-
phase fault.

IX.  Future Work

This paper opens the door for many future works, for example:
1. Using ANN hybrid with different methods of optimization to 

determine optimal values for different types of FACTS to improve 
the performance of wind stations.

2. Use different types of ANN like ANFIS with different methods 
of optimization to determine optimal values for different types of 
FACTS to improve wind station performance.
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I. Introduction

SUNT compensation is basically a powerful tool to improve voltage 
profile and increase the steady state transmittable power. Voltage 

stability problems are solved by providing sufficient reactive power 
at the appropriate location, thus improving the voltage profile and 
reducing power loss [1].  

There are various kinds of shunt compensation devices and each 
one has its own characteristic and boundary [2]. The shunt capacitor 
(C), static var compensator (SVC), and static synchronous compensator 
(STATCOM) are used to improve the static voltage stability margin 
and power transfer efficiency. However, the performance of SVC and 
STACOM is better in terms of reducing power losses and improving 
voltage profile [3]. To achieve the benefits of loss reduction and voltage 
profile improvement, engineers are in need to determine the optimal 
location and size of the shunt compensation devices.

Several techniques have been presented for solving the problem of 
the optimal capacitor placement in power system such as analytical, 
numerical programming, heuristic, artificial intelligence-based 
techniques [4], Combined Optimization Approach [5], Ant-lion 
optimization (ALO) [6, 7], Analytical Technique [8]-[10], combined 
algorithm based on Loss Sensitivity Factor and Salp Swarm Algorithm 

[11], combined algorithm based on Fuzzy Loss Sensitivity Factor with 
Sine Cosine Algorithm [12]. The genetic algorithm (GA), simulated 
annealing (SA), artificial immune system (AIS), Pareto Envelope-
based Selection Algorithm II (PESA-II) with fuzzy logic decision 
maker and particle swarm optimization (PSO) have been used to 
determine the optimal placement of SVC in power system [13] [14]. 
In [14], global harmony search algorithm (NGHS) has been used to 
determine the optimal allocation of STATCOM. In addition, different 
optimization techniques have been used for determining the optimal 
allocation of D-STATCOM in distribution systems [15]-[21]. However, 
the determination of optimal allocation of shunt compensation devices 
is still hot topic and needs more effort to achieve the maximum benefits 
from installation of these devices in electrical power systems.

This paper uses a new optimization technique, referred to as the 
Lightning Attachment Procedure Optimization (LAPO), to determine 
the optimal placement and sizing of shunt Var compensators in power 
systems. Lightning Attachment Procedure Optimization (LAPO) is a 
new optimization method that simulates the attachment procedure of 
lightning. LAPO has robustness, high quality and is able to disband a 
lot of troubles [4]. 

Sensitivity analysis has been applied to determine the candidate 
buses in order to reduce the search space in all buses and the total 
computation time [22] [23].

In this paper, the optimal allocation of such compensation devices 
in power systems is determined using the developed optimization 
algorithm. In this algorithm, the candidate buses, which are considered 
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the most suitable buses to connect with the compensation devices, are 
determined based on the loss sensitivity indices (LSIs). This step is 
necessary for reducing the search space and computation time. Then, 
LAPO is applied to compute the best size and determine the appropriate 
kind of shunt compensation devices in power systems. The results are 
contrasted with modern optimization techniques such as Teaching 
learning-based optimization (TLBO), genetic algorithm (GA) and 
particle swarm optimization (PSO) to confirm the applicability of the 
proposed technique. Two test systems are relied; the IEEE 14-bus and 
IEEE 30-bus system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents 
an overview about the shunt compensation devices. The problem 
formulation is described in Section III. Section IV presents the 
sensitivity analysis. The LAPO algorithm is presented in Section V. 
Section VI presents the numerical results of the developed LAPO 
approach based on two standard test systems. Finally, the conclusions 
are presented in Section VII.  

II. Shunt Compensation Devices

The capacitors are the conventional type of compensation devices 
that are considered relatively inexpensive. The capacitor injects 
reactive power and is connected in parallel with system buses. Its 
injected reactive power is proportional to the square of the terminal 
voltage. Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems (FACTS) 
are the modern type of compensation devices. They are widely used 
with electric power systems to improve the system loadability, security 
and maximize exploitation of transmission lines [24] [25]. There are 
different types of FACTS devices such as SVC and STATCOM.

SVC is capable to extend fast acting reactive power reparation 
in electrical systems. In other meaning, SVCs have their output edit 
for interchange inductive or capacitive current to control the voltage, 
power factor, harmonics and stabilizing the system. SVC includes 
two groups; the first group consists of a fixed capacitor (FC) and a 
thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR), while the second group consists of 
a thyristor-switched capacitor (TSC) and TCR [26] [27]. Schematic 
diagram of SVC is shown in Fig. 1.

STATCOM is an advanced device that depends on a power  
electronics voltage source converter (VSC) and it can control the 
injected reactive power to the system. In addition, it can extend active 
power when it is connected to a source of power. Schematic diagram of 
STATCOM is shown in Fig. 2.

  

Fig. 1. SVC. Fig. 2. STATCOM.

Commercially, shunt compensation devices (capacitor, SVC and 
STATCOM) have constraints. However, this study has been achieved 
under injected Q with limit value 50 MVar and the suitable types of 
shunt compensation devices are given in Table I [14]. 

TABLE I. Types of Appropriate Shunt Compensation Devices Based on 
the Injected Reactive Power 

Shunt controller Qmin (MVAR) Qmax (MVAR)
Capacitor -10 10
SVC -30 30
STATCOM -50 50

III. Objective Functions

A. Voltage Profile Refinement
The voltage profile enhancement is the first objective function, 

which seeks to minimize the voltage deviations of load buses which 
can be represented as:

  (1)

where, NPQ is the number of load buses and Vi is the voltage of 
load bus i.

B. Voltage Stability Improvement
The System stability is indicated by voltage stability index (Lmax), 

which varies between 0 to 1. This objective function is given by:

 (2)

The voltage stability index at bus j is given by (3).

 (3)

where, Vi is the voltage of ith generator bus and Vj is the voltage of 
load bus. 

Calculate Fij using Ybus matrix (4) – (6).

 (4)

where, the complex voltages and currents at the load and generator 
are VL, VG , IL , IG . Sub-matrices of system Ybus are YLL, YGG, YGL, YLG.  
Eq. (4) can be written as in (5) and Fij is given by (6).

 (5)

 (6)

C.  Real Power Losses Diminishing
Minimizing real power losses is the third objective function that 

is given by:

 (7)

where, NTL is the number of transmission lines, Gib is the 
conductance of the transmission ib and δib is phase difference between 
voltages of buses i, b.

IV. Constraints 

A. Equivalent Constraints 
The balanced load flow equations are given by:

 (8)

 (9) 

where, the generated reactive and active power at bus i are QGi and 
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PGi, respectively, the reactive  and active  load demand at bus i are QDi 
and PDi , respectively, the susceptance and  conductance between  buses  
b and  i  are Bib and Gib, respectively.

B.  Inequality Constraints
The inequality constraints can be classified as follows:

1. Generated active and reactive powers, generators bus voltages, 
voltage magnitude of load buses and transformer tap settings 
which are within minimum and maximum values.

2. Apparent power flow in transmission lines .
3. Compensation MVAR (−50 ≤ Qcomd ≤ 50).

The operating constraints variables of the system must be 
considered in the objective functions. These variables can be easily 
limited in optimization solution using the quadratic penalty formulation 
of the objective functions for all dependent variables; therefore, the 
generalized objective function can be expressed as follows:

 (10)

where, hG , hV , hQ , hS , hF and ht are the penalty factors. These 
values are high positive. xlim acts as the limit values of the dependent 
variable as:

 (11) 

V. Sensitivity Analysis

The loss sensitivity analysis consists of two LSIs to determine 
the candidate buses for the existence of shunt reparation devices. 
Consequently, the search space in all the buses, and the simulation 
time will be reduced. Moreover, places are arranged according to 
their severity for efficient detecting the candidate load buses. Fig. 3 
shows two-bus system connected by a line as a part of a large power 
system. Buses p and q represent the sending and receiving end buses, 
respectively.

Fig. 3. Two-bus system.

 The reactive and active powers at the node p can be given as:

 (12)

 (13)

where, the power passes through line k are Pp and Qp. The total 
reactive and active load power around bus q are Qeff/q  and Peff/q , 
respectively. The reactive and active power losses through line k are 
QLossk  and  PLossk , respectively.

The current passing through line k from point p to point q is given as:

 (14)

where, the voltage magnitudes at point p and q are Vp and 
Vq, respectively, the voltage angles at point p and q are δp and δq, 

respectively, the reactance and resistance of line k are Xk and Rk 
respectively.

Eq. (13) can be manipulated as in (14).

 (15)

The imaginary and real parts of (15) are equate, and then squared 
and added to (16):

 (16)

The reactive and active power through line k are given by:

 (17)

 (18)

The total reactive and active power losses of power system are given by:

 (19)

 (20)

Calculate LSI1 by the first derivative of PLossk in (19) with respect 
to |Vq|, as follows:

 (21)

Values of LSI1 are listed from the smaller to larger in ascending 
order. The optimal buses to locate the shunt compensation devices are 
the highest negative values in the LSI1.

Calculate LSI2 by the first derivative of PLossk in (19) with respect 
to Qeff/q as follows:

 (22)

Values of LSI2 are listed from the larger to smaller in descending 
order. The optimum buses to locate the shunt compensation devices are 
those with the highest positive values in the LSI2. The optimum buses 
where the shunt compensation devices will be located are acquired from 
the top two lists by means of merger or union. The buses selection is 
approximately half of the total number of system buses (50% to 55%).

VI. Lighting Attachment Procedure Optimization 
(LAPO)

The Lightning Attachment Procedure Optimization (LAPO) 
[4] [28], is inspired by the nature of lightning attachment operation 
which contains the movement of the falling leader, spread of the rising 
leader, and the feature of lightning. Ultimate better result would be the 
lightning hit point. The suggestion method is free from any parameter 
setting and it is seldom stuck in the local best points. 

A. Serious Phases of LAPO 

1. Air Collapse on Cloud Surface
The cloud’s charges classified to three stages are shown in Fig 4. 

In the top stage in the cloud a large value of positive charge is placed, 
in the down stage in the cloud a large value of negative charge is 
located, as well as a little positive charge. The lightning is created 
and a large value of electrical charge shifts across the earth, when the 
voltage gradient on the border of the cloud increases, because of, the 
potential is increased between the charge centers, the positive charges 
and negative charges.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the charge in the cloud.

2. The Fall of Lighting Channel
In the cloud’s edge air breakdown occurs, the lightning oncoming 

the earth in a stepwise motion. After each step, the lightning pauses, 
then shift to one or more other directions across the earth. With a view 
to know this operation, after each step, a hemisphere is seen beneath the 
leader tip with the center of leader tip and the radius of next step length 
(see Fig. 5) [4] [28]. There are more than one potential points on the 
face of this hemisphere, there are many of potential points which could 
be chosen as the next jump spot. The following jump spot is chosen 
randomly; yet, a spot with large value of electrical field between the 
line connecting the leader tip and the identical spot is more possible to 
be considered as the following jump.

Fig. 5. The downward leader ‘s procedure of the gradient movement.

3. Section Fading
There are a lot of spots for the following jump of lightning, the 

charge of the top branch is classified into new branches. the new 
branches are created by the same steps. No air break-down happens 
when the charges of branch decrease more than a stringent value  
(1 μC) and the result is that no movement occurs. Thus, this branch 
would vanish as shown in Fig. 6.

4. Leader of the Rising
Existence of cloud implies existence of a large negative charge 

over the earth.  This results in collecting of positive charges on the 
ground surface or earthed object beneath the cloud. In the heavy 
points, the high electric field produces air breakdown; thus, the heavy 
points start upward leader and spread through the air (see Fig. 7). As 
the downward leader is oncoming the ground, the upward leaders go 
across the downward leader quickly.

5.  Ultimate Leaping
The ultimate jump happens when upward leader arrives to downward 

leader wand, the striking point would be the point from which the upward 
leader has started. In this situation, all the other branches disappear and 
charge of the cloud is naturalized through this channel.

Fig. 6. Formation of the upward leader and diffusion through the downward 
leader.

B. Mathematical Steps of LAPO Algorithm
First step: Trail spot
Generated initial trail spots are placed at the cloud and earth edge. 

Several of these trail spots are the emitted lightning points, and some 
of them are the spot from which the upward leaders start. The trail spot 
is calculated by

 (23) 

Where Ymin and Ymax are minimal and maximum bound of 
variables, and rand is random variable in the range (0,1). The fitness 
function is evaluated depending on the objective function 

  (24)

Second step: jump definition
The average of all trail spots and the fitness function according to  

trail spot’s averages are calculated by Eqs:

 (25)

 (26)

There are many potential spots for a test point, which the lightning 
can pass. Since the lightning was a random action, for test point i, a 
random point p is chosen between the population (i /= p). If the fitness 
of the point p is greater than that of the average value, the lightning 
leaps across this point, otherwise, the lightning shifts to another 
direction. And are given by

 (27)

If average fitness of point p is lower than the fitness point

 (28)

If average fitness of point p is higher than the fitness point.
Third Step: Section Fading
If the fitness function is higher than the prior point, the branch 

maintains; else, it fades, and are given by: 

 (29)

 (30)
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This operation is executed for all the test points. In other words, in 
the first stage, all the remaining points are treated to shift down.

Cloud
Leader connecting line to the point with 
higher electric field than average electric field

Leader connecting line to the point with 
lower electric field than average electric field

Field branches

Fig. 7. Determine the next jump and determine the lightning path.

Fourth Step: Leader of the Rising
As explained in the prior steps, all the test points are treated as 

the downward leader and shifted down. In the second stage, all the 
test points are treated as the upward leader and moved above. The 
upward leader motion depends on the charge of the channels which is 
essentially spread exponentially, and is given by:

 (31)

where the number of iterations is j, the maximum number of 
iterations is jmax , and next jump is s, which depends on the charge of 
the channel and the next point is given by:

 (32)

Where Ymin and Ymax are the best and the worse solutions of the 
population.

Final Steps: Ultimate Leaping
The lightning operation pauses when the up leader and the down 

leader are gathering each other. 

VII.  Simulation Results

A. Validation Strategy & Used Parameters
The developed optimization technique is validated using two 

standard IEEE systems (IEEE 14-bus and IEEE 30-bus) with three 
various objective functions. The systems data are given in [29]. 
Three case studies are discussed for each system; (i) Case 1: One 
compensation device, (ii) Case 2: Two compensation devices, and (iii) 
Case 3: Three compensation devices.

The parameters of LAPO are population size = 20 and maximum 
number of iterations = 200. The parameters of TLBO are population 
specified size = 20 and maximum number of iterations = 200. The 
parameters of PSO are population size = 20, maximum iterations = 
200, C1 =1.05, C2 = 1.1, ωmax = 1 and ωmin = 0.3 [30]. The penalty 
factors are specified to be 100. The simulations are executed for 40 
trials and the optimum results are given below.

B. Obtained Results 
Table II and Table III present the obtained LSIs for IEEE 14-bus 

and IEEE 30-bus systems, respectively. The candidate buses that have 
high opportunity for connecting with shunt compensation devices is 
at the beginning of   LSIs table and vice versa for the buses located at 
the end of LSIs table. The candidate buses are 2,3,4,5,11,12,13 and 14 
for IEEE 14-bus and 2,3,4,5,6,7,15,16,17,21,24,26,27,28 and 30 for 
IEEE 30-bus.

TABLE II. Order of Load Buses Depending on LSIS (IEEE 14-Bus Test 
System)

LSI1 LSI2

Order Value Order Value

2 -0.085021 5 0.010309

5 -0.083808 13 0.0035644

3 -0.049055 14 0.0015991

4 -0.025891 2 0.001478

13 -0.022128 4 0.00026831

14 -0.013788 12 0.00014508

12 0.0014145- 11 0.0001217

11 0.00049929 - 3 0.00011671

10 0.00022395 10 8.1518e-005

1 0 1 0

6 0 6 0

7 0 7 0

8 0 8 0

9 0 9 0

TABLE III. Arrangement of Load Buses Depending on LSIS for IEEE 
30-Bus Test System

LSI1 LSI2

Order Value Order Value
6 -0.24189 6 0.0047946
4 -0.21416 15 0.0030409
2 -0.10295 28 0.0022654
3 -0.065464 2 0.0015673
5 -0.062066 7 0.0010889
15 -0.02248 24 0.00078636
30 -0.013854 21 0.00063556
7 -0.0089256 30 0.00058199
28 -0.007415 17 0.00053991
27 -0.0040301 27 0.00045571
24 -0.003341 26 0.00028421
21 -0.0021812 16 0.00021524
8 -0.0020607 23 0.00016113
29 -0.0017742 3 0.00013632
17 -0.0017486 22 0.00013588
14 -0.0014727 14 0.00013301
16 -0.0010829 29 0.00012081
26 -0.0009206 25 9.2603e-005
18 -0.0007789 18 5.8691e-005
22 -0.0006286 8 3.0762e-005
23 -0.0006245 5 2.8648e-005
25 -0.000151 20 2.0106e-005
20 -0.0001430 4 1.3554e-005
19 -9.9446e-01 19 6.3026e-006
1 0 1 0
9 0 9 0
10 0 10 0
11 0 11 0
12 0 12 0
13 0 13 0
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The results obtained with LAPO are compared with those obtained 
by other optimization techniques. Tables IV, V and VI present the 
results for VSI, voltage deviation and real power losses, respectively. 
From these tables, it can be observed that in  case of not using FACTS, 
the maximum voltage stability index (Lmax) is 0.0669 p.u, voltage 
deviation is 0.0272 p.u and active power losses is 2.8178 MW, while 
the maximum voltage stability index after determining the optimal 
allocation of different shunt compensation devices decreases from 
0.0669 p.u to 0.0645 p.u, voltage deviation decreases from 0.0272 
p.u to 0.0068 p.u, and active power losses decreases from 2.8178 
MW to 2.7571 MW for IEEE 14-bus and IEEE 30-bus, in  case of not 
using FACTS, the maximum voltage stability index (Lmax) is 0.1240 
p.u, voltage deviation is 0.0866 p.u and active power losses is 3.0896 
MW, while the maximum voltage stability index after determining the 
optimal allocation of different shunt compensation devices decreases 
from 0.1240 p.u to 0.0923 p.u, voltage deviation decreases from 
0.0866 p.u to 0.0643 p.u, and active power losses decreases from 
3.0896 MW to 2.8087 MW. Fig. 8 gives convergence characteristics of 
various optimization methods for VSI without compensation devices 
of IEEE 14-bus system. Fig. 9 shows the convergence characteristics 
of various optimization methods for power losses with one shunt 
compensation devices of IEEE 14-bus system. From this figure, it can 
be observed that the performance of developed algorithm is competing 
with other optimization techniques, while TLBO is considered the 
faster one. Fig. 10 gives the convergence characteristics of various 
optimization methods for power losses without shunt compensation 
devices of IEEE 30-bus system. From this figure, it can be observed 
that the performance of LAPO is competing with other optimization 
techniques, while GA is considered the worst one. Fig. 11 gives the 
convergence characteristics of various optimization methods for VSI 
with two shunt compensation devices of IEEE 30-bus system. It can 
be observed that the TLBO is the faster one compared with other 
optimization techniques. Fig. 12 gives convergence characteristics of 
various optimization methods for VSI with three shunt compensation 
devices of IEEE 30-bus system. Fig. 13 shows convergence 
characteristics of various optimization methods for VDD with three 
shunt compensation devices of IEEE 30-bus system. Fig. 14 gives 
convergence characteristics of various optimization methods for power 
losses with three shunt compensation devices of IEEE 30-bus system. 
Fig. 15 gives convergence characteristics for power losses using LAPO 
of IEEE 30-bus system. Fig.16 gives convergence characteristics for 
VSI using LAPO of IEEE 30-bus system. From Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, 
it can be observed that the performance of the developed algorithm is 
competing with other optimization techniques.

C. Outstanding Features of Developed Algorithm 
The results obtained by LAPO are comparable with those 

obtained by the well-known optimization techniques. This verifies the 
applicability of LAPO for power system studies as it gives a minimum 
objective function compared with TLBO, PSO and GA techniques.

Fig. 8. Convergence characteristics of various optimization methods for VSI 
without compensation devices of IEEE 14-bus system.

Fig. 9. Convergence characteristics of various optimization methods for power 
losses with one shunt compensation devices of IEEE 14-bus system.

Fig. 10. Convergence characteristics of various optimization methods for 
power losses without shunt compensation devices of IEEE 30-bus system.

Fig. 11. Convergence characteristics of various optimization methods for VSI 
with two shunt compensation devices of IEEE 30-bus system.

Fig. 12. Convergence characteristics of various optimization methods for VSI 
with three shunt compensation devices of IEEE 30-bus system.
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Fig. 13. Convergence characteristics of various optimization methods for 
VDD with three shunt compensation devices of IEEE 30-bus system.

Fig. 14. Convergence characteristics of various optimization methods 
for power losses with three shunt compensation devices of IEEE 30-bus 
system.

Fig. 15. Convergence characteristics for power losses using LAPO of 
IEEE 30-bus system.

Fig. 16. Convergence characteristics for VSI using LAPO of IEEE 30-
bus system.

TABLE IV. VSI, Optimal Placement, Size in MVAR and Suitable Type of Shunt Compensation Devices

IEEE 14-bus system IEEE 30-bus system

Without FACTS

LAPO 0.0669 0.1240

TLBO 0.0712 0.12434

PSO 0.0713 0.1253

GA 0.0715 0.1257

Case 1 (value, place, 
size, and type)

LAPO 0.0656,14,38.3232, STATCOM ,21, 50, STATCOM 0.1173

TLBO 0.06631, 4, 49.97, STATCOM 0.118, 21, 49.7337, STATCOM

PSO 0.0703, 5, 33.45, STATCOM 0.125, 7, 22.8768, SVC

GA 0.0708, 5, 49.8751, STATCOM 0.1216, 21, 23.8204, SVC

LAPO
0.0648, (13,14),
(-50,45.4927),
2 STATCOM

0.1073, (7,27), (9.1307,
44.8712),

C, STATCOM

Case 2 (value, place, 
size, and type)

TLBO 0.0663, (4, 5), (-16.5310, 49.9692), SVC, STATCOM 0.11312, (30, 27), (-16.7354, 50), SVC, STATCOM

PSO 0.0701, (5, 4), (49.9997, 23.721), STATCOM, SVC 0.1168, (21,15), (42.7866, 38.4338),
2 STATCOM

GA 0.0664, (4, 5), (27.8177, 28.1106),
2 SVC

0.12001, (7, 17), (-41.2411, 46.7745),
2 STATCOM

Case 3 (value, place, 
size, and type)

LAPO
0.0645, (4,14,12),

(-6.2314,45.0123, -50),
C, 2 STATCOM

0.0923, (15,21,30),(35.1034,22.5432,39.1089)
2 STATCOM, SVC

TLBO 0.0655, (5, 4, 5), (30.1891, -46.0102, 43.9262), 3 
STATCOM

0.1112, (17, 21, 15), (26.174, 50.0, 35.377),
SVC, 2 STATCOM

PSO 0.0697, (4, 5, 4), (33.5932, 43.629, 30.7922), 3 
STATCOM

0.1161, (21, 7, 3), (33.6635, 49.9984, 34.6893), 3 
STATCOM

GA
0.0662, (4, 14, 4),

(-24.9, 30.92, -16.123),
2 SVC, STATCOM

0.1192, (21, 30, 15), (0.1669, 48.2160, 10.9165),
C, STATCOM, SVC
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TABLE V. Voltage Deviation in PU, Optimal Placement, Size in MVAR and Suitable Type of Shunt Compensation Devices

IEEE 14-bus system IEEE 30-bus system

Without FACTS

LAPO 0.0272 0.0866

TLBO 0.03211 0.088319

PSO 0.0327 0.0907

GA 0.03286 0.095745

Case 1 (value, place, 
size, and type)

LAPO 0.0148, 14, 12.2541, SVC 0.0783,17,4.6421, C

TLBO 0.0300, 14, -42.3003, STATCOM 0.086812, 15, 17.5913, SVC

PSO 0.0324, 5, 43.4456, STATCOM 0.089608, 21, 24.3424, SVC

GA 0.0328, 4, -8.8882, C 0.0943,21, -41.2308, STATCOM

Case 2 (value, place, 
size, and type)

LAPO 0.0079, (14,12), (12.6500.-1.7732), SVC, C 0.0779, (20,15), (5.6523,14.8365), C, SVC

TLBO 0.0081, (14, 5), (13.0869, 15.3602), 2 SVC 0.083624, (3, 24),
(-14.0, 15.92), 2 SVC

PSO 0.0083, (14, 4), (13.0757,
15.0135), 2 SVC 0.0848, (21, 15), (4.6344, 16.8076), C, SVC

GA 0.0183, (12, 14), (-23.9822, 11.6879), 2 SVC 0.092047, (24, 15), (10.8060, 1.2003), SVC, C

Case 3 (value, place, 
size, and type)

LAPO 0.0068, (4,5,14), (9.4621,7.0088,13.016), 2 C, SVC 0.0643, (15,26,30), (-3.9316,4.8339,5.1494), 3C

TLBO 0.00794, (5, 14, 12), (16.2095, 13.0638,
22.1965), 3 SVC

0.0813, (4, 24, 15), (14.9389, 8.2276, 26.0513), 2 
SVC, C

PSO 0.0080, (14, 12, 5), (12.9847, 24.5797, 0.6175), 2 
SVC, C

0.0843, (21, 7, 15), (7.3001, 19.8402, 12.6049), C, 2 
SVC

GA 0.0111, (14, 5, 4), (12.03, -36.644, 17.7964),
2 SVC, STATCOM

0.091, (30, 24, 7), (30, 4.8605, -49.9498),
STATCOM, C

TABLE VI. Power Losses in MW, Optimal Placement, Size in MVAR and Suitable Type of Shunt Compensation Devices

IEEE 14-bus system IEEE 30-bus system

Without FACTS

LAPO 2.8178 3.0896

TLBO 2.8193 3.0997

PSO 2.8398 3.111

GA 2.8542 3.1227

Case 1 (value, place, 
size, and type)

LAPO 2.7922,14,7.7322, C 3.0723,21,13,0046, SVC

TLBO 2.8182, 14, -8.7037, C 3.0772, 7, 9.7524, C

PSO 2.8254, 5, -36.9354, STATCOM 3.0905, 30, 44.9121, STATCOM

GA 2.8204, 4, 6.0963, C 3.1137, 7, 8.6169, C

Case 2 (value, place, 
size, and type)

LAPO 2.7603, (5,13), (40.5023,0.7516), STATCOM, C 3.0625, (26,7), (2.2619,10.1625), C, SVC

TLBO 2.7784, (13, 14), (8.6097, 7.1422), 2 C 3.0632, (21, 7), (11.6681, 7.4546), SVC, C

PSO 2,7942, (5 ,13), (15.9081,9.1433), (SVC, C) 3.0679, (7, 21), (8.8934, 10.6073), C, SVC

GA 2.812, (14, 5), (7.4191,
-10.4339), C, SVC 3.0932, (21, 16), (6.8264, 4.1232), 2 C

Case 3 (value, place, 
size, and type)

LAPO
2.7571, (12,14,5),

(1.7137,5.306,
0.4380), 3 C

2.8087, (4,21,27), (7,92828, -3.4041,29,0705),
C, STATCOM, SVC

TLBO 2.7599, (12, 14, 4), (22.9890, 7.2583, 9.0851), (SVC, 
2 C)

2.8712, (5, 7, 21), (45.2345, 34.6556, 23.44323),
2 STATCOM, SVC

PSO 2.78, (14, 5, 12), (7.0831, 9.4564, 10.3951), 2 C, SVC 3.0581, (30, 21, 7), (2.4394, 11.7325, 8.9302), 2 C, 
SVC

GA 2.7837, (4, 14, 13),
(-24.4101, 5.5066, 3.4499), SVC, 2 C

3.082, (21, 28, 7), (15.4645, -1.1633, 8.9918), SVC, 
2 C
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VIII.   Conclusion

 In this paper, a new hybrid optimization technique based on LAPO 
and loss sensitivity indices has been proposed to determine the optimal 
allocation of different shunt compensation devices in power systems. 
Two LSIs have been developed to determine the candidate   locations 
for the existence of shunt compensation devices in order to decrease 
the search time in all buses and accelerate the convergence. The 
proposed optimization technique has been used to achieve different 
objective functions; voltage stability index, improvement of voltage 
profile and minimization of total power losses. IEEE 14-bus and 
IEEE 30-bus test systems have been used to verify the optimization 
algorithm. The results of the proposed algorithm have been compared 
with those obtained by other well-known optimization techniques such 
as TLBO, PSO and GA. The obtained results proved the capability of 
the proposed algorithm to effectively determine the optimal allocation 
of such compensation devices and achieve different objective functions 
during fast computation time. Other compensation devices such as; 
UPFC, IPFC and CUPFC have not been studied using the developed 
technique which maybe faces some challenges with them, as they are 
more complex devices. Hence, the future work will be focused to solve 
this issue.
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I. Introduction

ANTHROPOLOGY combines sociology, psychology, biology, and 
the humanities to carry out deep analysis of human beings and 

social groups [1]-[4]. Entrepreneurship uses the same combination of 
sciences to implement specific actions towards a clear and tangible 
objective [5]. Games are a key part of this analysis in any type of 
society or cultural representation [6]. Through play, children develop 
key abilities, from hunting to counting, through solving problems and 
by learning other fundamental skills that will support them when they 
become adults. For adults, games are the natural way to approach 
situations, such as negotiations and meetings, in which everyone plays a 
role and must find his or her place and a way of communication [7], [8]. 
Entrepreneurs can use the key features of games to achieve objectives 
and acquire specific competences [9], [10]. Nowadays, the social unit 
consists of distributed contacts and cloud services, which facilitate a 
24/7 umbilical connection of the individual to the group [11], [12]. 
With this background, eGames and gamification techniques look like a 
natural evolution in achieving real entrepreneurship competences in a 

digital context, one that is based on interaction and social strategies with 
social networks, learning management systems, entertainment apps 
and digital tools that support and extend social contacts. In this setting, 
learning happens anytime, anywhere. This is the approach of digital 
anthropology [13], in which groups are analysed as a combination of 
cultures and contexts.

Furthermore, while working with traditional group skills and 
interaction, there are a number of features on which researchers focus 
their attention [14]-[16]: for example, social identity, the user’s role 
in a group, social forms of expression, the group’s need for assembly 
and the development of personal and group skills for improving 
social reputation. We find similar features in digital entrepreneurship, 
but in a particular representational medium [17], [18]. Enabled by 
social networks and Internet apps, individuals and groups can share 
and express themselves (e.g. via Facebook and Instagram); meet 
for discussion (e.g. through Google Hangouts and Skype); provide 
opinions, argue, and call for justice (e.g. on Twitter and WhatsApp); 
create music (e.g. with Garage Band); and work (e.g. using Outlook, 
Calendar, and OpenOffice). Social roles within the group are also 
required for interaction (e.g. adopting the role of a follower or an alpha 
male). In short, there are many similarities between these and other 
social structures that are usually the subjects of anthropological studies.

In this context, games play a role in helping individuals achieve 
social status, develop social skills and personal competences, and adopt 
roles in group interaction [19], [20]. The positive and negative sides of 
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games have been discussed by Prensky, Gee, and others [5], [21]. 
For example, the dark side of games might be used for promoting 

effective learning and interaction, including the ability to overlap tasks, 
leading to skills in multitasking; the manipulation of social identification 
through color, dress codes, and strange jargon; encouraging social skills 
for empathy and creating internal relations inside a group; and, finally, 
for cultural integration. Furthermore, functional diversity based on the 
inclusion of over-gifted individuals, who are barely integrated into the 
group but possess special features that make them unique, becomes 
a one-in-a-million feature that makes a group stand out. All those 
examples present numerous ‘bad habits’ related to games, which can be 
turned upside down in order to support effective and useful learning and 
interaction. The main objective of our research is to use the best features 
of games to support entrepreneurs’ achievement of specific competences 
through social interaction and gamification. We discover how to match 
the social behaviour of individuals and groups through an educational 
digital game design to spur the process of learning personal skills [22], 
[23]. Furthermore, we examine those skills derived specifically from 
recurrent patterns, which can be used for learning and the development 
of personal and social competences [24], [25]. In doing so, we provide 
a new approach to the use of eGames, not just as a tool for learning, but 
as a vehicle for social entrepreneurship and personal behavior analysis, 
moving towards personalised support offered to every user and group, 
which is based on individual inputs and pattern identification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section II, we present 
a set of related works, including some of the social-entrepreneurship 
game-based proposals that we have studied; section III gives a general 
overview of the Social Seducement project, stating its main features; 
section IV outlines the Social PlaNet gamified learning platform 
developed as part of the Social Seducement project; section V presents 
the pedagogical model designed for this eGame; section VI describes 
the assessment performed on the pedagogical model; and section VII 
summarises our main conclusions and further works. 

II. Related Works

The work presented in this paper has been developed as part of the 
Erasmus+ Social Seducement project. The research consortium studied 
different proposals included in the Guide for Developing the Game 
and its Environment [26] and analysed several internal and external 
experiences, which have also been summarised in this paper.

Games and gamification took a key role in education innovation 
some years ago, as we can see, for example, in the NMC Horizon 
reports from 2013 to 2017 [27]-[29], which state the potential of 
these approaches to improve students’ motivation and engagement. 
Moreover, there has been an evolution of games used in education, 
which have been paired with learning pedagogies [30]: a first approach 
based on behaviorism, where a reward was given for every correct 
actuation; the next one, based on cognitivism and constructivism, 
where students learned from past experience and from experience in 
the virtual environment in collaboration with other partners; and the 
third one, based on constructionism, where simulations are offered to 
ease the transfer of knowledge. 

Many studies have been carried out in this field, obtaining positive 
results in several areas that support the theory of game-based learning. 
A review of the most relevant ones is presented in McClarty et al. [31], 
which seeks to clarify their strengths and weaknesses. In particular, this 
review concludes that games have the potential to successfully improve 
the pedagogical approach’s playfulness, personalize learning, improve 
engagement with the process of learning, teach twenty-first-century 
skills, and provide sound assessment of learning. The authors highlight 
the specific features that have allowed games to become a new tool 
for learning: immediate feedback, failing without consequences in the 

real world, a low level of frustration compared to that in traditional 
education, learning from mistakes, improvement of motivation and 
progressive growth of difficulty across levels. Particularly relevant 
in this context is games’ ability to train learners in problem-solving, 
innovation, and decision-making, important skills in the current society.

However, there has been one lingering concern about the suitability 
of using games, posed by Uliscak [32]: ‘[O]ne of the major concerns 
identified about using digital games in education is the difficulty in 
assessing effectiveness at achieving the learning goals. How does a 
player of Civilization, for example, demonstrate that they know the 
seven wonders of the ancient world rather than merely acquiring stars?’ 
As Jeffery Chin and colleagues state [33]: ‘Designing ways to collect 
data on student learning in simulation and gaming is particularly 
difficult because of the open-ended nature of these activities.’ This issue 
can be more easily addressed by teachers, who can act as facilitators or 
mediators of the process of learning. The teacher can lead, stimulate, 
and make explicit what the student learns. 

Malone [34], cited in [35], defines some key elements of the design 
of an educational game: 
• The activity should be structured in such a way that players can 

increase or decrease the difficulty of challenges faced, in order to 
match exactly personal skills with the requirements for action;

• It should be easy to isolate the activity, at least at the perceptual 
level, from other stimuli, external or internal, which might interfere 
with involvement in it;

• There should be clear criteria for performance; a player should be 
able to evaluate how well or how poorly (s)he is doing at any time;

• The activity should provide concrete feedback to the player, so that 
(s)he can tell how well (s)he is meeting the criteria of performance; 

• The activity ought to have a broad range of challenges, and 
possibly several qualitatively different ranges of challenge, so that 
the player may obtain increasingly complex information about 
different aspects of her/himself. 
An additional element to be considered is that, in our case, the 

target group is made up of long-term unemployed people, the majority 
of whom are at risk of social exclusion. The number of proposals 
about the corporate sector is significantly higher than the number of 
proposals in formal education, although there is still a lack of evidence 
about the effectiveness of eGames in social inclusion. This subject 
has been studied by Stewart et al. [36], who conclude that digital 
game-based approaches provide adaptable, motivating, and engaging 
techniques that can be used to empower individuals and enhance social 
inclusion. More concretely, they state that ‘the use of digital games 
and gaming is starting to show potential in addressing issues of policy 
concern including wellness and ageing, education and employability 
of poor learners, improved quality of training, skills development and 
civic participation’. Moreover, in this study, the role of ‘intermediaries 
and professionals working in the field of social inclusion’ is stated as a 
key enabler of inclusion. We could assume the same role for teachers, 
trainers, and learning facilitators as mediators in the learning process 
via educational games.

Following the review of the trends and challenges of using online 
games for learning, a process of research on relevant practices was 
developed [26], whose relevance in the scientific community is 
currently growing [38]. In Table I, we have included several games 
used in the context of learning and training for vocational jobs, social 
entrepreneurship skills, and any other feature to improve learners’ 
capabilities to run social enterprises. 

From this review, and after a process of analysis on several 
criteria (game objectives, tools used to achieve the project goals, 
target groups, methodologies applied or underpinning the learning 
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model, assessment and artwork), a reduced set of key practices was 
selected, as shown in Table II. These helped the consortium to get 
inspiration and to decide some of the features of the gamified training 
solution to be developed.

Thus, from the analysis of the games and projects presented in 
this section and according to the goals and target group of Social 
Seducement, we conclude that the pedagogical approach needs to 

be linked to the social reality of participants to provide them with a 
situated and experiental learning experience without losing motivation. 
In addition, a clear mechanism to assess progress is needed, and 
immediate feedback needs to be provided. Moreover, supporting 
disadvantaged learners is a key point in Social Seducement, as doing 
so promotes civic participation and social skills. For that reason, it was 
judged necessary to include the role of the facilitator (a sort of game 
master who will facilitate the learning of game users throughout the 

TABLE I Sample of Games to Learn or Train Social Entrepreneurial Skills (Adapted from [26])

Reference Games and projects scanned

[39]

• EVE Online. Players practise running the most powerful company in the world to be able to sharpen their management skills in the real world.
• Informatists helps players learn and polish business skills. This game helps players practise strategies and learn to succeed without a high risk of failure.
• Gazillionaire Deluxe. Used in colleges to teach business, math and economics, this game teaches about supply and demand.
• Ports of Call. This game helps players build their shipping fleets wisely and learn plenty about economics while playing.
• Fistful of Dollars. Set against a space backdrop, this game teaches players about managing working capital.
• Robo Rush. Players start out selling their robots door-to-door, then upgrade to a storefront and a factory.
• The EIS Simulation. Designed at the Center for Advanced Learning Technologies, this game challenges players to become part of a team that 

will introduce an innovation and convince 22 members of the management team to accept the innovation.
• Innov8. This simulation game from IBM provides players with a chance to sharpen their business acumen with three different scenarios 

focusing on smarter traffic, smarter customer service, and smarter supply chains.
• CyberCIEGE. Designed by the US Navy, this game teaches about network security. Players purchase and configure workstations, servers, 

operating systems, and more, then try to keep them all secure while also balancing budget and productivity factors.
• A Force More Powerful. This is a nonviolent strategy game that teaches players how to use nonviolent tactics to disarm potentially violent 

situations, possible even useful as conflict resolution at online colleges for social work.
• Karma Tycoon. This is a nonviolent strategy game whose goal is teach about business and community in a nonprofit environment.
• A Tale in the Desert 4. Set in ancient Egypt, this massively multiplayer online role-playing game has a focus on economic and community 

development. This game is one of the few MMORPGs that includes no combat at all.
• Democracy 2. With this game, players can learn to make decisions, such as implementing green policies, raising or lowering taxes, creating 

harmonious foreign relations, and more, from the politician’s perspective.
• Ars Regendi. The aim of this game is becoming the president of a state and applying political and economic strategies to form alliances with 

other countries.
• Peacemaker. This game teaches about the balance of power. If the player chooses the right path, peace is obtained; if the player makes wrong 

choices, a violent disaster will occur. 

[40] • The New Heroes tells the dramatic stories of 14 daring people from all corners of the globe who, against all odds, successfully alleviate poverty and 
illness, combat unemployment and violence, and bring education, light, opportunity, and freedom to poor and marginalised people around the world.

[32]
• SimVenture is a business simulation game designed for people 14–30 years old who are learning about the realities of setting up a business.
• Climate challenge game is an online sandbox-style strategy game developed by Red Redemption Ltd. Its aim is engaging 20- to 35-year-old 

professionals in the realities of climate change and measures that can be taken to decrease carbon dioxide emissions.

[41] • White Card Game. This game is intended to promote safety practices in carpentry workshops.

[36]

• In-living. To help young people become good tenants.
• Rock’n’high roller. For financial planning, addressing people aged 18 to 24.
• Footfall. To help young people learn financial responsibility for small businesses.
• TARDIS project. To improve interview skills of young people with low employability.
• No credit, Game over. To train young people in debt management.
• Thuis in the Netherlands. Supporting migrants in the preparation of the naturalisation exam.
• Mixopolis. Vocational orientation and participation for young migrants.

[42]

• Hot Shot Businesses. A serious Flash game in which users have to decide how to find capital, rent tools and material, decide about advertising, 
etc. in order to be introduced to the rules of entrepreneurship.

• Industry player. A massive online adventure game in which players fight to become the leader of the market. They can choose between around 
250 types of enterprise to build a five-company holding, by developing which they train their business skills. 

• INNOV8. This game has a 3D environment where players get familiar with the IBP Business Process (BPM). By playing this game, players can 
work together and try different scenarios in order to discover how this business model can improve the world.

• SimVenture. A business simulation game about computer sales and repair in which players work in monthly matches. Over the course of one 
month, they can see real-life examples as well as a tutorial to guide their decisions. After each month, they receive feedback about results and 
how their decisions affect the business.

• Small Business. Like SimVenture, but more focused on game-related aspects. Players have to choose between a sandwich shop, a café, a music 
store, and an ice-cream store in a time-lapse simulation taking several days, which also includes such real-life factors as economic conditions, 
changes in the market, and time dedicated to the family. 

• Market-place. More intended for professional training, this game is divided into several modules that highlight specific aspects of a business, 
including links to texts that can help in running an enterprise. This game is more challenging than the ones previously mentioned.

• MetaVals. This game is focused on lifelong learners in business schools and presents a quiz manager to check how much players have learned 
in different areas. It includes collaboration and competition.

• Team Up. This game is played in groups and is intended to train them in the social aspects of entrepreneurship. The scenario is a ruined island 
they have to leave by solving a set of puzzles.

• The balance sheet. This very practical game is intended to train players in the balance sheet, using real-life examples.
• The Enterprise Game. This game allows the player to learn about cash flow, market needs, profits, etc. while playing.
• Virtonomics. In this game, players have to create and manage a company with different subdivisions. Players receive feedback during the game.
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game, supporting teamwork, animating the groups of learners, and 
supporting project partners in the assessment of the game experience) 
in order for learners to be accompanied in their learning journey 
through the gameplay, and therefore in the acquisition of skills.

III. Social Seducement Project: An Overview

The Social Seducement project aimed to foster self-empowerment 

and entrepreneurship attitudes within disadvantaged groups in Europe, 
with a focus on unemployed adults aged 18+. It did so by engaging such 
groups in a gamified training solution, of type Online Role-Playing 
Game (ORPG), that introduced them to a world of social collective 
cooperatives and guided them through the principles, concepts, and 
practices necessary to be able to set up and successfully manage a 
social enterprise, with specific reference to social cooperatives.

The project was developed thanks to the support of the European 

Reference Games and projects scanned
[43] • Go Venture Any Business. Creates a business simulation for ANY product, ANY industry, and ANY market.

[44] • Kenteq Craft. This game presents players with challenges to learn to use the machines that they will use afterwards in their jobs, as well as 
promoting motivation and social learning.

[45]
• The Start Up Game. In this simulation, students play the role of different stakeholders in a market full of early-stage startups. They gain an 

understanding of decision-making under uncertainty, the variations in strategy among individuals, and experience with common trade-offs 
resulting from different strategies and decisions.

[46] • Safety Training Cross Cut Sew. This goal of this game is reducing accidents in furniture manufacturing during regulated instruction.

[47] • Everest V2. Team-based simulation using the dramatic context of a Mount Everest climb to teach group dynamics and leadership to novice 
entrepreneurs.

[48]
• Entre Explorer – Serious Game for Immersive Entrepreneurs. This game provides players with contents which help them in acquiring 

knowledge. The game takes place in a building that players have to go through. On each of the floors, players learn something about enterprise 
to help them build their business plans incrementally.

Other 
proposals 

found 
by the 

consortium

• YENTELS. Young European Entrepreneurs E-Learning Suite. The main objective of the project is to encourage entrepreneurship in young 
people to improve employability, competitiveness, and innovation through a simulation/computer gaming–based e-learning suite of training 
materials that will assist them in acquiring the entrepreneurial skills necessary to set up and run their own businesses (http://yentels.virtech.bg/
staticsections/view/game).

• SPENT. An online game about surviving poverty and homelessness, whose mission ‘is to provide food, clothing, shelter and supportive services 
to neighbors in need’.

• Games for change. Founded in 2004, Games for Change facilitates the creation and distribution of social impact games that serve as critical 
tools in humanitarian and educational efforts.

• Business Simulations for Executive Education and Business Learning. A simulation putting the students in front of situations related to the 
topics they need to train in  to enhance their decision-making process (http://www.industrymasters.com/).

• Green community. An establishment in the province of Sassari (Italy) of a technological instrument (available via web and mobile) that 
supports knowledge of the ‘green economy’ among young people between 14 and 20 years old.

TABLE II. Selected Practices for Social Seducement (Extracted from [26])

Name of the game/project Reasons for relevance

KARMA TYCOON As in the case of Social Seducement (inspired by the ILO board game Co-opolis), Karma Tycoon is the online conversion of a 
board game focused on social entrepreneurship. 

THE NEW HEROES The game deals with social entrepreneurship in third-world countries and is interesting for its effective use of real stories for 
inspiration and learning. Storytelling and transposition of real-life experiences could be used in the Social Seducement game.

EVEREST V2 

The game is a team-based simulation about climbing Mount Everest for team-building and leadership training. It is interesting 
and relevant, as it uses simulation and F2F virtual discussion among a group. It also uses incremental (learning and playing) 
steps based on decisions taken jointly and leading to success (or not). This strategy could be adopted by Social Seducement for 
collaborative, incremental learning through the game.

THE START UP GAME The game is relevant for the topic, the group discussion, and the cooperation required; the clear set of roles foreseen; and the 
short duration.

SPENT An online game about surviving poverty, this is relevant because of the possibility of asking friends for support and for the 
advice messages when wrong turns are taken.

SIMVENTURE 
This simulation of a business start-up is relevant because of the availability of individual and group play, the inclusion of a 
virtual tutor and for its presentation of videos. The game includes ready-made scenarios and a save and load function. It can be 
used to run active case studies in which people face the consequences of the business decisions they make.

GO VENTURE ANY 
BUSINESS.

This game is relevant for the presence of the instructor (some sort of facilitation will be needed in Social Seducement), the 
possibility for team evaluation, and its competency quizzes  , which are personalised for each student. It has an interesting 
infographic, it is possible to create new case-studies and for individuals and teams to play at the same time, synchronous and 
asynchronous messaging are available, and there are coaching opportunities.

THE GREEN 
COMMUNITY

This game is relevant because of the presence of virtual facilitators, the possibility of monitoring players’ progress, and the 
different elements built in to remind participants of the ‘game character’ of the initiative and to let them have fun in learning.
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Commission, in the frame of the Erasmus Plus Program (Strategic 
Partnerships in Adult Education). It gathered a group of partners located 
across the UK (Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, coordinator), 
Spain (Universidad Internacional de la Rioja), Italy (Ecobyte and Le 
Mat), Belgium (REVES – European Network of Cities and Regions 
in the social economy), and Sweden (Coompanion). The partners 
all had different backgrounds and expertise, which was a strategic 
design choice made to guarantee the availability of all the necessary 
competences an innovative project like this one needs to be successful. 
In particular, it leaned on the experience of the coordinator in the field 
of social sciences, which was necessary to design the methodological 
approach taken in the project; on the technical experience of UNIR 
in the field of game architecture design; and on the experience and 
networking capacity of social partners (Le Mat, Coompanion, and 
REVES) in adapting the game to the needs of the target group.

The project included the following main phases:
• Target needs analysis and game design: Based on desk and field 

research, the project mapped similar experiences in the field (i.e. 
online games about social economy), identified the needs of the 
target group (unemployed) in terms of training to become social 
entrepreneurs and elaborated a possible architecture for the game.

• Game development: Based on the outcomes of the previous phase, 
the project team developed the online game and gathered the 
necessary training material to support learners in their learning 
process while playing the game.

• Facilitator training: The facilitator was introduced as a sort of 
game master facilitating the learning of users throughout the 
game, supporting teamwork, animating the groups of learners and 
supporting project partners in the assessment of the game experience.

• Piloting: Five pilot countries were involved (UK, Italy, Spain, 
Sweden, and Belgium). In each country, the game was tested with 
36 learners (divided into small groups), who played the game with 
the support of a facilitator. There were three facilitators per country, 
with each facilitator supporting at least two groups of learners.

• Validation: Based on the pilot results, the game was finalized and 
made available to the public (with special reference to employment 
and training centres, and all those entities supporting employment, 
employability, and social inclusion).
Social Seducement was an innovative project in that it developed an 

ORPG in the social economy field. The mapping carried out in the first 
phase of the project revealed a substantial lack of similar experiences 
in the field. Addressing disadvantaged groups (the unemployed, who 
are in a fragile situation in terms of self-esteem and self-confidence 
most of the time) and training them in the creation and management of 
social collective cooperatives (involving teamwork, respect for others, 
collective decisions, and collective responsibilities) poses a lot of 
challenges in the design of an online game, which has its own technical 
rules and requirements.

IV. Social Seducement Project: The Gamified Learning 
Experience

As result of the work in the Social Seducement project, the gamified 
learning platform Social PlaNet (http://ss.epscms.com) was developed. 
In this learning experience, groups of students learn about the Business 
Model Canvas (BMC) to be applied to a social economy enterprise 
idea, which will be developed while they are working on the platform.

The story underpinning the learning experience is about a group 
of neighbours who meet in a cafe in a European city and are recruited 
by a magical person to run a social economy enterprise (Fig. 1) [50].

Fig. 1. Cafe in the Social PlaNet platform.  

The group of potential entrepreneurs has to start the process of 
developing the idea for their enterprise. The first step is looking for 
an office where they can work and going to the library to get some 
information about social entrepreneurship. The BMC arises as an ideal 
tool to find and study the different elements involved in the development 
of the enterprise idea, and learners need to think about each of them: 
key partners, key activities, key resources, value proposition, customer 
relationships, channels, customer segments, cost structure and revenue 
streams. These elements are structured in three chunks, as shown in 
Fig. 2, which will be accessible from the office as well as from the 
library (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. BMC chunks assignments in Social PlaNet [extracted from 50].
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Fig. 3. BMC access.

The learning experience implemented in Social PlaNet has been 
divided into eight levels (Table IV), from user registration to building 
an optional business plan. The gamified strategy encourages learners 
to progress. The main idea of this gamification approach is to reward 
group activities more than individual ones and use points obtained to 
allow learners to furnish their office. That way, each piece of furniture 
has a cost in points, and the group can ‘buy’ each of them when they 
obtain the necessary number of points.

During this learning process, students have to develop the BMC in 
groups. To set up the group session, they have to arrange a meeting and 
connect to the platform at the date and hour previously agreed in the 
platform schedule. However, a single user can connect to the platform 
in an individual session for a deeper study or a wider read of the 
materials. A learner can start an individual session whenever a group 
session is not fixed (see Fig. 1, upper left corner: ‘single player’), but 
(s)he will be not allowed to further develop the BMC.

A role-based approach is included in order to develop students’ 
soft skills. A group member is randomly selected to be the task leader 
in each of the group sessions. The task leader is responsible for 
organizing the group discussion, extracting the main ideas and promote 
agreement between group members in order to register the agreement 
in each phase of the process. This role can be rejected and the former 
learner can select another partner to play that role. Only the task leader 
is allowed to fill in the blanks with the information agreed to by the 
group. For example, in Fig. 4, the group has agreed how to transport 
its products.

Fig. 4. Group agreement about product transportation.

During this training course, a facilitator helps the group to advance 
in its BMC development. This facilitator reviews progress and is 
available to solve any doubts arising in the group. To contact him or 

her, both individual and group sessions have an icon participants can 
click to chat with the facilitator (CALL THE GUIDE), in addition to 
the one they have for internal discussions (CHAT) (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Icons in Social PlaNet: call the guide, calendar, help, progress and chat.

Moreover, a selection of real social economy enterprise stories is 
available on the platform to foster brainstorming in each of the levels. 
As the group goes forward, the stories are unlocked and students can 
read about the specific item on which they are working. These stories 
are based on real cases the project partners collected by contacting 
national social economy enterprises.

To succeed in this learning experience, the group has to finish the 
BMC for the idea initially posed. At the of the process, when they have 
filled in the BMC, they can spend the remaining points in their office 
or continue developing a final business plan, which will be printed as a 
pdf file with all the information developed by the group.

V. Social Seducement Project: The Training Approach

As previously stated, Social Seducement is a gamified learning 
platform intended to train long-term unemployed people in social 
entrepreneurship skills. By participating in the pilot, groups of 
learners came up with their business ideas using the Business Model 
Canvas (BMC). In this section, we focus on the pedagogical approach 
underpinning the learning process. 

A. Foundations
The pedagogical model introduced in Social Seducement has 

been developed on the basis of three main pillars [51]: (1) the ADDIE 
instructional design model; (2) the European Qualification Framework, 
to split the assessment model into knowledge (to know), skills (to 
be able to) and attitudes (to behave with); and (3) a comprehensive 
competences framework for social economy entrepreneurs.

ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and 
Evaluation) [52] is a successful and widely used instructional design 
model comprised of five phases. One of the most important characteristics 
of this model is its ability to be applied both iteratively and sequentially, 
which offers the instructional designer some freedom in developing the 
instruction. Next, we present a brief explanation of each of its phases, 
including how they have been implemented in our project:
1. Analysis, in which the scenario has to be defined: students and their 

characteristics, context of use, available resources, etc. In Social 
Seducement, this phase was performed by delivering a survey to 
a wide range of key actors in social economy entrepreneurship 
in order to find out about the needs associated with the creation 
of a cooperative social enterprise. Additionally, conclusions from 
this study were compared to a literature review, which allowed for 
adjustment of the conclusions obtained.

2. Design: Tasks to be performed in this phase are related to learning 
itself. Thus, the teacher or instructor has to describe the goals, 
determine how they are going to be assessed, choose the way to 
provide students with materials, define the general didactic model, 
plan instruction by deciding the elements and order of the content, 
design activities for students and identify resources they need. In 
Social Seducement, this phase has been developed by structuring 
contents into levels in the game and by managing progress through 
the storytelling that guides the game.
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3. Development: This phase is intended to generate the educational 
content designed in the previous phases. In Social Seducement, it 
was developed by proposing a set of materials, which were divided 
into external and internal materials. The external material is a set of 
links to resources (texts, videos, wikis, etc.) on the web, including 
concepts about social economy enterprises and how to manage 
every step in their development and operation; the internal material 
is a set of real-life stories intended to give inspiration to learners 
while they are playing. Partners of the consortium gathered these 
stories from enterprises in every country.

4. Implementation, in which the instruction takes place: In this 
phase, the instructor has to promote students’ understanding of the 
content, support their learning and follow up on their progress. In 
Social Seducement, this fourth activity was developed in a pilot 
process in five countries: Italy, Spain, Belgium, Sweden and the 
United Kingdom. Additionally, before testing the game, we tested 
the instructional model itself, in order to avoid pitfalls once that 
model is included in the platform. 

5. Evaluation: Given the possibility of applying this model both 
iteratively and sequentially, evaluation could be formative or 
summative. The complete game Social Seducement will be tested 
and results in this phase will be used to refine and validate it. 
Results of the pedagogical model test will also be evaluated to 
improve the final version to be included in the game.
The pedagogical model of Social Seducement is intended to 

train people in competences identified in the European Qualification 
Framework, which separates them into knowledge, skills, and attitudes 
[53]. For that reason, our assessment model is also organized into these 
three parts, each of them involving specific activities. However, since 
competences are difficult to assess, it was decided to evaluate learners’ 
achievements based on learning results. A complete list of learning 
results for each competence was developed [54], without detriment to 
a learning result that could promote the acquisition of more than one 
competence at the same time.

Finally, a comprehensive portfolio of competences was developed 
based on a revision of the relevant literature on social economy 
enterprises and a survey of local actors in the different of consortium 
members’ countries [54]. This portfolio, which falls outside the 
scope of this paper, covers a complete set of competences needed for 
prospective and struggling social economy entrepreneurs, grouped into 
(1) organization of social economy enterprises; (2) knowledge of the 
environment of the social economy; and (3) individual competences 
that smooth the running of a social enterprise.

B. Learning Structure
Using the competence portfolio, consortium members developed a 

high-level view of the learning results that social economy entrepreneurs 
are intended to achieve. However, in order to be able to assess what 
they are actually learning during the training process, the attention was 
focused on learning results, which can be analysed at a lower level. A 
set of competences that social economy entrepreneurs need to run their 
social enterprises was obtained from the prior knowledge of partners 
in the consortium, the literature review and the survey findings. That 
way, the complete and complex portfolio was easier to manage and 
understand. Below, we present the set of competences packages 
obtained by partners of Social Seducement from that process [50]:
• Understanding the concept of social economy. Social economy 

enterprises have several features that differentiate them from 
traditional enterprises, such as governance type, use of benefits, 
and rules and regulations related to tax. Therefore, learners need to 
learn these principles to run the idea properly. 

• Conception of the idea by a group of persons. Since the game is 

played in groups, learners need to develop their skills to work 
collaboratively to conceive and develop their business idea. In this 
package, players will train empathy, listening capacity, mediation 
capabilities, etc.

• Establishing a business plan. To achieve a proper business plan, 
several competences need to be trained, such as research and 
analytical capabilities, development of a market study, and using 
financial instruments. Additionally, editorial skills are needed 
to write the business plan and present the idea and proposals to 
stakeholders. The capacity to learn from previous experiences to 
adapt the business plan to changes in the local environment is also 
necessary.

• Management, including communication and marketing. In this 
package, skills related to bookkeeping, the legal environment, 
administrative requirements, etc. are trained for. Learners will also 
need to be able to organize meetings, plan, make decisions, use IT 
instruments, etc.

• Creation of a conductive stakeholder environment. Knowledge of 
and commitment to the local area is essential for social economy 
enterprises, as is direct contact with local authorities, other social 
economy or traditional enterprises, universities, citizens, etc. These 
relationships allow entrepreneurs to identify local needs, define 
and develop proper activities to solve these needs, and adapt to 
local evolution.

• Evaluation and impact assessment. Social economy enterprises 
also need to evaluate their activities and revise strategies on the 
basis of the results obtained or to attract new investors according 
to the impact achieved.

• Operations. Beyond development of the idea or planning strategies 
to be developed in the local environment, a social economy 
enterprise needs to be managed daily. For example, deliveries to 
customers, meetings with local actors, and negotiations with banks 
need to be maintained and studied in order to properly assess the 
implications of these actions and how they will (or won’t) help the 
business.
Until now, we have three elements to be combined in the training 

process: (1) the competences portfolio; (2) learning results; and (3) 
competences packages. In order to make explicit the relationships 
among them, we will use the term ‘learning outcome’ to refer to 
learning results related to several competences in the competences 
portfolio. Thus, in Table III, we show how they are related [50].

C. Learning Materials
In Social PlaNet, learners are provided with two kinds of material 

[50]: the first type, external material, is a set of documents, videos, 
references, etc. where they can find conceptual knowledge about social 
economy, enterprises, social economy enterprises, etc. The second type, 
internal material, is a set of stories of real social economy enterprises 
(see Appendix I for an example) running in the different countries of 
the consortium, which are intended to give inspiration to learners in the 
process of developing their ideas to build their own social economy 
enterprises.

In the first group, contents have been divided according to learning 
outcomes, and subsections have been formed to encourage learners 
to focus more precisely on what the reference is about. Throughout 
the training process, these concepts will be shown to learners when 
they need to know them to face or be prepared for the activities in 
every level. Each country has a different set of links available because 
legislation concerning social economy enterprises varies nationally. 
External learning material for Spain is included in Appendix II. 

On the other hand, we have internal materials. A set of 20 stories are 
included on the Social PlaNet platform. These have been split in several 
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parts according to the contents that learners need in every scene in the 
game. Thus, each part begins with an introduction of the enterprise, 
in order to contextualise the story. If learners have already read any 
other part, they can skip this introduction and focus on the specific part 
that they need. After that, according to the scene in the platform where 
learners are, they can read about how to manage concrete situations in 
the starting up or running of one of these enterprises, some questions 
for them to think about and the solution that enterprise gave, as well as 
its implications.

D. Learning Assessment
In order to continue advancing in the platform, learners have 

to pass several quizzes based on the content they have previously 
covered. If learners obtain a score of more than 60% on quizzes, they 
will continue to the next level. If not, they will be encouraged to review 
some specific internal and external material to learn more about these 
concepts. Materials that will be presented will be the ones they have 
not yet read or, if all material has already been read, the ones most 
closely related to the main concepts in that level.

The first step to properly situate these quizzes is to allocate content 
and quizzes along the levels (Table IV). To present this distribution, 
we show where the learning outcomes are trained for in the game and 
mark the assessment points, including a description of what we assess 
in each of them [50].

The program-level learning outcome assessment works on the 
three defined levels of knowledge, skills and attitudes. In particular:
• Knowledge assessment performed throughout the game is 

structured around several kinds of quizzes, which are to be 
solved individually or in groups, in order to promote individual 
commitment, learning by doing and collaborative learning. The 
correctness of the solutions is checked automatically.

• Skills assessment (optionally performed at the individual level) 
will occur (1) through self-evaluation of learners at the beginning 
and at the end of the game (learners will complete a questionnaire 
at the beginning and at the end of the game to be aware of their self-
perception and progress thanks to the game); (2) through automatic 
tests while the game is played; and (3) through qualitative 
evaluation by the facilitator.

• Attitude (behaviour) assessment is mainly provided by the 
facilitator (both at the individual and at the group level), being 
promoted by a gamified approach intended to improve motivation 
[56]. 

1. Assessment Milestones
In order to avoid overloading learners, we have identified some 

moments in the game where assessment plays a key role to verify the 

acquisition of knowledge, skills, and behaviors. These key moments are:
• Level 3 (Entering headquarters, defining roles), where a first 

assessment of skills happens.
• Level 5 (Look at your group: do you have basic features to realise 

the idea?), where, having presented some examples of social 
economy enterprises, we assess if learners understand what a social 
economy enterprise is and is not.

• Level 7.1.1 (Value proposition), where we assess the learners’ 
knowledge of the meaning of value proposition in social 
entrepreneurial thinking.

• Level 7.1.2 (Customer segments), where, once customer segments 
can be managed, we assess the capacity to define the different 
customer segments.

• Level 7.1.3 (Revenue stream), where we determine the capacity to 
distinguish how important the different customer segments are in 
relation to the whole value proposition of the enterprise.

• Level 7.2.1 (Customer relationship), where, once information 
about customer relationships is presented, we assess whether 
learners know how to find/select different customers and the best 
customers for their social enterprise and products.

• Level 7.2.2 (Channels to distribute products), where we check 
knowledge about how products reach customers, how difficult this 
process is and how many resources are needed.

• Level 7.3.1 (Key activities), where the capacity to describe the 
whole production process of the social enterprise in terms of 
activities to be performed is evaluated.

• Level 7.3.2 (Key resources), where we check whether learners 
have acquired knowledge about all the resources necessary to be 
able to realise the productive process.

• Level 7.3.3 (Key partners), where the goal is the knowledge 
acquired about the partners that the group would need to develop 
its business and social goals.

• Level 7.4 (Costs), where we evaluate if learners are able to 
recognize costs and their features (fixed, variables, initial capital).

• Level 8 (business plan), which has the aim of checking teamwork, 
social competencies and planning competencies.

• Final scene, when, having played the whole game and acquired the 
necessary knowledge, skills and attitudes, learners have to present 
their finalised business plan.

2. Type of Quizzes
In line with the overall objective to promote motivation and foster 

engagement, quizzes include a variety of exercises:

TABLE III. Relationships between Learning Outcomes and Competences in the Portfolio (Extracted from [50])

Nº Learning outcomes Connection with the competence portfolio for social economy entrepreneurs
1 Understanding the concept of the social economy Organization of social economy enterprises
2 Conception of the idea by a group of persons Individual competences to smooth the running of a social enterprise

3 Establishing a business plan Organization of social economy enterprises
Knowledge of the environment of the social economy

4 Management (including communication and marketing) Organization of social economy enterprises
Individual competences to smooth the running of a social enterprise

5 Creation of a conductive stakeholder environment Knowledge of the environment of the social economy

6 Evaluation and impact assessment
Organization of social economy enterprises
Knowledge of the environment of the social economy
Individual competences to smooth the running of a social enterprise 

7 Operations
Organization of social economy enterprises
Knowledge of the environment of the social economy
Individual competences to smooth the running of a social enterprise 
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• Multiple choice: Given a question, definition, or term, choose the 
correct answer from the list offered.

• Matching concepts: Given a list of concepts and a list of definition 
or applications, match each element in the first list to the correct 
one in the second list.

• Given a set of features, provide a specific subset that fits with a 
given concept. 

• Complete the sentence to compose definitions or describe how 
to run a task in practice in relation to items/stories presented as 
training material.

• Build the sentence: Given a set of words, build a sentence with 
them according to the request.

• Order concepts or features according to a set of defined criteria.
• Puzzles: in order to motivate effort from learners, fragmented 

images are linked to concepts and definitions. If concepts and 
definitions are linked correctly, an image appears.

• Divide the set of answers among group members: As a strategy of 
shared learning, every group member has to learn about concepts 
presented to contribute to the final common solution.

• True/false questions.
• Classification: Given a list of elements, choose the correct group 

in which they fit.
• Against the clock: Quizzes where the score obtained depends on 

how quickly the correct answer is provided.

TABLE IV. Game Levels and Sub-levels [50]

Game levels Game sub-levels

Level 0 – Registration 

Level 1 – Participant 
profiles
Level 2 – Fixing the date 
for the first meeting
Level 3 – Entering 
headquarters, defining roles

Level 4 – Building an idea

Level 5 – Look at your 
group: do you have basic 
features to realise the idea?

Level 6 – Make your 
headquarters a place you 
feel good about

Level 7 – Develop your 
business plan

7.1 – Goal

7.1.1 – Value proposition segments

7.1.2 – Customer

7.1.3 – Revenue stream

7.1.3.1 – Definition of price
7.1.3.2 – Mode of payment
7.1.3.3 – Segmentation of revenues
7.1.3.4 – Initial capital/funding resources

7.2 – Customer 
relationships

7.2.1 – Kinds of customer 
relationships

7.2.1.1 – Showing our services
7.2.1.2 – Selling our services
7.2.1.3 – Explaining social impact 
7.2.1.4 – Loyalty policies

7.2.2 – Channels 7.2.2.1 – Delivering products or services
7.2.2.2 – Kinds of distribution

7.3 – Activities and 
resources

7.3.1 – Key activities
7.3.1.1 – Activities to be undertaken
7.3.1.2 – Making the product or service available
7.3.1.3 – Widening social impact 
7.3.1.4 – Complementary activities

7.3.2 – Key resources
7.3.2.1 – Resources for goal, customers, and activities
7.3.2.2 – Resources for social impact
7.3.2.3 – Resources inside and outside our social enterprise
7.3.2.1 – Finding resources

7.3.3 – Key partners

7.3.3.1 – Partners to achieve commercial goals
7.3.3.2 – Partners to achieve social impact
7.3.3.3 – Appearance of your social enterprise
7.3.3.2 – Relationship between partners

7.4 – Costs

Level 8 – Business plan
8.1 – Budgets
8.2 – Risk analysis
8.3 – Implementation plan
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Learners are allowed to revisit their decisions and answers as a group: 
given the opportunity to check previous work, the group can refine its 
idea and its evolution, as well as realise the mistakes made, discover 
areas to be improved, etc. The possibility of going back in the work is 
intended to promote dialogue and knowledge-sharing among learners in 
the group, which is a beneficial way of learning collaboratively. 

In addition, groups could also be provided with pre-defined 
solutions to the challenge that they are facing. Such solutions could 
come from pre-solved situations included in the game or from other 
groups’ solutions. With this approach, we allow learners to see other 
ways to use concepts that they learn from training material, recognise 
good ideas to be included in their social enterprise and detect bad 
decisions that jeopardise the success of their entrepreneurial adventure.

3. Skills Assessment
Skills assessment happens by means of direct and indirect 

attitude feedback and by assigning scores to pre-determined positive 
behaviours.

In the case of implementation with feedback, the facilitator or 
another group will send comments; in the case of non-feedback 
implementation, only internal discussion is performed. For every 
activity in the BMC that coincides with a level in the platform, this 
assessment would consist of taking pieces of the work from other 
groups (anonymised) or pre-defined problem/solution sets and giving 
this group the opportunity to learn by (1) highlighting good decisions, 
ideas, resources, etc.; (2) incorporating elements into their own project; 
and/or (3) proposing improvements for the other group (this feedback 
could be sent to the other group or not, depending on the option 
selected). This assessment can be included in every learning outcome 
without repeating the same activity or level.

The gamification approach is used in the attitude evaluation, and it 
involves gaining points for the following positive behaviours:
• Accepting the role of leader: 50 individual points and 50 points for 

the group if the first candidate for being task leader accepts.

• Participating in the booking of the next meeting: 10 individual 
points + 100 group points if everyone participates.

• Assisting with a meeting: 10 points + 100 group points if everyone 
assists.

• Once a piece of internal material is read, 10 individual points for 
every participant who contributes in the chat + 100 group points if 
everyone participates.

• The top contributor in the chat during the discussions in every 
scene obtains 10 extra points, and the group obtains 100 extra 
points if all team members participate in the discussion.

• For optional individual activities, 25 extra points will be given, + 
50 extra group points if every group member performs the activity.

• For compulsory group activities, 10 individual points will be given 
to group members who participate in the activity, + 50 group points 
if all group members participate.

• For optional group activities, 10 individual points will be given to 
every group member who participates in the activity, + 100 group 
points if all group members participate.
Additionally, we have two possibilities for implementation: with 

or without feedback. 

4. Assessing Learning Outcomes
In the following, we describe the assessment included in the 

proposal for knowledge, skills and attitudes related to every learning 
outcome. 

For learning outcome (LO) 1, understanding the concept of social 
economy, we include the following assessment activities, which will 
be presented at the proper level throughout the game, according to the 
content taught at each moment. This first set of activities is related to 
knowledge (Table V).

To assess skills, we proposed the next optional individual activity: 
Given the work of another group (anonymous) or pre-defined problems 
and solutions, ask for one of the following, maybe repeated at several 

TABLE V. Learning Outcome 1 Assessment

LO1 - Understanding the concept of social economy
Compulsory Optional

Individual Group Individual Group

• Multiple – answer questions to select 
the features of SEE. 

• Select a number of values applicable 
to the particular sector in which the 
enterprise is allocated. 

• Select the payment method chosen for 
their idea.

• One question to select features of every 
customer segment.

• One question to match every possible 
form of governance with its main 
features. The group has to discuss and 
to send a common answer. The test will 
be passed when every governance form 
is correctly assigned to its definition 
and features. If more than three tries 
are incorrect, group members will have 
to review additional documentation to 
better understand the concepts. 

• From a list, select the two values that 
make their enterprise different (related 
to the idea, sector, etc.). This question 
would need to extract responses from 
previous work.

• Present two questions like this: For a 
SEE in the X sector key resources for 
commercial aims could be: (select two 
from a list of five).

• “Complete the sentences” activity 
to link resources to every customer 
segment.

• Link five resources to specific social 
needs. More than one link could be 
possible.

• Present the ideas of enterprises 
from different sectors to 
decide if they are SEE or not. 
This is an alternative to the 
first compulsory individual 
assessment. Asking for help from 
other group members could be 
allowed. A second round for 
wrong answers is allowed. 

• Gamification points: 10 points 
for revisiting or modifying the 
idea (needs facilitator validation).

• Select three local needs that will 
be met by the SEE. This question 
needs a pre-established list of 
needs in every local context, 
from which the learner can select 
the most important ones.

• Discussing wrong answers from 
everyone and giving a common 
answer. If 60% is obtained, 
the test is individually passed. 
Learners not passing in the 
first-round pass with the obtained 
score.
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points: (1) choosing the best points; (2) presenting improvements; 
and (3) checking whether lessons learned during the process were 
incorporated in the proposal.

As previously explained, we include the assessment for the second 
learning outcome (LO 2, conception of the idea by a set of persons) in 
the knowledge category (Table VI).

The following activities are used to assess learning outcome 3 
(establishing a business plan), in the knowledge category (Table VII).

In learning outcome 4, in which competences related to 
management, including communication and marketing, are taught, the 
design of the assessment for knowledge is as shown in Table VIII.

In this package, there is an initial skills self-evaluation, which is 
compulsory. Here, different aspects will be analysed, such as respecting 
opinions, participating in debates or discussions, confidence, detecting 
and solving errors, sharing responsibilities, technological skills, game 
usage and e-learning. Next, given the set of roles arisen from the test 
of group members, the learner has to match each of these roles with 
activities that fit with them.

In addition, an optional task can be performed in order to check 
roles in the SEE that will be developed. Thus, from the roles selected 
in the compulsory knowledge assessment group activity, the learner 
would have to select the one that best fits each of the group members.

The next learning outcome, number 5, is about the creation of a 
conductive stakeholder environment. The assessment of knowledge 
related to this outcome is designed as shown in Table IX.

For skills, we here propose some optional individual activities:
• Given a set of characters, classify them into the correct segment 

of a given set.
• Given a set of products to be delivered to specific customers 

(considering segments) in specific locations, decide the best way 
to deliver them.
The sixth learning outcome is the one about evaluation and impact 

assessment, in which the SEE revises results obtained and impact 
achieved and checks if new investors need to be attracted. We have 
included the assessment activities for this LO in Table X.

The last learning outcome is related to operations. For this LO, we 
propose the set of assessment activities about knowledge included in 
Table XI.

For skills evaluation, we propose an optional group activity: The 
group is given a budget for some issue, but a problem arises and some 
money is needed to solve it. The group has to decide how to face this 
problem and where to find the needed money in its budget.

TABLE VI. Learning Outcome 2 Assessment

LO2 - Conception of the idea by a set of persons
Compulsory Optional

Individual Group Individual Group

Given a list of activities, select the ones 
that are more related to their idea (value 
proposition). Once every group member 
has a proposal, share opinions and give a 
final solution for each particular idea.

Given a list of n possible ideas, order 
them in descending order of social 
commitment. Several ideas could have the 
same level of social commitment. Thus, 
different partial orders would be correct. 
The group has to order the list correctly in 
three attempts. Otherwise, the application 
will explain why it is not correct.

The game will select and present 
again the individual and group 
activities with the lowest scores 
in order to encourage revisiting 
material and obtain better 
performance.

TABLE VII. Learning Outcome 3 Assessment

LO3 - Establishing a business plan

Compulsory Optional

Individual Group Individual Group

• Three of the concepts in LO3 are 
randomly selected and a puzzle is 
presented for them each of them in such 
a way that, once the solution is correctly 
built, an image is formed.

• Simulating staff recruitment, a set of 
questions is presented and different 
characters in the game answer the 
questions. The learner has to select the 
one who says the correct answers to the 
questions posted.

• Against the clock: every group member 
has to answer a set of questions, with 
scoring rated depending on how quickly 
the group finishes.

• Given a list of activities in the enterprise 
and a list of costs, match them.

• If the group needs initial capital, present 
a ‘complete the sentence’ activity in 
which members have to select a word 
or phrase to complete a sentence about 
different ways to find start-up capital.

After against the clock:  Correct 
and incorrect answers are 
discussed in the group. After that, 
each group member is provided 
with the answers from a partner in 
order to check their correctness. 
If a group member corrects the 
partner’s answers, his scoring 
increases 10%.

Simulating staff recruitment: 
Once each of the group members 
has chosen a candidate for each 
question, they have to discuss 
the set of candidates selected and 
choose the most appropriate one.
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VI. Case Study

This pedagogical approach has been assessed with the support of 
five of the facilitators who took part in the piloting. They have been 
provided with the pedagogical description, and they have tested the 

platform, Social PlaNet, in which this pedagogical approach has been 
implemented. In this section, we outline their opinions [55]. The goal 
of this assessment was testing the effectiveness of the proposal as well 
as finding elements to be improved.

TABLE VIII. Learning Outcome 4 Assessment

LO4 - management

Compulsory Optional

Individual Group Individual Group

• Given a set of customers, each of them 
with different features, choose the best 
way to distribute goods.

• - Match a list of possibilities for 
advertising to different kind of 
customers/customer segments in 
terms of effectiveness. More than one 
selection could be allowed.

Given a description of a SEE and its 
members, select the roles they fit and 
describe the ones still needed for success; 
from a list, select the features that they 
would need.

Given an example of a SEE and 
a set of resources, select the ones 
with wider social impact.

For the same SEE, select the 
resources that have to be found 
outside.

TABLE IX. Learning Outcome 5 Assessment

LO5 - Creating a conductive stakeholder environment

Compulsory Optional

Individual Group Individual Group

• Ask one question to select features of 
every customer segment.

• - Given a set of situations and idea of 
SEE, choose the value proposition for 
each one.

• Present the set of roles derived from 
the strengths obtained for each group 
member. Starting from this set of roles, 
relate every role to activities that could 
appropriately be performed by each of 
them.

• Build a sentence defining what value 
proposition is. Two or three correct 
options are allowed, each of them 
with different scoring according to the 
completeness of the definition.

Each of the group members has 
to choose one possible value 
proposition for a concrete idea in a 
concrete local situation.

From the set of customer segments, 
and given one enterprise sector, 
choose two customer segments that 
better fit with that enterprise.

TABLE X. Learning Outcome 6 Assessment

LO6 - Evaluation and impact assessment

Compulsory Optional

Individual Group Individual Group

• A set of n questions has to be answered, 
but each one will be presented to a 
group member. That way, all of them 
need to know about budget.

A set of true/false questions 
in which several rules about 
implementation are presented.

(Assuming different risks apply 
to different sectors or kinds of 
enterprise) given an enterprise 
(real or ideal), select the three most 
important risks it assumes.

TABLE XI. Learning Outcome 6 Assessment

LO6 - Evaluation and impact assessment

Compulsory Optional

Individual Group Individual Group

• From a list of activities, select the ones 
related to social impact.

• The same template is used in different 
points by presenting different sets of 
activities every time (different correct 
answers will be needed, of course).

• Given a list of elements, classify their 
costs into fixed, variables, mandatory, 
optional, remains, etc.

If a bad score is obtained on 
7.2.1’s first question, the question 
could be presented again here in 
order to improve scoring and to fix 
concepts.

(Assuming different risks apply 
to different sectors or kinds of 
enterprise) given an enterprise 
(real or ideal), select the three most 
important risks it assumes.
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A. Pilot Information
Five facilitators have participated in this assessment: three from 

Spain and two from Italy. Their assessment refers to the piloting 
activities carried out with 63 learners in total (36 in Spain and 27 in 
Italy), divided into 14 groups (seven in each country). Out of these 
14 groups, two were run testing a completely online training/gaming 
model, whereas the others were run with a blended model. Learner 
demographics were quite varied, ranging from a group of African 
refugees in one of the Italian pilots to unemployed but qualified people 
in some of the Spanish pilots. Pilots were run from May till June 2017, 
with the work of each group lasting two to three weeks on average. 
There were two to three meetings per week, with each lasting two-and-
a-half to three hours.

B. Results
Facilitators were asked about the benefits for learners that they 

found in taking part in the pilots, with specific reference to the learning 
experience and outcomes.

A first general finding was that the pedagogical approach was 
effective in relation to the expected learning outcomes, since it 
enhanced the development of the expected knowledge and skills in the 
terms defined in Table III. The group composition of the pilots had a 
great influence on the type of most-enhanced skills, since facilitators 
emphasised different skills in each of them. That way, groups of low-
skilled and low-literacy learners were encouraged to develop soft skills 
(self-esteem, empowerment, capacity to work in groups) rather than 
specific knowledge and competences. This was the case, for instance, 
with the Italian pilot addressing African refugees, where the facilitator 
stated that ‘the biggest learning outcome – considering the specificity 
of the target group (African refugees) was a cultural one: the hardest 
part was to convince them they could become entrepreneurs (and not 
just execute the orders of someone else), adding value to the community 
rather than thinking only of profit for personal benefit (as social 
entrepreneurs)’. However, in groups involving already-experienced 
social entrepreneurs and unemployed people with a higher education 
profile, the main learning outcomes achieved were the following, 
according to the facilitators interviewed:
• Improvement of skills and knowledge in relation to the creation 

and management of social economy enterprises, with specific 
reference to the use of the BMC and marketing techniques.

• Improvement of knowledge about social entrepreneurship.
• Improvement of social awareness.
• Improvement of tolerance for frustration.
• Improvement of collaborative skills and teamwork (working 

together on a common project).
As anticipated in section V.A, two out of the 14 groups analysed 

in this paper tested the game completely online, in line with the initial 
idea of the project to deliver an online game on social entrepreneurship. 
The results of the online testing were disappointing, since the technical 
challenges met by learners in proceeding with the game ended up in 
killing motivation to play, and the two online groups did not complete 
the testing phase. On the other hand, the remaining 12 groups, which 
adopted an in-person approach (all learners connected to a PC, but 
in the same room and with the in-person support of the facilitator), 
successfully completed the testing, developing business ideas and 
related business plans.

Once the training program was finalized, about 60% of participants 
were intended to became entrepreneurs in the real life [55].

C. Discussion
Based on the above results, we can conclude that the pedagogical 

model elaborated as a support for the Social PlaNet game was partly 

successful, since it worked with a stronger than foreseen role of the 
facilitators in guiding the groups and as long as the testing was run in 
person, or with a blended approach. Technical difficulties related to the 
gameplay concern both the game development (with specific feedback 
provided by facilitators on the changes needed to make the game more 
user-friendly) and the IT skills of the targeted participants. Based 
on the pilot results, the team is now working to improve the game, 
making it more user-friendly and granting more power to facilitators 
to intervene on the online game platform with ad-hoc support material 
for the training. The recommendations that will be produced for future 
facilitators willing to use the game will also refer to the need for an 
introductory session on basic IT skills to allow for more fluent and 
relaxed gameplay.

VII.  Conclusions and Further Works

In this paper, we have presented the pedagogical approach 
developed in the Social Seducement European project, which has been 
included in the platform Social PlaNet. This pedagogical approach 
is based on three main principles: the use of the instructional design 
model ADDIE; the European Qualification Framework (EQF); and 
the particularities of the social economy. Based on these foundations, 
we have presented the set of learning outcomes that are taught in the 
platform, obtained from a deep study of the literature as well as a wide 
set of interviews with main actors in this field.

The pedagogical model works on a set of knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes learned through a gamified e-learning tool (Social PlaNet). 
This game encourages learners to become social entrepreneurs that 
develop a business plan for their own social economy enterprises. To 
support this learning process, Social PlaNet includes a set of levels 
that help learners to advance from the initial idea to the final business 
plan by using real-life stories as means to inspire them. Additionally, 
the game includes learning materials, distributed by country, in order 
to provide native resources for every learner in every language. This 
specific feature focused on language-based resources provides the 
learner with a local library of resources, along with the international 
scope of the game. Finally, this process is made more dynamic by the 
inclusion of gamification points, which learners use to furnish their 
offices, so that the space accommodates their social entrepreneurial 
activities. This contextualisation of the personal office facilitates a 
deeper identification of the learner with the role of entrepreneur.

This pedagogical approach has been tested in two pilots developed 
in Italy and Spain by means of the Social PlaNet platform. These 
pilots show that results differ depending on the learners’ features: the 
lower the level of literacy, the higher the impact in terms of soft skills; 
the higher the level of literacy, the higher the level of specific skills, 
knowledge and attitudes acquired. Further, this game can address 
various learner profiles that will get particular benefits based on their 
features. This multi-faceted use of the game allows for multiple learner 
targets and competences to be addressed using the pedagogical model 
by Social PlaNet.

Future work will combine a) additional pilots, in order to widen 
the scope of these results; b) additional facilitators that will support 
the development of Social PlaNet; and c) a facilitators’ network that is 
fostered by the project partners group, with the aim of giving support 
to incoming facilitators that start the training of new learner groups.

Social PlaNet is available to be used at the following URL: http://
ss.epscms.com. It is open to be used by anyone who wants to use this 
learning platform for social entrepreneurship training. The website and 
guidelines are available in several languages, and can be downloaded 
at https://www.socialseducement.net/game-and-resources .
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Appendices

A. Appendix I
Story title: ‘Co-op57: From company to worker’s cooperative’
Context
Co-op57 is a financial services cooperative that was created in 

1995 as a consequence of long years of workers’ struggle: When the 
publisher Bruguera went bankrupt, some of the fired employees put 
part of their compensation into a common fund to promote social 
economy projects. They chose the cooperative model because of their 
commitment to social change.

Problem
Many times, banks ask for very high guarantees before granting 

a loan, but loan-seekers have difficulty meeting these requirements. 
Some fired workers have business ideas and need initial support to 
fund their projects. 

The financial crisis made this problem still bigger because public 
funding comes late or never. In this situation, many enterprises have 
difficulty providing their services and products.

Solution
Due to the circumstances in which it arose, Co-op57 is highly 

engaged to change the economy’s rules. Therefore, it offers financial 
services (loans) for auto-managed projects for social change and 
workers’ fight to contribute to change the economy’s rules and help 
create new ways of work.

The most important thing in Co-op57 is confidence. Thus, every 
client in the co-op becomes a partner, having the power to give opinions 
and participate in the decision-making process. This makes every client 

feel like an owner.
Transparency is very important for confidence. Social impact is 

measured by seeing how projects advance and new partners arrive, but 
there is no index by which to measure it. Co-op57 has a newsletter 
every six months provide information about new partners and projects 
to which it has given loans, along with the amounts of those loans. At 
present, it has 700 entities as partners, which it considers as having a 
high degree of social impact.

Projects are evaluated according to their social repercussions and 
whether they contribute to new types of economy and employment. 
Evaluating the risks of proposals that the co-op receives is necessary 
so it can be responsible with partners. However, metrics are different 
because the viability of the project is very important. Co-op57 usually 
contributes to the improvement of proposals in order to make the initial 
projects viable and, hence, able to access loans. 

Locally, the co-op promotes new social and caring projects, 
although it also works with national foundations and organizations 
focused on changing the economy (Alternative Economy Network, 
Cooperatives Federation) as well as building a person-based economy.

Its governance structure is based on consensus by a horizontal 
organization and on territorial semi-autonomous management. 
Decisions are sent to a central board, which makes the process slow but 
democratic. However, this auto-management and need for coordination 
is highly challenging.

Benefits obtained from loans are partially saved. The rest of the 
benefits are invested annually as partners decide. So far, they have always 
decided to retain them in Co-op57 to face possible unexpected events.

B. Appendix II

LO 1 – Understanding the concept of social economy

General description of social economy • https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Econom%C3%ADa_social_en_España
• http://www.cepes.es/social/econ_social_que_es

Typology of social economy enterprises

• Cooperatives: http://www.cepes.es/social/entidades_cooperativas
• Labor society: http://www.cepes.es/social/entidades_sociedades_laborables
• Mutuals: http://www.cepes.es/social/entidades_mutualidades
• Insertion companies: http://www.cepes.es/social/entidades_empresas_insercion 
• Fishermen’s associations: http://www.cepes.es/social/entidades_cofradias_pescadores
• Special Employment Centres: http://www.cepes.es/social/entidades_centros_empleo 

Legislation • http://www.cepes.es/documentacion/426 
LO 2 – Conception of the idea by a set of persons
Guide for entrepreneurs on the constitution 
of social economy enterprises • http://www.cepes.es/index.php?action=carga&a=archivo_6f6cc27_22-10-13_pdf.pdf

How to create a cooperative • http://www.cepes.es/index.php?action=carga&a=archivo_5f6cc27_22-10-13_pdf.pdf
• http://www.cepes.es/index.php?action=carga&a=archivo_2f6cc27_22-10-13_pdf.pdf

LO 3 – Establishing a business plan
Guide for drafting of the business plan by 
COCETA • http://www.cepes.es/index.php?action=carga&a=archivo_2f6cc27_22-10-13_pdf.pdf

Example of Social Business Plan • https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/268780

Business Model Canvas • http://www.emprendedores.es/gestion/modelo-3
LO 4 – Management, including communication and marketing

Concept and importance • http://www.cepes.es/index.php?action=carga&a=archivo_2f6cc27_22-10-13_pdf.pdf
• https://dialnet.unirioja.es/descarga/articulo/2649005.pdf

LO 5 – Creation of conductive stakeholders’ environment

Concept and importance • http://www.anel.es/la-creacion-de-redes-principal-reto-para-el-desarrollo-de-la-economia-social/

LO 6 – Evaluation and impact assessment

Concept and importance • http://www.economiasolidaria.org/documentos/medicion_del_valor_social_y_el_impacto

LO 7 – Operations

Important skills in entrepreneurship • http://capsulasdeemprendimiento.blogspot.com.es/2010/10/las-7-habilidades-sociales-de-un.html
• http://www.injuve.es/sites/default/files/2014/12/publicaciones/guia_jovenes_talento_perfilemprendedor_3.pdf
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I. Introduction

Much of the cognitive activities, such as writing, reading or 
speaking, also include the use of fine motor skills, involving hand 

movement, hand-eye coordination, sound production control skills, 
etc.; for this reason, it can be said that there is a relationship between 
cognitive development and the fine motor [1]. In older children and 
adults, the development of fine motor skills implies learning the set 
of complex and specific sequences of movement necessary to perform 
the activities of daily life, traditional writing and using the keyboard, 
leisure activities and vocational tasks [2]. In studies such as [1], it is 
determined that attention, fine motor skills and general knowledge 
help to predict the percentages that students will subsequently obtain 
in math, reading and science, so these indicators are essential for 
preparation in early education. In addition, and according to the above, 

in [3] the authors perform the identification of brain wave patterns of 
people with dyslexia during the writing process, stating that writing 
skills are a relevant academic indicator. Therefore, since there is a 
need for the use of fine motor skills in cognitive activities, the constant 
motivation in school classrooms of fine motor practice is important.

Technology represents a great importance nowadays and there 
has been a great growth in the implementation of new mechanisms 
and means that allow to involve technology in education, as a way to 
increase motivation in learning. This is how Augmented Reality (AR) 
permits the creation of different immersive scenarios through the use 
of virtual elements on a real environment, facilitating the acquisition of 
knowledge, meaningful learning and user interest [4]-[5].

There are numerous references that have focused on the creation 
of AR environments in education and their influence on motivation, as 
well as promoting motor activities; studies such as [6]-[7] present a 
3D navigation structure through the use of mobile devices, based on a 
Knowledge Organization System (KOS) using school subjects about 
animals, in a population of children between 10 and 12 years, in order to 
analyze aspects of learning and usability, through a set of questions related 
to the system; the results show that, in the test carried out, most participants 
successfully identified the animals, their relationship with the habitat and 
the category of the animal, according to the classification defined in the 
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Abstract

Fine motor skills allow to carry out the execution of crucial tasks in people's daily lives, increasing their 
independence and self-esteem. Among the alternatives for working these skills, immersive environments 
are found providing a set of elements arranged to have a haptic experience through gestural control devices. 
However, generally, these environments do not have a mechanism for evaluation and feedback of the exercise 
performed, which does not easily identify the objective's fulfillment. For this reason, this study aims to carry out 
a comparison of image recognition methods such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), K-Nearest Neighbor 
(K-NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Decision Tree (DT), for the purpose of performing an evaluation 
and feedback of exercises. The assessment of the techniques is carried out using images captured from an 
immersive environment, calculating metrics such as confusion matrix, cross validation and classification report. 
As a result of this process, it was obtained that the CNN model has a better supported performance in 82.5% 
accuracy, showing an increase of 23.5% compared to SVM, 30% compared to K-NN and 25% compared to 
DT. Finally, it is concluded that in order to implement a method of evaluation and feedback in an immersive 
environment for academic training in the first school years, a low margin of error must be taken in the percentage 
of successes of the image recognition technique implemented, to ensure the proper development of these skills 
considering their great importance in childhood.
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KOS. Authors such as [8] propose a virtual environment based on 3D 
navigation for gestures with two hands, offering control on the speed of 
navigation, being easy and intuitive; when evaluating the technique with 
a set of participants, the study finds its feasibility making it easy to learn 
and use, in addition to reaching high rates of accuracy, performance and 
prediction speed. In research such as [9], the planning, assignment and use 
of digital learning objects with augmented reality is proposed to support the 
teaching-learning process of higher education students, taking into account 
the students’ learning style, resulting in a better academic performance, in 
addition to making the learning process more dynamic and attractive to 
students. For their part, the authors of [10] develop an augmented reality 
platform to simulate a 3D book versus a traditional book for chemistry 
learning in high school students, given the low popularity of the subject, 
resulting in those students who used the platform had better results in their 
semiannual exams, compared to those who used the book traditionally. In 
[11] a method of learning in Augmented Reality was carried out through the 
use of mobile devices, using multidimensional concept maps, and having 
a standard group and an experimental group for testing; as a result, it is 
evident that the experimental group performed significantly better than the 
other group and a greater motivation is concluded during the development 
of the activity. In a study carried out by [12], a mobile platform is exposed 
through the use of augmented reality, for descriptive geometry learning; 
results show a great increase in positive feelings on the part of the students, 
through the proposed method that is characterized by the use of virtual 
models of the figures.

Likewise, there are studies related to AR in early education, as well 
as the influence of technology in increasing motivation and interest 
during the learning process in children. For their part in [13] they 
develop an interactive-educational game for learning concepts such as 
colors, geometric shapes and mathematics through augmented reality, 
for children between 4 and 7 years old, obtaining as a result a pleasant 
and fun teaching environment, as well as the increased interest and 
commitment on the part of the students, who were also evaluated by 
their parents. In [14] content on animals is implemented for children 
aged 4 to 5 years, based on augmented reality; as a result, the authors 
present an increase in the effectiveness of learning and an increase in 
student activity, as augmented reality is the promoter of active behavior 
and development of communication skills in children. 

Images classification methods in artificial intelligence aim 
to improve the feature and pattern extraction learning, and their 
application can be seen in a number of contexts, including education 
[15]. Methods such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) that is based 
on the principle of margin maximization [16], K-Nearest Neighboor 
(K-NN) whose purpose is to find the nearest neighbor between nodes 
[17], Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that it is a neural network 
characterized by using the convolution operation [18] and Decision 
Tree (DT) defined as a simple representation of a finite set of classes 
[19], are considered the most commonly used and known traditional 
approaches [20] [21]. Studies like [22] present the application of a 
convolutional neural network model for plants recognition as of an 
images dataset; as a result, 86.2% effectiveness was seen with the 
CNN model implemented. In the field of education, references such 
as [15] worked with a classification method and the use of augmented 
reality by presenting a CNN model for geometric figures classification 
captured from an AR-Sandbox, with the aim of supporting early 
education and fine-motor therapy in children. The authors found that 
the proposed method shows a decrease of 39.45% based on loss and 
an increase of 14.83% of correct answers, concluding that there is an 
increase in performance with the selected CNN model.

Taking into account the above, this study aims to apply the 
classification methods SVM, CNN, K-NN and DT with images captured 
from the immersive environment presented in [23], a study that addresses 
an environment based on augmented reality in support of training in 

children from 4 to 6 years old, through 3D scenarios where children 
reinforce the learning of vowels and their training. The application 
of the methods is done in order to provide feedback on the activities 
carried out by the children and these will be compared using a confusion 
matrix, classification report and cross validation as metrics to measure 
their performance, given that, traditionally, machine learning-based 
approaches are assessed in a cross validation scenario that validates the 
classification model by assessing how the result will generalize to an 
independent dataset [24]. Additionally, the representation of a confusion 
matrix helps in analyzing the belongingness of each class and makes 
a clear view of the classification accuracy of each class showing the 
correct classification and misclassification of each class against the 
belongingness of each target class [25], in addition, usually classification 
report is used to check the quality of classification algorithm predictions. 
The rest of this article is organized as follows: in Section II there are 
Materials and methods where the general scenario is presented, which is 
divided into the immersive environment and the development of activities 
feedback with the application of images classification methods; Section 
III presents results and discussion; finally, conclusions and future work 
are presented.

II. Materials and Methods

Fig. 1 shows the general scenario with which it will work, 
structured with two main components: Immersive environment and 
Activities feedback. The Immersive environment component is based 
on an Augmented Reality prototype where a series of 3D scenarios are 
presented with which it interacts through a gesture control device and 
whose objective is the practice of vowels for the support of fine-motor 
therapy in children from 4 to 6 years old. The Activities feedback 
component complements the first by determining if the child’s exercise 
corresponds to the expected result; this is achieved with the application 
of the classification methods CNN, SVM, K-NN and DT, taking as a 
starting point the images obtained with the immersive environment. 
Finally, in order to measure the performance of the methods, a 
comparison is made between them by means of confusion matrix, 
classification report and cross validation as performance metrics, 
considering that they are techniques that have been addressed in 
studies such as [20] [21] [26], presenting a comparison between the 
methods when recognizing images in fields such as the identification 
of diseases in plants, numbers and elements of the daily life using data 
sets such as MNIST and CIFAR 10 and finally, identification of types 
of rice grains.

Inmersive
environment

based on

with

through as

for

Activities
feedback

Augmented
Reality

Image
classification

methods

CNN

SVM

KNN

Decision
trees

Fine motor
skills training
early education

Fig. 1. General scenario. Source: Authors

A. Immersive Environment
The immersive environment used is presented in [23], where the 

authors developed a set of scenarios based on Unity 3D. There are 
five modules, one for each vowel and each one consists of scenarios 
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where multimedia elements, such as videos, related words and images, 
are presented for the learning of the vowel, and a training scenario 
for its practice. The interaction with the scenarios is done through 
the Leap Motion gesture control device which detects and tracks the 
position of the participant’s hands and fingers in space through two 
monochromatic stereo cameras and three infrared LEDs [27], such as it 
is shown in Fig. 2. In this way, the user can play the videos, change the 
scenario and move through the different modules.

Fig. 2. Use of the leap motion device.Source: Leap motion [28].

The training scenario presents a blank board, indicating the vowel 
to be written, where the child should use their hands to write on the 
board, through the Leap Motion device (Fig. 3); this allows the practice 
of the writing of the vowels and at the same time the fine-motor skills 
are worked by involving the movement of the hands and the hand-eye 
coordination. From this platform the images of the vowels are obtained 
by taking a screenshot of the training board.

Fig. 3. Vowel writing in the immersive environment. Source: Authors.

B. Activities Feedback
Fig. 4 presents the approach to carry out the development of the 

module that corresponds to Activities Feedback. This component 
has as its starting point the training of machine learning models such 
as Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) 
and Decision Tree (DT), using the Grid Search method, in order to 
perform hyperparameter optimization and obtain the best model of 
each technique according to the vowel training dataset in accordance 
with the nature and operation of the immersive environment presented 
previously. Additionally, an already defined model of convolutional 
neural network (CNN) will be trained, which has been taken from 
studies such as [15], exposing as a result a base model of a CNN, 
with the objective of recognizing images acquired from an immersive 
environment called AR-Sandbox, presenting an accuracy in prediction 
phase of 0.87. Once the models have been trained and selected, the 
evaluation and comparison of the models is carried out, using metrics 
such as confusion matrices, a classification report made up of precision 
score, f1 score and recall score and, finally, performing cross-validation.

Fig. 4. General approach for Activities Feedback component. Source: Authors.

In order to perform the training of the SVM, K-NN, DT, and CNN 
models, a training dataset made up of 5 classes corresponding to the 
vowels (A, E, I, O, U) was used. The dataset is determined by a total of 
1600 images, where, each class has a total of 320 images, taken from 
the internet or made in some basic drawing tool. Fig. 5 presents the 
training set used.

Fig. 5. Training dataset. Source: Authors

1. CNN Model
As mentioned above, the selection of the convolutional neural 

network model was based on a study carried out by [15], where the 
definition of a base model of a CNN was carried out, performing 
hyperparameter optimization by Random Search, defining a 
hyperparameters dictionary. These parameters are taken randomly in the 
base model, with the purpose of training a total of 50 models, to make 
the selection of a final model, having as decision criteria the accuracy, 
the average square error and the loss function, metrics presented in 
this study. The selected model had the purpose of recognizing and 
classifying geometric figures acquired directly from an immersive 
environment such as an AR-Sandbox. The model is presented in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. CNN model. Source: Restrepo, Casas et al., 2019 [15]
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When the base model is defined, we proceed to train it with the 
training dataset described above, obtaining an average of accuracy 
of 0.9758 and a loss function of 0.0874. Table I, presents the defined 
compilation and training hyperparameters.

TABLE I. Compilation and Training Hyperparameters

Hyperparameter Value
Optimizer RMSProp

Loss Function Cross Entropy
Metrics Accuracy

Batch_size 32
Epochs 10

Source: Authors

2. SVM Model
In order to obtain the SVM model by optimizing hyperparameters 

using Grid Search, a hyperparameters dictionary is defined, declaring 
variable parameters such as, the kernel that will use the algorithm 
and the penalty value for the error. Table II presents the defined 
hyperparameters dictionary.

TABLE II. SVM Hyperparameter Dictionary

Hyperparameter Possible Values
Kernel ‘linear’, ‘poly’, ‘rbf’, ‘sigmoid’

Penalty parameter 1, 10, 100, 100, 1000
Source: Authors

As a result, a total of 20 models were trained, taking the accuracy 
value as the decision criterion, the model with the best performance 
had as hyperparameters a ‘poly’ type kernel and a penalty value for the 
error of 1.0, obtaining an average accuracy of 0.595. Fig. 7, presents 
the model scheme with its hyperparameters.

Input Data

Output Data

SVM
Penalty

Parameter C Kernel Gamma

1,0 Poly Auto

Fig. 7. SVM scheme. Source: Author

3. K-NN Model
On the other hand, in order to select the K-NN model using Grid 

Search, Table III presents the hyperparameters dictionary defined, 
declaring variable the number of neighbors and the weight function 
used in the prediction phase.

TABLE III.  K-NN hyperparameter dictionary

Hyperparameter Possible Values
Number of neighbors 2, 3, 5, 15, 30, 60, 100

Weights function ‘uniform’, ‘distance’
Source: Authors.

When defining the hyperparameters dictionary, a total of 14 models 
were trained, calculating their average accuracy score, considering it as 
a decision criterion. The model with the highest precision value was 
obtained by using 3 neighbors and a distance type weight function, 
obtained 0.625 as the score value. Fig. 8, presents the model scheme 
with its hyperparameters.

Input Data

Output Data

KNN

N-neighbors Weights Algorithm

3 Distance Auto

Fig. 8. K-NN scheme. Source: Authors.

4. DT model
Finishing the training of machine learning models, the decision tree 

model is selected using Grid Search, which is why a hyperparameters 
dictionary is defined, leaving the criteria to measure the quality of a 
division and the strategy to choose the division in each of the nodes. 
Table IV exposes the defined hyperparameters dictionary.

TABLE IV. Decision Tree Hyperparameter Dictionary

Hyperparameter Possible Values
Criterion ‘gini’, ‘entropy’
Splitter ‘best’, ‘random’ 

Source: Authors.

According to the hyperparameters dictionary, only a total of 4 
models were trained, where the best combination occurs when the 
criterion for measuring the quality of a division is made using the Gini 
function and the best function is used as a division strategy in each 
node. This model had an average accuracy value of 0.61. Fig. 9, shows 
the model scheme with its hyperparameters.

Input Data

Output Data

Decision tree

Criterion Splitter

Gini Best

Fig. 9. Decision Tree scheme. Source: Authors.
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III. Results and Discussions

In order to perform the evaluation and comparison of the models 
defined above, a total of 14 children were cited, who interacted with 
the immersive environment and made 40 images for each class, that is, 
40 images for each of the vowels, forming a set of test data of a total of 
200 images. Fig. 10 exposes the test dataset.

On the other hand, the models were evaluated by means of confusion 
matrices, a classification report, which is composed of metrics such 
as f1 score, recall score and precision score and, finally, by cross-
validation, the above with the purpose of obtaining approximately the 
accuracy value both specifically by vowel and generally from each of 
the models, and after that, making a comparison between each of the 
techniques implemented.

A. Confusion Matrix
In order to obtain the confusion matrices of each model with the 

test dataset, the sk-learn library was used, which was implemented in 
Python.

1. CNN Model
Table V, presents the number of successes in the prediction phase 

with the CNN model with a total of 40 samples per class, where a 
success rate of 82.5% was obtained.

TABLE V. Number of Hits in CNN

A E I O U
A 36 2 0 1 1
E 3 35 1 1 0
I 2 6 30 0 2
O 4 3 0 31 2
U 0 0 3 4 33

Source: Authors.

2. SVM Model
Table VI exposes the number of hits in the prediction phase with 

the SVM model with a total of 40 samples per class, where a 59% hit 
rate was obtained.

TABLE VI. Number of Hits in SVM

A E I O U
A 20 4 5 9 2
E 1 24 6 5 4
I 5 2 19 9 5
O 3 3 0 34 0
U 3 5 1 10 21

Source: Authors.

3. K-NN Model
Table VII shows the number of hits in the prediction phase with the 

K-NN model with a total of 40 samples per class, where a 52.5% hit 
rate was obtained

TABLE VII. Number of Hits in K-NN

A E I O U
A 7 1 4 28 0
E 2 18 6 12 2
I 0 0 24 14 2
O 0 0 1 37 2
U 0 0 5 16 19

Source: Authors.

4. DT Model
Table VIII, presents the number of hits in the prediction phase with 

the DT model with a total of 40 samples for each class, where a 57.5% 
hit rate was obtained.

TABLE VIII. Number of Hits in DT

A E I O U
A 21 7 7 4 1
E 8 18 4 6 4
I 6 4 21 5 4
O 3 7 0 28 2
U 1 2 6 4 27

Source: Authors.

Based on the confusion matrices presented above, it can be seen 
that the model that shows the best performance is CNN, since it has a 
total of 82.5% success rate in its predictions, exposing an increase of 
23.5% compared to SVM, 30% against K-NN and 25% against DT. A 
specific analysis of the confusion matrices is presented in Table IX, 
where H is the percentage of correct answers and F the percentage of 
errors.

As shown in Table IX, it can be evidenced that when performing a 
specific analysis of each of the vowels, the CNN model significantly 
overcomes the rest of the models, except in the O vowel, given that the 
SVM gets over it by a 0.75% and K-NN by 1.5%.

B. Classification Report
With the purpose of obtaining metrics such as: precision score, 

recall score and f1 score, the sk-learn library was used, through its 
classification report module, which includes the metrics mentioned 
above. Table X presents the average of these metrics for each of the 
trained models.

Fig. 10. Test dataset. Source: Authors.
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TABLE X. Average Metrics for Classification Report

Model Precision_score Recall_score F1_score
CNN 0.830 0.826 0.824
SVM 0.610 0.586 0.586
K-NN 0.700 0.516 0.510

DT 0.584 0.594 0.582

Source: Authors.

Additionally, Fig. 11. Classification report values. Source: 
Authors.11 graphically represents the consolidated data in Table X. 
As of Fig. 11. Classification report values. Source: Authors.11, it can 
be seen that the CNN model presents a higher level of performance 
compared to the rest of the techniques, in addition, this means that 
for the SVM, K-NN and DT models there are a greater number of 
false positives, therefore, the values in these metrics tend to be lower 
24.13% on average compared to the CNN model.

Fig. 11. Classification report values. Source: Authors.

C. Cross Validation
In order to carry out the cross-validation process, use was made 

of both the training dataset and the test dataset, that is 1800 images. 
Additionally, a total of 10 randomly divisions were established, using 
functions such as KFold and cross_val_score of the model_selection 
module of the sk-learn library. Table XI, exposes the average of the 
cross-validation score and its standard deviation for each of the models 
and for the number of divisions defined.

TABLE XI. Score and Standard Deviation in Cross Validation

Model Average Cross Validation Score Standard Deviation
CNN 0.8651 0.0451
SVM 0.5306 0.0485
K-NN 0.5137 0.0255

DT 0.5638 0.0457
Source: Authors

As of Fig. 12. Model comparison by cross validation. Source: 
Authors.12, it can be seen that when applying cross-validation and 
calculating its score, the CNN model shows an increase of 0.3345 
against SVM, 0.3514 against K-NN and 0.3013 against DT, on average 
it increases by 32.9%, in addition, this model exposes a high score 
above 0.85. On the other hand, from Fig. 12. Model comparison by cross 
validation. Source: Authors.12, which presents the consolidated data in 
Table XI through a box diagram, it can be stated that, as a first instance, 
the median of the CNN model is located approximately 0.25 points 
above the median of the other models. In addition, it has a relatively 
close maximum value of 0.9 and a minimum value approximately close 
to 0.8, therefore its values do not vary significantly, that is, its precision 
value calculated when applying cross validation remains stable. 

Fig. 12. Model comparison by cross validation. Source: Authors.

IV. Conclusions

Based on the results obtained in the evaluation of the confusion 
matrix metrics, precision score, recall score, F1 score and cross 
validation, it is possible to conclude that the CNN model implemented 
has a better performance compared to traditional methods such 
as K-NN, SVM and DT, even obtaining the best models of these 
techniques through hyperparameter optimization. Methods such 
as K-NN and SVM presented a greater number of successes in the 
prediction of the O vowel, compared to the CNN method, when 
analyzing the confusion matrix; nevertheless, this may imply that these 
methods created a predisposition to the vowel in its phase of extracting 
features and training.

Given the importance of the educational and motor training of 
children in the first school years, it is necessary to have a high level 
of percentage of successes in the model implemented to carry out the 
evaluation and feedback of the exercises performed in an immersive 
environment that supports the development of these skills.

TABLE IX. Confusion Matrix Analysis

Method

Vowel

A E I O U

H F H F H F H F H F

CNN 0.9 0.1 0.875 0.125 0.75 0.25 0.775 0.225 0.825 0.175

SVM 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.475 0.525 0.85 0.15 0.525 0.475

K-NN 0.175 0.825 0.45 0.55 0.6 0.4 0.925 0.075 0.4 0.6

DT 0.525 0.475 0.45 0.55 0.525 0.475 0.7 0.3 0.675 0.325
Source: Authors.
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Although the recognition of images associated with vowels, 
geometric figures, among others, has been presented in a large number 
of previous studies, it is important to consider that the immersive 
environment used involves a variety of multimedia elements, which 
can generate noise. Despite the above, the CNN model presented a high 
level of precision in its prediction stage; however, this value must be 
refined and increased, perhaps as the authors of [15] do, using an image 
cleaning technique.

The immersive environment presented in this study was taken from 
the work carried out by [24], where the authors have as their main 
objective the reinforcement of fine motor skills through the writing 
of vowels; however, since there is no way to evaluate the exercise, it 
is not guaranteed that the children have fulfilled the objective. That 
is why when obtaining a method with a high level of success to carry 
out feedback on the exercises performed in immersive environments 
such as the one mentioned above, the design and implementation of 
a monitoring and recommendation system for students is considered 
as future work, being applied from its early stages of education which 
can be decisive for its formation. Additionally, it is possible to include 
new scenarios by implementing different exercises by broadening the 
model recognition spectrum.
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